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PREFACE

Modern societies thrive on Innovation; they. are also

.increasingly and inescapably bureaucratic.\Is this n Tera=
dox? Perhaps so, for bureaucracies, are commonly thought-to
stunt the growth of every5hing. but themselves;\they are said
to suffocate initiative, and inventiveness wieh the leaden

blanket ofroUtine.. While such Almagery.is oveKanwn,_
nonetheless states the,problem: how to create soc141
tutions whose 'ery stability does<not weaken their 'caPacity
for innovation. Such-institutions must be ones irr-.4hichoall

received wisdom and'habits of . thought are constantr\ re-

evaluated, and in which the fresh idea is prized but is .1\so.

routinely subjected to'sedrching criticism. ,The'creativity
within such institutions must be applied to socially reward=',

ing objectives,' but in such-a as to avoid snuffing out

its spark.

How can, institutions be fashioned.to such a .orm, and

Orovided with theresaurces necessary for their important
__Lwork?_That,__briefly,:--is-thelproblem-:of-uniersity-finance. '-

,

Universities areby no means the only institutions which /`

stimulate innovation within a'society, but social and scien=/.

tific innovation is their raisoe,d'Ztre. This kincipld
.shoUld guide them in all they .do, both In teaching and in
the often=inpeparable condUct of research. At-all levels oii

instruction, a good university does.: far more than impart

kn ledge or,peavide trniningAn technical skillsfit etimu=
lates : e student to query the purboses of what he is doing,

the .techniques of doing it, and the sUbstancexif existing
knowledge inshort, 'to become an infbimed.ctitic and a'

sober innovator.'. A Society which lacks ample numbers of

people such as these is. culturally impoverished; it will,

moreover, soon_find itself in anHeconothitally precarious ,or

backsliding condition. Ihnbvators constitute an especially
valuable 'resonrce.for society because without novation,

____knowledge -Jend -technique -canyoe:-neither-generated-1ri'except--

haphazardly, impaqed% -

.

The capacity for innovation is evanescent, \and must be

_constantly-renewed.- In-- university -faculty. and- students this

requires the Stimulus of personal interaction, the regular

updating of teaching curricula And the redefinition of

/research objeCtiNTs; and it requires access toamplelibrary:
resources and igodern'sciehtific-eqUipment. The university



exists to supply the opportunities ,ani..faCil ties , necessary
for these. pprposes; to do so demand bothboth adaptability' to

the heeds of) its own memberSiand' the .financial ability to

supply those needs. .

r .

In thislreport it will accordingly be ariued that uni-
-

versities must have a large laeasure of institutional auton
,
omy as well as .a dependable income wnichis adequate to

society's expectations of them. But not, too dependable!

University revenues ought not be so fiked-, as toy be ufrt-

affected by levels of performance.t An attempt,must be made

to reconcile financiAl security with the provision,of re-,

wards for excellence. the one hand it must be recognized

that universities have, large needs, and that penury will

drive universities to inked tocrity or worse.' On, the other

hand, it is well to remember that money alone will not /

ensure excellence. Universities are not- immune to shoddi-.

ness, any more than other institutions are; and-it is salu-

tary for th-m to'haye,a financial stake in .enhinding their

reputations. 'Uthen high standards in teaching and research

cannot ease financial strangulation, and when lagging per-
/

__.forman ce _will incur no 'financial penalty, the university

becomes prey to-fatalisfa,- declining morale'', and the toler-

elide of inanition in its professional staff.

These dangers area particularly acute in the existing

cqnjmncture of events in Canada. Canadian universities, as

they move into the 1980fs, will find it increasingly dif-

ficult to t ink in terms of anything bur survival. This is

partly be ause in most ,provinces their incomes, _cif dis
counted r inflation,,have been dropping for some years and

may we continue to do so. But the reasons -will-be by no

dean uniquely financial. They will pertain also to falling

stud ht numbers and the attendant incapacity bp hire new

staff.: It will be increasingly difficult for them to obtain

an'infusion of taferit, ambition and idealism. ,Universities

face a lengthy periO4 of retrenchment or contraction; and it

is- important that the design of new funding 'arrangements_

should'not exacerbate the problems and dangers which are

equalLly,,the legacy of rapid growth during the 1960's avi the

anticipated result of no-growth or shrinkage in the next two

decailes..br so_. Changes in_funding practices_ for Canadian'

uniVersities must take, account of the difficulties faced bi

and within the universities at this juncture in their :his-

tory. Financial,arrangements must be such as to encourage

A.ndernal change and self-Tenewal, and'constant adaptability

to the needs of scholarship as wel as to .the needs of the

'.society which sustains them and_whic they serve.



This book Is a report to the Aasociation of, Universities
and Colleges of Canada.. It was commissioned by the AUCC

Board of Directors on August 10,1976. The board requested a
study which would "...analyze financing alternatives and

their imPact.on university excellence, with a view to recom-
mending a firm 'university position on the matter". The
Board also specifically mandated the anthoT of the report to
Consider:

-

--the results of the otner studies undertaken by the

AUCC [dealing with:- lD ,the;teaching role of the uni-
versity; centres and. *grams of excellence; and

/ foreign students, ',international- mobility, and the

university's role in,inteTiatiOnal° development], and

previous studygxeports on university financing;
-

-the financing of `'research. and its relation to the
quality of 'education and research for the future;

7-the' ro of ,tuition fees_iunivraity_ financing;e

the fih ncial asPects of accessibility (i.e., is stu-
dent'aie adequate.and well administered? Are we coping,-L.
with - problems of accessto universities -for Canadians;
in to .income brackets and from, less advantaged social
groUpin?),;

4"

--financial responsibilitiesfederal, proVincial; stu-

dent, donOr). e.g., is the:rio of costs of
. .

university'education .that Is :borne by 'students or 'a

their 'arents:' to that borne by taxpayers a reasonable
onel;

r-the mechanisms for financing. continuing education,

With apecialatt'ention, to the possible role of -em-

ployers in the financing.

There:ds:tather more-that-tan usefully be some

of these sgbjects'thac on Others. A recommendation favour7
ing large7stale private giving,' or-the finanCe of any signi-

.

ficant part of:pnivergity operations by industry, would have
no very obvious implications for:Iurther action. Presuthably

the universities' get what they can from nOn-government:
sourtes,.and will be looking for ways&to augment such Income

iii



/

in the futtite.-. These subjects, except as an aspect of

research finanfing, have consequently. been accorded only

peripheral attention here.

The-main emphasis in the report is on those aspects of

itsmandate which can bebrought, under the rubrit of the

public support of Canadian universities. This hardly re-

strict§ the subject; since tuition fees are now usually set

by. government, and the bulk oe research funds also coties

from the pUblic, sector. AlmoSt all :aspetts of university;

finance are either the subject of direct government actio.4

Or are., affected, to a profound degree by government policy.

Inconsequence, this report pis really an extended commentary
on the influente of public policy'on the structure of.the,

university sector in Canada, and the quality oi77universAyl"
teaching and research.

Special attention ; has been paid to the respective roles,

of the federa and the provincial goveAments% The report

contains reco....endations regarding the proper extent of

federal government .concern with uniyeirsity affairs. I,,

makes specific proposals for defining federal purposes ins-

,post-secondary education, and for re-orienting federal

activities accordingly. Such proposals are ones which, by

, _virtue of their application to Canada as a whole, the AUCC

might appropriately consider f4 endorsement-,--modification, I

or rejection. '

,
.

It is more doubtful that the AUCC ought to be making

recommendations on policy matters which can be or.ought to

be implemented only at the provincial level. The provi

. differ,in their_cultural patterns, their social needs, nd

their prospective demographic situation. Each province now

has its own structure of educational institution the

post-secondary level. It would be hazardous if not im

pertinent -7 to say nothing of its being impolit -- for a

Canada -wide association to be making policy re.. dendations

.to provincial governments.

Accbrdingly, this report makes no explicit Tecommenda-

tionsi for provincial policy. I have, hoWever, offered, my

own opinion, on the wisdom or unwisdom of _certain policy

choites. It seems to me more 'in keeping witb,the distinc-

tion (as argue& here) between the matters which are prOperly

LIttof exclusive :Provincial concern and those which there is

a federal interest, that recommendatio s on provincial

\matters should be made only by 'provincial or'regional uni-
,

versity associations. I leave it to themto take up, or to



'ignore, the comments I make upon provincial pOlicy, anti' to

formulate and consider such resolution4as they may deem
appropriate.
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PROSPECTS FOR CANADIAN UNIVERSITIES, 1980-2-001

What is the:present .coOdition.of Canadian universities?

What is store' for then during the. remainder of the cen .

tury? In posing these questiOns:me are Concerned *lith;

-- levels of educational attainment in Canada, and.

Canadlians' access to university eduCation;

--the ability of the .universities to Serve the community
as a cultural', scientific, and teehnoldgical resource;

structure of the post - ,secondary education _system.
in each .province,' and its beaming on the quality of

teaching and research.::

Our enquiry, even'Tiihdre it' is concerned, primarily' with

standards of Achievement, requires us to examine quantita-

tie trendslr,' 'In this chaPter, then, we'look'at lherecent:

expansion and in most 'or all prOvinces 7- the prospective.

contraction An.student numbers, and we consider the Impact:'

of enrolment fluctuations on excellence in teaching/learning

.and research. ,

12.1 VANTAGE POINT c` THE PRESENT:

-Institutrans-,- like people, find it difficult to escape.'

their past. Not only.is the present situation the re-sult: of

past decisions, but the severity and character of problems

yet` to emerge will be historically conditioned. Institu-

tional .options in .responding to those problems will be

limited by the structure of universities and university

systems, by the abilities of the people that run them, and

2by,traditionar notions of acceptable behaviour. ,

The present is the vantage point from which one surveys

possible' futures. What one sees depends partly on one's

mood, bdt it also depends on where. one stands. For Canadian

universities in 1980, the vantage point, 'is very. like 'a

pinnacle or, perhapsf the top of a rather shaky ladder.

1.1



1.1.1 GROWTH AND THE MENTALITY
OF GROWTH, 195511970

The expansion. of Canada's iniversities in the latter
'fifties and- throughout the 'sixties was not merely un-

restrained: it was stimylatedthy governments, -industry,,and
the universities alike; it was .planned; and it outstripped
all expectations. .Succesive piojections of enrolments,
although each was more gefterous than those which preceeded
it, all proved too modest,(see Charts I-1 and 1-2). The ;

.

'percentage of young people who completed high school with a
creditable record. an Who subsequently sought admission to
university, increased steadily. Nonetheless these percent-
ages continued to lag behind those in the United. States, as

Canada apparently followed U.S. trends after an interval of
about fifteen years (Bladenet al., 1965: 14)..

It was generally supposed, as a consequence, that for
the foreseeable future the resources of Canadian universi-
ties would continue to be stretched to the limit by rising
student demand. Planning, :both in governments and in the
univeFsities, was predicated upon this assumption.

- . 4

'It will be observed from Charts I-1 and 1-2 that full-,
time enrolments doubled between 1955' and 1962, and, again

;

between 1962 and 1969. Although student numbers p ovide the
most obviouS index of university growth, there re other
posiible measures of hanger.in-,the system, namely: invest

ment in physical fac ties, increases in staff complements,

and the development f graduate schools" and research caps-
city. These measures are especiallyNimportant?if one wishes
to consideri, as we do; the longerterm impact which the

period of headlong eXpansion will have an Canadian uni-
versities.

.

As is evident from Chart univers1ties in Canada had
gone 'through a sharp period of growth in enrolments in the
immediate postwar period. They then experienced an almost
equally sharp, but'short, contraction. It was recognized of
course that the influx of "war, veterans, whose university

. training was publicly, supported, would' not boost university,

enrolmentS. for, more than ,five or six years. During-the

postwar bulge, the universities were stretched to capacity,
but they met their temporary needs with makeshift arrange-

ments. Consequently, the subsidence of enrolments did..TION
occasion severe difficulties for them.

By contrast, the expansion which. peaked during. the



CHART 171

FULL TIME. FALL ENROLMENT IN, CANADIAN UNIVERSITIES
AND COLLEGES: Actual, 1920 to 1962; Projections

made in 1955, 1957, 1959, and 1961.
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CHART I-2

FULL TIME FALL OROLMENT IN CANADIAN UNIVERSITIES
AND IN UNIVERSITY ,TRANSFER PRQGRAMS IN COLLEGES:

ACTUAL, 1960 TO.. 1°1)76 ; PROJECTIONS MADE I 1961,
1963; 'x.966, AND 1970
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1967-1971 period was aimed at equipping the universities for
longterm program develop nt and growth in enrolments.'jhe.
universities acquiredvas ly'improved and extended physical°

facilities,'and they mad long-term commitments to -staff who.

k will noCreach retirement age until the 1990's or. later (see

'Section 1.4, belOw).

Some selected indices of growth over the period b tween

1954/55 and 1975/76 are displayed in Chart 1-3. Thglttwo

expenditure items in the chart (capital and operating ex-

penditures) are shown in constant, dollars, with expenditures
at. the 1954/55, level assigned an index figure.of 1.0. Full

time enrolments.at the graduate and undergraduate levels are

algOindexect. will be observed that over the 20.-year

period undergraduate enrolments'y grew -by a factor of five,

while both operating expendituies and graduate enrolments

grew by a factgr of 12. It was in capital expenditures,.
however, that the pattern of growth wag most dramatic:

constant .dollar Investments, in physical facilities attained.
23 times their former height in a period of little .more than

a decade, and then ..droppedC sharply, especially after

1970/71. A further demonstration of changes in investment

patterns is made in Chart whiCh expresseS capital

expenditures as a percentage of annual operating expendi-

tures.

In gauging the legacy of this period, what cots is not
scriauch actual physical growth as the frenetic scramble toy.

corner all available resources.. It was not a period for

thinking much about, where the'money was coming from or the

conditions .which in later years might be imppsed upon the

#uuniversities in return for continued, public pport. No

was it a time in which the universities cou always_afford

t, to-appl the highescstandards in hiring, -'or to hesitat ".

goer the duration of the contracts which staff recruits were

enticed to sign. A university which did not eagerly snap up

" public money and scarce talent would lOse out in the race

with other more aggressive universities which were, after

. all; only responding to the prodding of governments to open
up new places for the progeny of the high schoOls. Indeed,-

many new universities were created by the provincial govern-

dents with exactly this purpose in mind; they started with
nothing but some raw land and a rich budget.

One-particularly noticeablefeature of the growth years

was the implantation of graduate programs with,, in some

Cages, inadequate staff and scanty laboratory or library

resoUrces.H- Very often such prograMs had ltttle prospect of
4. '1
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attracting students of the calibre which justifies graduate
training. The same sense bf no-end-in-sight expangion,

however, was just as'evident here as it was in the case of

staffrecrultment. If not,this year', we'll be starting
e'en further lehind next year...if we begin now, we can

build up-the graduate program -to a respectable-standard over
- time...next year is too late.:.;" Besides, a graduate pro-'

gram helped a lot in recruiting staff. This, truly, was the
mentality of "bo-limits to'growth".

1.1.2 A PERIOD OF UNCERTAINTY, 1970-1979

Fall enrolment lemels in 1971 came as areal shock tp

university administrators.in almost every province. For the

first time in 20 years'there was'a in'student numbers --
this time, an entirely unexpected one There was :much talk

of drop-outs and stop-buts, as registrars puzzled over the

unpredictable behavidur of youtw who suddenly seemed to _be
questioning whether univerisity, wal worth it.

The dip in enrolments Proved to be. shallow tempo -

rary, but is was enough to-inject a,clew mood of caution into
the universities and provinbial-miniitries of education. On

the whole,, the 'seventies were a period of much more re-

strained .growth than the. preceding decade and a half.

BullishnesS evaporated, partly because of changed supposi-
tionS about the educational and career chOices'made by young
people, but also, more,recently, because of awareness of the
shrinkage in the size of the university-age populatio0 which
the 'eighties will bring

The cautious and indeed.nervous mood of the 'seventies,

however, was also induced by a markedly different attitude
of government and, the public towatds the universities. In

1971 the federal government announced a "cap" -on its trans-
fers of money to the provinces in support of post-secondary
eduation, and provincial expenditures henceforth grew at a
much more modestrate than had previously prevailed, a rate

which the ,universities had come tO take virtually for

granted. Many students, andlargd segments of, the publid,
became disenchanted with the universities. . As economic

conditions wobbled, it became recognized that the vaunted

contribution of higher. ,education' to economic ,.growth and

prosperity had been overblown and oversold. And finally,

the availability of research funds tightened up somewhat,

and assdesors of research applications became much more

restrained and critical.

1.1.2
9.4 .
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These deveropments, of course, ,did not:occur' in. all

...provinces. at exactly 'ate. same time or to exactly the same

degree; but it is nonetheless remarkable to what extent the
change in 'maidwas. felt across the country. :Corresponding

changes 'of 'attitude occurred outside the universities as

well. Frovinciargovernments became.much more - conscious of

the problems of duPlication of facilities, and took steps to
limit the implantation of new -academic programs. ..'..Oni-

versities' .grants commissions and advisory agencies tight-.
ened cip.their controls. on the introdudition of new acadeMic

programs., goveinments and,their agents started to monitor
more carefully the universities' expenditures of fUndS.-

....

Now, -at the. brink of the'eighties, the ,outloolik alMost

everywhere is for contraction in enrolments, °a long period:
of:Shrivell.ing financial ,resources, and external pressure to

-eliminate what one'universities' commission has.called:".the

redundant, the obsolete, and the unnecessary'`. (British,.

Columbia, UCBC, 1977: 5). In this situation, it:seems only

.
prudent to examine the experitnce-of the pagt,,decadetosee
how the universities, and the governments whiChsUpplymost
of their-funds, behaved in a period of uncertainty. We must

explore the impact of Changed citcumstances on theuni-
"versities' capacity to,promote-excellence inteaching/learn7
ing and in 'research. To some extent we .may-be..able to

extrapolate fron°thexecent past into the immediatefuture.

Features we can barely see now may become prominent and

obvious over the next decade Dr two.

, 1.2 EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT' AND ACCESS'10 UNIVERSITy.
ay

.

Our enquiry .into. the :preSent condition of Canadian

university education. and the prospects which face, Canadian

universities begins with a look' at ,levels of educational

attainment. The,subjeot is' of. concern to us because .of what'

it says about the success of Canada's universities in meet

ing 'widely agreed objectives, for Canadian higher education.
The dataavailable to us, hitherto unpublished, also informs
our estimates of probable future trends in. enrolment .(Sec-

.tion 1.3,.below).

.1.2.1 EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT AN{ SOCIAL GOALS

Equity. The-extension of educational opportunity has

long been a goal of public policy in Canada, especially for

the provincial governnents; and it is a_goal whose realiza-
tion appears to command widespread support' amonethe Cana

dian public. The opportunity to develop one's personal

1.2.1
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Capacitids to the fullest is 'a matter of social equityland
c,soweS its importance. in part to.the personal .satisfaction_

whiCh -.people, derive from increasing their,knOwiedge and
understanding of:the world. It4also.contributes to equality'
of A.ndividual life-chances. A progressive, and: humane
society mUtt place the'extension of eduCational opportunitY
:near the forefront.of'its:c011eCtive'purposes. .

. o

We may judge asOciety.'s puCcess in achieving equality.
as,

of-educationalopportunity at the University level look-.

ing at. three factors_which contribute to it. Fiirgt there IS

the sheer capacity of the system: are 'there enough places;:

to ensure that a1l0 4ualified aPplicants.Can obtain a unite...

versity edUcatiOn? A second factor is the removal Oefinani-' 5.
cial barriers to continuing 'one's edueetien.# Most Canadiand:
would not wish Higher educatibn :to. be Jopen only to the
Wealthier pegment of the populatiow. or to those who.se

families must make. extraordinary taCrifices-,-if they are to
..-olotain it . This .:consideration. points to 'the importance of

#.

student assistance schemes. Unfortunately ,however, one.

:-:cannot assert that the problem of access to.university.can
be-Solved simply by .iMplementingiven. the-most generousof
grants.and loans ptograms.

The-third factor is the reduction to the extent that
policy can do so -- of the cultural;. social or psychological
obstacles toiachieving equaiityOf educational opportunity
at:all-levels. Young people's expectations may.. be such that

only a fraction of. those with real. ability will plan on

obtaining higher education, ''urill..cOmplete.high School,. and

will apply to university. Few will do so except in :the

confidence Ohat, if they are admitted; it will.be',financial-
ly within their means to attend, without imposing an unduly
heavy financial burden on their: 'families.. .To:the extent

that those who live in 'remote parts of the country,'. or Who',-.
come from disadvantaged personal backgrounds; fail. to con---
sider seriously the possibility of going lo bniversity,
access , is .0nacteptably restricted even if all.t,quelified

applicants to university actually, are admitted.

Because '.there .are many. factors affecting eduCational
.opportunity, and direct measures of these factors. are'dif-
ficult or-expensive to obtain, we shall- use data on levels

of educational" attainment as a gUide to interprovincial
differences. in access to university. , "Access" here is
'intended to mean "having an oppOrtanity7'.. Since .one may

choose not to avail oneself of an opportunity, educational

..attainment data provide only an imperfect index of access.

{
4
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For personal reasons, or, because general cultural attitudes
do not much encourage the parsuit.:of learning, one may make

other choices than to continue one's schooling to the uni-
versity admission level and eventually to attend university.
I would guess, however, that culturally induced differences
among provinces in the statistical frequency of high school-

completion and, university aftendance are less important

influences on educational attainment than are factors such
as wealth, estimated economic and career advantages obtained
by going to University, and the structure' and pedagogical
,philosophy of provinclol educational systems. Accordingly I

would argue that educational attainment is the best single
index of,educational opportunity, that we possess.

Economit'advantages. A widening of access to university
is also important on, grounds not related to those indivi-
duals directly involved, or to their immediate families.

Society may be presumed to'reap advantages from having a

high proportion ,.of university-trained people among ' its

members. The most tangible and hitherto most discussed of
these advantages is the goal of economic growth; it stresses
the importance of technological achievement and of having a

highly.qualified work force. Public opinion now appears to

be much less convinced of the economic advantages of en-
larging the numbers of young people who obtain a university`

education.. fndeed, this seems to have been ever- stressed in

the past, for 'example by the Economic Council of Canada in
itskSecond Annual" Review (1965). It would be a dangerous
mistake, however, to disregard the relationship ,between
eduCation and economic development. Manpower considerations
and the nation's technological needs dictate otherwise.

Political and cultural advantages., There are, in.addi-
tion to the support of economic development, less tangible
advantages to sdciety deriving from having a highly educated
populace.' Citizenship is one of these. The, more that

governments do, the greater the need. for'a citizenry well
. qualified to judge government performance and -- in ,a caps

:'city which is neither professional, genuinely private nor

wholly public to 1poth 'complement . and .control the

behaviour of the public authorities. Finally, in addition

to economic growth and to citizenship, there is the whole

character' and culture,of a society: what we now rather

'primly call the quality of life"! A society, which is

indifferent. to its ,inCellectual heritage and .religious

traditions, indifferent to the arts, and ignorant alike of

its physical environment and of it?4own . character as a

collectivity is barren and demoralized. An educated popu- b.

'op
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lace is the best defence against cultural desolation:

We must, then, discover what we can aboUt.levels of .

educational attainment in Canada as a whole and in each

province. The matter is *important. partly: because it tells

'us, as no other measure can, about the extent of educational

opportunity availahle_to Canadians. Second, quite apart

from equity consideratiOns, educational attainment is im"

imortant lecause:society-benefits econaiically, 'politically,

And culturally from having a highly educated populace.

Given, the Subject of this report, our concern is .primarily

with' attendance at and.access to-uhiversity. To deal with

this subject; however, we must look also at retention rates

in the schools. ThisA.s.necessary4or two. reasons.. One is

that those Who, attend university. must; in general, haVe

.completed highschool in an."academic stream "; the 'prospec

tive clientele' for the universities is the.body (A high

school graduates. . The second reason is that students

choices in .school are: conditioned by their expectations

about continuing their education-beyond.high school.and by

their assessment of the financial feasibility of attending

university Section Thus different..

levels of educational attainment cannot be considered in

isolation'from'each other.

1.2.2: ESTIMATES OF EDUCATIONAL ATTA/O6NT

In .principle, the best way of obtaining recent and

reliable infofmation on educational opportunity -and levels

of educatiOnal attainment is by interviewing c a growp,:of

studente In one particular year (say, at ',entry t6 high

school) andthen'keeping track of them for a period' of years

thereafter. This- is known as the ."cohort study" method.

Those Canadian'. ..cohori studies Which are available haVe,

because of the expense. of this approach, 'bedn conducted

within'arather small geographical area." It would take many

of these studieS, conducted at .different times and in

ferent places, to provide infitiationon.trends'Ind regional

variations in .educational at.pa*ent. Few''Cohort studies

exist; :hOwive'r, and their'uaeffiness in' the context of this

.report is therefore limited to the suppositions we

make about :t4e.reliAbility and the up -to- dateness of data

collected in other ways.

The obvious source of more comprehensive data is the

enrolment records of- educAti hal institutions. For esti-.

Mates of retention rates s hool,. one ,can look at enrol-

-meats in (say) grade 1:2 an comparetheM.withenrolments in

1:2.2 28
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grade 2, ten years earlier.. This would be perfeCtlYreli-
able if there were. no .difficulty in classifying high .school.

Years (what is -a "grade 1.2". student when promotion is by

subjectif no students failed.,or.stopped out for a year

or two, 'and ifiher:e were no migration. Clearly, liOne,of

these suppositions:holds4 and consequently the more careful

studies of school retention rates try. to make adjustments

for all these factors. :Even 'so, their reliability is

doubtful.
D

1

t

The margin of error induced by stop-outs and by migra-

tion is greatly ,magnified when one looks at enrolments in
post-secondary institutions. As i result, the usual index

of edUcational opportunity atthe post-secondary level is

taken to be the ¶participation rate, calculated by dividing

total universit; or total post-secondary full time enrolment
by the relevant age group. -- usually 18 -to 24... The calcu-

lation of participation rates is, easy, .the figures are up to
date; and they virtually beg for inter-provincial and cross-
national comparisons. On the other hand, they are distorted

by the presence of over-24's in the university population.

(this inflates "participation rate "); it is hard to ne-

utralize the effects 61 inter-provincial mobility of stu-

, dents; and the figures give no information on what happens

at "the "critical juncture" (Anisef, 1973) when students-

complete high school and.must decide to look for a job, go

to"university, or go to some other post-secondary institu-

tiOn. Still, participation rates do, in the absence of

important shifts in the percentage of over-24's in the

University population, give us a good impression of trends

in university attendance. They too are useful in helping us

to extrapolate from outdated data obtained from another

source.

As a complement to the above methods of measuring edu-

cational attainment, I have chosen to use unpublished data

from the 1971 census. This was made possible by the issue

copf a "Public Use Sample Tape" CPUSTI containing information

from the "long" census, _form. The form was cqmpleted by one

household in every hundred, separate information being

obtained about each member of the household. The PUST data

indicate, among other things, whether respondents had com-

pleted high school, whether they had attended university

(and if so for how many years), and whether they had

obtained a universitydegree.

My computer wizard was *am Gold._ We retained responses

to the above questions made by thole aged 18 to 30, and

9
1.2.2
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correlated answers with (a) °province in which the respondent
lat attended school, (b) sex, and (c) individual years of

age. In this way we obtained a profile of educational

attainment among those who had reached normal high school

leaving age 'during the 1960's, such that interprovincial

variations were clearly'identified, as were diffOrentials in

attainment by sex. The data. also prompt us to, seek an.

explanation of anomalieS in apparent trends in educational

attainment over the decade.

The findings are summarized in Charts I-5 and 1-6;

detail is presented in Appendix A.

Chart I-5 aims to depict trends in educational attain-
ment,over the decade. This is accomplished by the device of
classifying respondents by individual years of age, placing

the youngest at the right band' side of the chaTt. If the

usual high school completion age is IS, then those who were

30 in 1971 would normally have copleted high school (if

they did so at all)' in 1959. These aged 29 Would normally

have completed high school in 1960, and so forth. Cor -.

relating age= and eduCational attainment thus gives us a

trend-line for the 1960's. Of course, One has ,to discount

the last few years in each category, as_the drop-off in the

trend lines presumably refl is the age of the respondents

rather than an actual deer in thEnumbers eventually'

completing high school, atten ing university, and obikining

a degree.

In interpreting 'Chart 1 -5, --it is essential to note that

the Categories are 'nbt mutually. exclusive.77 For instanCei

"high: school graduates"- does not mean "completed high school

but wentno further". The reason for presenting the data in

this way is that this chart is .designed to 'show the size of

the "pool" of potential recruits tO-a higher level. of Ow,

cational attainment. Thus, the large gap.between the trend.

lines foi high school completion and attendanceat,:univer-
sity demonstrates the tendency for high schoOlgraduates to
take. immediate. eLiloyment or to proCeed. to_ some non7-

university'form of posttsecondary'ecycation. Similarly, the

gap -betWeen "some university" and "university degree" in-

dicates the rate-of attrition within university.'.'

The purpose of Chart:I-6 is to highlight variations in

educational attainment by, province. My original intent was

to use the data from respondents:aged 20 and 21 to estimate

high school completion rates, the age sroup 22.to..14 to

estimate the percentage with "some university," and ages 24

1.2.2 30



CHART

`EDUCATIONAL' ATTAINMENT, CANADA, 1971, BY SEX AND BY
INDIVIDUAL YEARS OF'AGE (18 TO 30)
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A Node:, The categorieb in thii chart are note mutually
exclusilie. Far example,'of males aged 25 iuj971,
51.4% had completed high school, and almost half of:.
these (23.27 of the total) went on toAntiVersity. Of
the latter group; half (12.5% of the total) had
comPleted'a degree,
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CHART D-6

EDUCATIONAL-ATTAINMENT, VARIOUS AGES: CANADA-1971, BY
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to 27, for "university degree ". This Would capture the most
recent age Cohortawho'could:be expected to have :leached the

relevant. . although admittedly some understatement of
edutational attainment would be incurred since some persons
graduate from high school at an age greater than 22, and so

forth. , The reported levels might be low, but the regional
.compariaonspresumably would still hold.

Observation of the data, however, showed that , using

standard: age grouping would have introduCed a serious dis-
tortion. In some provinces-.the younger age cohortashdled'a
sharp increase in levels of educational attainment (making
it undeairable to exclude them), whereas in other provinces
taking a-younger age cohort would apparently have'included a
numbet of respondents who were too. young to have reached the
relevant level. The differences appearto reflect peculiar-
ities in the structure of educational systems in the var-.

ous provinces.. To avoid these ,problems, I simply took the

three consecutive. years -of -age Which would produce the

highest figure fot each category of educational attainment,

and reported an average. Readers Who, onsiderthisproced-
.ure doubtful:can.draW their own infete es from the data set

out in. Appendix A.

1.2.2.1 _High School Completion

UniversitieS admit mature students to some programs

without- a high school diploma, but in most circumstances
completion of high school is a prerequisite for-admission.tik
a university. For this reason we cannot,' in this study,

afford to ignore trends and regional variations in rates of

=high school completion.

It is evident from Chart 1-5 that an increasing prOpor-

tion,of youngpdOlple completed high school in Canada during

the 1960's. It is .also clear, from aglance.at Chart I-6,'

that regional variations were considetable,, arid: that a

smaller percentage, of Canadian youth finished high school

,than did their UZSO counterparts. 'Do these impressions
accurately-reflect .the situation as it existed a decade ago,.

and if so do they still hold today?

To' answer these" questions. I compaTed the census res-
ponses'with dataon tetention:rates in school (see Table.

I-1). The high school completion 'rates .reported in Chart
1-6 fittii4e closely with figures on high schoOl retention

rates 10 1969/70, except fiat Ilenitoba and Alberta. ,- The

latter exception ia,;understandable, since Alberta,classifies

1.2.2.1
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TABLE I-1.

HIGH SCHOOL COMPLETION: 1971 CENSUS DATA, AND

SCHOOL RETENTION RATES 1969/70, 1970/71, AND 1976/77

School Retention. Rates
High, School

Province CompletiOna 1969/70c 1970/71c 1976/77d

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Nfld. 51.5 .. - -
P.E.I. r. 59.5 . 65.6 65'.8

45.9 '49.4 60.2 54.7

N.B. 53.0 ,55.0 '.52.7. 66.0 t

.
.

Que. (Francophone) 64.4 821e 87.6
)

Que. (Anglophone) 81.5

Ont. 66.6 67.6 71.4 71.5

Man. 60.2 71.8 72s8 71.0

.7
°,

Sask. 67.9 73 76., 4 69.6

Alta. 73.2 86.3 89.3 81.0

B.C. 73.4 75.6 ° 78.8 71.7

Canada 63.9 75 . 2

a

Notes: ..(a) 1971 :census responges. Figures correspond to,

information in Chart I6. Age group approximately
19 to 21 in 1971.,:See'text, and Appendix A.

(b) For Newfoundland, Gr. XI enrolment related to_Gr.
II enrolment 9years earlie.t',

.

(c) Adjusted for interprovincial and internatlional

: movement of population,: MP.
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(d) Unadjusted for population movements. This .is

likely to understate school retention rates, .in'
provinces With an 'outflow of population (Atlantic
provinces, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan), and to
overstate retention rates in provintes:eXperiencing
a net inflow, especially British Columbia and
Alberta.

(e) For 1975/76.

(a) High.. School Com-pletion: .1971 census See Char
and Appendix A;

(b) School Retention Rates: StatiStics'Canada,. Edu-
..dation in°Canada, (Cat. 81 -229).

For 1969/70 and 1970/71: 1973 edition, 361-
(Figures for, Newfoundland and Quebec,. .1970/71,
provided to the author by Statistics Canada).--)

For19.75/76 (Quebec only): 1976 edition, 113.

For1976/77:. 1977 edition, 66.

For estimates of retention rates, comparing un-.
adjusted figures and figures adjusted .for pOpuia-
tion movements, see 1973 edition, 362...

O

a.
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a student as "Grade XII" when he takes-; even one urse at

this level; thus many Alberta students would not,.eve after

snccessful.completion of their year, be able to g aduate

fioth high school. .The discrepancy in figures for Manitoba.

(and to a' lesser extent for Saskatchewan) I cannot explain,

UnlesS"one-imPutes greater honesty to residents of these

provinces. Indeed,: the embarrassment in Table VI1 is that.

there is not a wider .differential.between the, census data

and,enrolment data, since the census figures ought to report

successful completion of the high school curriculum,. while

retention rates in school are based on fall enrolments. .A

discrepancy of one to fiVe per cent is below the noncOmple,-

tion rate.in the final yearin high school (a combination of

drop-out, failure, and simply being "short" a subject' for

.graduatiOn)'.

Trends in high school completion during the 1970's show

an overall decline in the western provinces and in P.E.I.,

stability in Newfoundland and Ontario, and'an upswing in

Nova Scotia, *w Brunswick, and (especially) Quebec..

Broadly speaking, there is a trend towards greater uniform-
ity in rates of high scho61 cothpletion _across the country --

except for Quebec, which shows a marked increase and has

attained a position of leadership. It may be objected that

Quebec's strong showing is.due-, to its having, as does New-

foundland, an 11-year school cycle. The objection is quite

possiblY valid, although a 1974/75 study of retention

through to Grade XI in all provinces also places Quebec in a

:high-ranking position (Statistics Canada, 1976: 149, 150).

/
In brief, there was a sharp rise in rates of high school

completion across the country through the 1960's. The trend

moderated and, in Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British

Columbia -- the,provinces with the highest completion rates
according to the 1971 census-- reversed itself, during the

1970's.' Quebec alone has continued to show a marked advance

in the last few years. By Canadian standards, a province .

which sees two-thirds of its young people, graduate from high

school is, doing well.. Rates of. high school completion in

Canada are a good 15 per cent below those in the'United

States, and among the provinces there persist differences of

15 or even 20 per cent. .4

1.2.2.1



1.2.2.2' Transition to University
--

The census data on university. attendance contain a
number bf surprisea for those whose impressions on this

subject are. based on a survey of partitipation rates. In my

judgmpt, data from the PUST .supply a salutary. torrective to
the usual impressions about regional differences in uni*.
versity attendance, and help us to interpret changing trends
in participation rates during the 1960's and 1970's.

I.2:242.11ariations by Province

21

University- students are a. very mobile group: they may

go away from thei.r. ,home province to pursue their studies,.

and afterwards they may stay put, return homei- or move
elsewhere. In the result, university perticipation rates .

are not a faithful measure of eduCational opportunity or

access to universitYloryoung People.. Even ifone adjusts
one's estimates on the basis of the fragmentary information
available on interprovincial mobility of. university stu-

dents; in 'an effort to pinpoint differentials in opportunity
oraccess, the results Will' be marred by errors in the;

collection and -reporting of data and by changes in permanent

residence:.

A

-Problems of this sort are.eliminated by the use of the

PUST, which records the province in which respondentslast
attended school. This datum, when Correlated' with 'educa-

tional attainmenti is a better guide to interprovinCial

variations in educational opportunity than data on. province

of birth, pAovince'of attendance at university; or province:
of current (1971) residence.

InterproVinCial variations in university attendance

(and, one presumes, in access to university) are depicted in
Chart I -'7. 'It will be observed that the PUST data do not

4 correlate well with differentials'in participation rates

. during the late 1960's. If there is any group of years

where one would .expect a close fit, these are theones.

But the fit is poor. Why? A possible answer, of course,
,is vhat the census data are unreliable. Participation rates

are likely to be quite reliable; the question is that they

mean, and specifically whether one can use participation'

rates as an ,indicator of access to university. In my ppin-

ion one cannot.

For those provinces in whJ.Eh the particiPation rate.

1.2.2.2.1
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CHART 1-7

INTERPROVIN,CIAL VARIATIONS IN UNIVERSITY 'ATTENDANCE
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Notes : (1) This char,t: displays, provincial deviations from

,
the Canadian airer4ge tp°(a) 1971 census respondents aged



Notes .(concluded)

21 to 23 (i.e.; aged 18 in 1966-to 1968) who had atien.-
ded university with or .without obtaining a.degree,.and.
in , .n kb) university participation rates relative' .to the.

population aged 18 to 24, in three time-periods: the

° academic years beginning 1966-to 1968 (averaged), 1970,,'-
and 1975.

,_

v

. .

(21-Quebec is excluded from the chart because of the ide .

.

differential in levels of,educatintial attainment:among .,

Anglophones and Francophones. See .Chart 14'.

(3) Prince Edward rsland is excluded from the chart because
census data are not availsble'(sample 'Size topsmala.).

Sources
t.

,

-(a)PSole university"f- 1971 census, Public
-

See Appendix A.

(b) Participation rates: Supplied by Statistics. Canada.
The'-rate's here differ slightly from those published
in Education in Canada (Cat. 81-229), various years,
because of recalculation ofiparticipation rates in
Quebec. Earlier published data classified some students
at classical colleges as 'attending university; data

used in this Chart do'nOt.. \,

hl



`-se-ems to imply wider-acCess: to. :university. than appears fr,oin

the DUST data this is inott...:clearly the case for Nova
Scotia, Manitaba.,4Alberta,-.and- to some extent, for New Bruns-

- .-wick --- one may explain the differentialb.y either or .both
of;'two factors. One is that students, the province
to attend university: this.- is ; evidently the case for Nova
Scotia. The same consideration!SuggeSts;- quite credibly, a.r
net outflow of students in the.- CaseS. of .Newfoundland and
Saskatchewan: 13ut it scarcely:Seems'; credible that there
would be a net, outflow from Ontario. and ..Bripts.h Columbia.

For, these provinceS4,-.anOther eXpfanation is required. A

likelY one ,is .. diet in.' Ontario and B.C. students stayed -.a
shorter time in ..university. This is an inference one may
draw from. Cha-ICI-6, which shows that -boih Biitish Columbia
and Ontario have a relatively hiatier, ranking for university'
entrance than for graduation. wi5h,'.-af:degree. The differen-
tial is marked in the case of Brit'i;'h Columbia which had -a
relatively 'open admissions policy for university and aThigh-

..failure rate in the first year; the differential is less
marked the :case Of. Ontario. In the latter province,
hoWeVer:; it .should be noted that three ,years is the :.standard

to''obtain a general ,:bachelor' 5 degree,. in and
science, jz 'compared with 'four years elsewhere. ! some
extent the remark also applies to British. :Columbiao, .; yhere
some' .students took the first year of 7uriiversity-ttypl in-
struction as a "senior matriculation".:: year in th& high
schools...) y..- A shorter stay' :at universtk:;naturally,,loWers the
part:ciption rate, which becomes when compared with the
rate' in.. other provinces; an understatement of univrsity.
attendance,. .,

For the above reasons I. to q; to regard the ,most reliable
source Qf data on university; attendance as being T.-. for the
late. 1.9.9 '.a the 1971. census. :1-k1e.data are reported in
Chart 1-6, with interregional ;I:rariatlans eing highlighted
cin Chart 1-7.. One infers, on 'the:.basts a4f changing par-,.
ticipation rates '(also displayed'. in.Chart 117.7) ;:that during
the 1970's the position of. Ontario and NOva,.seotia improved-

...relative to other provinces, that' the .positi.On of Brit-
, ish Columbia,. Alberta., and Saskatchewan again.;.' relatively

speaking -- deteriorated.', There was no niarkedtrend for
Manitoba, Newfoundland, or New Brunswick . Enrolment data
for the French universities of Quebec, although not

.

deptcted in 'Chart; 1-7, also 'suggest a very stng; improvement
in university accesS: for Quebec Francophones (see Section
1.5.2.6, below);...,,!.;.'
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Our detective' work with the .DUST data reveals a further.

oddity: information on university attendance ("some,uni-

versity") fits badly with information onvthe proportiOn of
the 18 to 24 age group attending an educational institution

ill 1970/71. What is, particularly striking in the latter

figures is the low ranking of the, western provinces, as

reported in Table 1-3, whereas these same provinces are at

the top of a scale of .educational attainment '(Chart 1-6 and

Table 1-2). This apparently_ fishy discovery is probably

explained by a combination of two factors, both of which are

highly relevant to our enquiry into access to university.

One factor is the availability of apprenticeship and voca7

tional training programs, adult eduCation, and 'post-

secondary instruction in institutions other than university

(the attenaance figures do not identify the kind of in-

stitution attended). The other factor Is the length of time
it, takes student& to complete, the school curriculum.

The first of thege two factors, the availability of

non-university instruction for 18 to 24:year olds, may be

relevant to the compatison.betweeri Nova Scotia and New

Brunswick. Jt--may also be held to6explain Ontario's top-

place ranking in attendance figures when it is in only fifth

place in the "some' university" caiegory of educational .

attainment. On the 45heelland,,:it .dOes nothing to explain
theinveeSion of theApected positive relation&hip'between
the two sets:IA-data in (a) thellaritimes as compared with

(b) Alberta and itish. ColuMbia --7. quite the reverse. All

in .all; I arif,ZOt sure that the availability of non-

university:. nstrution at the post-secondary level isxATy,.,,f.

important in explaining our puzzle;' and it mould.takezotid
deal ,.more investigation to: establish the.aignificancie of
this factor.

.,.
-The Second .factor is the number of years'it '.takea to

complete' university 'admission requirements. Newfoundland

requires li.years, Ontario and Quebec require 13 (in Quebec,"

11 yee5s of School'and twoT of CECEP), :and the remaining.

provinCes require. .J2. This certainly helps, to explain

..discrepancies -bet4een aprovinces's ranking in the atten-

dance dataAnd its ranking by the percentage.. of its youth

wha,hay.embailedupon a university program-Iess .obvious,
but probably just as important,. are the structuring 4 high
school prosrams.and failure rates in 'school.'

,,-

The,:imnre traditional provincial school:systems emphaSize
the AistinCtion between academic and non-academic prOgiams,

with only the former leading'to.university. They require

1.2.2.2.1



. TABLE. 1-2

PERCENTAGE OF_18-24 AGE GROUP. IN FULL

ATTENDANCE AT 'AN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION,: 1971
. .

Age Province

NUM, .N.S. N.B.
Anglo

Quebec
Franco

.tOnt. Man. Sask. Alta. B.C. Can.

(1) (. 2) , (3) . (4) (5) (6):- '(7) (a) (9) (10) (11)

'

18 47.0 70.0 62.2 66.7 54.2 71,4 91.6 55.4,, 57.4 55.8
4'

25.9 56.4 51.5 49.7 41.5 50.1 48.1- 44.0 41.9 40.4 45:.

20 16.5 32.8 29.6 35.7 28.8 38.1 28.6 28.6 34.1 30.4 32.5
t

21 15.5 = 21.7 25.9 23.1 18.4 26.9 .23.5 20,6 -. 22.9 23.0 22.9

22' 16.0 14.7- 12.5 18.3 12.8 22.4 18.6 16.40 16.8 15.4 17.4

23 4.6 9.8 07,.6 12.3 10:2 15.0 .9,8 10.3 12.0 12.6, 12.1

24 6.5 5.6 4.3 8.8 9.0 5.3 449.1 7.1 7.0 8.9

113-24 .1:4.2 29.4 27.9 31.1 26.2 34.3 28.2 26.6.. 28.8 27.7' 29.6

. Note: 'Province'. means province listed as' '.provinlk of ilighst school
grade'. ;

,.. ..#, bs:

Sobece,., Ogriada CensiA 1971... Calculated from Public USe Sample Tape



TABLE .1-3'

AGE DISTRIBUTION IN GRADE XII RELATIVE TO MODAL AGE;.
4

FOUR PROVINCES, 1970/71

27

Above modal
age.

(1)

Modal .

age

.(2)

.

Below modal

'age.

(3)

-Nova Scotia .. 4 44.8. 46.7 8.5

.New Brunswick 47.3' 40.9 11.8

Alberta 31.5 48.4' 2).1

British Cojiumbia 24,9 42.8 3 2. 2

Source. S Canada,tatistics Canada Education in Canada 1973 (Cat.
'

i,41-229), Table 40, p. 356.. Data, fl;.Quebec' and.
( Ontario are not available from this source.
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students to make early choices about the "stream"- they will
follow, and they tend to have great diversity in types of

edUcational or occupational-training. nstitUtiOns. In some

cases, studentstransfer from the regular schOols to special

porpoSe institutions before completing: the high school

curriculum. When this happens it'.1Owets 'high school com7
pletion rates without necessarily reducing the nuMber of

years of schooling.
, .

Relatively traditiOnal _systems thus tend to'foreClose

student's! options at an early age and to reduce access to

university correspondingly. The' emphasis On7hcademic:achie-

,vement in theuniverSity-tra4 programs may also involVe

.higher- 4ilure rates than in more modern or "progressive"
systems. It is'notable that the western provinces,' which
have high educational attainment but low rates of attendance

at school for the age grOup 18 to 24, -seem to encourage

rapid pr;iress through the schools. Table I-3.illustrates
this dramatically. It does much to explain the.anOmaly

suggested by a-comparison of Chart 1-6 (attainment) and

Table I-2.(attendence at an educational institution).

By picking up duet% from our:three sets of data 7- the

PUST data on attendance at an- educational institutioni
University enrolment data .yieldingestimates-of participa-
tion rates, ''.and data on age distribution in grade XII --- we

can'discover some surprising things'about interproVincial

differences' in educational attainment and access to uni-.

versity.' If. is 'probable that.preVaIenrtnpressions about

nterprovincialdifferences in these .matters are formed on

the basis of misleading' data, 'and are subject to correction

on the basis of new inforMationi. some of which I have at7

tempted to provide,:

. _

To 'some extent the interprovincial differences one

observes can be explained by .factors which are withinthe
Control of provincial educational.authorities. jluch.haStO
do with :the structure of school systems and the educational
Ohilosophieshich underlie their : operation. ..This-is not a

.new discovery, hilt it is an essential observation in any

examination:of access to university.. It also bears heavily

estimates'of future enrolment trends at the university

level. .

1.2.2.2.1 44
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1. 2. 2. 2. 2 Trends

It::appears-from Chaft 1-5 that high school completion
.ra.tes rose Mudk.More:sharplyAuring the 1960's: than did the-

rate. of university admissions, i.e., that access. to Ind-,

veralty: was-not measurably. affected by the improvethent in

school retention rates. : This, if correct, is a :disheart-

ening'fact, especially considering the magnitude of public

investment'in the universities during the 'sixties.

We have a sttange. puzzle. The-high . school completion

rate went up' a good 50-percent. The participation rate: at

university went up .even faster: it doubled.: But access to,

university 77 if that Is. what the "some university" lines in
'Mart 1,5 measure -_ seems to have risen bY-pnly 25 per cent.
'between 1961 and 1970. What dOes all this mean?

A possible inference is that a sizeable!numher;of _htgh

,school graduates embark : on' a university program only in

their 'aid-twenties or lateti- jf this factor explains the

differential, we- could expect an eventual increase in unt-

versity attendance' among those who.wre in their early, or

mid twenties:An 1971. other words,' thetOnd line for

"some university ". in Chart 1-5 would. rise more sharply, if,

ten' years hence, we reconstructed the' chart on baiis of

1981 census. data. Perhaps it would,: but the diffetende
would adarcely-be'greatenoUgh to resolve the plizzle..

4, more plausible-explanation is that. the exp4nsiOn.:: and

geographical extensipn of university facilities during the

latter.'sixties petMiited some older ileoPlehad.not
gone directly ftOm'ndhool tO.university,:tOHAO so later ()O.::

Thia amounts to saying that if the data for Mart' 1751tad
',teen dollected,annually. duiing the !sixties-from those aged°

:(say) 4.rathet thanin:1971 froth those Aged 18 to'30,, the
trend. line for "some university ". .would have started ffom a

-lower position and 'risen .more, rapidly than the chart shows.

,

hYjJothesensuggeit raising the angle of the trend

4he or "some university" but. the first hypothesis implies

that the line is too low at the right hand end that

it underestimates eventual. access. to university)' Whilethe,

second implies that the line is too high at the left hand

end. (i.e., that acceis was tetroadtively:: *Proved for a

certain age group, but:that access is:not understated foil.

thote who A,eft high.school-at' the end of the 1960,'.s or

later)'. The twohypothesesiare not .mutually inconsistent

hoth.may hold, and may contribute to an explandt4p,of'ava

1.2.2.2.2
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puzzle --- but it would.be useful to know how .heavily to

weight each one. Iay hunch is that the latter is the pre

.ponderant explanation:, that:the:expansion of university

systems in the 'sixties retroactively improved access' .fOr

those'beyOnS normal university age.

If so, .the hypothesized phenomenonwould have had the

effect of raising participation, rates - during the l4tter.,

.It would; hoWever,h4ve done so only temporarily.:

Hence, also, a partial explanatiOn for the levelling- off-or'

declinein_paricipation rates-during the 1970's. We shall

.reiurn tCr:thiS matter later' (Section 1..3.2). .In the mean-

-rime -; it is important simp1.7to note that the changing

participation rates seem, to suggest that Chart J.-5 barely'

underStates the present. level: of :access universiiy for

Males and may even overstate it. ,FOr females, on the other

:hand, the situation appears to' have iipioved noticeably;

1.2.3 ACCESS TO UNIVERSITY

me4y. factors influence a youngster's decision to com7

plete high school in an academic "stream" and to continue to

university or to opt for other alternatives, including.

early employment.. Parental encouragement, family income,

geographical proximity to 4 university, quality of schooling

'at. the eleientary and secondary levels, and the perdOd's

estimate of hie own 4cademic'ability and'of his employment
prospects'are all,releVant. :Evidentlx, some of these, mat

ters are more .AirectlY-related to.-provincial government

.poliCythan are others.

I have made no. attempt to estimate the. relative weight_

of the various factors which affect'young people's.choices

on educational: .matters. .Only%one of them.-7. the financial

one -= is relevant:to the policy recommendations in this

.report; it is discussed in conjunction. with fees policiesA4

Section 3.4, below.

The data we have Presented shout that-, among the pro -

vinces, substantial Variations in .levels of eduCational

attainment and access exist, and' that Canada'4performance

this respect' is below that Of the United States. HOW-

ever, it .is doubtful. that inter- regional orAnternational

discrepancies could be much reduced without modifying. the

standards and styles of pedagogy in the schools,.and without

'intrOdUcing large changes in the design of provincial post-

secondary systems. These matters ought to be, and pre-

sumably are, of lively concern to policy. makers in the



provincial goveihmebts.
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For the pUrpoSe4:ofithis report, however; we must in the
Main take levels of access to university, And interprovin-.
ci.a.1;differencesIn access, as given features of the sithar-

tioh. we can tell, those factors which might-'

induce a riss,:i.h)'.univeriity attendance are :Ones which are

operative. 'only in the, longer term.. .00r survey of these

factors does not :lead., us to expect any sudden or dramatic
improvement in access;:and.. a corresponding rise in 'par-

ticI:pation rates. This remark -, however, takes, us intothe
treacherous subject of enrolthent forecasting, 'and we may as.
well paddle directly intothee rock-strewn waters.

.1.3 ENROLMENT*SPECTS 1980-2001
,.

All forecasts: of university enrolments depend upon

assumptions of two kinds:..: (1) the size, regional distribu7

-tion, .and age-campOsiOh0f.:,thepopulAtIon (demographic-
trends), and (2) :hniYirsitYehrolOtitS:asa perCentAge of .

-the Spophlatioh of, 004i: university age (pO'tiCipation

rates).

.
. .

Participation :rates are affetted.by.educAtIOCpOlidy.and
.by:.the practices educational institutions; bOt4.',SOctttle

preyailing.aim of :governmehts_and_universities is to extend

Access as widely ag possible, policy is generally assumedto

be constant, and people tend to forget that, pOlicy

affect participation rates. EdUcational forecasters u
regirdthe partidipatiOn rate as unpredictable. They :6414-ti;
reflects, individual choices,. and that:these .are. condio l4

by .changing moods among Youth andby the economic wea.017i;:,

is,-- -by-- fluctuations. in the: business

Whose metier depends upon .
predictability -L(thoughtha

nowledged margins of error). have fresluently'shuttn'ed

.
whole issue of changing participation ,.rates. 1.A4adi*Oselpf::

they -have presumed that university enrolments SiMa
follow-the demogtaphiccuryes, -though they .44;g0cnoWle
that 'Changes in the participation rAte1411C Ot*p
unpredictably large margin _Of error

casts.

Standard forecasting procedures need corOgaphlli
counts. First., estimates of future demograpOCN*'!Are
subject to ireater error than many people Alip044x440...i,
pose.. Second,. while participation rates cannO*10Z10.40*-,
dated at will, they may Ve substantially affected 404
and chAhges in the .university paIticipation



to be treated as if they were inflicted upon poor' mortals
like university registrars and deputy ministers of educatio

by the whims- of fate.

1.3.1 DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS

.
Population'.projections 'are not forecasts or predictions.

hey ..merely indicate what 'would happen if past experience in

respect elf birth; death, and migration rates were to persist

..into the future. Since birth -and migration rates vary over

... time, the slice of the past which is chosen for projection

into the future is critical to the results.
. -

In the provinces and regions of Canada, birth and mi-

gration . rates over the past. three, or five years differ

substantially from. those observable over a twenty or thirty

year period. One cannot know' whether one is now observing

the beginning of a new long-term demographic patt4n, or .a.

temporary deviation from secular' trends.

. Our concern `is with the population aged 18 to 24. The

most recent Statistics Canada. population projections. are

based -on the -.1976 .census, so any. change in fertility

terns :will ...not affect the results of interest to. before ti
1994.. 'Those whO turn 18 in that year had alreadjr been born

in 1976. Consequently, the last few years of our Population

'projeOtions, which take us to 2001, will be affected by the

birth rates of the latter 'seventies and early 'eighties;

but f9r the most part we can disregard birth. rates as a

source of error in those population projections which are 'of

interest to us.

But beware! POpulation movements can invalidate any and,'
,indeeVall, dOmo raphic projections. To get a sense of this,

tett* ; !:.:t; .ecitionS, made for each province from the

971 census. C'::::vaious projections were compared with the

19Th count,. ,, The": most of the four published pro-
.

AlOgtiCins st4ffe4. the'..',:t. result: in the age group 20

to 24.:;the maiiiiii: of ':4 -:: less than one per cent for..

four peoViiicits: ova : Quebec, Saskatchewan, and
...

British Columb approximately two per cent for New

`Br.' S,kick, Ont4 41.1.4. t a.; and in the remaining three

provinces it', di s ven,'"k. cent or higher (too high for
Newfoundland and 1,0e: Island; 10 or,, 12 per cent too

low for.4blerta).;,, 04*Ig adults, espeCially males, are,

known to be undef4nditikrated 7- some not .. counted -1- the

provincial figures "were adjusted on the assumption that the

projections for Canada as a whole were perfectly on target .

1.3.1
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Thus, every attempt was made. to run an accuracy test whith

-would minimize and pOstibly understate error; :Still, the

projections for three provinces were at least seven per cent

out In:A-livenrear'period., 'Accordingly,:projections.cover-
ing a.period'of 20 or 25 years :must,. be:discoUnte&for.a very,

.largemargin or error.

. After this. warning, we can look. at the prOjections.shown .

in Chart I-8, which displays theexpected shrinkage and

partial re-expansion of the.age goup 18 to 24 over theyears
1980. to 1001. TWO 'projection's were.selected 'for 'inclusion°

...in' this chart. They employ differentassuMptions.on ferti=
lity and on international and interprovincial migration.

The latter are particularly. important. .

Projection #1 treats recent interprovincial migration

patterns asshort-term fluctuations, and.supposes a return

to the pattern observed during the 19601S; this aSsumption .

is ."most favourable" to Quebec, Ontarioi- and _British;

Columbia and is "less favourable" to the remaining provinces

("favourable"Hassumptions are ones yielding a. high popula-

tion. projection). Projection #4 assumes that migration

patterns observed in 1975 to,1978' will'be maintained for the

remainder of the' century; this is'. the "most favourable"

ass450ipn for the four Atlantic provinces and is least

favoUOtle" for Quebec and British Columbia.. Another pro-.

jection,. not displayed in Chart I 8 suggests an accentua-

tion of recent trends and thus an increase in. the already

high:.percentage-of migrants going to'Alberta and BkitiO

Columbia (35 to 37..percent); correspondingly, it suggests a

deCrease 'in the proportion, of migrantegoing:to Odtaiio.

This projection is "most favourable" to Alberta and. "least

Javourable" toOntario.

One can play 'around a good'deal with assumptions about::

prospeCtive migration patterns; but a comparison ofthe two

projections displayed in Chart I78 nonetheless gives. a good

indication of. htw .widely the results. diverge,. simply by

varying the time period chOsen'for projection into the

future. Assumptions:about changing rates of.economiC de-

velopment'or job creation, to say nothing of changing poli-

tical conditions, .could produte even wider .variation in:

projections -without any of.them being implausible... ;More-

over, if levels of educationalattainmentland attendance at

university have much. effect on, economic :dVelopment and

therefore on migration *patterns-, then populatiOdlevels:and...

'University enrolment levels may well be linterdependent

variables. In other words, it would be incorrect to regard'.

1.3.1
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CHART I-8

POPULATION AGED 18 TO 24: PROJECTIONS 1976 TO 2001
(INDEX,. 1976=100) , FQR CANADA AND':PRO VINCES
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CHART I -8 (Continued)

POPULATION AGED 18 TO 24:% PROJECTIONS 1976 TO 2001
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POPULATION AGED-1810 PROJECTIONS 1916TO 2001
(INDEX, 1970=I00) FOR CANADA AND PROVINCES
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demography as an independent variable. and. enrolment levels
as merely dependent on population siZe :.and other factors,
which at first blush, may appear exag.e.notis.;;,,

1. PARTICIPATION RATES

We. therefore would trgfe. the. Council to consider this
:SiMple fact: the rateof participation would have to
increase by [ton only 16 per cent to offset the entire
decline in university enroltitent.'which is projected for
1986: Given the history of,:. the;last two decades, a
change of this magnitude for 1986.4s entirely possible
..and realistic.

.. ThiS statement, which is taken from .a 1979 brief by, the
,. University' of Toronto, to the Ontario CourAil on Uniiereity -

Affairs, is . characteristic of one line of2thought in : - the
universities. Its adherents say that overythe next decade
or so the'sparticipation rate may rise:, and that this 'would
offset and rhaps, nullify'..the. impact: of shrinkage in the.
size of, .t'he 18 to 24 age -group. It is acknowledged that

there 1 be, at least in most provindes, fewer people of
,., normal .;university age ; but (the argument goes) mote -of them,

r.may ,attend,.4 they may stay longer, and more people over Z4
.,.:,..may' register for full' or ' i5art-.-time -studies. The rosiest... .

predictiOns Woul have it that 'a decline -: in :- full-tithe
eqUivalent" '(FTE) 'enrOlments..-May be avoided 'aitOgether.

IS this Credible?.-Ter investigage this ,queStion I.:looked
trends in., the participation rate since :1960, and Lai:so

6aloolat:ed : the participation :,rate.:which::Would be necessary
to h0.14.,.RTE entoiments: 'constant in each province if the
StatistfCs'eanada ''prOSection #4 turns out to be accurate.

. The results are shown in Chart 1-9. (Projection #4 is :tile
one which eMploys-assuMptions "favourable ". to -the, Qtlaiitic::,
and the -prairie'. provinces and "less, favoUrable":*0.'Quebee,
Ontario, and :}pitiali COlumbia.. consider Other
assumptions to be 'more plausible ought . mentally to:;make
appropriate adjustments to the hypothetical' rates -ko:r the
years 1979 to 2001 in Chart

This chart should be read in the knowledge that, it is
perilously easy to misunderstand all data on participation
'rates, because .they.commonsense meaning of the term is not
the conventional' one To explain this, let us suppose t t
80 per cent of all. university students are aged 18'to
This is the age group most commonly chosen as the base for

' calculating the participation rate.) "Participa'tion rate
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. CHART, I-9 .

`'UNIVERSITY PARTICIPATION RATES, CANADA.AND PROVINCES:

Actual Rate 19160 0 1978.; and Hypothetical Rate Required

Maintain 1976 Enrolment Levels to 2001
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CHART, I-9 (Continued)

UNIVERSITY PARTICIPATION RATES, CANADA AND PROVINCES:

'Actual Rate 1960 to 1978; and Hypothetical Rate. Required
to Maintain 1976,Enrolment Levels to 2001
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Notes: (1)

.

t,
Participation rates 'are calcu ated on the basis

of full time .fall entOlments in year indi-
or.

cated, and total population aged 18 to 24:

(2) The participation-orate required to maintain.
enrolments at the 1976 level was calculated
assuming the accuracy of Statistics Canada
population projection 4 (see Chart I-8).

f.
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this period rhb pubfishedStaeCan data are-based on
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whetheroffered: in universities non-university,
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.seems tomean-i the percentage of-the 18 to 24's attending
.

university or (as ,.the case be) :any post- secondary

Stitution:' 'jhe,conventional'usage among educational statis7

ticians, however;' is:

,

participation rate.
full -time students of all ages x 100

=
population aged.18 to 24

This fotmula- inflates the participation rate beyond its.

commonsense meaning. For exaMple,:take a province in which

there are 100,000 full-time students and one million persons.

'aged 18 to 24. .;:By. our initial assumption aboUt the

distribution7of un'ivemsity students, 80,000 students are in

the relevant age-group,:that is, eight per -cent of the 18 to--

24's are attending university on a full7time basis.. By

onttast', the participation rate is ten per cent. If the

.80,000 figure remains umchanged, but the number of students

outside the age grouvdoubles (from 20,000 to.40,000) the

. :,student population rises to 120,000 and the partiCipatiOn

'rate goes up to.twelve per cent. Additional complications'

arise when an attempt: is made to take account of part-time

students.

Participation rates: rose sharply, as.is evident from

Chart /-9, doting the;.1960's:.- Except,inQuebec,.-Where the

replacement Of the,Cldssical colleges by the CEGEPs largely.

vitiateSbotti intettemporal-and:interprovincial comparisOns
the participaiOn rate approximately.doubled every pro--

vince.. 'A noticeable differential, hoWs4er, has. remained

among them.- Thelhistory of the 'seventies 'has been rather

different fam,thatof the previous decade, as participation

rates levelled.off, 'fluctuated-, or. eclined after 1970 or

1971,

During 'the 1980's the' absolute. size of the 18 to 24 age

group will' -decline in most provinces. Alms at least a

partial return to the.,rising trends of the 'sixties would be

required to maintain university enrolments at current or

recent levels. Chart 1-9 gives some idea of the magnitude

of the change which may be required in each province. These

estimates;, however, ought not be taken too seriously since

they are based on- a single population projection.

Notwithstanding the inevitable,and probably large errors

in forechsting the " "required rate" foi each

province (mainly because'pattrns of interprovincial migra-

tion are note readily predictable), -.._Chart 1-9 almost
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certainly shows that moSE provinces would require an Lin.,

realistiCally high participation ,.rate in order to maintain

,constant enrolments over the next twenty Yeats. In other

words, university enrolment Is bound to drop in some and'

'conceivably in all provinces, although there may be some

surprises about which provinces are most affected.

Increases in the participation rate may indeed come

about. .Such a change might raise, the Absolute of

university-attendance in some provinces,. and it would
certainly, offsetthe diminution in the 18 to 24 age group

where it occurs. Is an increase likely? We cannot answer
the question, but our judgement. in this matter is likely tb

be imprOed by aAuick survey of the factors which might

raise ilarticipation rates...

"Higher retention rates in school, in university-track

'programs. The number of young people who are eligible
to attend university is severely-restricted by school
droP-outa and by the choice of non - academic programs.

. Parental attitudes, audentsi estimates of their own
acadethic abilicy,:students'confidence in their career
prospects -.Is well as in their financiaLability to
attend'university, -and -the educational philosophy and
practices pwvarent id- various provincial schools:.

systeka.,, all affqctcompletion rates in the academic

"stream ". .(See ''the-data On educational attainment,
and'coMmentaryi0mIction 1.2, above.).

, .

--Reduced financial barriers to attending:university, a
actor obviously related to student did' programs and

knowledge. of their-- existence. Also relevant, howeVeri
ths,aVailability of summer or part time:employment:'
students --t- -a consideration whith-:leads many,',.`

people to Suppose. that low uneMplOyment evels will

'Vf..

r 'f.

t.i.q.rease university attendance. This supposition may

belunwarranted-, Since the availability of employment:
opportunities, mayalso draw 'Students' away ft.=

versity.,' i.e., low unemployment rates increase the:
-Opportunity cost. of .attending university(foregone
earnings are higher). ' .Indeed, At seems likely that -:

fiuctvatiOns .in , the business cycle affect university
attendance simultaneously in both directOns , with

"good times" 'increasing access for youngPeople from,
low- income faMilies while diminishing.the:frequency of

among those from more 6 ctvoure, backgroUnds
'!!

(especially in' 'g degree programs). On the

Other hc4fid, the diminution in the numberof young.
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people coming onto the labour market in the mid-
'eighties and beyond may increase the value of scarce
skills, and thereby raise the financial returns to
higher education. This would provide 'an additional
financial incentive to attend university, and O'woIt, uld

..-raise participation rates.

A continued rise in female participation rates.
Between 1971 and 1977 the female participation rate in
CanadaJose from 8.7% to 10.4%, a change which exactly
offset-a corresponding decline in the male participa-
tion rate (15..4% to 13. 6%). The hiiher. iat'e° ".for
females presumably reflected improved employment
opportunities and a change in cultural attitudes.
Nonetheless, a relatively wide differential' still,'
obtains in. Ontario (about 4%) and in the .pqiitie
provinces (about 3%). If male rates returned to the
leqls that existed in 1970, and female rates remained
at' their 1977 levels (an, ---:_of course, if they 'rose to
match Male rates), a Mnificant overall rise in the

.:participation rate would result.

An increased tendency to choose university,. over other
forms of post-secondary education. Unemplciyment, or
illore commonly underemployment, among university
graduates appears to, caused a fair number of
young people to opt for vocationally oriented programs
of instruction offered by community colleges in pre-
ference to a general undergraduate education in the
arts and sciences. This tendency may be accentuated
in the future, or may be reversed.- .Fac,tor. potential-
ly leading to a ,relative resurgehci in the opularity

;,of universities are (a) peihistent evidence that
university graduates still have better employment
prospects than other.p#9,ple entering the labour force,
including, .diplOma-holaers trom' vocational courses
_oftered in the, colleges, and (b) the prospective
de.cline in the number of young people coming onto the
labour marlcet from' the .mid- 'eighties onward, possibly
re- establishing a "seller ' s market" for university
graduates such as existed until recently. . The rela-
tive number of high school graduates going to uni-

' versities 'rather than to colleges may also be affect-
ed,' of course, by the u versities' admissions poli-
cies.

--A lengthening of the number of years spent at uni-
versity: This is probably the factor most directly

1.3.2



under -the control theuniVeraities themselves,
.a lengthening of degree programs and 'a lower

failure:tate in -university would have the effect of
::t-dEaining-StUdents and raising the participation rate
correspondingly.. The apparently high rate of attri-
tion inuniversity program's, observable from the data
On:educa4orial attainment (above, Section 1.2),. in-

-dicates that this factor is potentially -:of great.

iMportance. Academic Standard's and the design of

university.curricula are-relevant here. Additionally,
the number of graduates who proceed to postgraduate
Study could noticeably affect,participation rates..

--404nging interprovincial migration: patterns also
,!affect participation, rates.. ThiS :is . obvioUs when a
litbvinte expe4endea'net in.44X,of:Students, as is
the case withoVa'$CdtiS*00tiatio,,. or 'when a

province expand,46-P.AimatiO01.' facalties.,and con-
sequently retains <''a higher its univer-
sity:students (sUfelY,ihkOSe.;T;;ith. NeWfOundland, and
probably with Alberta A
little less obvious is that aprdiiiiiCe'rmay40etgeuCe,
in-migration of yOung'workers, expanitingth4al*Cif
the'18 to 24 age grdup. When this happens,. Sven if
the number of universitysnrolments: remains constant,
the proportion of the 18 to.24'S attending_ university
nonetheless declines. This factor may well have been
important- in explaining. the Aecline in Alberta's
participation rate during the 1970's (Chart

-Ant increase in the number of part-time_and mature'stu-
dents.. As noted earlier, the participation rate is
raised when an increasing number of people 'Outside the
age grodp. 18 to 24, attend university. This factor

could be important, particularly among females,Las the__
age composition of the population 'changes. Moreover,
an increase in the number.of part time students,
though it would not affect the participation rate (at
least -as defined here), :would increase the number Of
enrolments. 'Still,. it should-berememberedthat:it
takes three or four .pari time students to make one
full time equivalent, and thus .a yery large surge in
part time studies' would beTrequired .to make up. for a,

decline in the number of, fulltime students,. Recent
trends indicate rather.atable'patterns of part' time
enrolment, and the ptospect for any substantial impact

. on enrolments, due to.an influk of part time:students,.
seems rather dim. t



1. 3. 3 FORECASTS

The preceding .review .of factors affecting participation .

rates may be thought -to have demonstrated the
trying to make any enrolment forecasts at all. I rayse11,4,4O
not, hold this view, though I would be happy if the teatle;
were convinced of the unwisdom of assuming that enrolments
will follow whatever demographic curves some tesearchet.ii
putjnfront of him. leyond_that,. I think that
of the. factors affecting participation rates may be;:;tidefii:':,
as a, reminder of what ought to go, into any careful enr,:olmi e

forecast.

The .prudent procedure'. would be to make , through: a` 'di
cussion of these factors, - a range of plausible fOieisiSt6:,:.
and in this way to obtain a sense of the variety:;4.?.S.i-tirn.:'7;!,;;
tions which may face the universities over the:.,neX.:ttici.
decades. Arrangements for the financial suppo> ti of thi
universities will' have to take account of the
implied by having a fairly wide range of forepa44;.::.:::,:1,"14.:14
no use preparing 6 `.:cope with .a single :"Iiiost,'
ario, if that scenario has only one chanCe'in:firt(*.o
being accurate. within per cent. r'

Estimates of future enrolment.: trends .1,.ive',.1?eeii.;.*crej1?t;
every the country, thOugh

.!,014.Nety:!:aiott'teith. In additibn, ehey
more than a. single- forecast.: We:'.sh11:1ciok,-at4he.M.,',,Sii4h::4s........
they are, in context with, a 9,gener# examination ofr the `

changing structure of post-Sedon-daiy
. province (Section 1.5. 2).. In the mealtime, i ; is ;Clear ;from
the 'evidence so :far -adduCed-- that, eTit Ot10 aze like y to
decline, perhaps. . drasticaiV; in .

looking at the situation ''.orr..a vrcsvince-hY7Pr:#4110t.4401*10j..;
would dO well to sp,ell7out same`:of the problems `off no grciwth
or .Shrinkage. which are...hot-sPecIfic:.,to: any :$40.04:e.t:'4):1.::ge-i..;:.
These problems,. where they
ed. They may, however,: .be,.attetuiatett.,by:ti*:'.:47iliii*Oil0'
appropriate financin technigueSTaria:Uilfoktiiii4 '457,70,
also be° exacerba inappropriate:. 0 txriogy.,
some preliminary ,reflec on'. .6n ...ihefi:iiiiithleine;-iisf-

4 ,shrinkage is :zerm to .our examinationf of,.: niv
finance..
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1.4 PROBLEMS OF NO-GROWTH OR SHRINKAGE

In any organization, contraction is a painful process,

but in universities, the difficulties experienced in a

period -of shrinkage are probably especially acute. It is

facile to say, observing this, that their structures are

cumbersome or that the conventions affecting their govern-.

ance make' hard decisions even harder: these things are

probably true, but excellence in university teaching and

research demands a form of decision-making which most in-

stitutions mould find ineffective and -- in view of their

functiOns quite intolerable. No business corporatibn-,

could survive if run like' a university. But equally, no

university could achieve.:Aiigh standards in teaching and

research if run like Alberba Gas Trunk Line or Northern

Telecom.

The main reason for this is *thai,:uhl.'.verOties exist

primaril ye to provide individuals sOdentS,zand faculty --

with the /facilities and opportunities for advanced learning'

and instruction, and to do first .class research. In both

aspects of the business of .the university, teamwork may be

essential; but it is the sort of teamwork which is important

.' because of the qualities it develops in each person, not

because '.it harnesses individual capacities to achieve orga-.

nizat 044 Indeed;'%the .word ",!aehievement" as applied

to a::.bniyersieyl.rather than to 4.i4,facUlty and :students is a,

holfoc5 phrase, and necessarily imPIIAS,:,the:'m4p3grity which

attention to "output measures" both preSumes,,and engenders.

llniversities do not process students or manufaCture *-educa-

tion; nor are tons, or barrels, or Winced units ci research

findings milled .through their laboratories and computers.

Quality -is-of the essence. _lAccordingly, only the subjective

judgment of peers can estimate achieVement. This is why-----

collegiality rather than hierarchy is the main organize-

tional principle in all academic institutions of repute.

The costs of collegiality are substantial, and they are.

contributory faCtOr - in the difficulties experienced

Versities during .a period of nogrowth or falling enrol-'

Such costs cannot be entirely avoided wibtiOut .des-

oying the university's' potential for fostering .excellence,

ng they can and must be minimized.
;

kr& are also rigidities,, or factors which hamper

l.laMent to changing circumstances, which have nothing to
.`.university structures and the norms of their inter

governance. Universities. experience difficulties of
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adaptation to declining scale not experienced to the same,

degree 1:19. business corporations'or public bureaucracies,

because of the nature of the tasks in which they are engag-

ed. Let us see why.

REALLOCATING RESOURCES

In a period of enrolment.decline the univefAtieswiLl
quite rightly draw'attention to the fact that ;they perform

yesearChand.publiC. service functions as well as oftering

advanced instrut.tipp. They will insistthat their incomes

shoUldot be directly. proportiOnto the number .of :stu-_*dents enrolled. This claim will be= ript=
ly, with the argumentthat they haiie expenditure' commitments

which are -tithlially unrelated to numbers or

from. which even efficiently administered institutions can

only slowly free themselves.

The validity of these. argumentgnOtwithstanding, .

politically inevitable that -university budgets .".u1111

crimped by falling enrolments .m._ impossible to

aistiniuish the problems of .prolonged. austerity from a

cOnditi8n of nogrowth :or :decline in thexiiiMber of students

at university. Wit..

.The 'contraction will pinch unevenly there : will-. be

differences among provinces; within a single:prOVince, some
,

universities will bear the brunt of an'Overall-decline in

enrolments, while others May-experience relative stability;
and ;.withinindividUal institutions .some faculties and de-

partmettts-will experienCe'he pressure of- increasing- demands

resources 'while other partsofthe:university:
undergo a aharptiedline.Indeed,' even if enrOiMenta are'.

.:7-Steadyacrosa thOoiniiratty as a whole, this stability will

mask internal readjUstments as some programs attract:more,':

others-- fewer; students .. Thus even in a 'n0-growth situation,
reail-ocation of resources among and within universities will
be called for.. For this reason, the'problels of.no7growth

.are:4:ftot qualitatively' different trod. those of dedlining

enrolments, though of . course there are:imporiant differences

of degree.

A. business firM which is in financial `difficulties= can
undergo reorganization of various kinds:.. it'can disCOntinue
unprofitable prOduct,lines or services, :close downa
secure its .sources of .supply by vertical integration, merge

anntherfirm:to share distribution lacilities, aUbCon-4

tract some of, its obligations, divergify its product:Jind

1.4.1.
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or have recourse.to other measures. Few analogous exPedi-

ents,hoWever, are open to universities either individually'
or. as a group. 4.SPecialized degree;:prograM may be closed,

but-thet.savingS -.frOm doing so May be minimal and the impact

on other programs,, departments, or faculties may be 4e-

leterinuS. Often. the. only available expedient is to cut out

low-enrolment courses if the,instructOra can be-reassigned

to other courses where the presdhre ofnumbers is _greater..

This, however, does not deal with:the problemof an overall
aecline in :enrolments within a university or within.a par

:-ticular- department..

Currently. prevalent. economic doctrine. places a heavy
emphasis.Upon thetransferability,of resources 'among alter-

native uses; it presumes the niUtug substitutability of

labour and capital, .and` 'supposes that both capital and

labour can- be turned to a variety of.emPloyments..- There is,
howeveneaisagreement about this. .One.Sscbool of econor

mists denieS704t.real- capital (unlikeipnei) has a "putty"

like". quality permits it to.:aSsuinY.iiesired shape or
,cOnfiiuration;:.butwhatever the4merits ,.phis.View. for the

econOmyas the human anaphysical capital-

,WhiChjiaabeen"acqUiiea,by the universities` during a:period

.6f.0owthis not 'putty!' which can be fitted into anyde

,sired .niChe. An aStrophYSicist, canno0e,retrained to teach
.......MoIe6Ular biology, and -Only the simplest'forms of equipment

can be used for any purpoSe but theSpecific one for which
..they were designed and bUilt.,

c

It follows that What- may be called for during a period
of stable°. or declining'ehrolments, is. not a form of action

modelled on` technique's of corporate. reorgani4ation in which

productive workers are assigneato new.taskS. Fossihly,in

..a .university,., the only' efficacious action..Wouldbe. an overr

all reduction of scale accomplished by firing'., even highly

tompetent-staff-and-(- dePending-on the: circumstances) hiring

differently- qualified replacements. o Y

Firing employees is a;task which,' in the case of private

enterprises.,:is' not only distasteful but .fiedged about by

legislative restrictions and tOntractual'obligations; fOr

public bureaucredies it has proven patently:impossible. Can

theuniversities do :it? Ought they. to be expected to do.

it? We shall oturn to these questions. -First, howeverwe
should note that easing out superfluous talent is only one

aspect of thk staffing problems facing Canadian 'universi-

ties.

1.4.1

tr.



1.4.2 STAFFING PROBLEMS

49

It will be a disaster in both human and economic terms
if Canada lOses:an-academic genetation beCause of.lack
Of employment opportunities.. Preston).. .

The most serious problem: facing Canadian higher 'education is
the prospectiVe' aging of. university faculty; its greatest

challenge; to avoid the losS of an academic generation.'

Wheiftheuniversitiee were expanding rapidly,. 'large numbers.
of the most talented undergraduates planned on careers
teaching and research; they ,strained. the 'cdpacitieS of the
graduate schools, and the livelinessof:adademic.departments
WO hugely increased. by the constant `infusion of new talent,
bdth studenteand Youngei facUlty. - Moreover, established
scholars wete,Asiduously courted by expanding deOartments;

....movement among the universities was...Considerable..

!trast -.a situation of.md-growth:maymean or no,

.younger" faculty are hired tbat.,the most able: youth: no

Monger gol to graduateschod1J, and' that the circulation of

eeniorfacult.among .the- Universities slows.:.'. Onsiderably.
In these circumstances, demorallzation can.eatily set iii;And

.,Scholars wilco under: more _favourable COnditiOne would be

..PrOductiv&researchers and stimulating' teach6ts may lapse

.into medioCtity. 4;

:Difficulties of 'this sort are likely to be the more

'acute because XanadiairUntveraities now have a relatively

young faCulty,: :recruited during-the period of rapid expan-
sion, andlVetY few-faculty (Iess..ithan:20i)er cent) agedOver
50; Consequently there will bevery few retirements in the
next few.years;,Onerecent estimate predicts Ahat, assuming

a constant. figure df 30,500.full-tite faculty, :only .400 to

500 replacement ToSitiOns will ;beCOme available during the

early 19801,s.. This represents a replacement rate'of' ap

proximately 1.5: pet cent' '.(Von Zur-Muehlen 1977: .17).i
-

----AnOther-study,__absurdlygiven a government security. clas-

sification,and therefore not toj4-Catelf,--ant-ictates
decline in the nUmber.of new entran*into,the Professoriate:-
fiom_almost 1800in 1977.to 100 or feas.in4988, and then e.

fairly steady 'rise to' about 1500 in 1999., This study took

intoaccountfprosOective enrolment) changes and

chan$s in :studentteacher ratios, and thus: differs: the

Von. Zur- Muehlen.study in abandoning the assulption ,a

constalit'stockof .faculty;'it also takes',into account

resignations of faculty of pre-retirement' age, as the Von

Zur-Muehlen stUdydid not.



.AlthOughthAnumber ofreplac'ement. positions. is dif-

,!.ficult to predict with any accuracy, it:is nonetheless clear.
that during:the next:decade the'influx of new talent will be

..7111i6J-0241-,' and thattheMie.dian age' of the.profeSsoriate will'
,-.increate,steadily. This may present a particulAr threat to

the qua,lkty cLresearch since 3n ..some diSciplines the most
remarkable advances are- typiCallyMade by younger:Schol#t:

If the'uniVersitips' researchcapacity.declines,-- this
will have a serious impact sciantifiCiand technologocial
Achievement-in Canada. Additionally,'itwill pose a threat.
to, the uniArgitiet, because it will encourage theesta7
lithment of non-university research:institutet which could.

hire' new talent while the universities are stuck with an

increasingly stalefaculty. The research insitutes, unde

'these :circumstances; could easily surpass the.uniyersiti s

in the qualityof-...the work,,they do, particularly if he.

research institutes -. findadequate.sources Of fin ce.

Non-UniversitY peOple would, probably, be Tess .good: at le-.

search, at least in.toleAteas, they had regular
contact with 'istudents.;t b4E. they would be better than an
aging faculty;c:..Thi$:::#4.,: turn would encourage: the gradual ;,

separation .rof .theteachiniand research functiortsi and a

redefinition. Of the uniVerAlty't role to encompass only

teaching. :.fThe effect on the quality of instruction w4uld be
appalling.

,J

An obvious response to:thit dismal scenario is .to'sug-
gest. that the universities gradually divett, themselves of

all but theMost able faculty, and hire. the best of the:

recent doctoral. graduates to fill Whatever, perdentage of the
vacancies theit budgets 'will allow... . The OuggestiOn is

SimplistiC butmonethelest.pointA:tO the.necesSityof achie-:
'ying some turnover of 'staff. The prOblem of supernumerary
staff is a.:'Cordian knot which can be cut only at the cost: of
excellence, butiMperatively must.he unravelled.'

. . . ...
,

What maket.thesuggestion forfiring t.inwanteclor inept..

faculty_.:a- simplistic one is not just that tenure, collegial

decipion-making, and 4 commitment to academid-freedom make
the dismissal of 'staff administratively awkward. 'What is:

simple- minded is the tnoUght that-these conventions and the
principles of the governance of the universities, i can be .

hackecl.down without sacrificing.a0ademic excellence, when

financial stringency requires.it. `They 'cannot ; ;. and this,':

1

or a very siMPle. reason. Theacademic judgment of de-

artmental chairRen, . deans, and presidentS ..s; almost



'certainly:inferior tO that of ;the individual scholar in the

....., area . of his expertiSe. This .' doeS not mean that the. Uni-

: versity *1st abjure all effort to assess faculty 'perforMance.

in research. as Well as teaching; ! it 'raans simply that in
scholarly activity only -,the : judgment of peers working

closely -related subject., areas can be relied upon.,

'universities have not yet resolved.-the prOblem of how
such .jUdgment can be brought. to bear on the excruciatingly

difficUlt deCistons whiCh'mUst) be made in a .period of con-

traction ,or-of no-growth: Nor ll faculty' unionization and

adherenCe to -due process" in staffing decisions-make the

task any easier.

1.4 3 . FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT:

As :university incomes drop, in real ,terms, the pressure

to theee-greatest ;.possible proportion . of-. available

funds for faculty salaries idterise. Already there is not,
a university in Canada which has not cut- back. its equipment

and Supplies budget, with' aconsequent deterioration of.

laboratory faci'lities, library ServiceS, and other resources

faC ul ty require ..._if.1.they. are to. 'work .effectively. The

problem -wag _greatly ,..eXaCerbate&.. .during the ' seVert;ties by

federal cutbacks` in research fUnding, which previously had

supplied., the: mal n:or.2 'part. 'of .:.certai.,!tYpes. of equipment

withdut -imposing a: burden .geriefal7purpose operating

fundg. The `.Natural .ScienceSand Engineering Research

Council is :vefy much aware_ of the seriousness of this pro-

blem,. and planS a 'major .PrOgram of..'re- equipment of univer-

sity labOratorieS tsee 'Sec tion.2.4.2:3:'2, below).

The effect of finanCial .stringency on equipment budgets

need not be insisted upon; it haS1..been documented in every

University' S submission Of: ,requestS-:for. public /subsidies.

One observation though does,:,1. ,need to. be. made: cutting

back on all forms of non salary, expenditure cannot be re-'

garded as more than:a temporary and VerY;Partial..solOtton to
penurious conditions; continued -recdurse.'to cutting. budgets
for equipment and sup lies, libraries , secretariarservices,
and `so forth will make t. , impOssille for staff tO,.f..do their

work, and the most prod ctive: of them will, surely seek

employment 'elsewhere or , lacking ',alternative employment ,

will waste their talents



1.4:4 ADMISSION STANDARDS AND CURRICULA

Those universities which are .most:) vulnerable ,to*declin-
,enrolments may try to compensate .by recruiting students,

who in:an earlier period might not. have been accepted for
university. ;In part this .might bei.achieved by lowering
eritrance..standards; but its other aspect, is the taiAoring of
university curricula to suit essentially non-academic and .

even anti-intelleCtual tastes. The tendency m'ay be 'all the ,

greater when :there- are .other post-secondary; instiatutiOns
coffering technical. and vocational instruction;, the two .sorts.'
of,. institution May'cOme into ,increasingly tight competition
with .each other, and ;, governnients may be called upon to
'.arbittate between them by defining roleS appropriate to
each

l. 4. 5 ACADEMIC FREEDOM'

Academic freedom means ,having.opportuniiles- : fo the
pursuit of truth 'and knowledge accoOing:sto one.!s 11 ghts,

,,and being ableto. express gpinion ;withOnethereby fiOping .to
obtain fay" and eqUallyi withaut the ',fear of incurring

, disfavour .° AcademiC freedom is an ...:easential conaition of
all scholarship, for 'faculty and students alike.. 'tfonfortaist
behaviour. .and the sanctity of received doctirne are its
enemies:

;The most crippling attacks on a-caderaic freedom in ,the :

universityniVersity have occurred at' .times of 'political-. cri- --
sis,',often: ,:yhder t e leadership or stiMuluS of : po.litical '''

, attthoritifeS; but wi ....tte active support of the majority of
the . cal:leagues an students of, -dissentient, : scholars.
Instances,':'varying in their severity; . are provided in ,the
hiStoryof,..the Dreyfus case in Prance.; of Germany between
the 'wars; of the Soviet : Union. Under . Stalin., , of the .

Mecarthyist .1ilOvement in the United States, and- of 'con-
temporary SOtith ,Africa. ,-, ,

,:ACademic 'freedom in Canada,. seen in .relation to cases-., .such as . these; is unlikely to he,- itipritled- py -, finanCial
stningen6y; or by cost:Treducing. exercises involvIng the,
eX ten s iciri Of 'state adni ini s t rat iv controls . over' the uni-
versit4es . ..Present and 'fores'eea e threata to: academic

--ii-L-:fTeed4min-tanada 4o n t .issue. from .° be repression of .poIi"-.
At_ ticakly or socially, uri ccePtable doctrine or .eirer, of theore- _

. ,

ti-d.a2.' heterodoxy. ' e v,.
k

Nonetheless, _financialt-conatrain.ts, with
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vences of depressed' academic sztlarieS and a severe shortage
of research furida, can and predietatily will restrict the . ,

range of scholarly enqUirY.,,: and ditect ,it towards;unpromiS-7,
ing, and intellectually barren pbjectivesi It has been -noted
(Smith and Kirlesky, 1977: 37) that in the United ,States,

...the emphasis on targeting: [of research funds3 . may be
part of a larger -tendOtcy -toward' "playing, it safe
toward conservatism in funding practicvesV Nany ig-,
searchers expressed the view; that research proposals by
establshed investigators? within established line% `: of '>

enquiry and promising short -.run and poll.rec ally: defence
sible returns, were recetiiing increased .emphasis ai the
expense of more%innovative; proposals.

. ,

It was alSo., noted by the samei. investigators that graduate
students tended, in view of slighter employment prospects,
to chooSe "safe" dissertation projects from which publish=.

able fi'ndings were assured in prefereAe to tgo.e speculative
lines of enquiry . that carried higher sCientiffo-. promisee.

The-. danger to' which draw attention, is a 'buying.
. off of creative capacity in the definition of ',,research
projects ;. another aspect of the same process , be the
enCouragetnent .given.. to some faculty take.rE on ..inCome-
suPplemening COntract.. work as lsaIarY...inCreases drop below

. The restric in .theSeiways,,ii', Of, the
areas in whic i Scholarly enquiry is undertaken is quanta
tiVely'.'different from repreSsiOn by the state apparatus; hut

. .

its effeets in relation to .scientific inves,tigation and-.
htimanit enqUiry-,are, ,nonetheleSs deleterfOus.

1.4,6 THE SCLEROSIS SCENARIO

Organizations., do. not lobe their', stippleness becaUSe they
Want to '7On. the cOntrary, if development 'Ceases and struc-:
tures rigidify these things hai;peri either.. becaute those 'who
Control. the 'organization. -do not see what is going. on . or
because they are powerless to 'prevent 'it .7: In,.aciyerse`cit
cUmstenCee they may carry. on as: much; as pdagible as before,
and hope that .retrenchment will be a passing phase, that a
new period of elan-lies just .1ahead. .; 'This, is, by and large,
the present situation of the universities in Cana.4.:
conditions . do not. :change, and retrendhment. -becomes ailyer7.
Manent condition,- ,eVeritually may be discovered: that the:
universities 'haVe buffered-. (to. use a medical anatogy)' cle
;rosis: .a 'morbid' hardening of the tissue. ta
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a. pgriod Of firiancialVtringency, the 'intitTia . res-

.V..) thei;'pAition by reCruiting students as best -they m .. hut
ponle of:Canadian uteiv'ersitie'S,. has'Oeen to try- t8irst*gthen

otherwise t6k. carry on awmuch.aSloSsAbleile before. '. They
down on 'their. f,acil it i es , , Aftui" en t ,..: 'tna.:, suppl.it4; bilNI"' '

g ts,: on .ribrA.y acquisirions and ibra .serVices, '. and on.*
. ...

secretarial_psiStance. In general, they c back in rArreaq.,
Whe.re a coujole'Of years' deterioration co -be made :44,up

:q1ater:on Kithont "'Serions losS..- .- : They :do so , ng. that
PiOlonged withholding' of ?these stipplies and se- es ,would
se.riously impair the'. effedt:iveneSs arid. qualityeot the ,,/ork, .

,done 'by' their' stafft.but hoping lOr better timeS. it
,. .!,- .

0 . i, .'A;zpother. feature. of what we may calla,.first-level res-7'
ponse -to budget st.riingency 'is: to C"..it bacleon, or freeze, the
hiring of new- stiaff.;', to'efire sessprfal :appointets, and to

:. reduce` the number of graduate stude;rit aSsistiOnts. The :.staff
in turn, cut down- cin. the num.be'r of assignmenti' And .thtiS.
alleViate marking, loads; iitlask,osizes are *increase4 (neces-0-
sitating 'further ridOctions in as,Sfgrifnents, °and ,pdrhapsttincluding ?More swerficial: mar of. aSsinnents): seminars
are ra'placed by -. lecture cotrs ,., : Therel. may,. also be; in,

order _AO protect. th.e reputation 'of ',the UniVer stity; demand s.,_
on" saff. for' inCreaSed evidence ,qt. liiofessiowar;... actp.Tity;.
especially .publication, arid thas .a retorientation -o: research

-.priorities ' safer and thirler topidS.7 '
riNI. .

41 tpit forins part' of the:familiar.iitany" of: dompAints
.43by -,,,uolversities and their faculty; I mentloo4it...ere only

because the 110incipal,,consequence -4, theSe acion '-7 arert:
from -lower ,Standarde .40, "performance in iiteachirEg an0.:re-
search, ..,which, g9vernme,nt' decision ,makgies'.se4.eithet not .to :

IbelieVe;:or mit" to: care about :7- is ,incapacitY, toi'develop new
:disciplines," tO.establish 3rew. faul.ties, ,r,./-,deFa-rtmentS,, or

.'''research. Not all Canadian, UtiiiiersitieS alie yet: -.:beenC: 1
programs, and , inability to .;follow-, up proming.tirieS .. a

foeCed into' . this position , whicilijnenS sure Skerosis .
it is, everywh-ere, a cearhandi p senb%. danger. . .>

Another t9pe or respOnse to ,conditions of no-growth '
( to. a shrinkage .in enrolments, is structural, hange..'*:

means cut ting out. . some couses', . prog rains , .. racuitj.es ;
schoolS' in orker to fre:'financial reSources'flor .developmenct
in other greas . Th,e saviiigsc, however, maY be 'minimal. iri:Ithe ,

short run because students ,enrolleciti a prograin mitsE be
able to complete it and beCause redundant-. staff are seldom
transferrable to 'other duties. MoreoVer., physical facili.7.
ties may not -b,,,..4Fable fer-t.Other purposes. without refitting
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or renovation. Indeed; if university incOmes,are.directly
proportional to enrolment,. ate elimination of even 'a low-

*enrolment, program may entail addit'ional' costs for the uni-:"
versity,[ as:revenues fall off without .there being deompar-

able saving'in expenditures!

Natu ally, the.sArings that are achieved 'will depend

,fiery la ely. on ethe-universitY's staffing policies. If
univers tied could solve the problem of staff redundancy

:negd:to:dikoritinne programs would be much ieduced.-

',,conversely, if they cannot solve theW.staffing problems
:then stinCturaI change may-not'acCOMPlish

1.4.7 GOVERNMENT CONTROLS
e

the-' provincial governments bear the main financial

burden in higher education. Jhey also feel politnally
bound to' maintain and (especially in non-metropolitan'areas)

to extend access to universities and to technical colleges,

to protect Institutional and regional or lodal interests,

and to avoid openly repudiating policy decisions' taken

during:a period of growth. These fggtors, individually but

especially in combination, impel the provinces to, oversee

major university financial deCisions and to direct tVe

growth or contraction of provincial systems of post

secondary education. Their concern extends to the effidient,4

use of 'Manpower and financial resources in the universities,

the incurring of future* financial -liabilities, and the

selection of. university'priorifies (for exaMple, as between

instruction andresearch, between gradliate and undergraduate

instruction?". or among Specific academic and vocational

progOds), Moreovpr, _governments are 'very ofttn vitally

concerned tO protect the position of a urilversitk or college

which 1s" experiencing- financial? difficulties whether from

decliniing enrolments .or-olothejrstAses.

In. the result, .tpday,nouniveriityin*tanada retains-

fUll:contrOl'Ovar its .acacleila progkamming.. 41any.findtheir.
admiwsiOns :ipolicies' and their'vfinanCialmanagement coming

under the Scruiinandthe partial.contrOl of-the proVincial

gOVernments or their agents: the compromising

- of:university autonomyrestricts eatb:institution's capacity

torir out ita:own !financial. difficulties, to :define and

perhaps' -to reorder its acadeMtcand budgetary priorities;

nTd to. use its -:resources as it ''judges most conducive to

1%cell$ACe..

not on :,t0q,sgible-iout likely that over the next



few,years government-controlswill tighten as enrolthents:

fluctuate or.decline and as :other governmental expenditure
priorities assert themselves: Existing.financing.techniques

:to anticipate'theargument of Chapter II '-:-,encourage

Uniersity:Administra0.veofficers to adopt a strategy of

general budget compression .ratber than to redefine.their
.priorities and to accept and promote significant structural"
Change, In the.absenceof, such 'Change governments . are::

as .the-situation betomes more aCute, todrawthe
administration of .the universities into their. .own hands..

This is not I think'i'a present intent; -but it may -be,'

fatalistically, a consequence of the evolving situation:

In my opinion,' gOernments.and their agents or.advisors
are unrealistic and indeed, unreasonable if they believe.that
:present techniques of liaison and control, and present
policies, for the financial support of theuniversitieS, will
encourage.. the structural changes they desire. If such

changes do-hot occur, ,as it were,' voluntarily, then an

extension ofdirect controls As virtually unavoidable, even

though at present no provincial government proposes the

management of the universities directly by'the
.

Nonetheless, the situation varies considerablyi,jrcim:one
province to another, and of course the' circumstances in

which individual universities find themselves also are

Oriedi. Generalizations on these matter -lack. nuance as

well as supporting evidence. For these. reasons: the next

section looks in some detail at ;the recent evolution. -of,

post-secondary education:- syStems in Canada and at sole of

the necessary or desired changes, province.by province.

-1.5 THE CHANGING STRUCTURE. OF CANADIAN

POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION

Our mandate is: to make such recommendations the

financial support of Canadian universities as will conduce

to excellence-inteaching and research. One. cannot,' how-

ever, adequatelY explore the relationship.between:univeraity
finanCe and university excellence 'without considering also

the structure of university systems. This'is sO, because

each university's potential for excellence is affetted by,

being one of a group having certain:Strutural charac7
teristiCv The'group, or system -- the term does ncWpec7
cespariiy iMply either conscious design or:centla.1:ai!,

in constant evolution; as enrolment patterns a ther

circumstances change, the adjustments Which must *via e. by

the system as a Whole will hai.re a differential'iMpaet on

1.5
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each of its members', the universities. Hence there is a
three_rway relationship involving finance, structure, and
quality of performance. This report takes into account all
three.

It is essential, as we embark. on,.an exploration of this
three-way relationship, to recall -..thae the provincial
governments bear the main responsibility for education in
Canada, and that ,the fulfillment of their- responsibilities
in education cannot be compartmentalized such that polic_y_is
formed independently,; for,, each type of institution. All
provinces have taken the "position. that they must assure
their trsidents access to high quality education at all
levels, but each has chosen to meet this objective through
distinctively structured' set of educational institutions.
Each province has assigned particular, fundtions to its
secondary schools, technical institutes, community colleges,
and universities. Each one has its own solution to the
problem of serving the needs of the population in remOte
areas, whether' by territorial dispersal of universities and

colleges, or by the provision of "extension" or "outreach"
programs, or both.' Each province, too, has its ,own ideas
about university specialization and/or differentiation of
role; some think in terms of system rationalization and the
allotment of a specific role to each university.

In view of the importance of provincial educational
planning, and because in some provinces policy makers tend
to focus on the post-secondary sector as a whole rather than
on the universities alone, this report miAit to some extent
do likewise. Our main concern, of -ccIllicse, isywith the. uni-
versities. Nonetheless, where the universities aregmerely
one segment of an integrated post-secondary system; it would
serve little purpose for us to view them' out of context with
related institutions. Consequently -this section' cleats...with
the structure of the post-secondary sector as a.

The analysis and argument presented .in the remainder of
this chapter run as follows:

---In Canadian higher education,. the main .:emphasis" has
been on minimuM. standard s and universal accessibility
rather than on building universities al.with a world
reputation. In the result thece has been :dispersal
of resources, which makes speCialization 'difficult and,
militates against the, attainthent excEal nce par-
ticularly' in research.
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-While many universities retain de jure private status,
the provincial govehments effectively ,control and

direct the development. Of university systems. In-

struments and -techniques of 'control vary considerably;
reflecting diversity in policy preferences and in .the

number, size and character of institutions in the

post-secondary sector.'

-Voluntary cooperation Or coordination among nniyer'si=

ties is rendered difficult by their being in compeXi
tion with each other, especially as regards the intro.7-_-,

duction of new,academic programs. The older, and

larger institutions seek to preserve an established

position vis-a-vis other universities of like char.:-

aster, often in other provinces; they are .ERr44

respondingly concerned about the dispersal oC 'finan-Et'

cial resources among universities within their ., own

province. By contrast, many of the newer universrties

are anxious to diversify their programming and to

share the field' equally with the traditionally lead dg

universities. They chafe at restrictions on their

further developments.

-Ekpectations out future enrolment. patterns
considerably from one province to another,: but broadly. .:

speaking, forecasts seem rather more opt ithist it 'than

appears justified' on the basiS of demographicprojec

tions and realistic .suppositiOns about

ticipation rates. Governments and their agents::...are:,

frequently, though not UniformlY;less sanguine, .aboui

enrolment prospects than .:.are' the dniversitieW
especially those which wish .":to' diversify their ee4:
demie programming ae part-':.Of Catching-up- exercise

. .

. :, :

-The provincial _governments, which initially .became

committed to the deVelopment of the universities,;in%

order to extend -access while maintaining .or. raisftig-

standards of inStruction, are now primarily conce!rned;

about saving money, which they., they a4n, do

without unduly sacrificing the,earlierf,bbjectives

Accordingly, -they ' stress the neec-', to' '!ratiCrriakis:A,

university systems. without , If possib1.9,: IhelgtOyS.,

becoming too involVed in u Pier sitY

The. Tit osPects' for- simult 61y .iiCcbiplishiAethese
two objectives contro ,nd direct

.managempnt. depend6 laAct:kai tlie'421cen4A t5 1411611;

the .' universities indivi ua ;ty have ' malcet
decisions, on academic . lag ,



'their. staffing problems..

--In the absence of appropriate incentiveP, xten-
sion of 'government controls over the universities in .

'order to .save money will bedome virtually inevitable-.
..Thereyersilof two decades' growth in enrolment. will

play an impor 'cant -..rcreth - Further, era n.. .of
university autbnomy would seriously. exacerbate the
problems of `no *-:gtowth:-or: Shrinkage, with a strongly
adverse impact on ;university excellence,:

. The -expbsi stio'n of thi argument , .,and the suspicion,
.

"
which, 'has been VoitedjaMcing. others by-the Ontario Council' o

-, -Crad.UateS:tudieS-, that Untskersit,ies at present have ve y-
... . lit:C,ke ndentiVe;"-. tc(Tytake. hard .::decisions, \, leads directly to

the:'s ,Of...';Char ter .IT,; there , -,...eaCh of the `sour c- of '
iyerSitY income' iS 'eXamsined in turn to *see what impa it

.. .
has Oti",, the development of individual' Univerdities uni-
:versity systems. -

, .

1. 5.1' CAI DTAIii ;UNIVERSITIES:
SO 2GEINI8RAL FEATURES

.
.

. is difficult generalize about the Chara.,_.4.
ariwis,..pr6VinCial' ',systems .V.ghex ;),..e4:14c#P1-ton NOne-e J -

thelesk, a .feW:..4iiMParisons with nt;:frCanaala.n,.. syStemAz.. ay. help
t6Ythro.W,rinto ctia r 6:ter ti 71:-Of the
Canadian ft ei r very

:_familiarity, might .otherWie go unnoticed,;,

Ei74i4sit.::On:ktiimumAt4:(104raq

The firg.t:.,.101:ng:.to..,:610erve,'%is4.at..ditferencep in qiia17.
ity.. arise a's, a. matter of'
ate government-'pdlicy..*- .ln'is;ome fciekigp . prO ,ditiont
do. For ar .....eddcatiOn

,.. trasts. sharply education system,.pf
-,-;'the State of California;. has... a, ttreetie:red

ystem including Sit y of California;
*ark of 'foUri4Y,earr.', aggregate

enrOIMent,'in'1969..,;4.:-.tome-:2 . 90 junior "4

or' ity of the::
state colleges.. The ,SYSteM:,iS..:,*410".'differenti*ed both by 0?
function .and .Clual it y..: . .-nOteit by ;'Neil SradVser (1972:

. 24): , , .-, . .

"The':.._ education: .code Of.,the.'Sta.k;,'..deelaiS::`t.iist the Uni-
is the primary:..4:taWs.uppOted,:: as,d1demic agency



for research,". :that it has "exciusive.jUrisdiction in
.
public higher education, '-in the professions of law, and
over graduate-instruction 'in the professions of

.cinedentistry.,, Veterinary:medicine And. architetture,"
and that it. "has-the sole authority in public higher

edUcat.ionj. to award the doctoral degree it all fields of
lear

The state colleges some of which were originally teachers!
colleges,. have limited powers :6t) grant masters' .degrees:

Only since' 1960 have they had the power to grant dOCtoral

degrees, and they can do so only jointly with :ttleuniyer-,
Sity. Faculty research is authoriied "to the extent that .it.
is consistent with the primary function of 'the state col -

leges instruction, for the_ most part at the under
graduate and the facilthes 'prOvided. for that

fUnCtion."-Tihally, the California. Junior Colleges:

... were expressly limited to two -year status and to

awarding the associate in arts and associate in science.

degrees. The legislation further specified that -in-

struction should be primarily in three areas: "(1)

standard collegiate courses for transfer to higher

institutions; (2) vocational and technical fields lead-

ing to employment; and (3) general or liberal arts

courses." (Smelser, 1972: 25).

This stratification of the system in terms of function was
complemented by a stratification in quality, with the secon- 4
dary school graduates of :highest academic standing going

directly to the Uriiversity Of California, a middle segment

going to the state colleges, and'the_lottom segment having

access only to the junio colleges. Theopportunities for
transfer from one tier-. thtier Above it accommodated
those cases where ,a student!s_,atademic performance tmproved
over the time he was at college.

The educational philosophy which underlies the Cali-
fornia Master Plan, for Higher Education (legislated in 1960,

although its major features had evolved long before) empha

sizes equality of opportUnity for the individual, recogni-

tion of,high standards of academic achievement, and a stra-
tification of educational institutions in a well articulated
hierarchy. These, features are evident in American higher

education as a whole, although no' other.state has applied
the underlying principles in so schematic 'a way as Cali-

fornia. EVerywhere in the United;States, however, it_ is

taken for granted that, some institutions vare, superior to
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.others and that financial resources will be laVished on the

best institutions in order to equip.them to become truly

outstanding on A world scale. It'seemS to be accepted that

a consequence'of such a. policy is the. degradation of stan-

dards in inferior institutions, access to which is academi--

cally wide open though not necessarily financially painleps.

EducatIOnal philosophy:In:Canada haS:been ilvonerespect,
more elitist than._in'the United States, and*in another, more

..egalitarian;'.and the. structure of the post - ,secondary sector

has reflected this,..philoso?tty. In spite of the heavy empha-.

sis over the past two de6Sdes on widening access to post7.
secondary edudation, governments and universities alike have

stressed the,importance of maintaining minimum' standards;

.There haS been some insistence on the distinction between

academic and "applied arts" . or. technital prograMs.. Except

in Alberta and British Columbia, :institutionS' do not offer

'both types of program -- at least, not .at the:post-secondary

level. Even in these two proVindes, where some ofthe

community colleges do haVe university transfer programs as

We11--as-tmanpOWer7training programs for SubprOfesgiOnai

otcupations, every effort has been'Made to achieve equality:

of :Standards in'atademic subjettS.

One imgication of Canadian edUcational philosophy'

that in most. provinces '.Students in the secondary schoOls

have been-urged to make an early choice if they. wished to

pursue theit'acadeMit Studies. at the university level.. As a

result, the ehtire!educational-System is moderately elti:st:

in.:its norms and strudtures..: .(Notdoubt this .has had a

'-significant bearing on participation rates at the post

secondary level,. and even.on the tendency of-stiideilt to

complete;., or to:,drop outs of, :higbigthoO10': HOweVer,' for
thOse students :tibsO:do go to university: or'embark on. uni7'

versity:tranfifer,programs in',a-cOmmunity tollege,:::Canadian
educational authorities 77 in'sovernment:and of: it' --

have been declared advOc'atesorbqual: standards ofachieve7.
Ment. They :have:Sbruiik from any suggestion that public

policy ought to establish. a .hierarcby institutions in

terms of quality,. Anclto'accord favoured treatment tothe:'

frontrunners,



1.5.1.2 Large Number of Graduate Programs.

A second -Major structural -feature a Canadian high'er'
education is that relatively,.few universities have re-
stricted themselves to undergraduate teaching; or are so
restricted by charter Or founding legislation. In 1978/79
the Ryerson Technological, Institute and the Vniversity of
Winnipeg" were the only degree-granting institutions- of over
2000 ,students that had no graduate efirdlment (though the
latter does have some joint. M. A. progrIgras with the Univer-
sity of Manitoba)..- Doctoral work was conducted '.on- thirty...
university campuses -- rather..,more tharp"- half the total,
representing more than 85 percent% Of the aggregate number oL
full-time universitY7level students, approximately 360,000.
(To get .some impression of relative size:, 360,000 +Is about
half the capacity of the California. Junior; Colleges.)

These data have significance for the quality of under-
graduate instruction. They ,also tell us somethirig about 'the
utilization 'of theresourceS available in Canada for gradu-
ate programs and fOr .research.. They are spread Iery thin:

Impact on undergraduate teaching. As':we have observed.,
only a relatively small number of Cdnadian undergraduates
attend institutions Which do'not 'haVe.at4least some doctoral
students. In 1978/79 scarcely more than ten lier. cent Of all
undergraduates were on campuses where graduate' enrolinent
accounted for less than five per cent of the total. Five
per, cent is large enough to mean, that the university has
some ambitions at..the graduate level, and that (depending on
funding arrangements) grduate Programs probably cannot be
abandoned without causing .disruption to the university's
finances, to say nothing of its prestige or the.;a4f7esteem.
of the faculty. As a result, the uniVersity.mustallocate
fair proportion of its resources to graduate: programs;
moreover, undergraduates must compete with graduate students
for:the-.--tirnd and attention of, faculty.

These factors may have a detrimental bearing on under-
graduate instruction. On the other hand, there will be
benefits too: a faculty of more diverse intellectual inte-
rests, with more up-to-date 'knowledge of the literature;
library and laboratory facilities of better quality, avail-'
able to the undergraduates; and above all a more "live"
atmosphere of enquiry and discovery. How extensive those
bene0.ts are, and whether they r outweigh those effects on
and graduate instruction which are detrimental, will ,depend .

on the success cif the graduate program and pafticularly its



ability to : attract good-
program is demoralizing for
the university,. weakening:
:teaching institution.'

students. A mediocre graduate
faculty and is a real burden for ,
its capacity as an undergraduate

Dispersal' of resources.. Another matter for concern is,
that graduate education in Canadian universities is highly
dispersed . The phenomenon of the graduate 'universit'y, -where
a majority of the students are enrolled in master's or

doctoral programs (at the University of Chicago, the ratio of
graduate to Undergraduate students is about 2: 1), 'is unknown',
in Canada. In major Canadian_ centres Oflearning graduate

tstudents may account for en or twelve percent of total full
time enrolment; only one university (McGill) readhes as high
as 20 percent.

There is nothing,.- inherently wrong with `.a ,graduate/.

undergraduate ratio of , say, 1: 10. It implies; . however , A

very, large university:if the graduate programs are, to be of
Viable' size, or else the develop-tient of graduate work on a,

highly selective basis within the university. There is a

strong current of opinion, which suggests that quality -of

undergraduate instruction falls off with university size,
though people= disagree whether the detrimental effects of

scale manifest themselves when. the university.. reaches %Oa)
oi '20;000. There ' are some who do not accept the thesis at
all Nonetheless, it is an opinion which deserves serious
consideration, and does raise some questions about the

considerable dispersion of graduate piograms in Canada, such
that 1.:'10 is a "high' ratio of graduate to undergraduate
students. : In a 'few cases those questions are .about the

wisdom
of

having "mega-universities"'; but in the larger

number of cases they are about the minimum size of good
graduate programs, and the Use made of available resources.
If` and human resouces are modest, as they are in

Canada, . dispersion of those resources is especially waste-

ful. 4

1.5.1.3 Research Inseparable from Teaching

A third feature, of Canadian: higher :edUcation 2 is the
combination: of. teaching and research: functions in the

versity.;. This works and i.t appears to imprOve.the
4ualityof bOth. alSoi in keeping -,with the Ang16-7

Aboieritad..tra,d it ion ; ugh., At. conttasts :with practice in
some continental .Europeantountriestabbi

- . -

The conditot of both beaching an earch
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faculty deserves our attention as, we survey some of the

structural features of Canadian post-secondary education.

It does.so because-events of the next two decades may tend

to separate them..

In the Vast few years :there have been several'sugges-

tions , for the separate funding of teachihg and research.

Depending on the steps takentowards doing'this,. the effects'

might, be to reinforce, the already widesptead oOnceptiOn of.

the university as just a 'paaager and disseminator of in

formaton and: hnique. Research may increasingly be re-.

garded as a' dig te activity carried on only by a minority

Of university faculty, or by mtmbers of research instieutes

who may hold joint' appointments at a university: This would

entirely change the character of Canadian universities, with

diSastrous consequences for nstruction at all levels,
5

graduate and undergraduate.

Canadian Universities as Provincial Institutions

A final observation about/ the structure, of. Canadian

higher education is that there is no longer any 'dif-'

ferentiation of universities by source of funds. Formerly

church-supported or other private institutions, with the

exception ofsame-theological.colleges or universities, have,

Acquired,quasi-public status. Traditions of private bene-
,

faction have never develdped: in Canada to the same 'extent as

they have in the United States; indeed, now that the state

has assumed So many responsibilities in 'education,: health

care, and social services, private support is ,considerably

weaker than previously it was It is now probably.impos-

sible for any Canadian universities to free themselves from

financial'dependency on the public purse, if indeed this

ever Was an option. Thus,- the'wealthy private university,

which is, so important a feature' of higher edUcation,,,in the

United States, does not exist in Canada. The private-public

distinction does not apply. Nor does a distinction which

"exists in Australia, where most, of' tne.univer "ies are

supported state governments (though,increagly with
assiste-ncifbl' the CoMmonwealth),,:while the 'Australian

NetkonalteSitY occupies a high=profile and privileged

'Position* centre for graduate' wbrkand research.
SA/



To recapitutate our .major' observations
ture of Canadian post-secondary educatiOn:

"the empiobesis of public policy has been on the mainten'
ance- of minimum standards`' rather than on dif-

,ferentiating institutions on the basis of quality as
well as function; .

-graduate wdrk is higlAy dispersed within the network
of universities;

-r-universities have traditionally combined-the teaching
.:"and research fUnctiOns, although- there may be some

tendency to move ,towards their separation, and perhap.§
'to the Creation of separate research .institute; and;

-universities,. are not differentiated from each other
according to the sources of :their financial support
(,rIvate or ,public;: provincial or federal.

Each of these. 'features has a significant bearing . on the
quality:Of university. teaching' and research in Canada, and
each may be sehSitive to the adoption of, new policies for
the public support of higher education.

1.5.2 A 'PROFILE OF CANADIAN. POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION

Notwithstanding the existence of some features which
characterize Canadian post-seeondary educatiOn as a whole,
th'ere 'is conSiderable variety among provincial, systemS. We

ought not to be more impressed, as Canadians so often are,
with differences . among provinces than with similarities
w4ich are observable across the land. :.Each province,
however , does have its own pattern of liost7secondary.,in-
stitutions. It would b4 irresponsible to ebullient on the
funding of Canadian .universities without taking such diver-

.' . .

sity: into eccOunt
of$

Thies section ,,accordingly presents a profile of Canadian
post7secondiry 'education.; Which is summarized in Table- 1-4.
In .ithe ta:hle the :-provinces 'are grouped into three cateior-i
ies according to the relationship-' that public. policy has
a,t1hlisted between. universities and nonuniVersitY
itituti. at the post - secondary .!The- first,. category,
which:Ancl,:tidis.' only ,Quebee , is one in*which thete .are col-
leget at jthe&-nre7university leVeI." 'Those, -admitt 'to Ai-



TABLE. I-4

PROFILE OF POST -SECONDARY.EDUCATION' IN CANADA 1978/7').

. , .Panel A:" Non-degree7gfanting institution 'are pre--university colletles;
Graduation -rceqUired for admission. to-university.

'
Quebec.

....
Full,- tline Grad Uat

less .'.than 18

'('"1)

'pepfkei GRANTING. INSTITUTIONSO`

Enrolment <is Perdeneage.-Of Total :.Ful.1.-:t.im6 Enrolmetlt

Bishop'g
FT- '817 ..05
PT- 514

.() : ', ' ( -3)

Que. A Motitr6a1 Montre-41 : .FT-. 7,295 5:4 FT-.- - 17)719: :14.2
PT- ." 8,868.; , - PT.. 25,011 .1r

, . - ...;Que. a Trois Riviere,
FT- 3,493 :3.8 . , -FT 16,-.840?! 10:7

FT=:.- 4,051

'Que : - Chicoutimi
FT,,i: 1,7.9,3 3 3,..; :- TT- .1,141i -°,24)...%

.".r.PT=, '4,0,3S .4;335 . -'41". -
.... \,..

:Que,.' a Rimmiski Conorclia
FT -" 921 . 5.3q ,FEr° 150,295 ".9.-3°
1-f-`" 2,747 . , . ifr- '1-2,673

VI.....
C.E.U.C.Q..t;(ROdA0 Ift4rO'rOi!;:ke 1,..9.

FT- 231- f I 2.2 ,-. ; FT,:. 6,436 19'4
PT-. 1,420 '.. PT-, 3,339 .°

. .

C.E.U.O.Q.il (Bull)
.FT= ' '466

,. teils,ic. , 1,874
, i

=77-
* Centre *d'etude4 uni-Versitaires. Quebecois.

. .

Rr

A
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,.,___-..a.nbitious plans . for the development of a university sys tele ,
and it 4proceedtd with the initial stages of implementation. .

0

In Veer scale, Alberta's prbgram for expanding uni-
versity capacity ws probably the.. most unrealistic in the
whole conntry. An enrolment ceiling of 25,000 full-itime
students was placed on.' the University of Alberta a figure
which it was expected to reach.,by 1073 -- and growth was to
be diver;.ed, to other institution's. Of these ,-''the University
of. Calgary was expected to, be the twin of the 'older provin-
6ial "multiversity" with a,'Wide- range of
graduate and professional programs and an iieVrolment of
comparable, size (Alberta of Ethication,; 1970: 7).,
A third university was established. at Lethbridge with a
target enrolment figure of 3,500 to 5,000 full-time stu-il
dents. A fourth university, Athabasca, was planned for the '1,C
Edmont5yn- area; it was expected to grow to 5,000 or 8,007
students -by,1990 (Worth% 197Z: 86):

These grandiose developraentyplans cont st with actual
experienCe: Full-tithe fall enrolments dropped marginally in

;1971 and.again,: a little more sharply, 1972. In these
two years registrationd fell by 5F, in he province as a
wbole;" at . Lethbridge they declined 247: Growth legan again
in 1973; by 1976 full-time-fall enrolment had reached about
20,000, at the University of Alberta, 11,000 at the Univer-
sity 'of Calgary and 1,50Q at the Ur4verSity. of Lethbridge.

These figures are not reported here merely to demon-
strate he margin of error to which enrolment forecasts are
prone. Rather, they are presented because the target fig-
ures reveal a basic assumption upon which development plans
were based. \ The contrast with actual enrolment data gives
sus a glimpse of the problems which university administrators
and government planners have had to deal with, and will
continue to face in the future. Of these, we shall look at
the following:

defining ..a specialized role for each university; f,s

a

problems of

university

Scale at Calgary and Lethbridge; and

transfer programs in the public collegss.
6"

1. 5. 2. 2. 1 University specialization
qAlthough the commitment to take 'Calgary a "multiveriity"

seems to have been made very early in its history the

145.2..2.1



1967 debate over the location of a Rtovinctial School of
Architecture wigs a cause celebre, 'and the decision to situ-
ate- it at Calgary was bitterly criticized at the U of A;
some of the staff at the older insti ution sees tq have. had

difficulty accepting Calgary as an eq 1. The ancertainties
of role definition for these, two universities we're under-
scored by-the 1972 report of the. Commis;ion on Educationpl.

Filanning. C (Perhaps significantly, the Commissioner, -,,'W.11.

Worth, had been a Vice President at the .0 of A.) The "Worth
Report" made quite a slurp distiftction between the roles it
prescribed for, the two institutions (Worth, 1972: 85)::

- A

Compared to. the University. of Alberta, +:r.71-11cli will. have
an undergraduate university [Athabasca) in close ,pro-
ximity,

more

University of Calgary can, be expected to

give more attention to -junior . undergraduate programs ',"

....Duplication .of programs offered at the Uni4er-4.ty of
AlNerta, especially tl{ose of a specialized and costly
nature, ought to arise only when it can be. demonstrated
that the province and the nation 'will require the

,
graduates and that the programs at - the University of.

Alberta are incapable of rgeeting the need. On .thee. basis

of this criterion,.,. tfiere is: no apparent reason -to-a1.-1-

blish programs in agriculture., dentistry,. la or .phar-.

macy at this institution.

Worth's proposal that the University. of Albe ta should,
concentrate on senior undergraduate and graduate studies,
and on professional programs, suggests...vestiges 'of its role

as 'a flagship 'institution for the, province, a conception
which some may still retain but which appears to run counter
to what government policy has been for at least a decade.

The govern ent policy maker is the Department of Ad-
vanced Educati andManpower, which -took. over the functions
Of the Universi s CommissiOn at its demise. in 1973. EVen
while the Commission existed, he goVernmente had a .direct

hand in developm-ent planning; indeda, the Capital Develop-
ment Committee of those years was struck jointly'by the

Commission and the government, and included, two. deputy
'ministers (Finance, and Education).. One suspects that,

especially because of the rivalry between Edmonton and
Calgary-, decisions on university,. development were quite
political. Mow, with the Commission gon4,, they are almost,,,
transparently so.

1.5.2.2.1



1.5.2.2.2 Problems f scale

a

Alberta's two mjor universities are in a position which
well might-be the envy of most of their ,sister institutions
across the country. Both are ,assuredly 'Tile smaller

of the two, Calgary, has about 11,000 full-time students and
s located in a city which is growing rapidly. Its 1977

Pevelopment Plan anticipates'a full-time enrolment of 15,300
by 1985. 9,

I

It may then seem unwarranted to raise' the question

whether the University of Calgary is experiencing problems
of scale or may.do so:in the foreseeable future. I have no

/ dtrLt evidence that it is, or that it- will. The issue'

nonetheless is. important to raise. -- in the,form of a ques-
/

tion for two,reasons. "/

One is that the University of 'Calgary has a range of

academic programs whiar is comparable to. od University of.

Alberta's,: though it is only about halfr, the size of its

older relation. It also has a comparable propOrtion df

graduate students (about 9%, as against the U of A's 11%).

It -must, as a consequence, spread its resources a tittle

more `thinly than-the p of A, which isafter all about on a

par with UBC in terms of scale, these two being respectively
the "second- and third largest universities in Canada. This

puts the-University 'of Calgary, given the diversity of its

academic programming, into a very big l(Ngue. The wisdom of

having opted for such diversity' seems; on the face of it, a

.1.ittle questionable-when the pursqlt of excellence is the

criterion to. be applied. . On this matter Bernard Sheehan

writes, in a letter to the author: "...I would have to see

how you treated the .otter universities in the country before
I could comment on The University,: of calgary in the

appropriate context..., I would have to look at comparative
information from institutions%such as Memorial, Dalhousie,

the University of New Brunswick, McMaster, and the Univer- '

sity of Saskatchewan. My guess is that in terms of many

of our "profe'ssional schosis, Medicine, Law, Engineering,

Management, ¢ Nurs'ing, ,*)cial Welfare, all of which have

quoeas, I think it wouka be hard to make a (relative) case

for the economy of scale argument." I. agree with Sheehan in
g

this. I suspect that, if Calgary has problems of scale,
several other universities in'other provinces have the same

problem in much more serioua degree.)

A. second reason for being worried ,about the problem of
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scale at "..thp University of Calgary is that the rivalry
'between Edmonton and Calgary will continue'tO',...put a .poli-)
tical complexion, on the question of ;university ,development
he University of Calgary' will be under steady local pres-

sure to expand its programming and this pressure. "may, de- .

pending on the political base of the 'governing party
Edmonton, be"' r nforced by decisions oft the- provincial
government. Of co se, such incitement to expa sion may be
far froiriunwelcome hin the University of Caly; for the
university administra ion it may be a suit of trumps; but
the reinforcement their ambitions by 'al boosterism
could make , for some academic, programs, the problem of scale
a significant one.

. .

In Alberta the real -problems of scale, _however, are
those..--essociated with the Univervity of Lethbridge'. , The
range of courses this university (Offers, iS; very limited, so
perhapr6 an enrolment of less / than 2,000 is not a major
problem. Opinions "vary as to what is thq minimum vialile."
size of a university, and .I do not intend to address-. that
question here. What it would be .irresponsible to let pass
uriremaYked, though, -is thatiany university no: matter 'what,
its size, will get into trouble' whennttie area from which
it drawt itS Students is, urldergothg population loss-

The :University of Lethbridge is , '41(61 the University of
Calgary,' a regional. university; 'and, the future of- all re-
gional, universities' 1§ very much dependent upon inter-
iegi4"anal movements of population. ,Uncertainties about
prospective population movements do place9 the University 'of
Lethbridge, in companya wit'a good tr. meny.., Other Canadian
universities (sOme of hem of medium or large size), in a
frankly precarioUs, posi ion. At a minimum, special fined-

. cial arrangements may b necessary to assure its viability,
if the provinical government decide§ that it is a priority
to keep it going in its present form.

1.5. 2.2.`3 Universities and the public colleges

Alberta and British Columbia are distinctive in Canada,
in that one of the route's to a university degree is through

° junior colleges and subsequent transfer to university for
the senior years of ( undergraduate study. This requires some
coordination of academic programming between the universi-
ties and the colleges in order to facilitate transfers. It
has also *resulted in the establishment of a provincial
Council on missions and Transfer and the development .of a
provincial ppblicy on admissions which is published in an

1.5.2.2.3



annual. Provinctal ;Eratsfer Guide. The policy. Aads:

Admission to a university, program will be granted to an
applicant -:who ha's' fulfilled the admisslon requirements
as .established by the university for the program con-
cerned, or to any applican who upon successful comp)

'tion'of at least a full year's study at a. Public College
or- Provincially Administered institution is recommended
in writing by the sending institution as having satis-
fied thel-appropriate matriculation requirements or their
equivalent. Where selection procedures are involved in
the admission to a program, each . applicant shall, be
treated on the,same basis as any other person seeking
admission to the. program.

The .Minister [of vented Education and Manpower] may
approve univer y transfer arograms in'- Public Colleges
and ProNiAncially- Administei7d Institutions for the

. Ufirs or the first and second years of ,univellity.
'studies: Such approval will .state'the programs, .dis-

( 64plines, subject fields and levels at which courses may
jbe fered, and will be determined by such means or

me hanisms as the Minister may "decide, following con-
sultation with the various institutions and agencie
involved.

0

Full credit will granted fo hese progeams provided
that courses taken meet the requ ements of the par-
ticular program which the student:wishes to edter. y.

et,

. There are. two main implications of. this policy,awhich

concern us here. One is that it may affect substantially
the character of the university sector.' -Here oneis re-
minded ..of the'Worth. CoMmission's rgcommendation that the
'University of Alberta. concentrate on senior undergraduate
.and.gradate studies, while. the University of Calgary should
place, a relatively greater emphasis on junior undergraduate'
studies. Depending upon funding policies, any such dis-
;DinctiOn could affect noticeably the two major universities':.
.capacity for excellence. .Moreover, the transfers perly
raisds all kinds of questions regarding the position of the
Universitysof Lethbridge,: which is in° direct 'competition
with the public. colleges: .All'expansionlor contraction of
university transfer, programs in the public colleges could
mean death .or life to it.
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.- A second implicatio of, the transfers 5policy concerns ,

the funding of the univ ities. , As long as .university-;
transfer programs are an important pat of the curriculuth at ; 0,

some 9f the colleges, the financial support of the uni-
versities cannot be decided upon without thinking aliO df.
the =position of the colleges. As we shall see" GSection
2.7..2. 2, below) an effort is being mode to fund junior

undergraduate studies on a standard pattern whether they are
.

Carried out in a college or in a university.

1.5.2.3 Saskatchewan

The lattet 'sixties were the apogee of the .phase of
expansion in ' Canadian universities. In Saskatchewan, no

. less than'in othet proYindes, the mentality of growth pre-

vdiled. Plans for the , develdpment of :university facilities ,

c`khowever, assumed a unique forM in this:province.

7 In 1968' the Saskatclkar't legislature passdd alJniVersity
Act the purpose of :Whic was to create a single multi-campus
university. At this time the University:of Saskatchewan,
already fifty years old,: was centered. in. SaskafoonTand ran a
satellite opetatton in. Regina. The new Act =modified the
existing situation by.-,.according equal status' to the two
campuses ,',. providing for the evedtual, or possible establish-
ment of additional caMpuses,. and setting :up a central- Oni7
versity administration with a common rd governors' and
Senate (Spinks 1972: 41 -2). Each- camp s of the recon-
stituted University' of Saskatchewan world, enjoy:'S/fair
degree autonomy, but overalltplanni and the .coordina7
tion o academic programming,. iA`ncl ding. extension work,
would be the responsibility of the c tai apparatus.

This structure was jettisoned six' years later / (1974) .
It was, the victim of inter-city rivalries ,and fU.ction
'between the two academic units at the senior, adinistrative
lievei. The Saskatoon branch was long-istabfished, and rela-
tively large, but conscious that it wouldallaVe difficulty in
maintaining its position relative to. the larger provincial
universities in Manitoba and Alberta.4 The 'Regina branch; on
the other hand, was aiming for development, and diversifica-
tion in order to acquire a position more nearly on a par
with that of its former parent. No dOubt tie tensions
between the two. 'campuses were heightened by the change n
outlook which occurred in the early 'seventies, as expecta-

,
tions regarding future growth were scaled down. Originally
it had been thought that there was room in Saskatchewan for
two or even three campuses of approximately equal size and

r
u,)

4,
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comparable diversity in academic programming'.-..; As the 0.07
ipects fo eventual and ..the overall pdsi7

tioA of iversities became more uncertain; :any'lexternal
.

::.'restriction n the operarions.:.of the two .units .beCaMe

increasingly less tolerable to each:. '1
, .

In 1974 the, province,legislgted a new structure: o

independent universities and a Universities:CommissisOn. with
responsability to coordinate geiver'sity develoPment , to

advise the government on financial' matters., relating to the

universities, and to distribute both operating and- cap tal
gtants between the University, of .Saskatchewan (now- shrunk
back, to its Saskatoon campus) and the University of Regin
In other Words, the 'Commcssion ,wai to perform the ...planning

and,some of the, financial functions of the former central_

( apparatgg . of the, multi-campus University' of Saskatchewan":

However, instead of,,there being a Senate and Board oloiver-
riots in which the Saskatoon side cbuld outvote the Regina
side; there was now to be anoprbitral institu on ind4pen:

dent of each which would also act as an ermediary
between the universities . and the provincial g ernment4

(For more on the Commission and its poWers ana activities,
\see Section 2. 7. 2. 3, below. )

Prospects for the two S skatetewan 'univers'itie are

darkened by an anticipated de line in enrolments during the
1980's, possibly 'of the order of 2:1 per. cen* 'A.1977 report
of the Universities Commission (prepared in cqpjunotion with
university repesentativeS) 4, presumed that 'the, decline would
affect the two universities about equally: It aisb, kesumed

that trends, affecting full tim2 day undefgraduates would

also apply to part time and evdni'ilg students,:, .As, the..Com-

mission is -aware, and as is \. argued in 'Section 1.3 above,

such forecasts are subjett to, .a substantIal''range .of error.

Although one should make allowande for such err r, Sit is

still worth noting that the forecast, FTE .enrolm
were : for the University of Saskatchel:4n, about
the "university of Regina, about 3;500.-- These

nts in 1990
;?;100:1 f of
mates are

now (197 )' under review. The implidations of changing

enrolments "are being studied by A working,group -COmposed of

commission staff and university representat,tves.' 7
0

The Universities Com ission, as planner :and aibiter,

occupies an unenviable osition. . The University of Regina
is seeking further development, ,for example ..in the esta-

blishment of, sdhOols - of law and' jOurnalism, while the Uni-
versity of Saskatchewan is counselling against the dispersal

0.0f resources. The `tatter's arguments are ' part icularly

1 .5 .2



cogent in that the province is a relatively small one. It

is more conscious 4han its neighbours of the need for inter-
proyincial cooperation and for program specialization within

. a network Of prairie, or western, _universities.

These considerations notwithstanding, a systematic
refusal of al)rdevelepment' plans at the. University of Regia

'would expose he Commission to charges of bias and would
'exacerbate the very in- university and inter-city rival-
ries to which the implAtation of a dual university struc-
ture may be attribut, ed.

o

1.5.2.4 .Manitol?

Of the fouir Wes ern provinces,
. Manitoba is the only one

in which each univ sity has an unambiguously defined role
which is accepted '''round. The Universit of Manitoba,
with to full 'time student body of 13,600 or so' enrols. more
than three quarters of the province's full time students.
Its 18 AfessiOnal facUlties and idhools make it the Major.

.

centre for advanced studies and .research between EdMonton
and, central ;'It is also the 3only university in tlie
province to offer graduate degree programs on its, own.

' Unti11967 'the University of Manitoba occupied a unique
position as,,tte.sole -degree-granting institution in the
province. Indeed, originally (from its founding in 1877
until the first ,world war) instruction was .offered only in
its affiliated, church-sponsored, colleges: Five such
private 'denominational collegeV'rstill exist, loosely af-
filiated either to the University of Manitoba or Co the
University of Winnipeg; another ie.College universitaite
de.St. Boniface has acquired public status bpt remains
,affiliated t th University of Manitoba as a French-'
language insUtution; and two others have become'independent
universities. These are: Brandon University, and( the
University of4Winnipeg, formerly United. College.

The. University of Winnipeg is: located on a downtown
campus,and has more .part time Man. full time students (3.100
to 2600). . Its location, and its orientation to .part. .time
studies and evening instructiOn, 'may serve ".to ptotect it
somewhat from declining enrolments during the .1.980's, as the
siz of the 18 to .24 population. shrinks. has .joint
Mas er's .programS h the Uniersity 'Manitoba in
En isti hist , re igion, and public affairs (the last. of
these having een established With the objeCtive-, among
others, 'of Meeting the needs of public servants for part
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. .

time instruction related to their Work),

' Bra-66n University- is the smallest, of the Manitoba
Auniversities, having about 1,40 full time students and .a
slightly smaller-part time enrolthent. Its largest academic-,
.program rather.ominously, . in view of the glut Of scheol--

.teachers-acroSs the country H- is education; together the
,

programs in education, arts, and general studies account for,
three- quarters 'of its studentg. Brandonis an exclusively

)indeigiadriate university. It exists to Serve a regional
clientele, and has glso shown a pai.ticular ,concern for
devising means of serving the Indian ,population of the

Trovince. L %

An interesting "feature of post- secondafy, education
Manitoba is that/ the community colleges are almost ek-

ClusiVely cencerned.With techniscal instruction. . 4s. acon-
sequence, general academic instruction must beund*itaken
throUgleextepCtonprograms offered by the univerVties.--H In
this-, regard one should note the existence of the -"Inter
UniverSities°!r2rth program, a cooperative 4indertaking. of
the ipree uniVersities. which is ,separately _funded by the

UniverSiti%s Grants CemMission.. Its purpose is- to provide.
cuniversitycredit- courses north of the 53rd ,parAllel. It

is, howeveri'.a small operation (21 courses'At.ten locations
in 1977/78, with 'a total enrolment of 406 students), and the
policy of financial retrenchment by the prdsent governMent
of Manitobahas left the program in a precarious and un-

certain Position.

In 4967 the pro ince established a.University Giants.
.Commission which, in addition to its responsibilities re-
'-lating to university unding (pee Section 2.7.2. 4, below),

has absolute 'contr over the introduction of. new academic
programs or anY si nificant expansion of existing ones.

This -aspect of its activities is :carried out through its
Program'-- Advisory, Committee, which is made: up mainly of
university,representatives. Although there have been some
minor innovations in the last few years,. the significance of
the planning and develOpment functiOni of the Commiss'i'on has,'

been reduced by), 4.ts policy of insisting that, the _financial
requirements of any new or expanded prograds must be met

from existing resources.. Indeed, the current and:prospec7.
tive financial situation is so bleak as to make any-program
innowatiod.an adventuie and a.lnxury. Further comments on
this subject are offered Lh Section 2.7.2.4, beloW.

1U5
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1.5.23 Ontario

-Ontario, is the 'prbyinee which, .tecause of, the sheer.
number of its universities, can most? easily ;devise- policies
for, a "university sector 'without transparently framing
rules to applx,specifically to one institution. Inevitably,
policy choices- 'will le bore favourable tosome universities
than to others, except in the case'of decisions about over
all levels of funding; but the'larger the number of .uni
versitles, the. easier it is to justify decisions on prin
cipled grounds: After all, general ruleS seem bogus in,a
situation where 'a single university is :apparently favoured
or discriminated against with every enunciation 4of a "prin
ciple". This is simply. to s that, relati4e tp other
°provinces, .Ontario can more ea ily .devise administrative
techniques and an apparatus o i plement rules for funding,
and still, maintain something of an arms length relationship
between the.universities and government,

. Another distinguishing feature of. Ontario's situation is
that the, expansion of,the system, with the establishment of
new professional Schools and graduate programs, occurred on
a larger scale and a little earlier than in other provinces.
Consequently, the proVinclal government came earlier to the°
realization that this Sort of expansions. could beteither
indefinitely prolonged in time\ Aor unrestrained in scope.
While other provinces were still -concerned, Mainly with
inproving access to university and` with the further de
velopment of specialized and advanced academic programs,
Ontario was beginning to urge the universities to rational
ize and coordinate their activities. As a result, Ontario
has had -longer- experience than other provinces with the

. initial stages' of '.consolidation and of retrenchment of

university dperations. These will pass through
More acute stage during "the 1980's.

.processes

The import of these two, observations is that the recent,
development'Of the university sector in , Ontario may well
contain significant 'lessons, or warnings, for ainiversieies
and governments° inthe°rest of the country. Ontario has not
been markedly successful in restraining the proliferation of
new programs and It has Certainly not been- successful in
bringing about the'elimination of redundant ones. The"
arm'slength relationship which the government' sought to

guarantee. first through forMula financing .and subsequently
through establishing the Ontario' Council on. Uniyersity
Affaiks as a buffer betvieen the state and the universities,
is an uncertain one. Political pressures, becoming more

J

o
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insistent as enrolments drop
difficult to sustain.

1.5. 2.5.1 The "system"

relationship

O

Twenty-one post-secondary institutions, not counting

theological colleges, receive general operating grants from
the Ontario government on advice from the Ontario Council on
University Affairs. Of these, one (the Ontario College of

Art) doeanot come within the ambit.of this study, and one

(the Ontario Institute for Studies in.EduCation) is treated

here as part of the University of Toronto, to which, it is

affiliated. The remaining 19 inst'itutions are-listed in our
Profile of Post-Secondary Education (Table I-4). Thred of

the A9 are affiliates of Laurentian University.

-
Tbis listing does not, however, give an adequate:im-

pression of the structural, complexity of post-secondary

education in Ontario. iNot only are there the theological

colleges affiliated*to or federated with the universities,

but a number of universities are themselves federations, or

they have affiliates or subsidiary campuses. Of such ag-

glouterates;,the most ;noteworthy are:

dniversity.of'TOronto, a federation of universi-
ties and colleges, with a downtown'campus and two

satellite_campuses in -surburban'areas of- Toronto:
.

Scarborough and Erihdale; and

-.Laurentian University, also a:federation,, with -'(in

..addition to its main components at.. SUdbUry) three

affiliatedcolIeges . some distance away: "N .pissing .

College in North Ray, Algama'College in Sault Ste.

Marie; and the CollegedeHearat.

Thus, separate counting of satellite campuses and geogra-

phically dispersed affiliates would bring The total number

of post-secondary institutions to: six in metropolitan

Toronto (including Ryersoh Polytechnical

excluding the Ontario College of Art), and 22 in the pro- _

vince as 'a whole.

Of these, 22, the miniscule College de Hearst is a

French-language institution, and three others -- the Uni-

versity of Ottawa, Laurentian University', and Glendon Col-

lege are formally bilingual. "Practical necessity, how-
ever," the Commission on_jost-Secondary'Educatiolk in Ontario
has noted, has forced rthese three institutions] tO:provide

t,
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varying parts of their, instructi in parallel French- and
English programs" (Ontario, COPS 0,' 1972: 83-4). Thu'
bilingugl instruction. further complieates the,structure jf
Ontario post-secondary education, augmenting-at least
facto the number of instructional units.

k
It addition-to the.universities, Ontario has some 27

Colleges of Applied Arts',and Technology,. or'CAATs, some of
which have more than one.campus. Most of the CAATs were
established in the late 1960's. Some Were foUnded on a-.
pre-existing base: a technical institute or : aault retrain-
ing 'ce4tre. The CAATs offer,g mixture of two- and three
year diploma 'course's, apprenticeship programs, manpower
.retraining programs (largely financed by the federal, govern-
ment on a. contractual basis), and general interest courses.
Most programs require graae 12-("Year FoUr") for admission

one year less° than.university. The CAATs offer,a non-
academicform of post-secondary education and are entirely

'aistinct', from the university system. ,

*.*

Do there just happen to be several universities in
Ontario, or does Ontario have acoordinated university sys-
tem? Many faqulty members and administrators, mindful of
the status of universities as self-Overning institutions',
resist the notion of "system". Nonetheless, university
interdependence an& an'important degree of external Control
of universities are facts oflife; and if the identity- of a,
cential directing mechanism iS unobvious, there exists a
network of coordinating institutions which palpably do,limit
university autonomy. This netwotk consists of:- the Council
of. Ontario Universities .and. committees advisory to. it, the
Ontario Council oft University Affairs, and'the responsible
government ministry.

The - Council of Ontario Universities, or.COU, consists of
the president of each university and'an "academic colleague"
elected by the university senate. It exists as a forum for
the exchange of ,information, and to.speak for the.univepsi-
ties vis-a-vis government. As in the case of other interest
organizations, however, its position as intermediary betwee
the state anfl a specitic,clientele imposes upon it an ambi-,
valent status.. In seeking to ward off direct.. government
controls over the university, sector, the COU itself becomes'
to, some degree an ,agent, ofithe state, hedging in the auton-,
omy of its member institutions. It .cannot issue instruc-
tions to theM, but it does have an important role to play,
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through its appraisals and assessment. procedures for gradu-
ate -. programs, in the c.Oorci$rl'at.,iori of academic/ programming

and in' the moulding . of : the. 'Ontario universities into a

system. These procedu ;es are outlined and:"commented on in '

Section 1. 5. 2. 5.3, below.

-The Ontario Council' on University,Af fairs, or OCUA, is a
body advisory to 'the Minister of , Collegs, and .A.Iniversities.
In its own words: .

(

Council' sits', as a buffer, body, between the institutions
and' the Government . Its role is manifold -- developing
and_ advising the Government on general pollcy issues

e

well as specific matters [notably university 'finance],
promoting liaison, and at the same time keeping some
distance between Government and the universities, and

maintaining a. public interest overview of developments

in Ontario universities. (Ontario, 1 OCUA, 1978a:

).

f.

The OCUA, unlike the commissions 'in British Co lumbia

Saskakatchewan, Manitoba, and the Maritimes, does not pos-,

sess executive authority. - Itt membership is also more

4 representative of the universities though strictly in an

inforMal way. --, than is the case with those commissions,

which are agents of 'the Crown. However-, the OCUA is by no

means a1spokesman for the universities; it assesses their

needs in the light of what it considers to be- the public

interest and growls ,constantly (`as _does the Minister from

time to time) about the need for rationalization of the.

System. re., has,warned of its readiness to impose control5

if the universities individually and collectively do not

rationalize,. as it were, voluntarily (Ontario, OCUA, 1978a:

54). %Four months after this warning, 'however, the Minister
declared that "mandatory central controls" over graduate

planning would end, in 1983-4, a declaration whose implica-

tions are unclear' (particularly in the light of subsequent
policy statements) but which seems to suggest a redefinition
of role , for the OCUA And greater, if misplaced, reliance on
the COU as an instrument' of collective university self-

government .

The responsible government ministry, currently the

Ministry of Colleges and qpiversities, involves itself

fairly directly in the admihistration" "of. the =Ts; in
relation to the universities its role has been more that of

an overall planner (especially during the period of rapid
expansion), 'presumably an evaluator of the advke tendered

L



by the OCUA, and a comptroller. For example,- it keeps' tabs
on enrolmentand generally marshalls the data needed to
allocate public funds to the universities.

1. 5. 2. 5. 2 Enrolment prospects.:
Who gets hit. worst?

I

The. OCUA, in each of . its annual' repOrts .since 1975
has commented On changing demographic pdtterns and on en-
rolment prospects for' universities: It has cop§istently
emphasized the unpredictability of future trends in enrol'
ment . Nonetheless, its Fourth Annual Repbut (1977/78 ) notes
that ,- taking4 into account only the nuniber of live births in
Ontario, one might anticipate an enrolment curve which rises
tq a peak of ifiye per cent, above the estimated 1978/79 level
in 1981/8 2, and then drops by 2 per cent over the ensuing-
1.5 years. It observes that other .factOrs will also have an
impact: changing participation ..rates, interprovincial..
migration, and change's In pare-time enrolments, ,Ilence, it
sayS, "...the estimate juSt provided .icould vary: up or
down. .. (Ontario, OCUA, 1978: 8)., In another document
published later the same year, it remarks. that-, over a
20-year -period "...a drop .of about 25 per cent ought not to
be unexpected" ,(Ontario, OCUA, 1978a:' 2). perhapS is
undulyepessimistic, but, it 'is certainly liossible. ; On the
other hand it would take a rise .in the participation rate to
16 per cent to offset the decline in the 18 to 24. age group
anticipated in Staktscan population projection #4 (see Sec-
tion 1;3.1, above).

It is obvions that a drop in overall enrolment ;',.:whether
five per cent or 25 per cent, would have a much more dis
ruptive impact if concentrated In a few universities than if
distributed evenly acrof,94ehe system. The structural ad-
justments called for igil1-4`be of much greater magnitude if
the brunt of the decline is 'borne by, say, a. third of the
institutions. This may well be exactly what happens.

'Some' of Ontario's 16, 19, or 22 institutions (depending
on how you, count them) are d4tinctly regional in the sense
.that they draw the majority of their, students from the
immediately surrounding area. If that particUlar area shows
(due to regional migration) a sharper-than-average drop in
18 to 24 age group, such universities will be especially
vulnerable in a situation of generally declining enrolments.
Those regional universities which are located in areas of
anticipated out-migration, . are (with the apparently most
vulnerable being listed first): Laurentian, Brock,

1.5.2.5.2
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Lakehead, Ca -Ikon, Ottawa, ftMaster, and Windsch,. Other

:universities are either located in an area of anti4pated
in-migration, or else draw a majority of their students from
outside the ,region. In the latter group we find: "Queen's,

Waterloo, Guelph, Western Ontario, and Trent (Ontario, MCU,
'1978).

Another way f measuring a university's vulnerability to
the expected do sWing in the size of the 18 to 24 popula-

tion, is t examine data on the enrolment preferences'of

apPlicants University. The Council orf Ontario universi-

ties runs a UniversitieS" Applications Centre which. is es-

sentially aclearing hodse. Applicants list the institu-

tions to'which they' areAeeking admission in order of pre-

ference. Of .the-appliCal3ts eventually accepted by each

university, a. varying proportion will have listed that

institution as their ,..first Choice. These percentages ran,

in 1977, from 94 down to 62 (data`sunlied by the Applica-

tions Qentre).

This means that some universities had a freshman intake

of which more than a third would, by, preferencd, have gone

elsewhere.t As the demand for .places drops,' a higher per7
centage.of applicants will presumably obtain asceptance from
their, first-choice university, leaving the universities

which now rank lower on applitants' preference-scales in a1

particularly hard-pressed po4ition.. 4r

If .on the basis of °data on enrolment preferences,

universities are ranked according to their apparent vulnera-

bility to declining enrolments, the results correspond only

moderately well with the impressions obtained by-looking at

the geographical origin of--,student-'populations and regional

migratiOn patterns. There are however, several cases where

the two methods'Of judging vulnerability do yield comparable
results. This suggests that some of the Ontario universi-

ties will experience especially severe difficulties over the

years ahead.

1.5.2.5.3 "Role differentiation"

95

In.. September-1978. the.00OA' published a '"White paper"

entitled The Ontario University System: -A Statement of

Issues -Ontario, OCUA,:l978a), In the paper t'explored a

number of possible xesponsesto the prospective decline.in

:university. enrolments. . Some- of the responses relate. to
more:to dostaffing and staff salaries, while others have

with structure.
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In respect of'structural changes, there seem to be three,
main options: closing down uncversities or satellite camp-
uses, amalgamating institutions or progrhms, and "institu-

...

tional role differentiation". The last of these options
means, 'essentially, cutting out unviable or substandard'
academic programs. We look at this option first.

- . .

_The OCUA expresses the opinion that role differentiation
'...would assist in the effective utilizattn of public
funds through elimina on of areas of unnenssary dupli-
cation ". It propose 4 Ontario, OCUA, 19784: 57):

C .

1. Institutions oriented primbrily toward undergradu-
ate -Arts and Science, with few,--if any uriddrgradu-.

ate professional programs and no graduate programs.

2..' institutions oriented'pri ariky toward undergradu-
ate Arts/and Science an ected undergraduate
profeSsid4a1 programs. Ins utions falling into
this caiegory might have, 'as well, Jimited offer-
ings -a: the master's level to meet Ispecific re-
gional needs and opportunities. .

16

3. ,Institutions which offer a broad range of, programs
at the undergraduate and master.'s levels,'including
professional programs, with doctoral programs in
fields restricted to the institution's particular
strengths in one or two graduate sectors..

4. Institutions which offer a broad range of programs
at ;all levels of instruction. Programs at the
graduate level would likely be offered in each of
the four general graduate divisions, but not
necessarily in all disciplines.

.

.A glance at the. Profile of Post-Secondary Education,,
(Table 1-4) reveals only one university if,one excludes
Ryerson Polytechpical, and Laurentian's three affiliates --

'which falls into the first of these' categories. Clearly,
any move towards role Offerentiation would require exten-
sive paring of program offerings in almost every university.

The machinery,for accomplishing such a restructuring of
the Ontario university system is already to some extent in
place, at least as far as gractuate-studies is concerned.'
(Probably new machinery would be required. for reducing the,
number of professional schools, unless universities simply

112
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Volunteered.. their professional faculties for amTqation.).
The.00UA remarks:. that the evolution of the graduate sector

of the Ontario university system "has been Characterized by
a degree of Control not found elseWhere". (Ontario;* OtUA,

1978i: 48); and what is apparently contemplated now isHto

throw the machinery intoreverse gear.

t, The setting up and the operation of theTachinery
early yearAyhas been'" described by Bernard Trotter

34-5):

in its
(1974:

A primary goal in the early sixties was the expansion of
enrolments in graduate studies, particUlarlY in the

humanities'and social sciences, to meet anticipated' need
for' large numbers. of ;qualified university teachers., The

. Ontario Graduate-Fellowships Program and special grants
to universities..desIgned to encoUrage, graduate..enrol-.
ments.helped to double them in four qears'frot 1962 to

1966. : .By. 1965, however,, it was already clear :to the

government that such-ekpansion could not be allowed to

continue helter-skeLter and unplanned if -.unacceptable

costs were to be avoided. . 'Accordingly, the Government

established. a Comiission to study the development of

graduate programs.in' Ontari6 universities [chairman,

J.W.T. Spinks]....
r,

The Report of the Commission recommended arestrUctuting,.
of the. formal governing ariangements :in Ontario

create A Provincial University of Ontario on theZtodel

of ale state-universities.of_California_and-New:York.
The Commission. belieVed that this form of organization

would leave the individual institutions. with,..their own
governing structures and identities -intact while :pro-

viding "for-a maximum degree .44 cool.dinatiOnof 'the
'fourteen universities wdth a minimum Ioss ofaufonomy on
the Tart of the individual institutions".., :The re7

commendation: was rejected by the government and uni-

versities,"perhaps'because of an.historical preference.
in eastern Cana*. for decentralization. while attempting

to achieVe centralization as qvcessary_ in informal

rather than formal ways. The rePO-ft. as A-whOle docu-

mented the unmistakable need for effective "cooperation
and coordination between the universities in the field

of graduate studies and research, with a view both to

develop excellence and to eciinomize resources"., its

conclusion was not Challenged. ..OniY''the means %14,meet-

ing such a, need were at issue'.
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The CPUO [Committee of Presidents of the Universities of
. Ontario] and its affiliated Ontario Council on Graduate

Studies (OCGS) moved. quickly ,to establish- a system of
appraisaj. to ensure that new graduate programs 'would be
implemented only after it was shown that the propos ng
university had such professorial, library and, ot r

/,,,resources as er ensure a minimum level of quality.
, the end of 1967, when the system of formula financing

was being introduced, the. Committee on Univers/ Af-
i fairs announced that, while universities were fret t

begin" new graduate programs, nevertheless students
registered in programs which had not successfull pass,..,
thtough the. CPUO appraisal procedure. would not be
counted for purposes of calculating: the university's
entitlement to operating grants. Thus the intermediary,
body 'gave sanction and authority to a procedure de-,

veloped_. through the initiative, of the,university tom-
munitY.

At he' 'same time CPUO took steps to see that :undesirable
duplication of graduate programs was avoided. -First

attempts were made through. the dilcipline groups com-
posed of departmental chairmen or their representatives
from each university with an interest in graduate work
in that discipline. While one or two discipline groups

thethe responsibility seriously-and surveyed graduate
'programs throughout the'province on a systemati basis,

'after two years it ecame clear that departmen airmed
could not be expect to take a Wholly objective view -of

. -their own. departments in relation to those of their
colleagues. Under continuing pressure from the'Commit-'
tee on Upiversity. Affairs and the government, and as the
overall unding of universities began..to shrink in,real
terms,. the COU established in 1971 an Advisory Committee
pn Academic Planning of the OCGS to organize planning
assessm9nts of each discipline with 'the use of outside
consuleNts. .A pOverful spur progress was the

,general embargo imposed by the government in 1971 on
funding for any graduate prograth without students en-,
rolled befote May of that year until Completion of the
ACAP assessment for the discipline in question.

Since this was written (1974), the discipline assessment
procedures have-been tightened up, though not.to the degree
that the. OCUA apparently would. like.. The "ACAPitation
process results in recommendations-regarding each-existing
program: for continuation, for limitation to a specific
area of specialization :within the discipline, or for .dis-

. 1.5.2.5.3 1 4
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continuation. The.ACAP recommendation goes to the Ontario

Council on Graduate Studies (OCGS) and thence to LOU and to

the OCUA. On this basis an existing program.tould, in prin-

ciple, be detl4red nd. longer pligiblejorfunding.: However,

although thereilhave*en- a fewinstances ofprogcams which.,

have been restricted to, particular fieldS, and'enough dis-.

couragement meted out to causea couple of withdrawals, no

existing ogram has actually been given the chop. The OCUA

has' revealed, -in. discussion with the.universities,\ its

frustration on this matter, just as the Minister, in..cor-

respOndence with the OCUA, has insisted that the progress

owards rationalization has been unsatisf actory:
gr

Voluntary cooperation among Ontario universities is-

"voluntary" only in a special sense. The universities are

aware that if they 'do not coordinate graduate studies them-

selves,' the task .may well be done for them either by a

universities' grants commission with executive authotity

(replAing OCUA} Or ' directly by, a . goverment ministry.:

Recent developtents have underlined this: the Minister

. warns OCUA that much more tangible evidence of progress

towards rationalization of the system is essential, an5I OCUA

adopt the same tone with the universities:

1 the controls now in existence [asks the OCUAPbe
sufficient to ensure the maintenance of a high quality

"graduate enterprise in Ontario? At, present the Council,

does not know whether the new planning appraisalspro-

. cesses-will be rigorous enough to eliminate all of the

.
existing graduate programs which are- of less than good

quality. Nor can Cogircil be sure that COU will adept a

striater stand than heretofore regarding the funding of '

new graduate.programs in.line with the funding criteria

`established,in Advisciry Memorandum 77-VII.'Council is,

hoWever,c'in the process of formulating new funding-.

allocation machanismSNwhict "are geared to promoting

system-wide stability' n., the face of declining enrol-

ment. .

4Opncil will continue to watch with great interest

the progress of graduate planning in Ontario and hopes

that the.new procedures regarding both existing and

proposed graduate programs will be sufficient to ensure.

the cOntinned-: development of a high quality graduate

* enterprise: ;fie maintenance of high quality graduate

programs and the elimination of poor quality programs

has always been. a prime objective of the university

system. Now, more than ever, it is absolutely essential

1.5.2.5.3
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that this objectiike be realized through the agencies of
COU and ACAP and using'the criteria and objectives
iterated by Council. Council is committed to awaiting
the outcome of the.con4yol procedures before taking
further action but would not hesitate to introduce-
further controls, should there be any indication that
they are necessary. (Ontario, OCUA, 1978a: 53-40p1,

Presumably the threat to introduce new controls means
hat the dCUA is colemplating recommendations to dis-
ontinue the funding of particular programs, without waiting

for advice to 'this effect from the OCGS'and the COU. What:
role ACAP assessments might have in the OCUA's action, if

this is indeed what it has in mind, is anybody's guess.

Other structural changes
contemplaed by. OCUA

. .

Let us suppose that program . cutting ("role, dif--
ferentiation") has gone as far as it can.. What-the(i ?'The
OCUA apparently supposes that some institutions will 'still

not be viable on.their own. In this case there remain, at
least in logic, two 'Options., One is to close down whole

universities.. or (where applicable) satellite campuses;
another . is to amalgamate institutions or to offer. basic
programs by inter'-university ConSortiums

The outright' closing .downof any universit is cony
si4ered by the OCUA, fdr.good reason, to be "very likely an
unrealistiC solution to the enrolment ..problem."'-It. notes ---°)

:that::

The-options Considered must respect' probability that
the Governmentwillwish to ensure that all universities
in Ontario continue to offer some In :this.
context 'it must be remeMtered that at the local leVel
univerSities haVe a special social-'.. impact. They have
ecome-important to their adjacent communities, par
titularly in smaller centres, for a variety of :reasons.
Universities are-labour-intensive, and as a result ofirf,'
a community emplolmerit, possibil~lties and:,cOnsdaer spen7
ding. University purchases also stimulate 06 local
-economy. A university provides status, and prestige to a
community and, 4g well,"exPands the cultural activities
available to its., citizens. Finally, universities in
smaller centres and, in Northegn areas ithOrove acces-
sibility for students in the:region generally, and in
some, instances, for;.s4 tudents living nearby who wish to,

1.5.2.5.4
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Or-must, live at home. Because these considerat ns are

-"Community specific"f, they tend to lead many to believe
that an area- based legislature will not close, any Unir

versity. (Ontario, OCUA, 1978a: 43).

In this paragraph the key statement is ? the one which

affirms,. 'that a government whdch rests on an area-based

legislature simply will. not 'close down any univers-ity.

OCUA's recognition of the -political -reaiities evidently

colours all its thinking,; and its recommendations, regarding
the structure of the post-secondary sector. It should be

,noted that what the Council says about the oimpossibility of

) "institutional closure" does not refer much to education per
se, and has nothing at ala to do with excellence:--Even the
argument about improved accessibility seems rather weak,

when one considers that some of the lost enrolment-
vulnerable universities attract only a Small propcirtion of-
university students who had ittended,high schools in :the.

immediate area -- e.g., 147, 167, 32%, and 37%. (These. are

"area draw" figures, defined as "...the proportion that each
university attracts of the'full-time undergraduate students

from ,the local area' who attendcl' university somewhere in

Ontario". See Ontario, MCU, 1978: 7.)

-..These comments on OC,UA's posi5on are not inten
"\express dissent from its judgment. The eco is and

tural contribution which universities- ,do for h: lo

communities ought not' to be disregarded, even

politically realistic to do so. On the oth
should -be recognized diet when a government categoricaly'

refuses to entertain the idea of shutting down a univ;ersitY
its pol.ky has more tOLdo with regional-development than

with eddcation. Thisq has implications for what the uni-
versities can reasonably-ask for from government.

Ago,

The OCUA, though it rules out actually closingudown any
university, does appear quite ready to see some institutions
reduc almost to the condition of the Cheshire cat, of

whose istence we are reminded, only by the smile. "Council

is of th opinion," OCUA declares,' "that institutio0S should
be left to adjust their operations to bring them into line*

with changes in demand-for their services, and should be

ab e to live within the resources provided through the

current alldcative mechanisms even in the event of severe.

enrolment drops" (Ontario, OCUA, 1978a: 47). -Several of

the sorts of adjustment it contemplates would involve sub-
stantial structu1 changes: pissibly a link-up with CAATs
in order to expand 'polytechnical/ education, and/or "satel-

r
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lite campus rationalization; and/or
graduate arts and science rograms.

k4.' Ex teahnfta
-a cogently argued if unwe
under the, auspices of t

,proposed a. thorough
tion in northern
passim).. cAmeron
-LakeheacLUniversityl La
ing. the three geographic
CAATs in orthern Ontario
is thati::- "...;the Populat

will not permitsajpoh-s
and.vocationalk tradition

1,

.For northwestern Ont
Lakehead University and C
in Thunder Bay) .I He

several features of th
versity is a akccalasor t
and Technology,, which o
versity work andlanuMh
and vocational subjects
1962, retained these.

P.bderation College w
".,.several of the mo

restr
Ontario
nalyz

the merging of under-

education., David M. Cameron, in
corned discuision paper prepared
e Ontario Economiq Council, has

cturing of post-secondary educa
(Cameron, 1978: 168, '176, and

s some of the difficulties racing
entian and its affiliates (includ-..
lly-dispersed colleges), and five

His basic proposition_.(p. 144)

on and enrolmene base of the north
condary system to Pursue [vademic
in Separate institutions.

10, 'Cameron proposes he merger of
nfederation C011ege, (both located
pports this suggestion by noting
two institutions. Lakehead Uni-
Lakehead College of Arts, Science,
feted the first two years of uni-
t of diploma courses in technical

. The new university, created in
ploma programs. Thus, °when Coin-

s established, it found' that,
t obvious technology iaogratmes

forestry, engineering,i,and business administration -7 were
the property of a university': .(104. 75). ThiS provided the
basis. for a continuing,.; university-college conflict which.
Cameron proposes to resolve by merging the two institutions
into, some loosely modelled .on Ryerson Folytechnical
Institute. -

%

For northeastern' Ontario Cameron recommends, -...the
amalgamation of CAAT's and universities at least in those
-centres which currently host both types.of institution" (p..

176.). -This would establish a, form of polyteahnical educa-
tion in various centres across northern Ontario.

The OCUA is 'much more tentative than Cameron about
expanding polytechniCal educiation, but it advances the same
idea. It cautions 'th4, New programs should only be
started in those areas aesignated by Ryerson and its ad-
visory counCils...as having both excessive student demand
and ample employment opportunities for additional gradua-
tes." Nonetheless, it continues: (Ontario, OCUA, 1978a:
38): 0
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t",'

TrOe the viewpoint of the university system it might, be
desirable to .encdurage some 'universities with neigh-
bouring Colleges of ApPlied Arts and Technology,. to

develop. and offer, joint programs leading to applied.
bachelor'sdegrees. On the surface this approach might:
(1) allow universities with sharply decreased Arts' and
Science enrolment . to- use excess, physical capacity for
polytechnic offerings; (2) _use. eXisting university,
faculty, who might .otherwise be considered, redundant, to
offer,...the arks, and science components of the polytechnic
education; and (3) 'improve .accessiblity to polytechnic
programs.

...00UA also, while noting that "many believe that the success-
ful polytechnic. is a. trictly urban pheno meno4," adds .(at

p. 39):

If the expansion is to take place in a non-metropolitan
area, would Lakehead beckon as the institution most
suited to offer polytechnic programs in addition to its
regular university programs, given the diploma courses
it already offers?

Satellite campus <rationalization. In some cases

"rationalization' (OCUA's-term) means simply: "closing down".
This possibility is mentioned for the University of

Toronto's two undergraduate .campuses'.at Scarborough and

Erindale, and for:YorkUntversity's Glendon College.. The
OCUA also canvasses the-italowing possibility (Ontario, .

OCUA, I978a: 45):

Laurentihn and .14s' affiliatidsuniversity colleges-,might
be integrated into a University of Northeastern Ontario,
with four, or'pvtn more, campuses.to-serve the needs of
the'region. Faculty would be assigned, and prOgrams
offered, on aTro7tem basisJW-response to local needs.
In this wayf..the satellite campuses, and off-campus

operations, could: continue to provide the same, or

better, educational oppOrtunities for the region that
the affiliates now serve, butrthe institution as aAhole'
would have more flexilibity to respond`; -to changes in

student demand. This type of approach would not 'neces
sarily reduce the costs of providing university educa-
tion in Northeastern Ontario. However; it would be in
keeping with other efforts to rationalize the system and
might well avoid future problems of regional excess
capacity or program pproliferation sthould the affiliates
continue to develop along individual institutional

1.5.2.5.4-
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Merging undergraduate Arts and Science programs. .Bere

0CMA touches another raw nerve,'ins its own words implicitly: ,'
acknoWledge (Ontaro, OCUA, 1978a: 45 -6):.

At geographically proximatevinstitutions, one could-
visualize a situation where, if enrolment declined,:

sufficiently,- only the mass of a combined student body
would be adequate.. lo allow maintenance of. a broad
spectrum of Program'offeringS.. Council has already
heard. the views of Waterloo and. Wilfrid Laurier, Carle
ton and `Ottawa on the subject of merger, but nonetheless
finds' -the concept. of undergraduate prograM merger of
continuing interest.. `,

That the OCUA should contemplate any of the.aboVestruc
tural Changes is evidence of. its, having .made a very strong
_assumption, namely, that universities .which are subjected to
financial pretsui.e Will learn how to fire tenured staff and
to cut 'out. financially unrewarding ,:academic prograMs.
Without 'this assumption, the rationale for structural
changes fallsaway. Why? Because- the amalgamation, of tlo
unviable operntions_simply amalgamateS two deficits., 'unless:
rediindant staff can be removed from the payroll. Even if an
unviable institution is grafted. onto a stronger onei :the new..
conglomerate will be a weaker institution than itsThealthy
parent if it cannot dismiss those of its new-staff.whO are
unnecessary to its expanded operations. In other wordslt

structural changes are not substitute for solving personnel
problems, and'may for some universities -- worsen them.
TheSe problems will have:to be handled.within each institu
tion individually, through recourse to expedients. which the
OCUA does not, spell Out.

So, it,-turns outrthat the OCUA has e very simple ies
sage, .whiCh does not address the main problem -,which the

universities. will face in adapting-/to declining-enro).ments:-
(1) Ontario has too many u4iversities1 (2) the government
cannot admit. as much, and ,cannot allow anyone of them to be
driVen into bankruptcy, and sir*._;.. (3) if the government
pursues a policy. of nearly bankrupting at least. some in
stitutions, the universities:will be_focced into resolving

the problems of over- capacity, (4) without depressing aca
demic standards. On this last, matter: "... provided the
institutions are able to find, the correct solutions to their

'problems, the quality-of undergraduate prograris in Ontario
will be maintained" (Ontario, OCUA,' 1978a: 47).

1%5.2.5.4 I
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It is hot ,the, intent of this report. to recommend any .

specific changes in the structure of post- secondary educa-

tion in Ontario :or in any other province. Nonetheless, our

recomMendations on funding arrangements: must take into

account,.the structural changes apparently desired by 5eg7

mentS of oPinion in the Canadian public, in the'universi-

tieS,' and in governments. It is_neCesSarytO*k whether
current funding practices reinforce the characteristic§ of.

Canadian post-seCondary education which are thought to, be

unattractive or'undesirable or,'on the contrary, are working
to bring about changes:in apparentlY desired directions.

It is obvious that in Ontario some shrinkage in the

capacity of the university system wilL havelo take 'place;
the OCUA has canvassed some of the po§sibilities. . One

hopes, though, that-continued development will also occur,

as new instructional needs are felt and new scholarly and

J.esearch opportunities. ariSe.:''. The question we :muSt ask

ourselves is how the continuing: structdral changes, essen-

tial :to-a,Onamic system, will be brought about .

There has been a tendency. in recent years, both in

Ontario and in the -other provinCes, towards a multiplication
of external administrative controls on the universities. It

would 'therefore only be continuing an existing trend to

'implement Structural changes 'by extending those controls..

This would .further hedge it.(;the autonomy 4of the universities .

inrespeCt of academic programming, admissions criteria and

standards' of performance in degree. programmes,.::

clearly, is not the option preferred by-the OCUA which, in a:
passage already quoted, has urged': that the institutions.

should be able '6,1ind the correct solutions to their

problems7..7-Even more' emphatically it is not the opinion of

the:Ministet of Colleges and Universities.whn addressed the
following letter tothe OCUA in becember 1978 ..(the letter is
quoted in its entirety):

Ihave:carefullyreyiewed Advisory Memorandum 78-III,

Graduate. Planning and Funding..
. .

Inititally, I should like to express my regret that, in

Council's judgement, the regulation of graduate prograln,
planning- and funding must continue for an additional

liva'years. It is With reluctance that I am accepting
-
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.the recommendations contained in tie Memorandum.

My,rluctance .should not be considered as ,a criticism of
mCouncil's wisdom in making these recommendationso It is

instead, founded on a disappointment that 'Council has -

been forced n3 the conclusion that the university system
in Ontario is not. yeE in a position to re-assume full
responsibility for this most central function in the
planning and management of the system.

Graduate programs serve to train new scholars and pro-
' vide resources for advanced research._ The goalis to

prtsvide. opportunities for bright young scholars to make
contributions ,to the scientific, social and cultural
life of Canada. This is olleviously a matter of taking
risks on the potential of scholars,. both students and
faculty. I do not think it is 'appropri e for any
Ministef to make the final decision on whether pro-
posed. program is worth the risk. I would pref the
universitiesIto exercise their autonomy in an area where
scholarly judgement is paramoudt.

I recognize that Council and Ministry involvement in
graduate planning has;been in effect for at leat seven
years and thal this involvement' cannot be terminated
overnight. However, I am sewing notice that by the end
of the first'quinquennium Council's and the Ministry's
involvement in graduate planning should' e limited to
verifying that new programs have been Successfully
appraised. Funding would then be provided within esta-

- .blished global limits.

This should not be considered°as a signal for the plan-
ning of many new graduate programs in .anticipation of
ending controls. Indeed program proliferation, through
spreading existing resources too thinly, would lead to
.quality deterioration within existing programs. Uni-
versities will have,to determine a method of allocating
funding amongst themselves that will foster excellence.'
I am not convinced that *the existing plahnkfig process
has been able to accomplish program rationalization or
'foster excellence.

Council has recognized this by recommending the imposi-
tion of tighter criteria,lor eligibility for fuhding
within the first .quinquennium. These criteria.
provide "a useful .discipline.which universities should
impose upon themselves once central planning is no

1.5.2.5...5
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I would welcome Council's advice in the futdre as to how

the transition from mandatory planning to institutional

. autonomy" can best be effected during the, next five,

years.

However welcome the Minister's endorsement of university
autonomy, if that Is what it is; it remains a puzzle how the

,often-repeated- goal of system rationalization can be re-

conciled<with full university, Autonomy under' preseat ar-

rangements for the financial. Support of' the universities.

Perhaps the Minister has already begun to back track. In,a

letter of, March 5, 1980, she wrote:

...serious work needs to be undertaken by the system in

role differentiation and matching graduate offerings to

the accepted role of each institution, .as well as in

ensuring that all pro,gxams submitted for approval have

-been. carefully 'scrutinized with respect to the four

'criteria outlined in memorandum 77-VII.

I be lieve-that ..CCUA is moving in the appropriate direc-.

tion in its ev4uations.... In future years Council

will be fully within its mandate to apply the criteria

rigorously before recommending that any prorams be

approved for funding...
-.

In'ehe next two or three years it will be necessary for

me to have evidence that the criteria have been met

consistently, if I am to realize my desiie that the

'appraisal/assessment system can be used to replace

direc government and OCUA involvement.' in, planning and

approving. the funding, of graduate programs.,

e that as it ,may,q)it is instructive to take note

nigh expressed by the Ontario:Council on Graduate

-.Ve:Si..'The'.Council ObServes:,
- .

of an
Stud-

I

A.s:.resources, grow Scarcer and more difficUlt decialdds

-,Are reqUired on hOW-:belstto huaband-these resourees, -We

.:ma,Y-; need to deyelbpsonie mechanism that encourages.

' individu'alHinstitUtionsto make mere" decisions 1.nVolving

self -denial and:..an internal reAllocation of :their

atademit.prograMMerioritieS.! In, the present' system

there. :are few-incentives to do this (0ntatie, .0CGS,;

1978:. 5) .
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The question is,,. can'inCentiVes .for the reallocation of
academic program. priorities'. be devised?:41ould appropriate
changeS in the funding of:,the universities in Ontario (or. in
:Canada as .a whole) create such incentives 'and .reconcile the
benefits of university autonomy_ with the_.requireinents of

,public opinion- and the provincial governments for rationali-
zation and retrenchtent;.ini5ost-secondary education,T

Much of the remaindee,:of,,this report deals with this
question: At this juncture' we can only observe that failure
to provide: financial incentives to the universities which
will enable them and require them -to -take tough decisions
will simply mean that the tough decisions will be taken
elsewhere.

- Two 'factors increase the likelihood of 'this Occurring.
The first' Is:, that public bureaucracies tend to trust: their
Own judgment more than that of.. others.--Therefore.,: when they
see:a problem their instincts are tofSteP'-in themselves' and
do what theyean to .resolVe it option is -particularly.'
tempting when the necessary machinery. is already at hand..
. The second reaSonis that governments. may find' some support
from within the universities for the emasculation of
Versity autonomy. A .university. which As adVersely :affected
by changing. circumstances may welcome goVeihMent takeover as
an alternative to severe. curtailment of. its operations or
.adtUally closing its doors.. Governments , if they take
direct:: responsibility; for the prObletta which the universi7
ties face, may well end up:spending more than if, they giVe

. :limited sum to the universities and 'tell them to make out .as
best they can Some universities: may at tempt to 'solve, their
financial problems by lapsing into public. receivership,

, .

'Thus, in spite of , the Minister's endorsement of uni-
versity autonomy, One cannot- ae for 'gra'nt ed the
relationship between goVernment and universities. will grow
more-4istant in Ontario. Some moves may be taken to disband
external cont rola_ 'on graduate _programming but if the re-
sults of doing so are unsatisfaCtory7 to. government. or to
some,of the universities or to both 7- - there could well-
be a sudden and decided shift - back towards government con-
trol of university development 'and academic programming.
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1.5.2.6 Quebec

During the 1960's QuebeC remade its educatiOnat'system
.from bottom to top. The changes, which involved the re-

design orinstAtutions, eduCational programs, :and the.cur-
riculum in almost every-subject, had a dual. aim: the ex-

tensionof educational. opportunity throughout the society,

and...the equipping of thO'rancophones to enter every oc-
cupation- on an equal footing with English-speaking Quebecers
and ultimately.to accede to Most of the key positions in the
QUebec economy.

The goals of the 'sixties .remained at the fbrefrOnt
through the .'seventies, and they ,showevery sign'of °per-
sistitg for some.years yet:, .The educational reforms of the
Quiet Revolution have.been ,partly achieved but, the movers

and'shakers of Quebec society continue to insist bn .the need
for their . fuller realization. The sense of collectiVe
endeavour in the building of a new society is. still. vigor-
ous, and education remains. an important aspect; and,instru-
ment, ofthe.nation-building Spirit. in Quebec.

.

Perhaps this helps to eiplain why there persists : a

strangely optimisticmood;among:those respousiblefor higher
education. . In the universities -- at least the French-7-

language ones -- and in the governmental and quasi
governmental apparatus, policy-makers still emphasize. groWth

at , a time.when one would exOect, in :view of .demographic

projections, to find,thet,-planning for a sharp contraction

of the university sector.

1.5.:2.6.1 Linguistic duality.
4

Quebec really-has . two. university systems:, one for each

,of the two 'major language groups in. the. province.: It is

truetthat they no longer operate, 'as. they 4id in theloast;

complete isolation from one another. . The structural

differences between themare now less marked, there

greater tendency for students to cross the linguistiC

frontier. In attending university, ,there is. far mOre -,ln

tellectual intercourse between the language Sectors., and'

there are a few joint programs'. Nonetheless each sector

exists to serve a clientele defined mainly by language; and

any planning for the universitysector, or predictions about
what is in 'store for it, must take account of linguistic.

dualitp, At the.presentrtime about 70% of Quebed'A 109,000
FTE4UnOersity students arA.intheyErench-language sector.

i 1.5.2.6.1
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Partially coinciding with the linguistic division in
Quebec's population is another dividing line which histori -.
cally has been of equal importance for the education system,
that of confessionality. About four-fifths of the QuebeE
population-consists of French-speaking Catholics. Serving
this population, before the reforms of the 1960's, was' a

school system unique in North America and.probably in the
world. The present situation.of the French-language uni-
versities cannot be understood without making brief refer-
ence to the older structures at the pre-university level.

1.5.2.6.2 Catholic education prior
to the Quiet Revolution

Until' the latter 1960's few of the state secondary
schools, in the Catholic sector, began the preparation of
their pupils f6r admission to university programs leading to
the libe-ral professions. Many of the 2)00 secondary schools
offered only the first two years of the four-year secondary
program; and only 60 of them, a* located in major urban
areas, .offered the first part of the classical program,
which was the gateway to law, medicine,.and the'priesthood.
The ParentCommission,' reporting in 1963, noted that fewer
than 7000 secondary-level students, 80 per cent of them
boys, were enrolled in the classical course. By contrast,
there were ablaut 100 private institutions which devoted
themselves almost entirely to the classical course, in which
there were more ;ban.36,000 students, ;86 per cent of them
boys (Parent, 1963: 49, 55).

It was the classical, colleges which were the'training-.
ground for the future leaders of French Canadian society,
few of whom long remained in the state secondary schools .if
they attended them at all. The colleges, Which mere church-
sponsored :and frequently Olerically staffed at. least -in

part, spanned the secondary. and Post7seCondary levels. The
classical course (so denominated because of its emphasis. on
literary subjects,, especially ehe classical languages)
extended over an' eight ye4r period after primary school, and
culminated in the award of the bachelor!s. degree (bac-
calaureat). Thus, the Parent Report notes: "University
educatibn in Quebec is supplied by six universities and some
fifteen university schools, the latter under their own

, .

administration' but generally affiliated with the uni-
versities" (Parent, 1963: 55).

The principal function of the older French language..
'universities (Laval,' located in Quebec City, founded in
185 2; Montreal, IlormerlY a branch of Laval: it acquired

1.5.2.6.2
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independent status in 1920> was to prepare young men for the
traditional professions.. General education and scholarship
figured only. ncidentally in the programs offered. by :the

grandeS facultes; students had already received a classical
education of some rigour before they reached university

level, and advanced studies would normally .beConducted'

abroad or by dint of personal perseverenCe- independ-

ently within the religious orders. It:even happened that an

official: statement of the Universite .-de Montreal in, 1954

declared: "Research is not...properly a university activi-.

ty.... The role of the university is to Conserve and to

transmit knowledge, fat :more'than,it is to increase it."

(Trudeau,; 1956: 50..)

Science, .engineering-, and CommerCe.were badly-under"

developed and attracted :few of the 'ablest students. Most

entrants-ti..these programs ,came from.the."scientific course"
in the public high sChools. The study. of engineering and
commerce was initiated in Montreal.at.public institutions

which early became attached to the University (first to

Laval, subsequently to the newly- independent .Universite' de

Montreal). These*institutions. were the Ecole. Polytechnique,

founded in 1873, and the Ecole des hauteS etudes com-

,merCiales, founded ih 1907. These two institutions con-:

stitute in effect the faculties of.(respectiVely) engineer -.

ing and commerce at the Universite de Montreal. They remain

administratively independent; but their degrees and diplomas
are conferred by the University. For purpoSes of the pro-

file of Canadian Post-secohdary education, Table 1-4, en-

rolments at these two school's are included with : the figures

given for the Universite de Montreal.

A.5. 2.6.3 Reforms of the 1960's

The educational reforms of the 1960's transformed both

the character and scale of secondary and post-secondary

education in Quebec. Three aspects of the reforms affected

the universities: the opening up of university-track pro-

grams, even for the liberal professions, in the redesigned

,secondary schools and the newly-created colleges (CEGEPs, Or
Colleges d'enseignement general et professionnel); the

reform of curriCutum which placed far. heaNiier emphasis on

the natural sciees social sciences, and technological

subjects; and t4e?determination to develop a' research capa-

city in all areasof intellectdhlenquiry, particularly in

applied subjects,relevant to Quebec's economic de-irelopment.

Changes at 'the structural level, which were aimed at the.

1.5.2.6.3
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extghSiol of educational opportunity as well as \the reform

of curriculum, included the following:

--the classical colleges were closed . down or absorbed.
into the newly established-public secondary scllooIs,.

or continued to operate as private schools. and CEGEPs

with ! state financial support and some state §upervi-
Sion of the.currioulum; Y

-,..

--starting.in 1967, a network of CEGEPs was created;
there are now 46 of them.With anaggregate.ehrolthent
of ,120,000 (1977/78); 52% of the. students are in the*

"general" or pre-university course; and .

.
.

.

a? .

--the neRmulti"campus Universite du Quebec opened its
doors,in 1969/70, andnow has some 20,000 FTE students
on fie campuses. It al ,o .runs an instruction-by-
television ol

1
ieratiOn, and groups together a number of

4
research institutes and special-purpose schools (not-7
ably the Ecole 'national e -eadminiStration publique,
which itself has branch'es' in . Quebec City and
Montreal).

. .

*,:s,
.

. . .

, 1.5.2.6.4- The French-language universities:
tOw enrolment. prospects and-proposed

structural changes

.The spate of growth which the structural changes of the .

isixties.were designed to provoke and to accommodate is now
largely.over. The .secondary schools and .the colleges face a
period of . enrolment decline which reflects: the plummeting

. birth-rates of the .1960's; an official forecast of CEGEP
enrolment predicts a 25 per cent drop between 1977 and 1985.....

: (Quebec, Ministere.de l'education, 1978: 32). Estimates of.

future 'university enrolment, however, Vary. widely.

In-1976 a committee appointed by the Ministry of Educa-
tion, with representatives from each of the universities,
foresaw rapid' growth in the Francophone .Sector. until
1981/82, followed by a sharp six or seven per cent-dip,
partial recovery, and then a fairly stable pattern for the
period 1985/86 to 1991/92. BasigalLy --:.though with minor
perturbations -- enrolments would settle at about -their
projected 1980/81 level-for-the ensuing ten or twelve years.
The .same study forecast stable enrolments in the Anglophone
sector after 1980/81. (Quebec, [Ministere de l'education]
Comite des clienteles universiaires, 1976: 106).-

1.5.2.6.4
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In response to this study, which in some quarters wat
considered unduly modest in its expectations,lia more gener-
ous forecast was prepared in tbe planning- office of the.

Universite du Quebec.. Its author, MiCheL Robillard, argued
that the rising proportion of over-25's in the student body
and increasing participation 'rates in the usual university-

age population, would nullify the effects of demographic
change on the Frantophone sector. Francophone enrolments
during the 1980's;' said Robillatd, 'would remain fairly
stable -7 a slight droO in the numbers of full-time students°
would be more than offset by a continuing increase in the

parEtime enrolments,.such that FTE student numbers would go

;
on rising slowly, eve under adverse assumptions about
migration patterns. 'Ph Anglophone sector, by contrast,

might expect a decline of between five and 30 per cent,
depending on migration patterns (Robillard, 1976:.. 173-80).

,A third estimate, made by the Ministry of Education in
1978, employs more modest assumptions concerning participa-
tion rates among Francophone Quebecers. It predicts about a
20 per cent decline in both language sectors between 1981

and 1996, with a widest upturn in the last years of the

century (Quebec, Ministere de 11.education, 1978: annexe,

12-21).

While the last of these forecasts has aivarently.in-

Idimed a government decision to cut back -on planned capital
expendithres for Quebec universities, thereis no evidence
that either the governMent'or the universities has. made the
potential decline in enrolments a central feature of their

thinking aboht the evolution of the.university sector. A
commission of enquiry on the universities' delivered a series
of,reports in 1979 (Quebec,-CEU, 1979, 1979a, 1979b, 1979c).
These documents, most of which were prepared by special

committees, raised some basic. questions about the 04nctions
of-the university, the relations between the university and
the state (including financial relations), the coordination
and planning of the 'university sector, the governance of

universities, and problems relating to the training of

teachers.The issue of changing levels. of enrolment was not
addressed. Moreover,. the commission's "Document de Con-.

suItation", prepared for interested'..parties as a gufde to
'the subjects which it expected to be raised in its he'arings,

.
made reference El) only a single enrolment forecast, . that by

Michel Robillard the most optimistic of those now avail-
able (Quebec, . CEU, 1,978: .14). The entations of the
universities before. the commission' did focus heavily on

the prospective enrolment,situation.
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Apparently, as far. as official and university circles
0

.

are concerned, the changes envisioned for the French.lan-
guage university sector during the 1980's' axe. less, of a

quantitative than of a qualitative kind. It is recognized
that the great inflUx of students during .the paSt decade
entailed serious problems of staff recruitment and program
development. Relationships between the administration and
the faculty were s d from the start in the constituent
universities of he rsite du Quebec, and-deteriorated
badly in the der liniversities; Laval, Montreal, and.

SherbroOke(foun ed in 1054 as an offshoot of the-Seminaire
de Sherbrooke, from which it has been fully separate since
1960).. Resolu on of, the problems of morale and of internal
'management, and the raising of standardsin,schoIarShip,
teaching, and technological ,achievement are the priorities
now.

In setting about these: tasks, the perennial problem..

arises: whether to build,on strength, Or,. in.the name of
equitable treatment'of institutions and the maintenance of
minimum standards, to-spread the available resources around?
Not surprisingly, there are strong. differences of opinion
among the Quebec universities on thiS matter:. The older
ones'adopt aoisomewhaCdefensive _position, white the con-

stituantes of the Universite du Quebec are ;aiming. for the

Sort:of development, especially'in graduate work and .re-.

'search,.. which would place theM in a position more nearly
equal to the longer-established institutions.

4

The apparently preferred solution to this .dilemma is

exactly the same as the one selected in most of the rest of

Canada; to encourage the selective' development of, all

universities in the province. The pattern envisioned, at

least in the Council of, Universities (of which more below),
is for each institution to have its own areas of specializa-
tion in graduate work and research. In the case of the

constituent universities at. Chicoutimi, Trois Rivie'res, and,

RimouSki, the number of lines of -development which the

,Council endorses is severely limited, but none of them is

.!=esSig*d the role of a wholly undergraduate institution.
'The Council has, however, expressed its dissent over pro-

posal Oy the central administration of the Universitg du

Quebec, to elevate the Centre d'Etudes Universitaires dans
l'OUest Quebecois (CEUOQ: it has centres at Hull and at

Rouyn) to a position comparable to that of the four con-
stituantes. (the above, three, plUs the Universite du Quebec a
Montreal, or UQAM),. (Quebec, CU, 1976: 230-255, 270-276)

.5.2.6.4



1.5.2.6. Prospects for the
English-language universities

Of the English - language sector in Quebec, the
least that can be said is. .that growth and development are
not major pre-occupations.. The roles of eachof,the-three
institutions are relatiVeiy well defined, and can b/e sum

marized as .

=McGill is the leading English languaguniveraity in
Quebec. Its full-time.nrolMent in 1978/79 was ap-.
proximatel.y. 15,000 atuaents, a little less than LaVal
and the.Universite de Montreal It is the main Bng-

lish: language centre:for graduate studies, Oro-

fessional achools, and research' n the province.

-- Bishop's is a small, largely residential, undergradu-
ate university located. at. Lennoxville (near

Sherbrooke) in the Eastern Townships.

-- Concordia, located on two campuses in Montreal, is an

amalgamation of the former Sir Gdorge Williams Uni-
.. versity ,(itself the.outgrowth of. educational work'

. sponsored by .the Montreal YMCA), and Loyola College,

and an English-language 'Jesuit institution originally. .

.an offshoot:of Laval. It continues to place. heavy

emphasis on part-time studies, having almost. three

times thee number of parttime:students -as does nearby
McGill.' ,In the past two decades it fbia. developed

graduate programs and a research capacity. in_seVeral
disciplines in the arts and sciences, commerce, ,and

engineering, in many cases working out co-operative
arrangements with McGill.

As has: earliet been remarked, the English language uni7
versities no longer operate ,entitely in-isolation from their'
manTWqrancoPhonemilieu. :Nor, hOwever:-- with' the pos-

sible excepticin of- Concordia-- have they become inatitu7

tional expressions of Quebec's bilingual and multicultural

character. One senses that,. particularly in the case of

'McGill, the English-language universitresshare the current
Malaise ofthe.Quebec Anglophone community: nervous, and

'yet 7- with important exceptions somewhat stand-Offish,

looking outward to the. Anglophone majority in the rest of.

Canada. ' Slightly more than a quarter of- the full-time

students .registered in. English-langUage Quebec universities
come from outside the province (Quebec, Miniatere de l'edu-

cation, 1978:Annexe,*1-2).

1.5.2.6.5



Nonetheless the English7languageuniversities are now
drawing a. fair proportion Of.their students from the Franco-
phonecommuhiey. For example, it is estimated that about 18 /
per cent of McGill's students are French-speaking.: They
proportion oEFrancophones has been rising steadily, and 10
unevenly spread across the faculties.

.
This diversity in.clientele makes it especially hazar-

dous- togauge the prospects'for the English language umi.
versities in Quebec. One element ofunCertainty, obviously,
is theTosition of the Quebec Anglophones: and the mig6tion,
patterns of the next decade which will affect the'size and
composition. of. theEnglish speaking conimunitY'in Quebec.
Significantly; McGill'(for one) appears to draw about-65 Pet
cent.of its . students from thiS group. Any substantial
Anglophone`'emigration would therefore place McGill, and
presumably als.O. Bishop'Sand Concordia; in a very precarious
position. (Nate that Robillard'enrolment forecasts,
referred to above, fotesee a declines,.,Of between five and 30
per. cent in the clientele of theAnglish language uni-.

versiries.)

Finally, regarding the prospects for Quebec's English
language universities, there is the question of'enralment
patterns among the Quebec Francophones: will they :become
increasingly likely, or less likely, to want to study in
English? My own guess is that, "more rather than. fewer will
want to do so, but that issheerfoonjecture, buressed by
an observation. of recent trends.

-Let: us return, though, to the poSition of Quebec's
French-language universities. They appear still to be
thinking in terms_of selective .expansion, and this trend has'
the quasi-offiCial sanction of agencies which advise .the.
Minister.

2.6;k6, The aianning and coordination
.

of university. developmen

The bodies, responsible for university planning in Quebec
are the Kadvisory) CouncWof, Universities', a Comite con
joint des programmes, and several 'ad hoc committees: to
assess university performance by discipline.grouping.

The Council of Universities was established by law in
1968,, and consists of lrmembers appointed by Order'in.
council. Nine of them are named after consultation with,

'1.5.2.6.6
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university administrations, faculty a'ssociations, and stu-

dent bodies. In practice, almost all. the universities are
represented, some of=them by. their rector or principal. It

is not, however, a universities' body: the other members

are drawn from the business world,iphe .trade unions, and the

civil service.
.

The Council has been active in running. an "indicative

planning" operation analogous to the sortfonomic plan-
ning Which has :been practised in France for several'yearS.'

The process consists largely in an eXtbange.lif infOrmation
by major institutions (in this case, the universities) so

that it will beeasier for each of them to plan its. develop-
ment.in rough knowledg of what the others are .It

an uncertainty-reduci gexercise. In addition to that, alp:

planning agency ide tifies community needs which should be
met, and prods the in titutions to get on with it.

The body which ia.responsible4or overseeing the details
of university development is the Comite conjoint des pro--

grammes. This committee-was established in197g by written
asr,eeMent between the Council ancLthe Ministry of Education;
about half of its members are university admilstrators. It

evaluates, university proposals for new programs ° (It 'also;

Alominally.has the task ofreviewing existing programs, but:

it has not been active in this Area.), Each submission ton-
sists.of'three dossiers: one.on the intrinsicluality of
the program,- one on the need for.it,...andoneon finantial
aspects. The university itself is responsible for seeing to

the assessmentok-the quality of proposed programs, a:res7

ponsibility which most of them fulfill by'. referring each

proOdsal to an evaluation committee of :the, Conference of

Rectors and: Principals. The constituent UniVersitiesOrthe
Universite du. QUebec,. hoWever, do note- go this route: -in--

stead they refer proposals to the university's central Con
sell des etude's,. :There is thus no single body for:evaluating.

newacademic programs being put ;forward by the Quebec uni-.

versitiea.- It isalso notable that, although programs must
haVe leen Lapproved by the Comite conjoint .."!in'orderto'

receive funds from the Mini,stry cdEducation . (see,
A

Section

2.7.2.6, below) , a university. may chooseto go ahead without

approval'i and there haVe indeed been ,cases where this' has

happened. Students enrolledjn these programs are included

in the "student count" which'. is undertaken for funding.

purposes. .

.

Between.1970 And 1976, thq :CorliMittee made.. 169 recom-

mendations: -60approvals, approvals1 11

.133
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conditional approvals together with, the imposition of a

year's delay, and 69 deferrals or refusals. (Some of the
refusals may have reappeared in the other categories in
later years, after revision and re-submission) (Quebec, CU,
1976: 41). The number'-of programs approved dipped somewhat
.between 1973,and 1975, but the data show no overall trend
between 1971 and 1977 (Quebec, CEU, 1978: 67),

The final planning instrument is a series of ad hoc,
committees to review specific discipline areas ("les opera-
tions sectorielles"). Three of these committees have re-,
ported so far: pure sciences, applied sciences, and health
sciences. Their mandate has been, to .survey the operdtion of
existing programs and the degree of _coordination or dupli-.
cation among them. One committee at least has maae sbme
sweeping recommendations: embargoes on the ihtiation-of new
programs, the'abolition of 'certain existing programs and the
amalgamation of others, and changes in .still others
selection of specific objectives or areas of specialization.
(Quebec, CU, 1976: 12). The. operations ' sectoriglles,
_however, do not appear to be 1.ntegrated into the process for
determining university grants , and One may doubt the ef-
fectiveness,pf the whole exercise.

This may in itself be no bad thing; but the whole set-up
leaves this observer,, at leaSt, a _little' apprehen5ive.
-Quebec univgrsittes have been in a 'Period of especially
Tepid expansion, and the French language ones are planning. '3

.

for further growth, albeit, at a much slackened ppe. The
present structures appear to have workede,,ielatively well
to now, partly because they incorporate escape valves if.a
universityis, inits own view, unfairly held back by 'et:
ternai administrative action. However;. the mechanisms are
now. n place -which, with a little 'tightening up of procet;
dures, would quickly destroy the autonomy of the univerSIr ;,:
ties.! The likelihood of this happening would appear to be
quite'high, if ehe sdpwsitions of continued growth ih the
system turn out to be. UnfOUnded.

J.5.2.7-' The Maritimes

.41
.The ,Maritime provinces are ,grouped .together in this

profil. of., Canadian post-secondarY etfucation because of the
existence of the Maritime Provinces Higher. Education commis-

.

sion (MPHEC). The Commission, which, is responsibleto.the.
Council of Maritime Premiers, ,performs financial and
ning functions in relatiOn to theUniversities of. New Bruns-,,
wick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward-slandi I:

;5.2.7
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1.5.2.7.1- Structural characteriStics

According to Jeffrey Holmes (ICED,. 1978:, 38):

The four Atlantis provinces [i.e., the Maritimes and

Newfoundland] have the largest number of degreegranting
institutions per capita in the world. The nondegree

. sector, however,: is the wea4est in Canada. And the

majority of all postsecondary institutions in the y

region are found in Nova Scotia. As of July 1, 1977,

the Atlantic. region.,had seventeen degreegranting,insti

tutions and thirteehother postsecondary institutions
to serve a population of little over two million.

,; .1* C:

.

The region has the oldeSt English speaking Universities
.4 ,

in Canada, and the great.var/ety,:,of institutions stems i

from religious differences' of the nineteenth century.

Isoa .,diff Fences have been ,repIaced. by local .-or re

gionfil...Tja usies which, although'ndt as, fierce as those'-

offalth, have effectively hindered-The development of
..,

any real syStem of post7seConday,eduation.

Of the 12 univsersities and colleges included in our profile

--of pOstsecondary education specialist institutions not..

offeringbasiclundergraduate arts and science prograMs have

been excluded from Table 1 -4 the majority are small L,.

essentially libet4,art institutions. AtA-e.,

Th leading centre of higher education it the Maritimes'.'

is Dalhousie University. 'Although is .of-modest size

(7000 fulltime students in 1978/79) it has a high percent.

age of graduate students and: a substantial reputation in''
Some areas of research.. It is -the main centre in the region..

for training in the professions. Dalhousie also has links

with other degree- granting institutions in Halifax; Saint

Mary's -University, -Motntlgt: 'VincentTniversity, the NoVa-

"Stotia College-of Art and Design, and theNova..Scotia TeCh
Y. A

-nical,Ccitiege engineering and architecluit). This network,
. !

.

of institutions. 'b largest urban centre east of Montreal

is whatgiVes. higher'educationin the Maritimes a regional
foLuS.' Its presence presumably goes a long. way.to eXplain=

'.ing the rather large influx of students into Nova Schila (on
*,'thiscompare data on educational attainment, by proVince,,

-:and OnarticipatiOn rates Sedtion1.2and 1.3.2, abovel1
. .

New Brunswick noli'llas two principal universitie
. -

English language UnLversity of New Brunswitk with ca



in Frederictonand..St. John, and ,i-he Universite i de Moncton
which has absorbed a number of preV-iously independent clas-
si.cal iollegeS and has two Small campuses in addition to 4.5,C1,

main one at ivfoncton. Both of these universities .have pro-
fessional- faculties, and engage in specialized research
activities. Certain programs,:, such-as forestry at UNB.;

, .,

attract an interprOVincial clieneele ;,,,but far; the most part, ..-

these universities are largely,prOVinCiarty -dri-ented,. 'in .
stitiitions.

3- :.

The striking -thing about the structure silhigherZecluca-
r -t ion in the Maritimes is not the persistence of a number. of

relatively siall.' institutions i offering a very limited range. .°'.
I e,':' of courses -- most provinces have'at. least same cdlleges and.- ,

universities of thiS type, -- but the absence of ,any :very
large university with-, highly diversified academic progi5am.

',ming and large-scale; ',Costly research - programs .- West of the \
Maritimes, Saskatc ,is' the onlYiptovince .withoUt at \
least one univer ty t-,thi,C, is tWice, the 'Size of DalhouSie or
larger. Cultu'al 'attitudeS in :the:MaritimeS, as well tas the
limited pdpul ticiri base and its spatial :'distribution',; have. ,
discouraged t e ;emergence of a single 'dominant ,university,
and pOlitical visions have preVened any .forced clevel§p-'
bent in this dire tion. . In the resUlti: the initiation of
speciaiizdd acad is programs and -.the-aC4uisition of very
expensive facili ea or equipment' has .!neceSsarily been
divided among the uni'versitie's of the .reg-iori.

1.5. 2.7. 2 The MPHEC and the

provincial governments ...,

In 1974 the Council of Maritime ;Premiers created tl

Maritime Provinces 'Higher Education Commission.to perform;
on an integrated regional basis, a mixture of 'planning
advisory,; and..executive functions in relation totheuni-
Versitieg... p4rpose of the MPHEC,' as set out in legis-
lat ion passed by each of the :three legislatures, "is to
assist the Provinces and the institutions in attaining a
more efficient and effective utilization and allocation of
resources in the;field. of ..higher education." Among the
duties assigned to the MPHEC'are the -following ,,,(APHEC, 1975: -

5.2-3 ):

--to make recommendatidns to, the Council fof
Premiers] as to the advisabilitY of,-i;.establiShing or
supporting new courses, progiammes;.and: institutions,
and Of terminating support of existing programmes`;
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--to assist and encourage institutions in establishing
.0,
,Lor continuing co-operative arrangements along them-,
selves;

encourage andfaCilitate 'the'-establishMent
regional' centres of speCialization..4.

To
,

.for planning the' :development of a

regional ssteM the MPHEC has relied upon program proposals
sUbmitte& by the universities, and upon annual five-year
ptojections:tif enrolment and .programming prepared by .each

instittaion. From;heSe documents, a profile of xisting..
and.propOsed Pro ms is assembled.: The first such profile

Accordin to.the.MPREC, .that .%:.presejit programme
offerings do-not, in general:, :represent extensive duplica-

tions:in the reg on" (MPE1C,' 1977: ' 15).: Accordingly, the
Commission has .n4t had to concefn itself.wicih..cutting back
,existing programs; and .its, planning activities=.11avedwelton
proposed innovations... ,"

:The universities'.197&.SubmisSions to the-MPREC revealed.
their Intention to,proceed, if-they could obtain. approval.,
fromthe tomMissiOn; with the introduction or. restructuring':
of some 150.."'programs: Some of these may have been put"'

forward ins a now or never spirit, essentially reflecrin&-a-
fear that the Commission-Lmighthecome increasingly megal.ilie
towards program -innovation.. .Be that as it may, its :Pie-

jimipary reaction .wasipat it" would delay consideration of
proposals in certain areas", pending a region-wide;; 4rvey'of
'thesubject(sconterned; thatsome of, thepropasawauld
nott.-he approv* during the 1976 -1981. planning period; and

that it would give setiOifs consideration to the remainder,
some -60.progrims (MPOCi:. 1977: 167'25). ,.The.record-. of

approvals so far standsati,:.

W.'. '
.

,. .

1976/77 741, of which 25 were reStructured-Orogratie.
- .

e , -
,6

,'
A 1977/78 --.;13,dpf which 6 were restructured programs"

.,1,7
0 ,

1978/79 49,- of which 5 were "restructured progiAms"

1979/80H-':13, of which 10 were "restructured, programs"

It is noteworthy that prior to approving any new program the
CoMmission obtairia,an assesirt of its atadgmiC merits from

Association of Atlantit Universities' Committee of

Atademic Vice Pregidents. Idtrinsic411VmeritOrious pro--
grams.are approVed they do not re'sult An duplication or



waste of resources, and if . they widen accessibility to
instruction in thesubject within the Maritime region. The
underlying policy is. to provide as wide .a range of programs,
within the'region as can reasonably beafforded..

Accor=ding to the MPHEC (1977: 16):

The most critical areas of apparent existing and poten-
tial duplication have been identified, ,Andrationaliza-
tion and planning efforts, have been initiated..,. Either`

completed, or nearing completion 'April 1977] are
ports and/or regional.plans for:

Physical; .eduior, recreation, and related,sub-
jects1,

Legal .education;

reacher. education;

Engineering education;.

rogrammes concerned with airhan and regional. plan-

I....! It

,Programmes covering environmental concerns.-

The potential for regional planning; however, is quite
liMited: the MPHEC lacks the necessary Tolitiqal backing.
As ap interprovincial body with only limited executive
powers,,' its major recommendations must be endorsed or at the
very least acquiesced in.by .three provincial governments.
Jeffrey Holmes, formerlY'executive director of the Associa-
tion of. Atlantic UniveiSines,-,comments (ICED, 1978:0 61):

...the MPHEC's very existence hangs on its not grossly
offending the universities or the governments. Those,',:.

governments themselves are subject to 'pressures fro%
and removal by, their provincial electoratesand major
decisions -- for example, that regarding the 10atioti of
a veterinary college -= will continue toJie made on
political ratheethanon academic grounds.

r.

The phrase ,q6cation of a veterinary college- alludes'to the
decision i'tYloCate a new (4irgelY federally funded) school
of veterinary medicine at the University of Prince Edward
Island, a move which was bitterly' resented by the Nova
Scotia government:and accepted by itonly under an explicit
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and- public threat by the Island province' to withdraw from

the MPHEC if the new facility was located (as, originally

announced by the federal Minister of Agriculture) in Nova

Scotia. The PEI claim to the school, was based p rtly on

Claimed technical advantages of the Charlottetown ocation,

but also on gtounds of equity or regional balance Many

young people from the Island go to university in Nova cotia

viand New Brunswick, and the regionalization of higher educe,-

motion stands to accentuate this trend. One Of its conse-

quences is an outflow of purchasing power from PEI, and

installation of a school of veterinary medicine at Charlot-

tetown would do much to redress the balance.

In general, the MPHEC has shown itself prudently sensi-
tive. to the requirement of a fair interprovincial distribu-

tion of specialist academic programming, but this is not the

only restraint on planning for post-secondary education on a

regional scale. The prOvincial' governments insist on

maintaining direct control over decisions on the creation,

amalgamation, or (presumably) the.closing down 'of degree -

granting institutions. In addition, some non-agree-

granting institutions ' come under the aegis of the MPHEC

while' others are Controlled by provind141 departments of

education, thus making it difficult to co-ordinate various

types of post-secondary institutions within a sin le system.

The desired length: of undergraduate studies _(three years or

four: it depends on the length of the high school program)

has also been the subject of some interprovincialdifference

of opinion.

Also contributing to the difficulty of the planning and

management of a regional post- secondary_ system is. the

portionment of;costs among the three provinces*.. Originally

each province, in effeCt,funded the institutions within its

'awn borders, though inre'rprovincial transfers were arrange&

in order to finance. health, programs on a regional

In its 1575/76 teport,:.-however, the .MPHEC

.3.2733) noted-that:.

...the future achievements of a regional approach to

higher education will significantly depend on the

development of a successful approach to regional. fund-

ing.

The consideration of a.regional financing approach is

one of the most difficult tasks faced by the MPHEC

because ,it is. complicated by differences in the levels..

of government support . among institutions and- from Pro-
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vince to province.... [The latter] are due to many
factors including historical patterns- of development,
past provincial priorities and perhaps most importantly,
the development of , post-secondary- institutions on .',a

provincal, rather than a regional basis.

There are other complicating lectors which,have delayed
the Commission's -development of a regional funding
mechanism. These include the interprovincial movement
of students, foreign students, admission policies,
-differing federal-provincial post-secondary financing
arrangements, and the location of regional institutions.

It is evident.from these comments that regional funding and .

regional planning for post-secondary education are neces-
sarily interdependent. An important step in the direction
of regional funding was taken in 1977/78 when, for the first
time, the cost of university operating grants wasapport-
ioned among the provinces according to a formula based in
part on provincial participation rates. The formula was
such as to obviate the need for interprovincial transfers-to
finance health training programs, and to compensate a pro-
vince which received a net influx of students. The new'
formula Was to be phased in over a five year period. The
phase-in period, however, was only into its second year when
the formula was Scrappeof(effective 1979/80). As the MEC
explained in a press release (March 6, 1979): "Under the
new arrangement formulated bYthe Commission, each province
peovides the [Sic] 'trants to the other two provinces. in
respect of any of.its students eni-olled in programmes in
these provinces that are not offered in the province of
residence", . In effect, the "new" is a return to a somewhat
rationalized status quo ante, and marks a signifidant defeat
for the idea of regional funding and the regional planning
Of higher education. It is difficult, however, to "see how a
fully operative scheme of regional funding could have been
successfully introduced, since nne immediate consequence of
the experiment'. was an aggressive recruiting campaign, tar-
geted at U.P.E.I. students, by some mainland universities.

1,5.2.7.2
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.1;$.2.7.3 The enrolMent.outlook:' Prospective
strains on regional planning and coordination
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"The total pool, of 'postsecondary students", notes the
M'PHEC. (1978a: 15),' "is expected to decline by 25 to 30 per
cent in the next 15 years". This estimate is consistent,

with the demographic projections noted in Section 1.3.1; if

participation rates remain constant.

Thej1PHEC has chosen, perhaps wisely, not to allow these
sombre enrolment prospects to prevent it from' supporting
those new initiatives in academic programming which are

consistent with the needs of the society and with likely

student preferences. Nonetheless it is obvioUs th'at in the
fairly proximate future, _facilities for university instruc
tion will reveal themselVes to have.been badly overbuiltin
some academic areas.- This situation will require a general
reduction in scale within individual institutions, or, in

the alternative, the amalgamation and/or closing dawn of

'programs or of entire universities. It is impossible to

imagine how, under present arrangements, any of these event
ualities could come about' other than with serious disruption
of higher education in the region, and with declining stan
dards in academic performance.

The usual problems of contraction will besexperienced by
Maritime universities, tho4gh in their case two special

conditioning features obtain. One is that the si'erof many
of the existing institutions, is already extremely .sma114'
making. adjustment within individual universitie-Sextremely
difficult; the pressure' to close down some of, them alto
gether will be.correspondingly greater. Additionally -- in

this the Maritimes are evidently' unique in Canada -- the

planning and coordination of universities occurs at least

nominally' on an interprovincial basis. The, strains on

regional planning have already .been noted, and it is im
possible to imagine that- a period of declining enrolment

bould avoid increasing those strains substantially. There
will be strong, perhaps iltesistible, presSures on provin
cial governments to assume direct responsibility for

financially insolvent universities, thus creating three

.estate - directed' provincial ,systemsi each suffering from

extreme problems of scale.

1.5.2.7.3
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1.5,2.8 Newfoundland

Memorial University, located in the provincial capital..
Johns, is.: the onlydegree-granting institution in

the. province. In. 1975 a regional college, offering the
first two yeara of university instruction as well as'sote
diploma programs, was established at Corner Brook;. other
colleges of the .same character.may subsequentlyte created.
In the meantime-, the university has,. as might be expected in
a province with a widely scattered population). a large and,
vigorous extension program, inclUding correspondence and
Video courses,

Memorial University, with 62D0 full-time students, is of
a size comparable to Dalhousie and the University of New
Brunswick. Its programming has been extended, far example
in thecregtion Of a medical school, to meet so far as it
can'the needs of the province for highly qualified manpower
without. sending students elsewhere for advanced training.
The per-atudent costsin some cases are large; but it has
been reasOfted that the only other practicable solution to

the province manpower requirements.-- a contractual ar-
,,

rangement with a university such as Dalhousie or McGill
would. ;encourage the- permanent emigration of the most
talented young people in the province: Evident, provincial
deed,i 'have also proMpted the development of a fairly wide
range 'of.tresearch programs. Accordingly, the medium-low
prpportiok.,of graduate students in the full-time student
body (7,2 pe'r 'cent) probably gives an unduly modest impres-
sibilbf.:th'e university's involvement in specialized pro-
gramming and research.

If there, is a single proyihce in Canada Ninet'e it Is
uncommonly hazardous to predict .future enrolments, that

province must be Newfoundland. 'There are two reasons for
this extrethe uncertainty.:. One it that the difficulties of
geographical' access to university.are particularly acute in.
Newfoundland and Labradorand further improvementa to the -
delivery of university programming could '.easily have a big
impact on participation rates. Secondly, population move-
tent8 :are 2:impossible to predict. The staple- producing
economy of the province is subject. to.wide fluctuations.
One lattor in this is the:availability of resources: fish
stocks within the extended economic zone, mineral resources,
and above. all the prospect for oil and gas discoveries.

-
'Another factor_is changing' methods of resource exploitation,
as technological change can easily destroy the iivelihciod Of .

much of; the existing Population, bdt can just as easily
'

"1.5.2.8 1 .1 (-)
1 N.,



create new opportunities which may cause .a large influx of

job-seekers. Educational planning in all parts'df Canada
should acknowlege'the likelihood, of unforeseen ,pOpulation
trends and changing participation rates, but nowhere is this
more true than in Newfoundland.

1.6 UNIVERSITY AUTONOMY AND
THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

As Canadian universities enter the 'eighties, -they face
diffiCulttimes.' Few institutions can expect any. growth in
enrolment, and most. will have to adjust to an overall dec-
line in student numbers or at the very least tO\dwindling
student.interest in some programs and subjects Ao demand
shifts to. other areas. An optimist would describe the
universities' financial prospects as ranging from dismal to
bleak.

The history of the past.. decade gives us a preitv.1Air
indication of hoW,theprovinciar governments are likely to
act, during a pertod*:no7-growth or shrinkage intbe:,Utti-
versities. Our survey of ,structural changes in-thenetWOrk
of. Canadian 'universities during the. .seventieS'has:"Iaenti-
fied.two main features of public poliCy. On the'onehand,
the provincial 'authOritieshave demonstrated their concern
with -.the continued development. of systeme of.higher educa-

\4
tion to meet, provincial needs: the improved elivery of
instructional services to geographically remote a as and to

disadvantaged groups, continued program development within
the province or region to meet ,Manpower. needs and (in

several provinces) to Avoid the emigration of the most

talented of the province's youth. On the other hand, the

provinces .have also shown increasing concern about the costs.
of.. supporting the universities. As excess capacity in

provincial systems appeared, public pressure for expansion.

of the universities evaporated and wae.replaCed.by demands

for controls on expenditures;' governmentconcern over Moun-7.
ting,costs was reinforced by the.proliferation:ofadvanced
and specialized academic programming. -

Both of .these policy objectives, but especially the
desire to keep costs 4nder control, led to the imposition of

. administrative controls: over the introduction of new aca-:
demic Programs. : A feature of these controls has been that
tiniversity initiatives in programming must not only be shOwn
to be academically: sound,_ but must be shown to Meet a pro-
vincial need defined essentially by manpoWer:consideratiOns.
There have. also been steps taken by Alberta and British

143 1.6
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Columbia to _regulate to Versity.adMiasions policies, in

order to achieve fuller integration Of- the universities
Within -a post- secondary education. system' that includes
colleges with university transfer programs.

Thenniversities.have either acquiesced in or-actively
tup0Orted:provincial action to control academic programming.
No doubt they haVe done so in part because they cannot
afford to Offend .a government that .:supplies the bulk of
theirincOMe; but manY: universities appear to have welcomed
an external authority to ration the introduction of new acd-
demit:progrAMs. They have notedthat'in:every province t
region the.government:and agents or. advisors for:uni7
Versity. affairs have .opted for the dispersal of advanced rand.
specialist programming, and the newer universities see. in
this practice some support for their ambitions'for develOp-
Ment telatiVe,toOlder, larger, and frequently more wealthy
institutions. In unregulated competition they would prob
ably fare. leas well than On, a system which Operates Under
administrative tontrols,;' lioWever, the costs. of such con-
trols in terms of ;excellence are likely to mount in
the next-few,years.

Ou? ,outlook on the 'eighties suggests that the period of
controlled expansion is, probably over in most or all pro-

,
vinces. Provincial governments will almost certainly become
concerned not only, with rationing the introduction of new.

programs,:.but_with -.findings ways of requirit.g.the elimina-
tion of some of the existing ones.. Probably even more
iMportant, structural changes will be ineffective in achie-
ving the financial savings which will be desired and indeed
demanded,of.the universities. 'The internal ,manageiericend

of kinds which hitherto ti1/44;r14.0

governance of the uniVersitieS_WA1

.

Achieve.

?.
Cutbacks in academic programming, .Onless:!copMpan

action to diminish the severity ofataffing;p014,..so,
be ineffective in accomplishing the adjustment
by no-growth-Or shrinkage. Thek0AaOn for tl
staff in positions Which-have bec-0.:.-Teiliinclant
beAhifted to new: respOnsibiliCke
and .developMent must occur at the same time as :,t.14W1W

.retrenchment in other areas. The uniyerSfii.0:,Cani4e:
. _

be put ld" for a decade or more.

As we have noted in Section 1.4, the collegial...prin-

ciple, which is the essential principle of governance for a
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university committed to achieving excellence, makes the

necessary changes all the more difficult: to accomplish. ,..It

is entirely possible,, and I am afraid even probable) that

over the next decade governments' concern .to keep the costs

of higher education in line, combined with a commitment to

prevent any post-secondary institution from closing its

doors, will result in the imposition of administrative

controls over the universities in matters that'extend far
beyond the introduction of fiew academic programs or even the
redesign or expansion of existing, ones.

Th4 internal allocation of funds, staffing, class sizes,
and admissions policies may all come under scrutiny and

supervision, present intentions -to the Contrary notwith-

standing. It is important to recognize that all provincial
governments do appear committed at present to, avoiding

responsibility for the direct management of the universi-

ties. What concerns me, however, is that the policies

adopted during the past few years -do not appearto be ef-
fective in meeting the objectives which have already been

endorsed by provincial governmentso .and that these--objec-

tivewill become all the more,presW4 as post-secondary

educational institutions ride tlilimographic' roller-

coaster. The public authoritigs, fruitzated by the apparent
unresponsiveness of.. the universities to exhortations and

warnings to take their own affairs 'in hand and to cooperate

with government in the pursuit of cost-control and struc-

tural change, may feel it necessary to subject the uni-

versities to increasingly tight and pervasive controls.

There are hints of his occurring already, as parts of sec-

tion 2.7 will show. I

To facilitate the adjustments which no-growth or shrin-

kage entails will require of the public authorities during

the yearS ahead a sympathetic appreciation of, the uni-

versities' situation and of their capacity to adapt They

must adapt; they will -rightly forfeit public respgct and

public funds if.they do not But equally, they have a right

to expect that governments should understand that some

admidistrative and financial' arrangements will ease, and

others will impede., the adjustident process as universities
wrestle with problems of a different order from those they

have dealt with in theast. .

!

O
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chapter two

UNIVERSITY FINANCE AND THE DEVELOPMENT
OF CANADIAN UNIVERSITIES

It has been said that the prinoiples of university

finance are very simple: the univer4ities take everytiling

they can lay their hands on, and they spend it all. Thrs

not-incorrect, but it leaves out a good deal, besides the

rhetoric. Certainly, tanadian universities would like to

know how to augment their incomes at a time when governments
are cutting back. They would like to be able to tap other

sources of income, and they would like to pry open the

treasury vaults. This report, however, offers no counsel to

the universities on
to

to sell a case. Rather, what is

undertaken here is to survey and comment-on'the various ways:

by which a modern industrial society can support its uni
versities.

The role of government is central to all aspects of

university finance. Some of the financial resources avail
able to the universities are channelled to ttem through the

direct or firstinstance consumers of their services: the

students and .the purchasers of contract research. Even in

the case of, these sources of income, however (and they

constitute a relatively- small proportion of the total) the

'funds may ultimately be derived' from, taxation or other

government revenues. A portion of government grants and

subsidized loans to studes;urns up in university coffers
as fees income. Moieover, ch of the contract .research

that universities undertake is commissioned by government.

One may justly conclude that the universities' ability to

raise an income from the sale of- their services very largely
reflects government policy.

The centrality of government in university finalOis
underscored 'by an:added consideration, namely, that in most

provinces tuition fees area set by government; in any case
the magnitude of the universities' fees income is taken into

account in determining government grants. The grants may

also to some, extent be influenced by the availability of

private benefactionsand the universities' income from the

sale of noninstructional ,services. (mainly research).

Finally, 'inheritance laws and taxation policy regarding
-charitable donations affect/levels of private giving. Thus

, -

almost every aspect of uhiversity finance is -related to
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government policy.

It :makes agreat40o4i'ffe ence to the universities
Whether the funds theitaticOme directly fromgoverndent.:.,
or as govetAoent-subsidized. Income from the .sale of their
services. For that portion ch ss _comes directly frotiv,
government, it makes a big difference whether it takes ,the ";'`..
form of a general purpose grant,- a subsidy. for the con4ct
of research,_ or special-purpose payments Other-.than for

Ai research. ..:,;Obviously, t$30:in the casa'of operating grantS..'s
the rules for diStributing the available funds to the
versities 77 if there are any-rules.-- are of -great import--
anCe for the way'in which the-university sector develoOS and
the ways that each university perfOrMsits funCtions. ' And
finally, in the context of.4 federal country such *s Canada,
the effects of public funding will.depend on whether all the
funds tome:from one government,: or some of it is federal
money and 'some .provincial. The greater the diversity. in'
sources and types of funding; the greatet the!autonomy of
the university.

The choices made by governments regarding the various
"ways and means' of funding higher eduCation':will bear,.
heavily on the universities' capacity to take their own
affairs'in haAd in a period of financial stringency, and'to
run an efficient operation While maintaining or raising
standardsAn the conduct of teaching and research.:- That is
what an exposition of the principles of university finance
entails;, and that is what this report is about:

Our concern'here is not with techniques .of. financial
.management of.univerity "systems. Thete are..n quite a few
studies. of this kincOe They presume.: that the major decisions
abot.lt the services to. be provided through'the universities
are taken:by government, and thatgoVerAMent bears thermajor
reaponsibility forthe efficiencyof university operations
in accordance With the tasks asS144W

f-

to-Ahem. This report.
does take at's. axiomatic. that 0..:7*'.-7.iyersities must' be re,
sponsible to the publiC, throdgWgoVernMent,: for' the eX7-
Penditure 9f public -fund's; but it is based on .4:view of
society which is rather more A:iluraliStthan the view im-
plicit in the literature on "technignes of financial manage-

. ment. .Our focus is on the universities.;' the.focus of that
literature is on government.

-.;; In keeping with the primary focus of this repOrt, we.noW'
undertake to survey the various Sources:of university in
came. For each source we discuss the.impactof governmental

Ch.2 ,/
4
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dedisioris the stiructuYe of the' university sector :and On

the way that the universities cOndudt their affairs.

2.1 SOURCES OF UNIVERSITY INCOME: AN OVERVIEW -

. .

As is generally known Canadian, univerSitied.:.are
anced largely:froiX the public pure. StuderreS:',feeS,..,,Which

thirty. Year' S;:. ago were the largest single source; *of.'.operating

income,.'how 'account for scarcely, more than a tenth' of the

current revenue of a , "typical" -7. More than two-

thirds ,comes from generWpiirpote *government :grants., an.:

overwheliaing proportion Of Which .are provincial. The con-

iusion is-.easily reached that the universities are; rea-.
. listically speaking, part of 'the provincial public sectOr.

Indeed, for, certain purposes, they aredo, regarded in law.
It would.,,he a gross, .mistake, hOWeVer, `to- the.:

various sources of income which supplement - operating
and tuition fees Although other sources, :,notably

funds and income from, endowments, Contribute:only 'MargihellY
to university budgets, they -'do7.-much to. estabIish

cific charaCter* of individuaLs!universitiee. . It is inCOMe.
margin whiCh Promotes "dpfersity within the systeMTand

conduces to excellence,. '.

Nonethelese the trend observable over the third' qUarter

of the century is from plurality of sources of income to the
preponderance of a single source, the provinCial government.
This is evident from, the accompanying tables (Table 1171 and

which show via proportions of ,universitty operating

income from each of ,,Se,$i 3. sources at five-Year intervals
'between 1921 and 1961, and Shnually thereafter.

Interpretation of the data presented in the tables ma.,0.,..

be facilitated by the notes wh'i'ch follOW. It must be emphei.7::..f-Ar7i,

sized that the tables; and this report as a whole,

only operating income and do. not deal with capital budgets.

Reliability' of. the daja. The university financial

statistics published by Statistics Canada are derived from

college, and university reports to the: Canadian Association
of University Business Officers (CAUBO), whiCh: is an affili .

ate of the AUCC., There pehists.":s.6iiie' diversity in university
accounting and reporting the area

of sponsored-research income. This diversity into4uces an
element of error 'into all Statistics Canada data' On uni-
4versity finance. Moreover , in the case. of federated uni-

tieS, or of universities with affiliated colleges, it



difficult- to disenta'ngle reports from these

.
.

A further source'. of error:deri;,/e's from the fact that
'tfe w.-of 1 the .sm.al.ler colleges are- not 'members of the CAUB04
The Dominion,; Bureau, of Statistics ("Precursor-to Statistics.
ca'nada ) est im'ateci. 'aka t as recently as :1955 its university
finanCial data covered institutions representing only 80 per
:Cent- of the total full time universitylevel enrolment in
Canada:`.' Coverage now, however, is virtually complete.

*;Partidularly in the:,case. of historical series, then,
there is a margin of ..error or Tnoncom'parability:-in all
available' university financial data. Nonetheless the data
reported in; Table II-1 and II-2 are almost certainly accUr7
ate enough :to give a .,fair picture of the major trends in
university fiAance.' ..-Further comments on '; -thethe matter' .Of
reliability:, be- made in the appropriate contexts, In
subseguetit sections of this chapter.

Ancillary enterprises, AnCillarY,--enterRtises are
neSs... activities undertaken.: by ;.0-teuniver'sities or by in
stitutions owned, by universittet; Examples 'are: .' 'university'
residences' and food seririces; ;4otiference. centres,, and
casionally) prOduction7orietteed. enter'prises-

The data in Table I1 -1 and fl-2 eXclUde figures relatin
to ancillary enterprise's, qargely.., becauSe .":;residences. and
food services may be presumed to account ...:for.h Substantial'
proportion of the sums reported under this, heading. These
are not activities which might enable a university .to carry
part of overhead related to the perforMance: of its
a cad em i'cAtint 0.:orta.

Federal and provincial grants. It is noteworthy that,
notwithstanding the wide attention given to federal subsid..
ies to universities in the period between 1951 and 1967,,, the
provincial grant has at all times vastly outweighed the
federal one:, An exception must be made for the Atlantic

..provinces: during the 1960's, when temporarily the two levels
-of government contributed 'about equally to the 'Support of
universities in this . region. 'Until recently the Atlantic
universi.ties, especially in NoVa Scotia .and New Brunswick,
depended' more heavily than those in other parts .of the

`country on fees, gifts, endowment income, and budget sup
plements from religibus organizations; the,. role of the
provinCial government was correspondingly smaller ',than in .ri

other provinces. ConveFseTY; west of 'Ontario, each prOvince.
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TABLE'II-I

.UNIVERS14:0PERATI4INCOME:BY SOURCE

SELE&E1)YERS.192I71961,.,

,Percentages

Fiscal:,
Year
Eriding

Total
Operating
Income
ASM).

'Government Grants

Fees
. .

Endowment "Other

.0
(6)

1

Provincial'
and

Municipal.
'1

Fedel

(3')

1921

,1926

:1931'

1946

1951

'1956

'1961;:,

.-
1

9.

11

14

' 13

26'

41

80

"176

'P... 49,7

49.6

42'..4

42.0

41..1

.43.7

e.

5

19.0

20.1

21.2

23.8

3.3%5

32.0

37.9

34.. 6

269

26.1

16.5

19.1

16.2

14.7

12.8.

9.3

5.8

3.0

13.7

11..0

19.4

1112.

12.2,

11.5 ,

411,1

8.2

* Not CoMpilec3:4eparater?, amounts vety:sm111.
. .

Sources: Canada., ,'..DoMinion'Burftab urvey o igher
Education.:,19.52-1954,nd 1961/62. '(TheSurvey for 1961/62
has catalOgue number:81.211.).
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TABLE 11-2

AiNiVERSITY !iPERATING.INCOME BY. SOURCE

' 1962-1979

,"'Total t,

Fiscal Operating Prov.
Year:`:: Income and Sponsored

EnCting ($m) Mun% :Federal Fees 'IReSeatch Other
. ., ,

'('2) (4) (5) ,,--"(6)

#

Percentages

Gover.nMent Geants , .

(1)

0:1962 211 3f:2 11.9 26.7 ' 12:6 i 11.6

1963 ,240 31.8' 15.1 T 26.0 12.8 16:3

196,4 283 38.6 12.2 26.7 13.0 .s, 9.4

1965° 343 38.-0 10.5. _26.2 13.9 11.5

1966. 426 '.40.90. 8.6 25.9 14.4 10.1

1967 4 582 41.1 14.0 22.3 13...9 8.7

1968 , 741 , 57.0 1.7 19.5 14.1 _7.7
1969 '906 56.9 1.6 .17.9 14.1 7.5

1970 1,085 62.4 1.5 16.5 13.2 , 6.5

'1971. 1,223 64.5 1.3 15.6 12.4 6.2

1972 1,347 67.8 0.2 15.5 12.4 '4.1

.. 1973 1,398 ....67.6 0.1 15.5 12.7 4.0

1974 4 1,549 66.8 0.3 14.9 12;5 4.6

1975 1,793 6E1.8 0.3 13.7 12.5 4.7

1976 2,180 71.4 0.3 12..6 11.7 . 4.0

19r77 2,488 71.4 1:4 11.7 11.4 4.0

` 1978.. 2,632 71.8 .0:4 11:8 11.9 4.1

1979 2,893 71.3 0.6 11-.2 12.3 4.6

-.71

7 ,
.

. 0:

.Sources: Statistical Canda. University Financial ,Statistics.
. AnnUal. (CatalOgue number 61-212)....

.
.

. . ,, ..:

AUFC:-. Financial- Statistibs of Universities' and Colleges,,
forifiscal jears,1977,: 1978, and 1979. -("Prepared.__by
Statistics Canada 'for the Canadian Association of :Univer-
sity BUsinest Officers" (CAUB01). .:.
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supported a.public university. froth" the,beginqing wet' '
very 4argely dep,endent upon provincial government support

.:
Comparability of Tables; II-1 Uret

!
In Tiibte* II-1

government assistance to universittieso, fOr..lresearcp ptrcposeSf
was included under /the, general:heading; "Covernifient Crant4s".
In Tabl there, is a sepa,rate coialinn.;for "SOonsorell-
Reseiatch. ,Incogne": the apparent 'drop
government grants AS a Ilerce,%tage f udisi.ersityrevenUe*,
b4ween fiS4%al 19f11. and -`fiscal- 19,62 (Provint4a1 ',` and, rriuni

cipal grantS, ;down 6,..$1;"'.fetleral grants ,Odpwn. 7 fot
total drop' of thisjcompares wipth sPOnsored.: resear
income :.in. ftscai:1,962;

Some rgovernmeni-.Money'Ancluaerd in Table II -1 may also
haVe been shifted Ile the 7.0thgre "Column in Table 11-2, " as
figures this reSiduat- .kiolUmn rise' from 8.2% to '11.6%
between fiscal 1961 and fiscal 1962. Most of th'i's differ.
ence, tfol.le'Ver, is explained by the fact 'that 'Tahle II .2 does
not list endowment income.,',. 0% in fiscal 1961) under a
separSte' heading.

Sponsored research' income. Most research support is
not,' .-,trictly °speaking, university income; the- presumably

'large proportion consists of grants -and contracts. aWarded to
individual faculty' 'Members. Most grants and contracts, are
admin4.stered by the university in trust.'

It may. accordingly seem questfonable to have considered
spcinsored a research income as if it were part of the uni
versities' 'financial resources. The easonfor., doing so
that research is integral to the business- of the University,

.-and the wisest principle to adopt in a survey of university.
financial resources is to include everything that' enables' a
uniVersity to perforM its academic fUnctions. Indeed, the

idetregrettable thing is that the figures for sponsored research
income are inco . They. exclude (at leaSt in some
universities) grant, ot administered by the university,
faculty'.'` consultanCY income, and conceivably some research
monies clIssified, under ancillary enterprises.

It is notable that sponSOred -research income has been
4temarkabLy stable as a -L3exCentage of the total 'since
19,61/62, fluctuating as it his in the 12 ito*.'14% range.
Pe5paps, however, this conceals a7dAline; as reason j'
able to suppose* that the 'universitles have become in
creasingly concerned to ileport . their research ictivir-
ties. One incentive to full reporting of research+. income is



#that some people may be inclined to take.a dollar 'figure as
a moxy for research effort and therefore aS an index of
prestige. If these suppositions are correc't, university
accountants may..have become more assiduous in didcovering
and reporting research grants and contracts awarded ,to'
Andividual,faculty, and including them in the university.
total.

Income from fees. Contrary to what one might have
i'uagined on the basis of data CoVering only, the past thirty
ye rs's fees income has not declined steadily in relative
im tance over .the.history Of Canadian universities:- Fees
rose as a percentage of current revenues throdgh the ''twen-

'ties, 'thirties, and 'forties. In the latter 'forties there
was a suddelhulge in ,fees income (not captured in the
table) `as war veterans crowded into the universities.. From
the early 'Lifties until 1966 fees income remained a stable
proportion of revenue's, :' at about one-fourth. By 1968 fees
income was dawn to its 1921 level (of course, as a propor-
tion of the total), and it has steadily declined since then.=

.

V.41.ation among regions and among universities. The
figures reported cin Tables II-1and 11-2 are averages fOr
the entire country. Particularly in the pre-1960 period
there was substantial variation among regions (as noted
above it the paragraph on 'federal and Frovincial grantS);
presuMahly even wider aifftrences obtained among individdal
institutions: These differences haVe tended 'to ditinish
over time, although they are far from being erased.

.

In 1978/79, for .the first time, each. of the univ,ensities
reporting to the CAUBO gave it permission.to release finan-
eial data by institution. This is valuable information, as
it permits us tb see how'muchvariety there is among uni-
versities in the relative importance of different sources of
income. -.Table 11-3 depicts, by institution, the-percentage
of total operating income deriving' from each of several
sources. Cases of federations of universities, or groupings
of associaAd unArersities, are treated.An the same may as
in our Profile of.Post-Secondary"Education in ,Canada, Table

.,E, It shOuld be noted that the "gifts, etc." column
includes* gifts,-' non-government grants, and investment in-
,e tome, but excludes , that portion of income from these sources
Which are repogted under the ...sponsored. research" category.

-/Iconsidered Tahle.11-3. a-Column showing,'
total..dollar income per full-time , eguivalent (FTE) student;

-

This.'could ,be:done using Statistics Canada -enrolment .dattr

2.1,, 4!":1.

.t
.1.5
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r TABLE 11-3

SOURCES OF UNIVERSITY INCOME. BY. INSTITUTION (PERCENTAGES)

1978/79

provincial
operating

university grants fees

(1) (2)

Newfoundland ,

Memorial 77.7 9.3

U.P.E.I.

Nova Scoti'a

Acadia t 72.6 19.3

Cape Breton 85.2 13.4
-

Dalhbusietf, 62:1 8.8

Mount St`.-

Vincent 73.7 23..7

F-Xavier 73.1 184

82.3 16.1

St.

t. Mar}) ' s 74.3 21.0

Ste. Anne 84.3 ;14.4
t -

New Brunswick

MonctOn 83.6 .11.3

Mt. Allison. 66.1 15.3

.St. Thomas 74.5 25.5

Quebec

Bishop's

Concordia.

Laval

McGill

69.0

79.9

77.2

63.7

-sponsored gifts,
research etc. other

(3) (1) (5)

11.4 .8

3.6 4.2 .3

-- 1.4
,

12:9 .8.6 7.6

2.4 .2
_..1,

5.9 212,

S 2..3 1.6

2.#3

\ .

0 .3 1.3

2.9. 1.2

2.9. 15.2 .6

13.0

13.7

8.6

10.1

1.3 3.7 13.2

5.g 1.2

13.0 1.1 .1

17.9 8.2 .1
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TABLE

.

university

.providcial
operating.
grants

(1)

Montreal 76.5
Quebec

Chicoutimi 83.0

Montreal 84.8

Rimouski 83.7

Tr..Riv. 77.8

CEUOQ 87.9'

Sherbrooke 75.1

Ontario

Brock 78.4

Carleton 72:8 .

Guelph 58.3

Hearst 67.3

Lakehead 75..7

Laurentian 76.0
McMaster 59.3

Nipissing 74..4

Ottawa 71.7

Queen's 62.4

-Ryerson 79.4

Toronto 61.9.

Trent -73.7

Waterloo 70.0

Westein 65.6

Wilf. Laurier 75.0

Windsor ' 76.9.,.

York 72.9

10..(continUed)

:

spodsored gifts,.

fees research etc. other.

2) (3) (4)' (5)

.7.9 14.3 .7'

16.5

16.0

9.6

15.3

16.1 4.5

15.1 4.4

10.4 21.7

14.1 --

11.5 10.0

11.0 12.6

18.2 --

12.7 16.5

17.6 3.7

14.0 - 10.4

14.d °13'4
20.0.- ....'9

;15.2 5:5
.

2.8

8.7

28.3,

,

113.1 ' 6.2 -

2.b

2.3

3.8

e.
3.0

3.8

4.3

10.3

3.9

9.5

1.4

8.4

4.5'-

2.-3

3:0

2.1

.5

.3.

.1

17.4

.7

.8

4.3

1.2

3.2

4.5

1.0

.6

3.3

2
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university

provincial
.operating

grants'

(1)

fees

(2)

Manitoba
.

Brandon 57.1 8.1

Manitoba 69.3 8.3

Winnipeg .69.7 17_.0

Saskatchewan

Regina 76.5 7.9

Saskatchewan 67.0 13.6

Alberta

Alberta 67.3 8.9

Calgary 74.0 11.2

Lethbridge .81-.7 9.4

Br. ColUmbia

Br. Columb.ia 63.6 8.4

Simon Fraser 81.6 8.6

VictOria. 78.2 8.6

/ ---,,
sponsprecly gifts,
research etc -.' other

(3) (4). (5)

2.8 0

19..6';
1.9

. 7.8

9

.4

7*9, e
3.1

13.6. 8.1

11.8 4.8 7.3

10.1 4.0 .8

3.1 5.7 .1

13.2

6.2

7.2

,

1.8

3:2

Source: AUCC: Financial Statistics of 1.1niversitqes and Colleges
1.978 -1979. "Prepared by. Statistics Canada, for the

Canadian Association of University Business'Officers"
(CAUBO).

ar.
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and a rule-of'-thumb' to convert part. time enrolments into
FTE's. However, if one did this itmould probably generate
.greater misunderstanding than enlightment,. :since the par-.
ticuiar'circumstances of each university create' widely
diffetingcost experiences. :Naturally.. those universities
which have a relatively high proportion of ..students in

expensive'programs-7 engineering, medicine, architecture,
and graduate studies 7- have generallyhigher incomes and
expenditures per FTE student; universities which operate on
the trimester system are not comparable with. those which
have;retained the traditional adademic year; and there is no
satisfactory way of translatingpart-time and summer stu-

dents into FTE's,at least.on the basis of existing enrolment
-reports. .

r
It nonetheless 'Seemed .illuminating to indicate. the

spread in university incomes per student, as is done'in.

Table 11-4. . This table gives the reader further grounds for
appreCiating the diversity of situation .among .Oanadian-

UniVersities.: in financial matters, even =though the data
should be read bearing in mind all the caveats noted in the:-
preceding, paragraph.

2.2 FEES INCOME

In the fiscal:.yea:078/79,...4e4 Oade u ,between 7 and
25 per cent of eaCh..61VersIty's ..operating revenues --
generally 8 to 11 Per cent in. the west and in Quebec, about
14 to 17 percent in Ontario, and'a widely varying percent'age,
in the Atlantic provinces. The percentage of "operating
costs bitrne by fees appeared not to correlate with univerL
sity characteristics such as size Or orientation to
studies. There does,i.,,however, appear to haye been an'in
verse.correlation between the overall size of a university's
income per student, and the percentage of its income derimed
from fees.

va

If a university draws a large proportion of bcomet .
from fees, is it thereby advantaged or disadvantaged r
tive to other. universities? Probibly,, in the circumstan
currently prevailing in Canada, .it is worse oft. Since this
judgment may occasion surprise, let us consider, and dis-
tinguish, the opposite case.

A university which has more qualified applicantSthan:.
its facilities can accommodate, and which can financeigh
proportion of its 'activities from the fees it chatges;
enjoys real autonomy A marginal increase in its fees can

2.2



TABLE II -4

UNIVERSITY OPERATING INCOME AND PROVINCIAL OPERATING

GRANTS PER F.T.E. STUDENT 1978/79

143

Operating Provincial Operating Provincial.
Rank Income Grant ' Rank Income Grant

.$ S $ S

. (1) () (3). 44) (5)
. ,

1 , 9183. 5842 27 6367. 5426
2 9041 5617 78 6277 5520.

70623 9037 T-6206 4097.

4 8945 5210" 10 6200. 4607

6 8852 5733,,

.

32 6015 t0333
5 8862 5642 31 6082

7 8170 5659 33 5883 4526.

8 8118 6627 34 5807
568T.

4411
47179 8062 5402 ; .35

-10,- 7984 4711 .4 36 1098 4576
11 5773 37 5162 3756
12_, ' 7684 5934 38 5136 3743

-,' 7629 4722 . 39 5074 4054.4.

:14, ...j 7622'. 5133 40 5041 3949
15: ,,,.4 75394, .. 5769 --41

. 4991 3494
16 L 4851 4056'7514,.: . 6135.. '42

17 .'7.599.. 5553 43 4821. ;.:- ,3965'
18 39 .:,

4222 44 ..,;lal ,.,,,. ,.:,;3410:

49 '' f5636 --, 45 R-'.1-
''.4568 46 ').4jZO,... 2737

:---5954 .. 47 ;4298 3221
5612 48

3949 2867
2946

,4803 49
4769' 5d 3485 2430.

430; 51 3301 2433
`N 4914,

5532 3282112

2606
2144.

AuGcl FeinartiSIJ'Statastics of Universities and
olre_gs1818t199:, 4,8Fepsred by Statistics

Adai..-Egor'stbe'ICandiattq::AssOciation of University:'

0j,KeOftqW'A.
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raise theuniversity's operiting income substantially, and
thus its financial independence' is assured. If raising fees
excludes the non-rich, this dlsadvantage can be offset.by
(usingjsome of the. Additional fees revenues' for scholaships. ':

AlthoUgh a number of leading.- private universtties..in the
United States are in the situation just described, these;-,
conditions do not obtain in Canada. Here, only four uni-
versities obtain mo;e;than 20 per cent of their operating

-%,i2ncome from fees, and 'the provincial 'rant is 43.1ays three
'...toreightimes as great as fees income: Fee levels, which

'
-4.41 1976/77 ranged from about $425 to $740 in undergraduate
arts, are too low to meet even the marginal cot
in admitting additional students, Without simply' spreading

"existing resources thinner. No university can afford'to
:expand an existing program, stKll. less to develop a new one,
counting on fees income t'C) meet its costs.

In all provinces, fees are either directly controlled by
the-government on are the subject of an "understAnding"
between the government and the universtties. In those cases
where the universities do retain the nominal ,p4hority to
sct their own fees, de facto control in this matter may have
been removed by a government decision to reduce the provin-
cial grant by an amount'equivalent, to the augmentation in
fees income. For the fiscal year 1980/81, Ontario will
permit universities,, at their discretion, to raise fees up
to ten per cent standard .levels. But, :in most provinces,
marginal increases in 'Tees, .in cirdr . to: ..for

declining ',.revenues from other sour:ces,l ,are:ruledoUt._'':
. -

ti

Indeed, o itis doubtful thaE fees should be,regarded. as
university income. at all The Ontario Council on Oniiersity
Affairs has.noted that if the govev..nment sets tui'tio'n flees,

"fees are [in effect] treated as ,if they were a form of

ProvindialGovernment revenue" (OntAriw, OCU5o 19T8a: 68).
It is as' the province has taken responibility for the
provisionof a service (higher education) , and the de-
termination'of fee levels merely apportions the cost between
the taxpayer and the student.

In short, itl fact that Canadian universities derive
some of their!ooRerating income from tuition fees does
virtually nothing, to shore up the traditional concept of the
university as an independent and -self-goyerning institution.
Fee levels are too low to enable the'universities to make
their own decisions on academic 'programming; And except
to a limited extent in Ontario external control of fee

2.2
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levels prevents them even from ameliorating their 'financial

position by supplementing the income they'obtain from other

sources. The institutional advantages of financing-through-
fees do not apply in Canada.

On the' other hand, the disadvantages do apply. There

are two. ofibem.

--If :ipe levels are' frozen by gover ent decision, the

universities have, in fees, a re enue item which is

entirely inflexible. Suppose that fees supply 10.per

fcent of 'a given university's current revenue. Then,

if non-fees income (mainly the government grant) rises
by. 10 per cent, the university's total operating,

income .goes up by a lesser amount ,9 per cent.

Similat031, a university which gets 20 per,cent of its

income;-,Arorrfees obtains only an 8 per.40nt increase

in its current revenue. (On the other hand, if fees

rise by alpercentage gr4ater than the percentage rise
in the grant, a'relative 'advantage accrues to :those

-universities which` draw. a highproportion of their

:.operating income from fees.).
f;, ,t

.

If. enrolments drop, feestirecomeT drops correspondingly.

'Obviously; those univer's'ities which depend relatively

heaVily on fees income. are affected more than others.

A,decline in student numlaerS.-

'he result, fees ,income appears in Canadian univers-

ity 'budgets as a destabilizing factor .which increases the

financial'' insecurity of- those institutions- which have rel'a'

tively loW levels, of revenue per student. The situation is

particularly acute in the case of those universities which

face a. prospective decline in enrolment. On the other hAnd,

fee levels are just high enough to provide the universities

with an incentive to increase enrolments in situations Where

a lax admissions policy would. accomplish this result., If

this happens, existing resources must.be stretched, to ac-

commodate increased numbers, with a resulting decline in

'quality of instruction and a seriously negative impact on

research. The situation differs if government,grants tov

are proportional to student numbers but then it is the

grants, not the fees income, that really matters.



2.3 FEDERAL ASSISTANCE:

The history of the federal role in higher education.
since. World War II is one of rising expendijures coupled
'with diminishing visibility and diminishing impact. This
seeming paradox is easily explained. Since 1967 the federal
money other than that earmarked for specific purposes
such as researc4 has been transferred to the provincial
governments on the suppositiOn that they will in turn pass
it on to the univerSities and other postsecondary institu
tions.. This has": placed the provl,nces firmlY in control.
The 1977 amendments. to the intergovernmental fiscal transfer
arrangementsfacc.entuated the trend ,begun ten Whrb.earlier.

'Nt.8T4gAN$1PEEs SUPLEMENTS';'.;d945-1951
8

-

Imdediateryfafter yorld War:.II,-the federal government
initiated a syStem of -* indirect Support to univerSities,
through a fee 'supplement 'scheme. It paid the universities"
$150 for each' enrolled student who was supported by °the

'Department of Veterans Affairs.-- At a time when university
costs were approXimately.$400 or 450 per student this was a
substantial payment. In the aggregate it contributed 16pe'r':
cent of university income in 1946/47 and a declining,,per
centage in the "immediately. succeeding years'as thenumber..pf
war veterans at university declined (Massey et al, 1'951:

141-2).

At the peak ,Rf the postwar bulge in enrolments, fees and
the federal fee'supplements for veterans made up more than
half the "average university's operating. income.; One
infers that there must have been several universities which
were very largely financed in this way. While this was,
clearly, a passing phase In the history of Canadian,uni
versities, it stands out as a °Prototype of one form of
Alversity fin4ncing, elements of which have persisted to
the present time. When government grants, federal or pro
vincial, are closely related to enrolment, their ,impact on
the universities is similar to that of a fee supplement'
scheme. It leaves the universities irely in charge of
their operations, ile augmenting the demand for their
teaching-serviceSWreducing the tuition charges they must
levy (if they- have any choice. in the matter) in-order to
remain solvent.

The fee ,supplement scheme`" ap it, was for the
,universities, 'was necessarily a' shortrun policy for two
reasons: the federal .government had moral and political

f.



reasons for A:ecognizing a special obligation to the war,

veterans and therefore for .,,suppoi.ting their. university

education n a way which it might find\ less easily justifi7

able in the case '"of other" stadents ; and (secondLy)" the

sUbsidence of the 'postwar- enrolment bulge would. cause the

level of federal . support for.;fore the universities to , drop

sharply after 1948 or. A different technique would be
required for longerterm asgattance if Such were the federal
oVernmept's aim.

t
?,

'2.. 3.2: ° SUBSIDIE8, 1,1951:-:-1967. _

g

'Payments -'under the fee supplement scheme were giving out
wha , in 1951, the federal governeent responded. to the

,

vir -1

iinsistent pleas of the universities and_pstituted a general

and "permanent": subsidy ,amounting in each province to 50.

cents per capita the provincial population. By implicatkoni
the per student. payment 'would vary among e provinces ,,Q kk

, depending on the ratio of university studentsto the total
provincial population. Within each province the sum avail=
able was distributed to those institutions which belonged to'
the National'' Conference of Canadian Universities in propor

,

tibn to their enrolments. The scale of support per .,capita

was doubled in 1957 and then increased to $1.50 (after a
change in government) during the following year

In , the period 1954 to.-1964 the federal grants contrib
uted between 14 and 23 per cent of university income

always smaller , be it noted, than the provincial grants

which were on the Scale of 35 to 41 per cent, of annual

income at this time (Bladen, 1965: 30:, one infers that

these data exclude sponsdred research income, cf. . ours Tables .'

II-1 and II-2).

The federal program df direct support to the imiversi
ties was not unlike a fee supplement scheme, though there

were two important. differences. One was that the isize Of

the "supplement" (if one looks at it this way) vari-d by
.

province; universities located in a province (with a rela-

tively high university student population:were, so to speak,

shortchanged. A second difference was that p the size of the

subsidy per student declined as participation rates rose:

the base figure was the provi cial .po.pulation, not the

number of university students i the province. It , would

have been difficult 'political y to have obviated these

disadvantages by reverting to the postwar fee supplement

,.scheme. Naturally, if such an idea had been entertained it
would have been necessary to make all students eligible, and

_

1
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not just war veterans. Even '-with 'this modification, how-
ever,' a fee, supplement scheme 'would,: arguably have_-_been

inequitable, because educational structures differed among
the provinces; Quebec especially would have ,been,,
ated against:because of the role played by its- classical
colleges. Indeed; the 1951 pblicY was not acceptable to
Quebec either'.

When the first direct federal', subsidies to,
were .introduCed (1951), the Prime Minister tOok_ pains. to
deny,. any:federal intrusion into provinc4a1 affairs..:.
making these recommendations to parliament, said
St. Laurent , it is intended to avoid :.any :po'ssib'le
tion' that we are interfering in any. way with the policies
respecting education in the respeCtiv,e sprovinces" (8fadenI.
1965:' . 7 ).. The ,disclaimer did nb,t . however, satisfy,'

'Quebec's Premier Duplessis ; 'who, instructed the universities :.

of that province not to accept the federal money: . Nor`WaS:
the province pacified when , in. 1957, the: federal goVernment,',.

appointed the Canadian Universities' FoUndation as its:agent
in the distribution' of the' money.

. ,

The situation. was not resolved until '1960' when, in the

interregnuni between the death of Preniier DupleSsis and the
election'' of ° the Lesage government, a special 'tax-transfer
arrangement was negotiated betWeen Quebec , and Ottawa. ::'=

According to this arrangement, the federal government would.
no longer, offer grants to the Quebec universittes but it,'
would lower its ',tax rates on corporate incomes in the ko-
vince by one per cent in ,order to permit the. QdebeC govern-
ment to. ,raise its corporation taxes corresPondingly and 'tb
spend the proceeds on higher education. It was agreed that
an inter-governmental transfer of funds (whether from Ottawa
to Quebec or vice-versa) would be made,- such that "the exact-
sum otherwise receivable -by Quebec universities would now
flow into the province' s treasurys What made this more than
a purely symbolic victory for Quebec' was the fact that the
province thereby gained unique control' over the distributibn
of funds among universities , and among various institutions
of post-secondary education including the classical col-
leges.° In my opinion, the .1960 agreement was "basic to
giving the province full power to redesign the structure of
its educational institutions during the ',' sixties , and to

establish ultimate financial control over the universities.

This opinion cannot be tested by comparing, the situation
in Quebec with that which has obtained in other proVinces.
The other provinces do not constitute, in this respect, a

,

2.3.2.



control group because the- principles of, the 1960 deal with
Quebec were incorporated into the more general arrangements
declared by the federal government in 1966 f or implementa-
tion thd following /ear.

2.3.3 GRANTS TO PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTS, 1968-1977

To the .dismay of Canadian universities , Ottawa withdrew
its progaup of direct ,grants: in 1967:-. Instead of .subsidiz-

ing universities directly, the federal government started In
1967/68 to . make pgyments . to prol&incial 'governments . The

size ,of the intergovernOientai transfer was .based on the

operating costs of post-Secondaty institutions in the pro-
.

vince .

The :announcement of the new . fedetal policy :had the

'appearance of generosity., and : actually was :rather:,more

generous than Anticipated. Ottawa' Made_ the grad gesture of
offering to pay '- half the operating expenditures of
secondary: institutions Theroffer ,was to be made
mainly-by, federal. tax reauctions:!. the one per cent tax On
corporation 'incomes alreadytransferted to Quebec, and,

sufficient reductions of '.persoffAl: income tax 'rates :to, de.

.crease_ federal revenues from this source by four per 'cent

As in the' 1960 'deal,: with Quebec the povinces were expected
to "fill the space :vacated by Ottawa by raising their taxes
by like amoUnts'.. pit top of this , if necessary., the federal.

,.governMent. would...make: an adjustment, payment::: to the grov in-

cial treasury to bring. the total Upeioy.ttepromised 50 :per
cent. figure. alternative formula was elS6Haffer!ed, baSed

.Ton a fixed per apita .Sum '$1.5): rather then on the

expenditures of postsecondary: instituO.onS.The ,alterna
tive formula. was ..'adiantageoUs to':NeWfbundiand Nev./ Bruns

. .

;,.wick, andPrince: Edward Island; and at no ,_.timewas, the grant,

s in any way relate&.touniversity Costa..Or.
'to provincial 'echl aC.iiort

Aleho4gh this Wes 'an open7ended 'pro$fam, - in the sense
.

that they: s,tize -of the federal cothiatment. 'was to depend on' a.
to.rmula and therefore could ;;rfot be re. iably estimated n
a Vence . is Probable tba he federal officials thou ht..:
that Ottawa ,could .meet oblid,gatiorte.'7On the cheap.,..It as
reasO. co

.

suppose tie commitment was made; that
the tax pOlInt.-s" would, dOvef,;.

-..13rOvitic.e*1?c-causc.°7*,F

=`6±...'qf'.gt:22;itir of tiWr

bst- of the , claims advanced by

ipe latter , 'sixties ,- yields

1.i1Creased at, about twice the

Pnnquenoe. of progressive tax
eddral pfficials seem to have

.
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calculated;. University expenditure$ woUld rise at less than
twice the growth rate of GNP. Soon the federal government,

'would he'7riding ..free" on ,.its commitments regarding post
secondary education., meanwhile having responded to provin7
vial demands for a larrger proportiOn.of shared tax fields.

*
It could also continue to claim that it was cart*ihg half or
more the Cost of postsecondary education:

Between the making of the offer and the drafting of°.the

Act to implement it, the federal government of some inkling
tfiat-its suppoSitions abotit 'the -chargeable hosts of post

secondary education were unduly modest. At the conclusion
-.6fe\the,inteafgoxermental negotiations, Ottawa had agreed to

base its payments to the provinces on a sum which included

all the operating ocosts of institutions admitting only
students with junior matriculation as defined,by the pro
vince, plus an appropriate portion of the operating costs of

institutions which offered mainly'secondary schooling, but

some instruction beyond this level. In the end, OttaWa was
liabl6 for half the operating costs:of ,nonuniversity in
stitutioris as well as universities, the former-including

Ontario's CAATs and Quebec's CEGEPs, then just being created
on a large scale. Even the last year of high school.in

several provinces was included. With su definition of

the federal commitment, .and with the r pid_ growth. in the

relevant age' group and the marked exp nsion of graduate

studies in the universities, growth atea i9, expenditure

under this program rope more than t enty per cent annually
during the first five years of ,its .opeiration. It even

happened that the adjustment payment, in the years 1970/71
and 1971/72, outstripped the value of the tax points.

If the niceties of a complei .f rmula'and the history of
bureaucratic miscalculation are ,confusing and, apparently
aimless, let me h.sten to say what general point can be

made,. and needs to be made, on the b this rather

esoteric detail. The federal' government woul not admit to

shucking off all financial responsibility for e universi--

ties, or for postsecondary education in gen ral; but it

apparently wanted to permit diverSity among pro inces in the
design and finance of educational institutions. It ended up

with a formula which made no refetence at all to he kind-of

institution which would be eligible for assistan e -- or

more properly, -whose operations would generate a federal

obligation to provincial treasuries -- even to the point ,of
avoiding any specification of the distinction beWeen.secon

, ary and postsecondary institutions. By relating the

ederal commitment to institutional budgets rather than to



provincial government expenditure, 6 a new, formula was
neutral as between a province. whose universities and.' col

' ,leges charged 3-tigh 'tui.tiona*iOther Ruovi'fideS in which fees
covered a lower pSoportion of costs. (Thus the new agr
rengeineqt was not strictly Apeakinsio sharedcos.-t program, .

.and the annual, adjustment. payment' was simultaneously de
scribed in fedarail aepoupts ,as .an unconditional grant to ._ple
province* an expenditure_ on' educatidn.)-

In conclusi ion, n 1967 the' feAeral government left the!
'provinces in full control o the universities and alr other
educational inst,it,utions p while assuming :indetertninatly
barge finajiciail Obligations to the provinciaT 'governments.

inability, to control its spending upder the program and
its 't-inAbility to dire&t' spending in such a wax, as to
%Serve-some desired purpose were inevitable conse'ctuences of
its wies.'h t't respect the constitutional prerogatives of the
provinceS in educe t

It ..s-..'a matter- of judgment :whether one accepts,, the
federal claim that it footed <half or more. of ,for
posh; secondary education t-.in the fiscal years .1968 to
The `claim isAased assumption t1t the,. value of the
tax:.poiritsceded; biw.-..Ottawa' in 1967. remained , morally Speak7-.

.+tng federal .revenue :even though. the . taxes col4cerned were
leyAed. by the provAnces.

-. .

This arguant had 'at least formal validlty ,until 1972.
By the 1967 Fiscal Arrangement§ taxpayers' who were
resWents of ,a province all taXpa,.y*.s .save non-
residents of Canada, and resi,dents of the ,YUkon and ,he

North "West Territories) were permitted to "abate"; or redflice
their federal taxes by 4 pens cent ',simultaneously the
fedeial government reduced its, corporation taxes by 1 per
cent. As a oonseqUence, the provincial governments could ;

v raise their takes by like amounts without imposing a heavier
burden than heretofore upon their D taxpayers (whether .

dividual or corporate), and the revenues could be appliesi tos

postsecondary edueation. The. "a1;atement" could be '(and
was) claimed by,: Ottawa to be a federal cOnt,ribaion to
universities and c011eges.

The argument beCame increasingly tenuals in 102,

forth lony avid statutereaders with an arial cast ":of
however , when the abatement scheme was abgndon . Hence7

mind as well as a retentive memory would be likely to tltiiik
of the fact that a portion of their provincial taxes con,
stituted a "federal revenue.; reduction in aid of higher
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'education". It is therefore reasonable to ask whether the
tax points should not be regarded as having bedome general
proyinciaa revenue, and "whethexl the''' federal contribution to
postsecondary education, did rigt consist in the adjustment
paymerit alone.

a
If one takes this view of' the 1967-1977 arrangements,

the. federal -governmentl could be sait, to. have financed only a
relatively modest proportion of .university and other post
secondary operating casts. The percentages, tald,u1a.ted on
the baSiS of the' Adjustment spayment alone are Set out in
Table IL-5. ..; The table shows not on,1,y a percentage con.
tribution from Ottawa 49hich never exceeded 27 per cent, but
wide variation 'among -provinces and, since '1972,,:, a sizeable
overall decline. To explain these .fadts we:thall haVe to
lbOk more carefully at the formula for,:'`dalculating the
ad,justment payment.

The, 1967 formula was modified in 1972 when the initial
fiveyear: agreement expiret.' The only substantive change
was that the federOvgovernment, placed a "cap" on its con
tribution under the program, such that the total sum (tax
points plue adjustment payment)` could rise no more ,than 15
pej cent in any one year over the country as 'a whole. Thus,
if, some Vovindes eXperienced a rise, of less than 15 per
cent in the cost of running their postsecondary intitu

.,dons, other provinces could exceed the 15 'per cent "cap"
with impunity. Sinc4AxpenditureS rose much more modestly
in the 19ZO'S' thati' iri the.previous' few ye#rs, they limitation
had'. little impact, althdugh it did serionsly. penalize Brit
ish Columbia- fdr a year or tWai. The main,impairt. of the
ircap" was to undersczire, the, provinces' vulnerakility7 to
policy changes Unilaterally niae by Ottawa .0-

The other" changes made in ,.1972 were consequent upon the
general :tax reforia package which was introduced at that
time They were coupled with modiacations to the genere:1
sdheme of federal fiscal tranSfes to the prOvinces.' Thus

1972 the ad jtistmene payment was deArniined (excipt in
e of Newfeundlgnd, Piince Edwird Island", and. New
k) b*"

fr.
--da culatAktg.,. subJettK "cap" already described,

half the 'operating 4.1-.)ss ,pf postsecondar institu
tiOns in the wince (including' t for this purpose the
estimated costs of ,postqecondiFy pro rams offered by
seconditry i tit ons),, and,



'TABLE 11-5

FEDERAL CASH TRANSFERS TO PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTS FOR

153

:POST7SECONDARY EDUCATION: PERCENTAGE OF INSTITUTIONAL

OPERATING EXPENDITURES, °FISCAL YEARS'.1968"TO 1977

Province 41968 1969 1970.. 1971' 1972

;(1) (2). (3) , (4) . (5).

Nfld.. 26 30 ".25
..!

30 30

P.E.I. 50 34 22 28 25

'24 25 29 32 31

N.B. ,15 19 21 26 23

Que.

Ont. --'

28

17
28

21

29 ,

22

. 34

24

31

24

Man. 22 24 23 27 26

30 25 27 25' 25

4Alta. 31 32 32 34 34
.i

. ..
B.C. - 13 14 13 17

18.

Cantda 22 24 25 28. 28

Pr Ovince 1973 1i1974 1975 1976 1977

(.§.) :(7) (8) (9) (10)

, ,.
,-,

Nfld. ,
22 18 14 11 12

R.E.I. 22 1- 21 16 11 17.

N.S. 31., 24 22 19 18

N.B. :-:'"

20.'. 15 11 14

Que. 27 ' 27 27 20 28

Ont. 22 19 16 15. 15

Man. 24 21 17 16 15.

Sask. 24 21 17 19 13

Alta. 31 28 25 18 14,

B.C. 14 9 8 1 4

Canada 24 20 20 16 18

a
Source: Calculated from .annual 'reports of the Se6retary of. StAte

tt
.

for Canada
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subtracting.a sum equivalent toLthe total of:.

4.357 Ter cent of federal personal income tax
revenues derived from the province, plus.

1 per cent:. of taxable corporate income in the
\7provinte, plus

associated equalization and .revenue: guarantee
PYinPnts, as.,defined.in the .1972 Fiscal Arrange;.
ments Act.

This formula produced whimsical results and', we can
hardly be-surprised that the whole scheme was abandoned in
.077. It will, be observed that the size of the annual
adjustment payment varied directly. with the cost of post
secondary education in the province (as . always, with phe
exception of Newfoundland,. Prince Edward Island, and New
Brun§wicI0, and inversely with the value of the tax points.
A province which obtained a relatively_ high yield ,from its
personal and corporation income taxes received a cor
responding* diminished cash payment from Ottawa. .-Moreover,
since the tax yieldt fluctuated'somewhat from year to year,
so did the cash payment. The interplay'of these factors
yielded a per capita adjustment payment which is reported 'in
Table 11-6. The.results were really 'quite capricious.

Another consequence of having this particular formula
fore calculating the adjustment payment was.that*the federal
cash- contribution for postsecondary education, could be
expected to decline in the early 1980'S, and to disappear
altogether about the middle of the decade. This would be
(from the federal budgetmaker's perspective) the riding
free" phenomenon. But for those federal officials and
politicians who believed that there was, and is, -a federal
interest in postsecondary educatiom which transcends the
sum of'Troyincial interests, riding free would mean the
evaporation of all federal claims in the field,'unless these
could be totally 'divorced from financial considerations.
The day when federal cash payments would be wiped out, would
'approach all the more speedily as tax yields rose and post
secondary' enrOlments dwindled, ,inducing a correspondingly

)
modest Tate of growth in poStsecondary operating costs:
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FEDERAL CASH TRANSFERS TO PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTS FOR

POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION: PER CAPITA PAYMENTS,

FISCAL YEARS 1968 TO 1977

Prvinc'e 1968 1969 1970 1971. 1972.

( ) (2) -(3)
(4) (5)

Nfld. 4 6 8 11 13

P.E.I. 10 12 13

10 13 4 18 22 24

N.B. 4 6 8 12 13

Que. 11 13. 16 22 28

..Ont. 7 1.1 14 .19 2.1

Man. .8 11 13 18 20

Sask. 13 11 14 17 17

Alta. 19 25 33. 37

B.C. 5 6 6 9 r10

Canada. // 14 19 22

Provinde 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

(6) 0(7) (8) (9) (10)

Nfld. 12 11. 12

P. E. I. 13 12. 10 9 13

N'.'S. 26 23 24 23 26

N.B. .1.3 12 10 9 13

Que., 27 29 35. 34 `::, 54 .

Ont. 21 20 18 20' 23,

Man. 19. 18 16 18 .19.:"

Sisk. 18 18 15 )3'
.1

Alta. 32 31 30 24
:...:.z1....'......

9 6 7. 1:

Canada. 22 21 22 21

Sotirce: Calculated from
for. Canada.
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2. 3.4 ESTAB,LISHn PROGRAMS FINANCING, 1977-

:An ,,important , pOlicy change 'introduced in April 1977
i6tibstaapiallY increased:the' federal , Cash transfers to the
..;proytnbea .initended-rfOr,.the UppOrt of higher educatiOn, but '

,

similtaneOnsly; teddCed-': the ,Viaibility of the federal) ,Pre-.
sence "in. ;etabli.Sh,ed- programs 7 hospital instr ance., '

: .medicare, ., and 4po s t se c ond ar y . education. Most provinces
.'. assert that t.t%awA,4hIsir4.4akAi. ,these fields enti;reIY;. .t ere:

.:remains; hoWevetbf -raOme-...;Arabiguity: about the,,federal role in:
...All ;three fields heeAtiide of certain-. featUreS Of. the "eSta-..,

. . ,,, ..:
... Washed'. programs. fiinAincing" "scheMe. . , ! '. .. ..

..

the "inception. of' ,the.,1Cheme:iin'...'197.7::,'Ithez..tederal%
government .has'. no `. Ioriger tie-ela,

sec o-ndari;Oticatton or in and 'medicare,.,
:P"rogram'''4'orto institutional costs 7Es tabl.ished pe4gra m, s,

.';financing -:invelveS, a transfer of ( the same
way :as the -tax ip'6 intg Were': conceded the::1960:"agreement
With iiqz4ebee',-,.And in the 19.67 ::PiScal.ArtangeimentS:Aat).:, plug.

:An-annual4...cash.. paliment. The scheirte'Wa. deSiined'Iso. that;'.in
a hypothetidal. "belse;year" (fiseal ,1916);:::41ialf the federal

..corlitribi.itIon,wotild:V.haVOI been in.. in ,tax
i. , ,paints,

he federal transfer to. the provinces'
the eat of f the new arrangementS.

.fede tions 4,0::.,'the three programs ,,.;.(4t1C uding ;4;'6.
-secondary! edncattori, , the value of the .tax
base' year 4676 million

into its of

. Federal: income taxes were red*ed Sisdli.'. ,,
1976 yield WoUld,,have shrunk.' by'` i:14.3 ".per':

:_together with the 4, 357. -per cent.' ',alrea.'Clif :

:to the. provinces; for `post.- ..I..
I. .:
e: : u.p.,.t.fie'::,more --T.1,clesly".aciver ti_sed figliteof'::'

ta, c.fill.i. fig., _. oiit their ':1977-"
it ,- , ate s reduced by.. skilae- .: .

'or foti .0)er, cent:,:;') depending one.;their:-:...:....
et

vefst and the .,.proV4iicical'- 'ratea rose
ndingly. The federal tax yieldS which would

een -foregone from,-the 13. 5, per' cent of .petsonal.
,

6 tax, and from a 1 Per:. cent -.tax on corporate
. nymes ,(already 'transferred', .n -1967)., atheunted-tb.
$2,3,,18i in fiscal 1976, although the,'revenue obtained b),
the provinces' from these tax ..pOints.; 'will .'increaSe',

.. : .', annually as incomes rise.
. ,.

1 7 I
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.ransfers. The other $2338' million is the base

fo*:,calculatkng an annual cash grant to the

nces; a grant .Which will increase annually in
the groWth of the GNP....To this is added a

" transitional payment" which in effect

';:Kianteos the provinces that they will, not be treated-
,
..,..*.0::favourably, than they would haVe been if the whole

;the ;transfer Fad :been in cash (escalated by the

ateY.of growth of '4n' GNP). In other words, if income
i.-Yiolds grow 441eSs rapidly than GNP whiCh in an

ilae164:1a:ry- peOio:d.' they may do because of indexation

ytent ;

ki;9.
e-"\-4.rattsiti

hey3elv

ederal government augments the cash
appears actually to have occurred , and

payments are nowhere near phasing
The cash transfers a ife cor-

larger than anticipated.

ion ,of :the cash grant among the provinces

ed the distribution of federal monies under
hospital;;insurande tend post-secondary educe-

. but after a five year levelling-off period

distributed among the provinces on an equal'

basis . 'This. is a big difference froin the earlier
om'pare Tables: 11-6 and II-7) .

of -the. 'scheme is that the annual cash'

ent is notionally. divided into three parts , in propOr-.

to federal, outlays ( including tax .points) under the,,,

ree programs 1976. The post-secoridary payment, is

apptoximately.., .12.,pe.r cent of the to tal . In consequenCe ,

there will '. remain in federal accounts a payment nominally

.m.sde for past-sedofidary education, and others nomina

,-,directed towards' '.mr,,clicare and hospital insurance, eV,

though the, sufis; area not determined in any -way by the cost of

. services provided', under those heads. Data on these cash
n'L

transfers are presented in Table II-7..

The po int ; of : the new arrangement 'is to retain some.'

leverage , proVincial policies in each of the three,

areas-, although the case of post-secondary education' no

conditionsard-'attached to the cash payment. This contrasts

with the, sittiation.'in the two health care programs, where

payments' are I supposedly conditional upon the provinces'
.

meeting -sPecoif ied program standards. It , is because the

payments 4 are,' laW, conditional ,:that Health, Minister

Monique Begin could threaten to Withold themj and the same

fact "provid.es the rationale for the Clark government's
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TABLE II-.7.

FEDERING:CASFI,TRANSFERS PROVINCIAL,, GOVERNMENTS FOR

POSTSECONDARY UNDER "ESTABLISHED PROGRAMS,-

FINANCING ", 1977/78 to 1980/81

average* S per
cash transfers in $ million annual :-capita

growth
Province 1977/78

(1.)

1978/79

(2)

1979/80'

(3)

1980/81

(4)

rate 1979/80a,

Nfld. 27.2 34.2 41.3 45.2 18.8 71
P.E.I. 5.5 7.1 Et.s. 9.7 21.5 71
N.S. 42.4 51,16? 60.9 66.6 16.3 71
N.B. 33.3 4,1.9 50.4 X5.3 18.6 71
Quebec 256.4. 291.0 320.0 342.1 10.1 _.._. 51

b

Ontario 416.6 499.6 572.5 625.3 14.6 67
Manitoba 53.7 64.3 74.2 80.5 14.6 72
Sask. 47.2 58.1 68.9_ 75.5 17.1 71 45/P

Alberta 83.3 1153.3 122.6 138.6 18.6 59
B.C. 106.2 136.6 165.3 182.2 20.0 63-'

401.
All Provinces 1,071.7 1,288.0 1,484.9 1,621.0. 14.9 62

Notes: .(a) Based on population at JanUary 1, 1980.

(b).4his is.a misleadingly low figure because Quebec receives
alarger percentage of the total fiscal transfer in tax
points and a correspondingly smallet.percentage.ln cath.

(1) Data on Cash transfers. supplied bY,Secretary.pf
department'.

Sources:

(2) Population. data: 'Statistics Canada; -Quarterly' Estimates
of Population frjr- Canada and the Provinces. (Cat.
91-005), April 19810;'
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decision, to hold an enquiry into the provinces' .Administra-

tion of the medicareprogram.

The established Programs financing scheme, including its
post-secondary element, is clearly of importance to

provincial treasuries; butdoes _it:. make any difference to

the universities and other. post7secondary,institutions? It

would-appear.not-.- at.least not at present: The tax. points

are clearly provincial property-now,: and the cash. transfers

are generally, regarded as unconditional even in the two -.

health care programs; in post-secondary education the

federal. government has no legal.authorityto impose 'condi7

tions. ThiSmpanSthat:although the provincesarefinanci-,
ally suPported by the:federal government with .i.cash trans7

fex which is labelleclasbeing for post secondary education,
for'. all ,Practical purposeS these funds:Merely help to swell
provincial general irevenues. .The'proVinces can spend the

Money on education.orOnanything else; and the universitiei
are dependent upon theextent to which the proVincial.trea
surers are willing to dip ..into their .general revenues for

the suppOrt of higherHeducation.

sL`

Nonetheless, the federal government continues to express
a Concern for the fulfillment of unstated national purposes-

in post-secondary education. The Secretary of State is

charged by, statute with the responsibility to consult with

the provincial governments with regard to the relationship

between the programs and activities of the Goverment of.

Canada and of the governments of the provinces that relate

to post-secondary educatVon". What force such discussions

mayhave; however, is difficult to imagine, unless the

federal government should negotiate with .the provinces

regarding amendments to the established programs financing

scheme, for which it '71s morally, and perhaps also in law,

boUnd to.igive three years' .notice. .(This matter iS dis-

cussed in Section 4.4, below.) Otherwtse, its intervention
is limiee'eto moral suasion on the basis of its ever-growing

cash transfers to the proyincial governments in aid of

post-secondary education.

2.4 SPONSORED RESEARCH INCOME

We cannot' overestimate the tnportance of sponsored

research funds for the development of Canadian universities.
This may seem odd, for two reasons. /One is that it is not

strictly accurate toregard research grants and contracts

awarded to, individual faculty members as university income.
This matter has already been commented upon.



A second reason is that, even if we adopt an accounting
fiction which regards research monies as university income,
we find that even. researchintensive universities rarely
receive only more tHan. 15 per cent of their income in the

forM of re'd'earch,funds (6 cases in 1978/79). Jiniversities
without heavy progtams in the natural sciences, in medicine
and related fields, and/or in special fields .such as agri

2cUTture annbtczt to attain anything like 15 per cent.-ex

Indeed, cgo# Me-instit 4ons of considerable pregtige, with
several professional S44hools and .a wide,range.of graduate

'':/

programs, receive (aga , under our accounting fiction)
about 10'or 12 fiercent,of their income, in the form of
research funds; 'and.- of course many universities receive
negligible amounts, or none at all, from this source. The
average, as'noted in Table 11-2, worked out' to about '12 per
cent in 1978/79. For'a quick.comparison, we may note that
researchOriented universities inthe United States derive,
or in the halcyon''sixties used to, derive, half or more of
their operating funds froM research grants and contracts
(BenDavid, 1972:, 107).

We may concludd that, relative to the general provincial
operating grant, sponsored research income, is`. small
potatoes. But it has an impact cm the overall character of
universities, and .ehe structure of the university sector,
out of all proportion to its contribution to university
finances. However much one:may emphasize the importance of
interuniversity,cooperation, and encourage the selection of
university objectives in accordance with, provincial plans
(where they exist), universities do remain in competition
with each-other, some of them striving for preeminence in
certain fields.df'specialization, others, aiming to catch up
with or outpace today's frontrunners.0 The visible signs of
success in this sort of competition,, the tangible side,
Of ".university prestige", is the development of research
programs and graduate studies. These two are closely link
ed, and the success of individual faculty in competing for
available research funds is of critical importance in the

development of bmth.

2.4.1 SPONSORED. RESEARCH INCOMEAND
UNIVERSITY EXPENDITURES ON RESEARCH.

Spondored research income bears no relationship.to the
financial 'resources which universities. expend on resea'r'ch.
Indeed, 'doubtful :that the concept "university' research.
costs even makes sense. . In this section I argue th'atit---



does so only under radical (and for most purposes un
acceptable), accot.ring conventions. Still, we have to .face
the fact that VTdy people are tempted to ask whether re

' searchintensive universities pay .1 price for their research
orientation:(im the sense that they have,. to subsidize their;

research effort from other sources of university income), or
whether on the contrary thpse universities whose faculty are
successful in the competi,tion for research .fu can in
directly draw on them to),,finance.,a portion of i ructional
and other costs.

The attempt to' cost put university research, activities,
and to do the same for teaching and public service activi7
'ties, is; not unusual. Analysts, have expended a great deal
of energy upon it . In the attempt , however , they have
inev.tably, though often with much protestiation that the .

--task requires skillful judom.ent , .been induced to regard
teaching and research activiN.es as discrete and separable;
and then the attempt necessarily fails. The figures Pro-
duced, even by careful and painstaking. work, are quite
literally meaningless. Since prOposals. are regularly made
to separate the -funding of teaching and research (See .Sec
tion 3.5, belOW) it is important to explain why it is futile
to attempt to cost and to fund these functions separately.7

There is a perenoial debate on the relationship between'
-teaching and research: whether at the university level only
those engaged in pathbreaking work 'in ,their disciplines can
b&.tgood teachers, or whether (on the contrary) university,

staff habitually bury themselves in esoteric Subjects and
negledt their students .' in order to expand, their list of

pulgications. ' These are. the extreme positions in the de-
bate; but evena their proponents easily agree that at any'

level of university teaching, instructors must uridertake

research in order to prepare their courses. ..2'Research" in

thiS context 'means evaluating new contrgitqoos, to the
.literature' in one's field and constantly. i.ea0,astag, in the
light of the' latest work in the discipline;;ZW4 needs to be

covered in individual courses and in degree; gralio. This
ac tivity contributes to . the researcher; sZt,(op4cleacher
knowledge without contributing to knowIe5lge;--4Such, i.e.
to the, furtherance of one's 'discipline or to ,,the. creation of -

any new discipline.

$ The latter sort .of .'knowledge essarily made avail.
table to other researcherAi through puilication. That some
research is conducted with a view to the immediate publica
tion of "findings'', while some has fi more indirece and/or
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;" ^Ton -tern p a off is one of the conSiderations which led'
r71. -P. Bonneau and J.A. carry (197'2) to distinguish' between

research as ,"reflective inquiry' and, on tile other' hand;
frontier resedrch". Frigntier research, AS they define it,

emphasizes but is notlimitedl to empirical investigation; *t'
, consists in the ateemtit !to gain new ground for :,the..map of
knowledge" , and comPrise4 both "the digging up o new facts ,_ .

and the ,intellectual winnowirts of hypotheses" (Vr. I: -30,:
31) On the her hand, Write Aonneau and 'Corry.:

When we turn, from the digging eip, the verifying and the
''assembling of what we knoWs to 'consider the 'larger.meaning of what we know and. to consider what is worth

looking -for and what is most :Worpr,looking-,at, we haVe
"moved into an almost entirely ..inelleCtual activity. We
are no ',longer putting Nature on the rack to,be inter-
rogated: we are conducting an inquiry into thought,
examining the _principles and theor1.4 'by which the gum
of our knowledge, whether in a _narroW sector , a wide
secEor, or over the ',Whole range, has been -given coher-
ence and meaning;' we are looking perhaps for a new
projection for the map of knowledge. We .,are working,
not with the seeing eye or with the mind narrowly focus-,sed, on minute analysis, but rather With the syntheSizing

-:mind, more cphCerned with breadth. of view than with
depth -,'Of specialization and minute analysis" This
kind. of activit$, vital' for fruitful research, and often
the most 'fruitful outcome of 'research, has special
characteristics distin?guishing -it from heavily empirical

.and analytical work. We call it "reflective inquiry."

They continue. (oat p. 31):

[The] distinction between frontier research and
refiective:olniAtiiry help% to digtinguish the coMpo-

.

nentg'-of academic ac, ivity Tahich%re related to
teaching , particirraily-undergraduat& teaching,. and those

t,tha are riot .1?efltctive tnpuiry is4 vital for all good
teaching at all leyxels -because' the brad th of. its . sweep
enlarges 6* visioi ane stimulqtes the mind.. On the
other _hand, erudita scholaeship deppyed- in the class-
,room and focused ,on .:thinutjao often ',has; 1,a stupefying
effect. - Somewhat sWilirly, 4 ,a great. .dal of :highly
specialised frontier 7esearch .a.tthOugh not all
disciplines, is.not in itself a' Vit'a:1 drect service to ..

teaching at all .levels, ?.



'And: on the relationship between the two.'(pp. 32; 33°).
-,;

RefleCtive enqUiry.;i0.is vital to the 'Whole enterprise of
research. Frontier research, - without the guldin and
suggestive light of reflec,tive, enquirY, is in danger, of
getting intco,blind alleys...". On the 'other, hand,. refle''C

%.`t'stive inqUiry which fails to,.keep'in clOse touch with the
, findings 'of . frontier :iesear:ch tends to become insensi.7.
tiVe to the world and life,:. to 'speculate :.in :. a Vac-,..

uum. so

A.:science ..advancing, involves: both The ;des=
tination between' analysis and : synthesis ae-;:nlent414))*r.:'`...

tions .is clear, bUt both ' used'in adVancing:':knOw"
.

Aedge.

At is an imPlieation. tonneau and .CorrYis comments
that :to. attribute staff ime, or effort dichotOnions4y to,',.

research and "notresearch
only

not.Oossible., - Reflec
tive is not ofily..es&entiall good teaching, it
informs and'guidee %research at t4e ,frontiers' of knowledge,
It is ,,then;, vital to achieving excellenCe in bOth the _major
functions of the university; even when it is.not Itself
an : "output ", Or. "prodiic On the Qther hand; it is not z,
merely private understanding (as distinct frOm publiclY.
a'cCessible knowledge): some of the :landnifrks in ,:the history -

of' science-. are In, the nature of reflectiVe inquiry, as in
the cases, of 'Einstein's theory of 'relatilrityi or Keynes'
deneral- Theory of mployment,.. Interest, and:.Money.
ciutstanding wo k' of refleqtivt inquiry may yell take twenty''
years to mat e in the rgind,-Of: the scholar. '

It understandable: that 'tonne* and COrry, shotild
have regretted. the tendency,' ',-!.a fairly ..dimmon. ,one, to di-
regetd reflective inViiry as a research ;activity A usage 7
in which "'research'' .`is meant only as ."frontler -.:research"
does indeed appear to underlie 'efforts .to. estimate the ,CastS
of university research. as distirict.:from the-,--do.gts of'
.struCtiOn and 'Of public service': The very attemtit, hoT.4ever,
does violence to the -,idea of the

.

The .attempt to, cost out university researchlso.,.faCes,.
anothe;;-, more technical,'' Vroblem. nn some grtkUate. pro-

grams, instruction and the conduct research a one and
the -Same activity, since many programs; incilve. a fori
appi-entideship as the primary Meant ""deveroping.the,,in- *:
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dividual's research capacity. - This is especially true of
the natural- and'health sciences and of engineering, but it
is much lesg' true of the social sciences and is rarely if
ever te case in ,the humanitie. the latter areas, the,
research-training component of7" graduate :degree programs
requires the supervisor's assistance in the form of criti-
cism and advice; it rarely involves the joint conduct of a
sin&leresearch project by supervisor and student.

There are, in short, serious obstaaleStto estimating
university,costs, by functibU,v1 know, instances,
however, in which the conlper9.1.4 464 pr difficulties
of distinguishing teaching 404-0-earch- have heen
acknowledged, and the costs of,,research jcalculated
A such a' way as to take account of these di rcuities, The
,two:, studies employ radical (and opposite) assumptions or
definitions. A comparison of them is correspondingly in-
structive for those who would engage in, or lend any cred-
ence to, attempts to estimate the allocation of university
resourcesbetween teaching, research, and public service.

The first of these studies is by John. B. Macdonald and
six others, all of them prominent as scholars and/or uni-
versity administrators. It is entitled' The Role of the

- Federal Government in .Support of Research in Canadian Uni.-
versities,. and is frequently alluded to-as the Macdonald
Report". The authots of this study 'acknowledge, :that they
ha e "...ignored the considerable support which theresearch
an graduate -programs provide for undergraduate teaching,"-

donald et: 1969: 37) but on the other hand they
as-se (at page 34) A.

:!

1iniVersity. rch:ls inextricably interwoven with the
'.':work of ''graduate:stiod'ents.;being supervised toward the
Completion. ofd their tatters, or doctorate (sic] studies.
In the allOCationpf:staff salariet.therCis one 'item. of_

'the mixture that can clearly he separated - -. the item of
.

graduate:. instruction which pertainStO the formal.. unit:
VertityleCture-cpurseS giverC:atAkgraduate, level

6 li-bweVer,--.thesuPerVision Of.--...th-&*S-*.a.<0 work of:grAdu.
,-'..At,'Studenttig,,perhap! a Mere7atporrant'po:Of the
Y0':.'Wholegradbate,tialning,programand',itannbte.easily.%

.,,separ,ated-.fromtesearth carried put;:hy-the strf:tembent
themselvet(reselfrch- for:its own sake or research in

.7, ... .support. of'other ptogra'tsi.suchis.that:.Of.undergraduate
instruction). ;

,fa-.
. . .-

:' :'. ,

-...In. copseq.UenC'e Macdonga and,'his associates
. .

,, 1 (



- ..;
the proportion of seaf salaries to be assigned to research
sucheas- to include all the 'costs of graduate superviSion.
-and researc;h (p. 55) while exclUding classroom instruc-,
tiQn for graduate: students. . On this, basis,' 29 per cent of

Ala4cies were treated as costs. of teearch. In addi7°.;.....

tion tiey included "a rathet:arbitrary traction of '70 per
cent" of library aqAuisitions (p. 33), two thirds ofittfle
coSh of maintaining computing' faegirres, various other
direct costs including-. scholarships for graduate .stUdents,
plus an additional 35Vper cent o1 difect costs as an estim-
ate of indirect :,costs (e.g. of administrat.;41, physfcal
plant, library servid'es, 'and so- :forth). They concluded (p.
37). that research costs amounted to 55 pendent of total°
ordinary university expenditures in 1966-67 a,dding:

. :The total, researcii 'exp ditutas.,of-.Canad;an iyersities
4 we, have assessek:, them may appear to be rprisingly
largi ,They cast sme doubt on the traditions : s'.. ture'
of the universities acarcligg, to which the, ra'haiit,"
prograr are undergraduate educaiiori and the training of
the Professional schocils. Perhap*.OUr view here has
been too.,pweeping..'144.1e have included .Under "research"
the whole gamut of postgraduate activity 7 from aid to :
graduate students to the research-forits"own-sake
carried out by facultkMembers.

The point that deserves emphasis, however, is that a rigor-
ous application of the assumptions made the Macdonald
Report would produce an even larger estimate of .'.research`
costs. Where,: oas in the supervision of graduate students,
the authors. found ,t impossible to disentangle the costs of
teaching dad research, they took research effort a f und am-

,
ental to et,: business of the universitYand. treed 'the
instruction4impartek through thesiS supervision, the NE:allors

of the Macatra-ld Report .; would have.:made. an even higher
estimate ofk,reSearch costs . . It . would have been 'per f ee t ly
logial db indeed;- Perhaps more logical than
makingc,,the compromises whicla put ,research costs as low as 55

. per cettt of university operating!" budgets /.
. .

Thellother study which deserves comment here is un-:
pub1ishe4', and consists.- of 'data..,,,:stipplied-,to the au r at
his reqdft by the.: UniVersitIr of Manitoba (1 shOu d like.
here to *cord my° to Un'i'i)erSity of Manitoba fer.

'fits asSi'jtance.) The tinivertity calculated _program, costs
1974/T5) or 19 undergradnate and fAirst-pro.fes-sional-de ffltee

progra4s; 'and for .graduate progravis :(which for this- purpose
are .',1umped' together); on two basds:". : One whidh includes
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associated research and publit service costs, and one which
exaludes such costs. 'Research': is defined in the study to
include 'Research, Scholarship, and Creative Activitiee : such
as basic research, writing books , etc. and other scholarly

yactivities .no't related di-rectly to Public Services, or
neceteary, for maintaining a satisfactory level 'of teaching
(my emphasis).. Estimates of staff time spent on research
not essential . to good teaching were made by department

o staff- to report the time they spent various activi 1,,; 41.4
6hairmen and deans, rather than by askingndividual, members

ties.' (Though _the° decision to proceed in this way may be.,iti",
criticized, it ensures more consistent observation of ,.the?;,'
instructions on datareporting forms, ':and in my opinion
probably more reliable than individual questionnaires wotildY,

:have been,.)

The Manitoba study, then, inverts the assumptions made
8by. ;the- Macdonald Report when dealing with the problem of
joint supply (i.e., when, the same activity gives rise to two
"'outputs',.,. teaching and research). Macdonald and his associ-
ates, whose, mandate was to examine research costs and fund

. ing, understandably gave privileged t. consideration to re
search; when 'faced with a joint supply problem, they calcu
lated the costs of doing the research, and treated other-

oft.uniVersity expenditures- as a residual. In the Manitoba
study, the 4-aining of students was the main Lotus of at--
tention. Tr?' this study -the investigators asked themselves
(as it were): if the university teaches the present number
of students, observ-ing,,,,standards. now attained, what are the
costs of doing so by program? If there are research and
public service activities unrelated to teaching, which
hypothetically might be abandoned Without affecting the
university's mandate for the 'education .of its students, how.
much would that "extra" research and public service cost?

The answers 'ranged from an "extra" 28 per cent (agricul
Cure) doffn to an ,pextra 5 per .cent .(dentistry), with general,
arts at 22 per -cent, graduate programs at 19 per cent,
engineering at -10 per Cent'. Aggregation of rseafrth costs
alone (i.e., disregarding .public ..service activities 'Which

included in the figures just tquoted ,) across' facul
Lies and schoOls, yielded a figure of less than three per
'cent of the university current budget.

An intuitive response to the findings of these twp
studies may be that to estimate `research costs at 55,per
cent of operatintg expenditures is "too high" and that 3 per. .cent or less is "too low' . better response would be to

:4111-.. 4



reeognize that both figures are probably in the ballpark;

but that what was asked for in the two instances was quite

differeat. To demand an in-between estimate is to require

an arbitrary attribution of staff time and other university

resotTces to research and to instruction as if they were

discrete activities., There are indeed studies which do just

that, but they require the reader to disregard the essential

character of the university' and to connive at the pretense

that the indivisible can be split into its component parts.

Any attempt comprehensively to separate- research costs from

instructional costs must produce, results which mean.nothing

at all estimates of research costs at 20 per cent, at 30

per cent, dr.at 40 per cent- of operating expenditures would

all be equally valid. The attempt itself rests on a mis-

take.

.

(Since these lines were written, the. Canadian Associa-

tiOn of University Business Officers, or CAUBO, . has pub-

lished a Report of the Pilot Study on the Costs of Univer-

sity Research, prepared at the request of the Canadian Com-

mittee on Financing University Research [CAUBO, 1979]. This

is a study which has produced some extremely valuable re-

Sults 'in distingufShing, in six institutions, indirect from

direct costs. The study also shows how indirect costs may

vary from one function to anther The part of the study

dealing with direct: indirect cost (ratios does 'not depend

.facultyaculty activity analySes, all of which necessarily

require, one to treat research and teaching as discrete

activities. As I have said, I disagree with the attempt to

do, this on a comprehensive basis ; and therefore think the

pilot .siudy,,is arbitrary where it 'concludes (p. 50) that

research accounts for between' 32 and 38 per cent of 'iri;.7

stitutional operating expenditures, depending of the case.

pn-. the other4land, I-r'eadily concede that some research is

not significantly related to teaching. Such a project; or

indeed any prOject, may be costed 'within an acceptable

margin of error. For any attempt to do this,' in the case of

a particular research , project , I -regard the pilot study as

invaluable. But ,to do a "full cost" estimat of any project

:means simply that any. instructional or training befit is-
.

treated as a bi'-psifluct or bdnd4.), '

I hope to have discOuraged the -,reeder- f rim "'engaging im.a

rather tempting' exercise, namely to compare sponsored re-'

search income with expenditure on researth. It Wodld be

satisfying to do'this,- because we would, then know whether.

! universities' which engage- heavily id" research (read:

'frontier research ".) thereby incur a financial penalty.



Macdonald et al. (1969) argued this case. They de-
clared (p. 137). that 7...the availability of federal re-
seareth funds restricted to direct-cost coverage im-

Averishes universities through budgetary substitution
:effect simintr to that which can be induCed by [federal]
conditional 'grants [to the pro*incial governments]."

The opposite position, however, is equally plausible:
that universities whose sataff5 obtain external research
support thereby acquiire resources which will be used in part
for, purposes 45f .graduate and undergraduate instruction. If
this case is stronger, than the one argued in the. Macdonald
Report, a research-oriented university could probably
itself at an\ advantage relaeive to those universities which .'
did not4haveY such a hip profile in research.

We L4nnot 'resolve this issue. To do so would require
the separate costing of teaching and research. I have
Airgued4 that, on a comprehensive basis, that is itnpo e.

eoWhat can be done, howevet,, is to enquire into the impact of
's 'sp/Insoifed I.re- search income on excellence in both teaching and4'tresearch. We cannot usefully ask whether research pays for

itself, .. but we ought to be asking. what the availability, of
external research funds enables a university to do, or to do
better.

2.4.2 SOURCES AND DISTRIBUTION OF
SPONSORED RESEARCH FUNDS

In 1978./79 the universities reportea, an income of $357
. million which was earmarked for research.., This represented

124:3 per,,. cent of university operating income excluding
ancillary 'services (see Table 11-2, above). Slightly 'more
than half these funds came from the fede,ral government,
mainly through the three granting councils: the Natural
Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC), the
Medical Research Council (MRC), and the .Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council (SSHRC). Lesser amounts came
from provincial governments, from industy, from charitable
foundations and other granting agencies (some of them non-
Canadian), and from the universiiies' investment .income.
For the data,-see Table II-8.

"Sevgral 'questions arise, concerning the significance of
the data on s;p144. sored research, income. Are the figures
accurate? What 1i'S the pattern of distribution Of research
support among the universities ?" What are the poli6ies,
mechanisms; and pip6e ures which govern the' award of . re-. ,
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search fun most: %fundamentally, What:7 Ls mean,
. by," spon?or.,, r'eseagch;:.inooMe7.. andhat sOrt of e'xPeni.iir.e

researctran'ts 'and '.ontrac:ts cover; or sUbSidrzt?.-.
1

k, -

Mcspningf*;
been' chosen-by
Canada- ord'er.\1 .res%aich grants
j..te di fiCUlt t:o
in th

`spOnSored:. research income ".: The -terin.:
universitSt business off4Cers. And Statistic
I. suspect, 1-o', fusdge the 'criStinction between,'

contKacts. in cased'
kiiow how paiV.GULar

tificeion fs' both Ilbvioutaiiii, importanb.
fil t /*AL, 5i , .. .

ip -Kyrants, are made,,,..naT projects
"er... thAY'..- ietflect 'stlitiiarly and

sari' A, ,_ ,,,. - _,researchea _seessees: -them, "and the;
_

4. tice, ,,,coer either 4 dire t:,
rtrincipitV rivestin.tor(s)., Th

t..th ptbp.c dom4n.
A.., t, '

,--11
pifa ,q5fAtrvs, on the other` the tk..1414;t ,p. ,... .,. ,
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.. r14`ea'ichgi.,-,*g tinie,...;-44-t-her.=. 04.1ementing his dirikgerkA.0:

initis d

sti00.,ftP Paq5#i- 407.:1generally ,(in .Cata
6.bstg nor '.4:;,the','04a-e;4"-.Of''''."'gkie
res*.tsarA..nees4r;i1.S71"'in

i.,,SutstiOting for a 1:64rtrolle..of it. As a rul the::
results of contract r' ear ch are fr-st made. ttya4,1a-hle Eb the

..s.Ponsorm alithibUgh most, contradtsr! 4 ;#1V
... .,.

foT the eventua3. publication, of the optron: bfb. riStlit
:the. els.earWher,'", if the spanso ecidea'
'3himself'. , ..

.ted-i ,
:' .0

tit
* ..,

..r... In ;.practice i. nip.s, be Oficuit:. .o;,..4:sti9guis8h-grants
from- contracts. 4.4rhe financial provISJ:04ria;.i, of both"Savary,

.

;soegtha't4enera1 zation9I-,a out the .rangeg sexpepses they
cover dill tia4.13rinyal.:14atel'.by ,..atZ, cal eases. Nor
is 1.atentifi of -the ...7initiat4:tig.y:. party .`..an infallible ..

,:guide.. IPtilgr are often ififbrMa11,:e.6fitacts betven.-:,university
facnItY *and .Sptrisor,i'np agenCies, ,,with the consequence that
.gOcile. cSnteact*. ate ."' ;1y in thet'hature .'of i. grants in.
,maSquerade. . Y Grants Shil:).! .-meatts part knowing what
sOrtS. of reSeirc re likely to obtii ppoil from gponsOr-
ing bodj.es, lend 'it involve # 4 he implantation (subtly- or
otherwise). 9if i as forwOrthwhile prpject 'in the minds of

I,
'organization men,. public 4'n private. ;indeed many contracts
are quite open,fy. initiated y tle prOpsective investigat'or-,
though :their content essarily reflects also the dieds of.

the ,agencies awarding' them-. ',
',,:- ' V 01

.. . -, ,.
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Cynics may see in contract research the. corruption of

Scientific purpose and the sellout of acddemic independende.

There are undoubtedly instances where research prioritie'S'.-

get distorted because funds for "free" research are hard,tO

come by and contracts ailable for projects of slight
,

n are av or oj

scientific or scholarly promise; indeed, the frequency with

which, .this happens is likely to increase as universities

suffer financial hardship, and faculty seize their op".

pqrtunities where they can find them. The urgency' and

,desirability of engaging in such behaviour may even be

impressed upon faculty by panicky or despondent university

adMinistrators.

The mercenary character of contract research, however,

is easily overstressed. It is not 'necessarily trivial or

scientifically vapid. The sealing of sweet research deals

is not quite .like marrying for money; the behaviour of

researchers On the lookout for contracts may be more akin to

seeking out the company of rich women and marrying for loves

Only the passionate,scientist knows for sure.

The distinction. between grants and contracts ..would be

unimportant were it not that the.-cynies view may be invoked

to discourage all contract research, . or indeed any arrange-.

ment the full. costs of research salary and

non-salary direct and indiiect -- are met from outsidethe-.

university.: Opinions. on'this will affect one's recommenda-

tions for government policy in the sponsorship of r4Search.

Reliability of the data. Probably a higher proportion

of grants income is reported than is the case with income

from research contracts. Both, it will be recalled, normal-

ly are awarded to the individual faculty member rather than

to the university. No doubt accounting practices vary among

the unive'rsities, with some being more insistent owknowing

about all grants and contracts, 'as well as any signVicant

amounts- of consultancy income, received by'faculty. ,BOw-

ever,. if contract obligations can be fulfilled on apart-

timetime basis, in addition to one's regular responsibilities as'

a faculty 'member (that is, ey .are really a glorified

form of consultancy), and if Hey do not requireathe large-'
scaleuseofunivesity'eqiiiaentands'suppliea, the sums,
involved may go un ported.

Grants. are less likely' to .b0held:Tithout the 'official

2.4,2



knowledge of the university, although the docking of an
administration,fee from uants which are handled 13S, uni-,
versity financi4,officers may discourage their reporting.

67 In most instances, however --especially in the case of_MRC
and NSERC grants_-- granting agencies may require university
administration and university accounting for ,research funds.
Nonetheless some forms of award (such as leave fellowships
which are not included here under the ":t0ea#h .grants"
category) may be exempt. All this is to suggest' uncertainty
about, lbw seriously to take the datareported by university
financial officers, especially in the case of contract

''research. Since university financial reports to the Canad-
ian Association of University Business Officers (CAUBO) form'
the basis for Statistics C p.nada data on university finances,
the tenability of the Statscan data is open to qUestion.,

..7,, For this reason I:ran,a loose. teSt on the data supplied.,
by the. universities to. fhe:CAUBO,:: by competing it with
figures published by the National Research Council,';andWith
informatidn contained An annualrePOrtsOf the three. grant-..
ing councils.(Table 11-9). Jnboth cases, the data (unlike
the .CABBO/Statscan data) come fri314thepponors rather.. than

(
from the r ciPients. The comparison shows 'that the mi
versiies ay be hnder-reporting sponsored research income
from the fedetal granting councils by as much asten per
cent, although differences iniaccOunting: conventions Vitiate,
any sttict comparison. Since, of.all .forms of sponsored
research.income, funds froth thejederal granting counCi1S
are. the most likely'to come to the attention of university
accountant, it is quite possible that under- reporting from..
other. sources substantially exceeds. ten per cent. _.

. Of the comparisons made _in- Table 11-9, 'one-is between:
the.CAUBO/Statscan data and data from the 'annual Directory

A of Federally Supported Research in .Universities, published
1F7-by the National ResearCh Council. For each item:. except

NSERC. grants, the CAUBO /Statscan data exceed thefigureS
given.::in.the:NRC-directory 7- grossly,. so in the case of
SSHIlind:in the.case:Of-departments and agenciesoeher.
the_ granting councils....it- appears'jf-one looks only at,
columns:Land 2, either that the universities are-inflating
their sponsored research Income '(whiCh:they. might do; .giVen.
the problems of classifyirig certain- types of :operating.
fncome,. and the prestige' associated, with.'. being a:re-search-

otiented uniVersityle or That one ShOuid take very seriouSiy
the t.larning in theNRC dii ctoty,tbat, The projects list-./'
ed,. -in' many:cases,: form iy .'pa.r.t of the entire funding
'activity of a depaKtment Or agency, thds the fiscal.total-lis'.

1



A 4104RION.Oe DATA-SOURCES ON FEDERAL 'SUPPORT FOR

UNIVERSITY RESEARC1978/79

-::NR.C Directory

Annual Repolts
Btatscani of Granting

CAUBO . Councils

. (2) r' (3)

NSERC 9.42.04 86,901 96,562

trI)Ic'.;
44080.. 52,111 57,099

SSI'R -_:4','203 11,288 13,696

Subtotal: "` 150,287 . 150,330. 167,357

Other 23,231 53;399 . NA

4 TOTAL .
173,518 203,-229 NA

4

Sourtese National-.Researcil Council: Directory of Federally Sup-
- ported Research in Universities (1978 -1979 edition).

AUCC: :Financial Statistics of Universies and Colleges
1976-1979 "Prepared by Statistics Canada lor'the .Canad7
.ian Association of University Business. Officers"

(c),%upo.

Annbal reports of,the Nat,ural Sciences. and Engineering.;.

Research Council; the`. Medical ReseaTch Council, and the
Social. Sciences and Humanities Research Council, fOr

1978/79. s.



not netessariay equal to the gross amount distributed;;
.

funding body_for7re'searCh support

DO the universitieq' over-report,' or does the NRCAirec-
tory.under-report?. The directory's data on .NSERC grants,
and the information drawn from the annual reports.of the

granting.councilsy suggest that the university figures, far
from being inflated, may even err on the side of modesty, in
the'Sense that funds which do support research in universi-
ties are- not adminiatered by university business officers
and do not appear in university financial reports. One case
in point is the NSERC grant. -- about $1.8 million in 1978/79

for the support-of TRIUMF, (Tri-UniversitY\"Men Faci
lity) located on the UBC campus. Quite possibly, however,
part of the discrepancy is explained by non coincidence, of
the university financial year with the financial year of the
granting councils.

2.4.2.1 The Traditional Role bf .the
Federal Granting Councils

',-.The research support functions formerly.. performed by the
National Research CoUnciI (NRC), an.d.the Canada Council' were
,'.taken over:in 1978 by the newly4CreatedNatural:Sciences and
Engineering.Research:CbUncil (NSERC) and theoci4 Sciences
and HUManities Research Council:(SSHRC). These two councils
and the Medical.-ReSearch:Couhcil-:(MRC), together provide..
about 42'per tent 'of the. universities' research support
'income.

Historically, the principal job of the.granting councils
has-. been (in , the words of an MAC policy. statement) "to

,.support good;,reaearch initiated by.competent investigators.
in fields of their own choice". ':.The councils' traditional
-role in supporting university research has been:, largely a
.passive one, leaving the initiative .with the researchers
themselves rather.. than -,allocating funds actOrding to an
inventoryHof.national needs.

y



Direct .assistance to

xesearchers

There are'many kinds of research grant, and the form of

the grants which are made in addition, of course, to the

amount of money available 'directly affects the develop-

ment of the universities . Wot only the unive rsities' re-

search capabilities, but the quality of their teaching at

both tti graduate 'and the undergraduate levels, are affected
by the practices of funding agencies.

Various types of grant may be distinguished from each
other on the basis of:

. .

--,specificity of tAg sUb ject for which the grant is

made : a, single pro iec t , a gentral area,: of research,

or research training:.: including the reorientation of
the scholarly interests of esNhlished researchers;

. 5 ,

-method of allocation: by peer review of proposals
originating from the investigators according to their
own conception research 'priorities; by peer review

of proposals' aimed at respondiag to previously an--

nounced research priorities; or by administrative

decislon, presumably consistent _ with articulated

policy objectives;

--recipient(s): single researcher; a research team with
one or more named principal investigators; university

departments or their chairmen; universities or uni-

versity presidents;

--term: 1 the number of years. fot

ments are 'made;

strategy for making: best use of fund to build on

existing areas of strength, to initiate new areas of -

streng0 , and/dr to make up 'deficiencies (by subject
area) or disparities (by institution; or region);

-coverage: the typesVf expenditure met by .ttle grant,

i.e., part . ors 'all .df 4 the costs, related td specific
'

projects:

which funding commit-

,:salary or part -01 41of Principal investigatorW;

:research assistance. including that provided by., ....

graduate,Studenes.;
-,i-

\.,



:equipment and supplies;.

:services, e.g., computer , consultancy, secretarial,

: travel ;:

114V ;
:accounting and administration. Of 'the: grant;,

:ndirect Cbsta , e.g., space use of, shared library
or. laboratory facilities;

o and/or .the costs of providing !researCh infrastructure:

:current expenditure: costs of running; a "research.
facility e.g.,-. 4 laboratOrY or cOrdputing centre;
and

:capital expenditure: :PurChase of expensive :equip-
merit suitable for several research projects;
rary resources ;_ buildings .

In Canada :the standard_ f9rm of grant is a subEl sidy
aWarded to indiVidual faculty members; or occasionally to
groups of researchers, to asst them in meeting the costs
of specific projects over ao period of one to three years (in
medical research, up to five years). "Standard form grants!!
( if we may invent a term) are awarded on the basis of peer
ad judica.tion A without reference to criteria other than the
scientif ic:or scholarly merits of the application: They
co ver fiateb ials, equip6ent,:and stipplAs , salaries for re-
search 4ssistants, secretarial and other 'services, travel
( transportation, hotels, teals, etc.) and generally all
typese of expenditure. incurred in research, with two majOr,
exc6ptions: , they do not cower any part.. of the salaries of
the prineipal :investigators, nor indirect costs. A number
of different programs from each council. aat. grouped tog,ethet

.

under our heading "standard, fo-rif grantss". (Table II.710).

Direct assistance to researchers, on the model just
described, accounts for most of the '.grants adminisisered
through the three councils. The for stan-'
daord .form grants; and othet major . types 'of unoil. activlty
are given in Table' II-110., These other activities- 4.nclude
research S'il3osidiea;which differ in some way( s0 from the
standard,rform; so'e of 'them will be described, later. :Ai the
me/vent , it is important to trace the Start:lard form'-of
reieatO Support has affected the development, of the uni,-

1 ' ;
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AAs a result of the policies of the . grant.Ing,
.

'

all faculty-members at Canadian :univeftities haNeitaCC'et's tO:
funds f4or the support of research one ;projects. they them-
selves deem, to be worthwhile.. Basically, university faculty
in Canada ale free-lancers 'iri research They rely-uPOn the
universities fo.r office;' 'and laboratory 5pacei. for their
salaries, and for time 'free from Othert thitieS to., conduet.
,research. EqUinment costs, assistants' salaries., supplies,:
travel fundS, and, other research.celrenolitures.,:are".;friornially
c6yered by grants for which. -they;,maY appropri-
a 6, Council or to other fundiirg: agencies.

c

Thel extent to . which- scholarship' and the conduct of
research. dePends upon support from the. granting's' "councils
varies COnsideraba'y from one discipline :group to another.
There are distinctive research support Pat,terri.s., the
humanities, and the .social sciences, in the, bicimedical.
in the natural sciendes, and in engineering.

In the humanities and. voclal sciences, ifiosteresearch
';&

requkres little or 'rio speciasl financial assisanse,..'pr'qvided
the .riecesSary .research materials are 'available 4,t%the" uni-
v ersi ty. Non-7univerarty, funds may be.,required f& -travel to
obtaiti access to documentary sources dr.Tanuscriptsp to use
research collection§ in distarit "librarie , Or tglr inter-

.

views. The sums ingolved-are frequently odest , at least by
comparison, with [frontier research in other 'disciplirtes.. A

gfant - 'Obtained and spent;'One. year may -Provide the :scholar
with the materials he needd for a petiod of fiveYears or.
,more. Some'. projects, such at th$ge"involving surveY
sear ch and eittensive data. manapvlation, are.quite expensive
and cannot' pe. cOri'duCted other. than with tnecial .research',
supfiOrt funds. But 'fort the . most 'part limiting factor
is the ppincipal investigator' s ,-;Specially since the
character of the work is .'snch limit - the
amount, of help, which .even, the ^moist' 'ableLE:4'pearbh aOistarits
can provide. '

Sirice lack of time is ,
typiCalli the factor .which limits

research effort in .the humanities and:social sciences,,. it is
perhaps not utpiidin& 'that only five :or, six ,per cent. of` the
estimated 16,000- faculty iFv.,these discipline-area§ .apps ty .for





°TABLE II-10

GRANTING COUNCILS: .EXPENDITURE BY MAJOR AREA OF ACTIVITY

1978/7.9

GRANTS

"Standard Form": Grants
...(PerCent4ge nfgrAnts budget)

in milltions of dollars).

NSER MRC

(1) :(2) .

.

Grants 4b Institutions.
of. grants bUdgetl,

.

-tStrategi4 ,Grants.
(perce.ntage of grants budget)

Other Grants'
.

(percentage of grants budget) k

Subtotal ("Grants budget")
(peicentage of Council budget).

41..6 8.3
(71%) '.X73%) (61%1

20.4 14.6
(21%) N (26%)

.7%4 .6
(8%) (1%)

.5 .3
(1%) (1%)

96 6 57.1 '13.72
(88 ). t(918) (45%)

5.

(3.9% ) ;.

FELLOWSHIPS, SCHOLARSHIPS,
RESEARCH TRAINING GRANTS,'.
AND 'SCHOLARLY EXCHANGES
.percentage of Council budget).

OTHER
(Percentage of Council budget)...

tqTA4, (Council budget)
11. 4

12,0
(11%)

'1,1
4'1%)

109.7

5.7 13.3
(9%). (44%)

.2 3.4
(11%).

fi3:0 30: 4

1

Not\e:
,

Zech council has% distinctive programs; even where pro-
.grams, are broadly similar, the erminology used
frequently Varies Moreover; .the councils group. their.
Programs under - different headings in their..annual

193



reports. Accordingly, ,the categories used in this ,table
have been defined in such a way as to:make the figures -
as closely comparable and.gotheof the
terminology has; ' been inved' in.order 'to avoid using'
terms having different meanings for diffelrent,doUncils,
Grants :do not:,, include itipetids::OrSaalary supPOrt for -

principal investigators except in two 'cases: "strategic
grants (see text, .Section andfgralits -

institutions '(see text, SeCtio0 2.4.2.1.2); the latter
include fellowships when the university'::applies on
behalf of *the grantee or must actively elipport his
application,. .for examPle'by 'promiSe ,of appropriate
academic rank-:. FellowshiPs; etc. dorraist:.

for universitY.4faculty who are relieved Of:tneit':..n6rmal
tahre.§ponsibilities. and may be away 'Rfrom, .theie home in

titutione,. and for graduate stUdents;:Eut..it should be
noted that addit4onal graduate student and research
`trainee'support is .provided: out of research .grants, to
faculty (see Section 2.4.4).

Nurces: Annual reports:..fof the Councils.'
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research grants, to the SSHRC; in spite of the Council's
position as hear7monopoly funder in the relevant. disci-
plines._ (Some contracts are available, mainly, through
govetnment departments and agencies, though, their magnitude
appears to be small in relation to the, grants made through
the SSHRC.) In 1978/79 the Council awarded about. 770 re-
search grants, with alotal value of just over $8 million:

. /

Perhaps the most remarkable thing about the research
> suppott :policies 'in,,thehumani-ties and sacial--sciencea is

that grants are available f6r alt. projects which are tavola-

/

rahly asSessed.by aecholar's peers. In 196.5/66 the Canada'.
Conricil'adopted an openended.poliCy -of supporting. all

5\research grant applications that passed a prescribed test. of
merit,- regardless of total cost. This policy remained in
effect as., long as the Council retained /itsresearch support

.. fUnction (Milligan: forthcoming). andlgas inherited by the
SSHRC!in-1978/49. It appears,to:haveTheen endorsed by the
.newCauncil in its five-year plan, which States that7All
proposals which are.!rated'Ilighly.by several outside assess
'Ors receive'funding" (Canada, SSHRC, 1979b: '16).-Invprac-,
tice about'' 70 per. cent of the. applicants:are successful in

-ob!taining sup0Ort, 'not necessarily at a ieVel even close to
the suM'apPliedfor,, but ptill:in an, amount deemedadequate
by: he assessors to carry out- the approved parts of the
project described.in _the application. The current 70 per
cent- autcess,rate compares: with 1970/71 and 1971/72 suc- ..
cess rate of almost 85 peiCent --.:An indiation that the

,budgetary restrictions, on' the Council, and perhaps. the
generally more ...sober' mood. an the uni\rersities during the ..

-:.-'seventies, has indved assessors to be more critical than
in the recent past.

,
.

.
.

It may occasion surprise that.theVopetrende&policy of
supporting all highly rated proj+s'haS survived the . de-
Clin01-1. publicfunding .(in_constant'dollars) experienced-,by

. theCounCils during the mid 'seventies. To maintain the
policy, the Canada Council cut out some programs, such as
support for. library acquisitions, and cut back in bthers:

!for example,, it redd ced. the scale of its largest program4.
Oe)3re-.doctoral fe4Owships.'. These expedients, however,
were .SUCCessfuljn' enabling the Council 'to maintain its

reseerch'support: policy.OnLybeCause of a 30 per cent decl-
ine in the.numbet.:Of doctoral fellowship applications (which.
teducedthe nuMbet of awards without sharplixliminishingthe'
success rate), and a.20, per cent declinein the number of

'reseatch.,gratit applications (Milligan: forthcoming).. : As'

noted aboVe, assessors have also 'been tongher:..
,
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The decline in the number of applications, in both the

major program, categories relevantto.the support of scholar-
/ ship, as administered by the Canada Council and more re'

cently by the SSHRC, is a telling, indicator of the seriogg
situation facing the social sciences and humanities in

Canada today. It gppears,that in these-fields the effective
restrictions university research deriVe from the dismal
employment pro ects 'facing recently - grated: Ph.D.'s
(whose theSes mak a major contribution toffesearch), and

from a-shortage o faculty time availably for research.

The factors whiCh limit research in-the natural sciences
and engineering are rather diffeAnt. In these disciplines,
equipment and supplies are vastly more expensive than in, the-

humanities and social sciencea, and More-of the work can be
conducted byr professional research assistants or by ,graduate
students under the supervision of'the&Fincipal inylstiga-
tor). "Under thgse conditions /the funds available to meet

direct non-salary eXpenses are definitely .the-major re--
t

striction on the condact of research: Although 4.n en-
-

. gineering it is likely that "abbut half the funds received in
aieof, research derive from..contradts, the"pure sciences

rely very heavily on the NSERC,grants,,q, Since, most research
requires a regular infusion of funds, 1meny facuItY Meibers

would be forced simply tO quitIdoing research ifthey could
lot obtain an annual grant fromthe Council.. A large grant

will enable the researcher to conduct hih..work on a rela

tively generous scale, and a smaller 'grant willmean that he
has fewer graduate students and less pr inferior equipment,

and hence is "limi in the number of projects.he can con-

duct; but the cha aeter of the work is- frequently less

affected than is its cale.
C

Perhaps these factors ,are, the ones that, explain the

manner in which the NSERC allocates its operating grants.
The policy may be summarized as: (1) funding 'newly-,
appointed faculty for a period of three years or so, to get

them on their feet and give ehem an opportunity to. prove

themselves; (2) making grants primarily on the reputation of
the applicant 'rather xhan on the project for which funding

is sought; and (3) spreading the available funds aroundto
almost everyone who is "in 'the circuit" on the assumption
that each will learn to live with less than he would like,
but that"' few if any good scientists will be denied 'alto-

.

gether the opportunity to engage in research. %

.9.6 2.4.2.1.1
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.Through the NSERC's1 opdrating grants program, almost
5300 faculty members just under 60 per, cent of the some

9,000 full-time teaching staff in the relevant departments
-- receive funding (Canada, NSERC, 1979b: 16;'Canada,
NSERC, 1979: 32); Reportedly, about 90 per'centAf,the
applicants in any 'one year obtain a grant, though tf. may be

half or less' of what they ask foi. One way of interpreting
the high success rate is to hypothesize thata person who is
unsuccessful in two or three coMpetitions may effectively
drop put of the research force. This Atendency would be
encouraged by the practice of makinggrants on the bast's of
the applicant's reputation, especially since without. funding
a faculty member cannot conduct research and therefore
cannot realisticarly even. enter the competition. .

Accordingly,.perhaps the key datum to look at As not the
success rate, but the ratio' of grant, recipients. to full-time

eligible faculty. In 1974/75, 'the ratio Was-almost:80 per
cent for the ebup aged und4y 35, but it Aeclined sharply
among "ceder faculty. Less than half .of the fac4lty aged

45-49, and about a quarter of those aged over received'

grants (Canada, N8-ERC, 1979b:, 16). This prpfile is con-

y'sistent with Eurdppean and American date correlating research'
Productivitywith° age, though the apparent decline in re-,
search activity may possibly be exaggerated by the NSERC

figures since senior scholars may'have greater access to

funds.obtaine through, contract. Indeed, the.overall "re-
searcli_fofte p rticipaelon to figure published by NSERC

the 60 per figure probably an understatement

since contract funds are, an important source of sdpport dn'
the applied, sciences.

. -

In the biomedical field, research support patterns are

again .distincfive. The Medical Research Council supplies

About half the research funds in the relevant disciplines;
its activities are complemented by specialized agencies,'

'many of which support research on specific-diseases. In

addition; the medical schools themselves generally support

research rather more heavily than other faculties can afford
to do. This is possible because of the close association of
medical training with clinical practice; which 'in most

universities yields an income for the medicali schools.

Nonetheless, for certain Areas of .biomedical research, the

MRC is virtually the only available' source of funds.



MRC suresearch t pOlicy- is alfected by itanop7'

:monopoly position, y its;'missionorientation", and by
concentration of 'me ical researchers almbst eicclUsIvelY. ;.

the J6 medical schools: These circumstances -.enable ,/..ind

perhaps even encourage, the Council tO! eXercise much tighter
'..;'controls over the.researdt it sponsors! than do' Oe other ,twb:

granting. counCiis:

It. is ..the policy of the MRC 4o fund. t She hest PrOposal
at a level iufted adequate::hy the assessors to carry out the

',Project envisioned .in :the. application. .effect, !thife.

Council: says that to do the :researcher. will.. need. so

many lab Tas s is tants such-7-and-suCh equipment, and' a supplies

budget of: "y"d011ars; the Sum.Sallocated:will generally'. be .

less' than the'optimum, 'tut will still be tailored to meet

the requirements of the project. Proposals are given a
pribrityr ranking, and a line is drawn somewhere On:the-list
accord ihg to the COUncil' s budget ; .t hose above ' the, line get

funded 'aqd those below it do not.

: To some extent' :the ,Otiority ranking_. of projects-

affected by the MRC'S position :.as only one of several fund

ing agencies.' regards .`itself .'as: the baSio-oagency for the,

:support of -biomedical redearch and it : accordingly, funds
projects which have potential:application :,to several types

of disease ; more specialist and clinical ly-briented agendies

,.ca4 rest, on the base provided by the 1IRC. When there, -is a

project whiCi-v.coMes within .anarea overlap.....:. between the

MRC and a specialist agency (say, t ef National: Cancer In-

spkitute) the 'two bodies spthetimes each informal agreeMent

aA to which' of them will ipOor the, project in question

The MRCJS cutoffpOint fdr suCd ssful applidatrOns tends,. in
areas of oVerlap;:--, to be somewhat higher- than in .;areas for
Which it a i4° virtually the only ,fundee avaable This is an ..

important fact in considering the / e of the data
,

:on application's and success-ratios;.

It is estimated that abbut,.4O00f. faculty in the. releVant

university departments (mAinl'T:pl.:"thefiledical schools). have''

the appropriate academic, base from .,shish. to apply for an 'MRC

. grant The Council has: opinions- from the deans Hof 4
,

medkine_regatding the 'aptitude of f-thLr faculty for medical .

researCh;:in the deans' judgeMent,l'about 7Q per bent' are

: worgh :;supptil*ting for research. purposes (Ehis would _make
about 4.4per-of the 4000'. Of these';'. about two thirds, ac-

cording 0-MRC staff, obtain. research support through the

Council 7t1i-at would make 1850i rather. More than thet16$

officially stated to be receiving support in 1978/7 The

2.4.2.i.1
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latter figure suggests that about 40 pesr cent
faculty are receiving MRC Asuppori; so 7e of these' will .also .
be obtaining funding from other agenci s concurrently: Bat

perhaps fhe- most telling datum is' hat in 1980M1 the
CoUncil intends to award only about 70 "new grants", that,

is, grants to beginding reseatch s- or to seasoned re- 4

searchers x.itlo are not simply -propo ing. continuation of a

project already funded in previous y1 ars. _Currently, in the

n *Ants category, only &abut one applicant in four is
suc6e4sfid,.

It is appropriate now to retu n to our general proposi!-.,

tion, that Canadian university faculty . have access,' to eF1'
.ternal funds. for the support of their research. From qui
survey, of the policies* and pract ces o the thrv7counCILS).
relating to the standard .form of grants, we - may infdr that '
the proposition means very different things in differetit,

discipline-areas,. In. '.the, hulanities and -sOcial sciences
research, support is relatively" easy to obtain .be many

projects do not rely on them or do so only for a short )'%
period, of time in relation to the-wife of the project; the'
proportion of faculty applying for and receiving grants iS

small. In the natural sc ces,4 very little research cats be

conducted without external supori; such support is fairly
easy tp obtain as long as a researcher Apintains a satisfac-
tory level of productivity though the mounts obtained may
be ;,ar less than hoped for by the applicant and may severeffy
limit ,thescale of the work.in which he engages. In en-

gineering the situation is, similar,. 'though the readier.
availability of contract retarch redutps the faculty memb-
er's dependence on. NSERC. ,the field, grants
are quite hard to come by and depend more than. in the phys-
ical-' sciences on the substance of the. prOject; but research
is funded at a level adequate to. project, ,and. those who

do not 'obtain ' MRC grants may nonetbeldss.be successful --
depending on the area in which they work in obtaining
suppoil from other agencies.

Nov, let I's look at this set- of facts lrow -a different

angle, from the university's perspectivt rather than that of _

the 'research..,4k.

To maintain high Standards in teaching the university...
.
:needs an: academic staff who are actively contributing to the
extension of knowledge and the furtherance Of .scholarship.

-The availability of external. research funds, has assisted the,
. 0.
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universities, enormously in the recruitmenf of -an active
-

faculty. This was .a particularly important factor in the

expansicin of a decade' ago, when ,deans and departmental

chairmen could -- and, Aid point to the high success';
ratios'in 'the council's grants- programs as-evidence of the'

easy availability of research assistance. Codversely, the.,

experience of the 'seventies (in which research support

'through the-grantina councils has 'dliindled, especially in

the natural -sciens and -engineering) has been 'a major

handicap in ensuring the retention of the most dynamic, and

productive faculty. The problem has not, been thatfvery good
researchers have been unable to obtain external funding, but
rather that the scale mad concentration of the fundsavail-
able has been .such.aS to leave foreign (Particularly U.S.)
universities in far superior position. 9neemay, properly

rconclude that i the recruitment and retentibn of staff,.the ,

availability o adequate external reseawh funding is of'-

- fundamental importance, and that the, Calkadian record has

bee axed 7 follbving very largely. the budgetary-foAunes
of e,granfing councils4

, , f

,

, Research,, funding also affects university staffing in

another way-. . "Outside 'the humanities and the social sci--,

ences, most '=faculty Members are dependent upon annual ox'

biennial (or- Occasionally"less frequent) renewal of their
grants if. they are .to. remain active in research., The coun-

; cils, with- their networks of 'assessors and consultants,

constitute.' a valuable external monitoring agency on £he

. research performance of ..universit3, faculty. The councils'

decisions, of, course, are, not infallible -- for this reason

any near-monopOly situation in research, funding is regrett-

able but they do dffer a means of iAentifying, at a

relatively early stage in' their careers, those whose re-

searchsearch promise is slight. ; Negative decisions taken by an

outsideehbody are not immune to charges .of favouritism or

parti pris, but external assessors are les§ suspect in these
regards than are a person's, colleagueS from within his own '

department. In the latter, personal friendships and animo-
,

sities inevitably arise; moreover, expertise in a particular
faculty member's field may -be lacking, and professional

judgements may correspondingly be open to charges of in-'

eptitude: These considerations do not ap,Oly, or apply only

Tith diminished force, to the peer.reV,ieF processes under-
taken' by the granting councils. When a junior faculty

member is unable to establish himself as a researcher of,-..

high'repute among his peers, as would be implied by inabil-
ity to obtain external funding it should,be recalled that
here we are discussing the situation outside the humanities

'2.4.2:1.1-



and. social sciences -- he is thereby discouraged from con-
tiquing, to pursde an academic career. In addition, when a
deCision on renewal of appointment cfr on a tenure applica=
tion comes up, staffing 'committees, departmental chaikmen,
and deans could .scarcely inore it if the calididat' was
unable obtain external research suppott.

/

Put simply, .a faculty member .who .does not engage' kn.
research -- reflective enquiry and/or digging at the front- 4

ier is deadwood. Anything that assists a unsity in
identifying these people, and in removing ldiem, ip an,ele-

.ment in solving one of the university's most intractable'

.problems. This May be one Of the contributions made by the
peer tevietz system employed by the granting co -unclip fOt the
assessment of-research support applications.. It is:limited',
contribution, though, because a negative assessment lnaycome
too late in an individual's careen Another limitation is

that the.character of research and scholarship in /the huma=
nities and social. sciences is such that,many faCulty mem-,
hers, perhaps excellent ones, seldom have occasion to submit
their, wok to external appraisal for fesearch funding put-

-

4poses, as'is routine in some disciplines.

The policies of the granting councils also affect,
Canadian. universities .and the' characteristics of the Canad-
ian reseach system'in ways not related' to staffing..- The
.councils' practice of spending tde bulk of their research-
support bud ets on grants to individual faculty,, to cover

/direct costs nly,'contributes to:
,..

/..the condu t of research thrugh a large. number of
individuall directed .project rat er than through the

N ILconcerted: fforts of research.te ms under the Airec-
tion, of a adedic-entrepreneurs;

,,

--7equality of status among. academic staff, or a prestige

t
ranking among. them bap

(

on achieVement rather. than
occupancy,of academic chairs or thejloiding of honoti-.'0
fic7administrative positions; . \

-:,the ttrengthening of faculty -independenCe vis-a-vis
.

the university administration;
/ v

.-the scattering of research facilities and activities
among the universities., though not evenly so;.

- -the development of Canadian'scholarship.and. science
neither on,the basis of delibetate specialization nor

2.4.2(.1.1
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of plavtad comprehensive , coverage of majc4 areas of
enquiry;\

,

---the orientation of Canadian scholars 'and researchers sz,
to an- internation'al academic community, and the in-.
tellectual and scientific problems, which preoccupy it,
_rather than to specifically Canadian problems, needs., .

or goals, or to the _needs of -industry,bancl technolog7-
ical.developaient.

It, woad be foolish to contend ;that all tneSe features of
Canadian:academia are traceable_ uniquely to the practices' of
the granting_ councils; still, theie features are all

this't.o /the fred-lanCring role' of silty in researCli; and this lit"
turn Is made possible by' th' fly. liability Of standard.. fOre
grants. The councils' ol n the administration of these::
grants has been largely- passive' or reactive; leaving the
.initiative to the apPlicant. - It is in the .UniVersity',s,; -
interest to assist, not to restrict, its faculty in Obtain-,'.
ing ex,tetnal -support for- their research Thus

, the direction. ,of research In the ,universitY and to some,

extent dUrriculum deielopinent as well, follow the in-
tellectua): tastes and ,predilections -.V the staff and
very little subject, to.- direction by depa'rtmental Chairmen;

6 institute directors, or se ion, . administrative' ,officers.
This is ()Ile, of the major factors to bear ' in mind in any
diScussion or the rationalization ot ,university systems, and
the choice of arias of specAlizationo for individnal in-

,. stitution
2.4.2.1.2 Grants to_institutions:

A potiOn of the grantiing
funds' haye traditionally gone,
searchers, but to institutions..

these grants `on the univerSitie
tively, has been very different_

councils' researc suliport
not .,directlyter the re-

In some cas the effect of
indiV duallY and colleC-

from W t...haS:: been described
in the pr ev,to us section-. .

I, k

The councils' grants s institutionsns in 1978/79 are
summarized in - Table .II-11:: A rather, large tnumber "of. prok-;

grams have been grouped' together in this: table: Under .five
headings,, of which-only the '"general reSearch grants" Cate;-;
gory has been labelled 'An _accordance with restablIshed. usage.'
Although it is inconvenient to coin new-terms, 'there w;a6..-:- 4

really -no choice abote it, since there is no standard termi7 °)



TABLE II-11

GRANTING COUNCILS1 GRANTS TO INSTITUTIONS 1978/79

NSERC

pr9gram

GENERAL

RESEARCH

GRANTS

EQUITABLE

TREATMENT

.GRANTS

,general'

research

grants

m. %

4.7 4.9

mRck

irOgiam

general

research'

grants

SSHRC

% program $

general

research

s",'7 .1.2 grants 1.2' 8,8

RESEARCH

APPOINTMENTS

regional

development,

grants 2.0 4'2;1

special

assistance'

to small

universities

development

grahts

I.

5 2.7,

associateships

or career investigators 2.5 4.3

scholarships 2.2 4.0

FACILITIES

AND

,EQUIPMENT,

Core grants 3.4 3.5

Institute

grants

Equipment

grants

1.0 .

majoi

equipment,

purchase and

maintenance 2,6 4.5

co
co,

CONCERTED

'AC/ION

GRANTS

MRC groups 5.0 8.9 progrM

grant.e

editorial ' 1.5 10,8

grants

TOTALS.

NAte::- a.- Percentageof grantS1) dget..(see Table 11-6, Explanatory Note)
-Jbr 1477/78'; not listed or 1978/75

c.. Comprises tquipmeht grant Major, Equipment' Grants, and Major Installation Grants

0 I),
rd

L.,

, 4.
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General .research grants are grants to the president 'of

the university and are allocate-within the insti ution
at his discretion. The size of the aggregate gra t is

based on a.formula which reflects the dollar volume of
grants awarded4to faculty at the inStitution concerned.

Gener#1 research grants area device-.to supply the
university with' a, small.:' fund for'assisting faculty who-
did not obtain their own grants, for "topping up" grants '

where necessary for the purchase of equipment or wHere
otherwise ;judged desirable, for maintaining facilities

and equIpment used in several research projects (i.e.,
/for covering some portion of indiYect costs' of re-

search), or for other purposes.
In the case 'of SSHRC, the Council does not itself

review -apPlicatioc*s for less than $2500 (a sum which can
easily coyer the direct non-salary costs of certain

projects in the huthanities and social sciences, though

such an amount would be risible in the'naturalsciences
and in biothedical research). The universi?les are

expected to make their own grants where less than $2500

is involved; the SSHRC general research grant provides

.'them 'with a means of doing so. This arrangement pre-
sumably .explains'the 'relatively high proportion of. the.

SSHRC budget which goes pb this _particular program. It

is not really a very satisfactory arrangement, since it
encourages applicants to ask for more than $2500 if they

can Credibly, go so. Moreover, there is unlikely to be ,a.
.

close ,correlation between the sums granted for expensive
projects and the need for supporting -a large number of

inexpensive ones. For example, a single project based

on survey research can easily cost the same as a life-

time ,of scholarly work in libraries.
No doubt the general research grants programs

involve some inequities in allocation of funds among.
institutions. They- also place a premium from the

university's point of view if not from that of the

individual researcher. - on expensive projects. Against
these disadvantages must be placed the-bvident need for
discretionary research funds for, administration within

the uniVersity, if for no other reason than that the

granting councils can,make mistakes, Apart from these

general: considerations, and the rather nebuious conclu-.

sioAs one may draw from theta, it does not seem possible
to identify a specific impact which the general research
grants are likely to have on university development in
Canada.

.1897'

Equitable treatment grants. One disadvantage with.: the

I 2.4 c2.1.2...
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scheme Of research supportbased on standarcf.form grants
is that.the,established. Universities.;May be able to

capitalize on thefadt -,that they got .a head start:- an,

initial advantage may becself*reinforcing. Although the
concentrattion. of - research facilities.maY have its ad-
vantages, it may also result in inequitable treatmentof

;" certain institutions and may.,:feeda grievance of certain
regions where there'. Are:few iongtestablished universi-
ties, The result may be 'a regional. imbalance in., the

allocation,offederal research monies, asshown-in Table
11-12.

To compensate for this inconvenient'situation, twO4

of the councils make grants to universities which appear
to stand ih.need of beefing up their research establish7
ments and research performance. I have labelled these
"equitable treatment grants".

The ORCaDeveloOmentranti fall into thiS cate-
L

gory.. They are "designed. primarily to assist-in'the
recruitment:or'establishment of new faculty members with
a majOr'interest.-in'reSearch in those schools of

cine, dentistry and pharmacy where research actiYity is

thought to be . inadequate from the standpoint of .the

contribution it should make to professional education

.aodheelth".care7.: (Canada, MRC, 197.9: 75) The Council

, makes a'ligt of eligible schools, revised `annually,
which may take advantage of its development grants.

MRC Development Grants cover the costs of major

equipment, operating 'funds for a two or-three year

period: (after- which -researchers are expected to enter

the. .regular :competition for operating grantS), and

salary support for as many as temyearg._ These;:grants

are made on condition that the appointee spend at least .
half his time on research, -including supervision of

. graduate students.In cases:'salarysupport is

offered for visitorsho will `be:4Winstitution for
a period of six weeks to one year.

A:program of Regional Development. Grants offered: by :

NSER0 is in some ways analogous to the.MRC deYelOpment
grants program, .but it is made. available only to two
specified categories of university:. French language

institutions. in Quebe,. and small universitiesin. New
Brunswick andJlova. Scotia. According .to NSER0; "The

general Objectives of the Regional Development Program
are to create, restore, improve the environment for

".7
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PROVINCIAL SHARES OF FEDERAL 'RESEARCH FUNDS COMPARED

1978/79o WITH 'PROVINCIAL SHARES OF .TOTAI. CANADIAN PO= n TION

, All
Other Depts' Federal

WSERC MRC SSHRC
fr

and Agencies Sources

(1) (2) (3) (4) e5)
o

.., - .

Nfld. 2.1 1.4 1.5 1.3 1.8

P. E. 1. S .1 -- .1 ..

NS. 3.3 3.8 , 3.7 4.7 3.7

NB. 2.1 .8 3.8 1.7

Que. e 20.5 32.4 27.0 27.6 25.0'.

Ont. 41,9 37.0 45.7 34.1 39.6

IV
Man. .3.5 7.4 2.6 7.8 5.2

Sask. 3.4 2.0 .9 3.3 , 2.9

Alta. 10.4 8.8 6..5 9.4

BC. . 12.8 7.2 11:4 9.9 10.8

All Prays. 100 100. 100 . 100 , 106

L. of

Can d la
Popu at

(6)

.2.4

3.6

3.0

26.8

36.0

4.4

4.0

8.3

10.8

100

'Source: Calculated. from ' National Researth Council : Directory of

Federally Supported Research in Universities, 1978/79.
Population data from Statistics Canada:. Canadian Statistical
Review (Cat. 11-0031, Nov. 1938.
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. ., .res ].., n certain regions; Where,. in the national
4Piti

interest, the need, and value . of doing aor-ia:clearly
evident, and where, the Council'a other prograMp,are not
effeCtive in accomplishing this objective" (NSERC,I 1979:
44): Some of the grants are awarded to university
presidents for a series of identified'activitiesOlbthers
are awarded to individuals as leaders: of research
.group A previously existingNRC'program of "special.,

ass stance to small universities" has been discOntinued,
being part absorbed into the.regional deveiopmenf

. gr is prograM._

SSHRC has no.prograM similar to the MRC "Development ..

:.. Grants or the liSERCRegional DevelopmentGrants.

... , Research appointments. . Grants supporting the

appointment of staff to research positions, .with few if
any responsibilities in othdr areas, are made only by .

. the Medical Research CoUncil. Although: salary suppoY't
'is provided also through other programs,. by each of the
granting councils, the distinctive feature of the two
programs described below is that universities are sup-
plied the means to make: researchaPpointments, outside ..

. the.context' of a- Particular project or develiopment
scheme, for. 4 period ofaeveral years. The awards are

,e(ill
valid only for navgd incumbents;;.., that, is, the' C's
involvement is more extensive ..than merrily augmen ing a
university's staff complements on condition that' thoae
apPOinted.sPend their time on research.

.

In 1956 the MRC inaugurated the Associateships Pro-
srami now called the Career:Investigatora' Program. It.

pays. the salartesi.a -few outstanding indiViduala for.

whom.research is a ull"time-career,. Appointments are
for five-year terms, renewable .until regular-retirement.
age, and: may betransferred to another 'University,if
both universities agree. The university undertakes to
supply adequate space. and research facilities, and to

give the investigator an appropriate academic rank. The .

non- salary costs of research are met through regular
research grants, .for. which the investigator applies on
the same basis'as other-university faculty.

.. The Council stopped making new awardsunder the

Career. Investigators program in 1975. It isan expen-
sive:program, and entails a heavy long7-term commitment.
Even if it were given high priority, not more than one

. or two appointMents could 'be made in any given' year. .
.

...



One :of the original purposes of the program, to demon-
.

strate the value of 'having high qualityfullr.iime re7'

searchers on the faculty of medical schbOlsi had been
achieved.: hy'. the :earlfH !seventies; This made dis-
continuance easier. ,Ontheother hand, now.`hold-

ing as Caieet: .InVestigators will remain,

eligible .to.apply.for renewais, and..the program is not

exi6ected to beJully phasOd out until after the turn of
:the century..

The MRC tolarshiptprogram pioilides:for five-year4
:

research appointments on a full' time, basiS. . In most

respects it is analogout eb theCareer Invettigators.
program.,. ihough'MRC Scholarships are non renewable and
their purpose 'is 'someOhat different.- An underlying
consideration.is that. e. a researcher of outstanding
promise May/be swampedby. teachin duties in hit first

Years asa:itaff. member. A ordingly,_the Scholarships,
Tiograt /it .:intended to ladn .a personon. a.research

,'Career,..(op:the assumption that he willbe an established.
researCherHat the conclusion of th4fiveyear term,.

during whichhe'will normally be App6Inted at the rank

oCassistantprofessor. It is -presumed that when; .the

five: ears are: up, he will be'ahleto take on the normal
range a unive±tity.faculty, member's duties and. still

.,continue 'his research, supported no doubt by the usual

troop'.of graduate students and post -docs.

Facilities and equipment (purchase and maintenance).

Standard. form' 'grants cover the purchase of equipment

Which, is required for a research project. HoWever,

where the costs .are large (over $5000 for NSERC, or over

$10,000 for MRC) a. separate or additional application

for equipment is required.

NSERC Equipment Grants are applied for, as are-

standard form grants, by individuals or teams of re-

searchers. On the other hand the,university must sup-
port,all applications by providng infprmation on its

equipmenp-purcbase priorities and must, supply a-'list of

similar equipment already available within-the univer"

sity or- therwise accessible to its staff. In .the case

of major installation 'grants (over $200,000) a letter is
required from the president of the university, indicat-

ing the importance that the university places op ' the

proposed equipment or facilities. He must alsb indicate
thA extent to which the university itself 'proposes to

provide support in -the form of financial commitments,

2.4.2.1.2
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space, purchase of ancillary equippent, and funding of
technical support staff. view. of ple support neces
sarily provided .by the university for NSERC ,,equipment
grants, and since the equipment goy frequently be used
for a number of different projects oF by, researchers hot
actually, ,applying for it, it seems appropriate to regard
equipment grants as going tothe institution rather than
to the individual applicant(s).

In the case of MRC. Major EquiRment Grants, there is
little ,ambiguity about he reC'ipient of the alard: '

Applicatt;ohs may come from individual researchers, but,

the grants. themselves "are normally lade in the name of
the head of the departtent, or otherappropriate func
tional group within the institution, .since it is the

intent of Council hat, while the.needs of the principal
user or users Who submitted -the application: should,
receive priority, the maximum effective use is made of
the facility by othes,qualified investigators". (Canada,
MRC, 1979: 28). The Council also notes that'verj large
installations maybe provided on the understanding that
they will be established as regional or national faci
lities, with special arrangements made for services to
be provided to other investigators.

The 'effect of equipment grants on university de
, velopment ma ylle similar in many cases to the impact -of
standard ford grants (see Section 2.4.2:1.1, /above);"
With the -larger items of equipment, howeverthe effect
is s. to build up.centres'of concentration which in some'

cases will` have a powerful impact on the ,type of work
done in the department or university where the equipment
is iodated.

Where this sort of concentration has occurred,
NSERC also supports the running costs of research fact--
lities ("Core-Grants" and until recently; "Institute
Grants ").' The Council notes that the purpose of the

Core grants Oogram i$ to assist in the maintenance and
operation of "very major special research facilities
which would not otherwisebe viable in Canada" (Canada,

NSERC, 1979: 20).

Concerted' action grants. The MRC is the only one of the
granting ...councils to retain outside the strategic
grants programs described in Section 2.4.2.3.2 any
program aimed at bringing together and supporting teams'

of researchers who are expected to develop a position of

2.4.2.1.2



leadership in a reasgnably-broad area of enquiry. '.

The MRC Groups pro) gram suppdris collaborative work'

over a period of years "in what appear to be especially

productive areas" (Canada, MRC, 1979: 73). The program

offers regular research support plus, where neceqsary,'

the salaries of' investigators directing the work,of a

group. Applications are made by the.president o' the

. university, wWo must ggarantee adequate space, facili-

ties, and academic .recognition for members of the-group.
These are negotiated grants, in the sense %that the

universities consult with Council staff during develop-

ment of an application.

'.The NRC's'Negotiated Development Grants, terminated
in 1976 after ten years of-existence, were similar to

the present MRC "Group grants in, rationale and'coverage.

On the other hand the NRC's Negotiated Development'

Grants were rather more in the chardcteref "seed money"
than continuing support. The university had to commit

itself,' for example through itsistaffing policies,'_ to

the long-term support of concerted: effort in the, area

developed with the assistance ofNRC. Naturally,, this

feature of the program nmde it, less attractive to the

universities wtien general provincial funding started to

decline (in real terms) during the 19701s; and the

.provincial governments generally disliked beiftg'saddled,-

by virtue of an agreement between the unilielitties and a'

federal granting' agency, with .a long-term financial

commitment.. No doubt these disadvantages c8nUributed to
the J976 decision to drop. the negotiated development

grants..:-

'SSHRC Program Grants and Editorial Grants, though

cr bed here as "concerted.action grants" are rather

r in' purpose from the MRC Group Grants and the '

former NRC'Negotiated Development Grants. 'The two .SSHRC
s programs are designed to draw on 'an existing concentra-

tion of scholars to accomplish specific tasks, rather

than to develop -- on 'a selective basis but with a view

to the longer term -- a capacity for' excellence. Pro-

gram Grants support co-operative research on relatively_

' . large scale projects, often 'involving several discipl-

ines; Editorial Grants finance -the' preparation and

publication 'of major scholarly documents such as col-
lected works, dictionaries, and atlases. In'both cases,

coverage may include some or all of the salaries of

principal investigators as well as the usually supported'

' . 2.4.2:1:2.
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research costs. Applications are made after extensive
consultation with Council staff;4about tone in four
proposals accepted (resulting, recently, in About two
-or three new awards per year).

It is evident that several forms of grants to institu-
tions, especially those aiming to promote concerted action
or financing the installation of large scale research faci-
litie5, involve the granting councils much more.ditlectly and
openly in ,university development than the standard form
grants do.' To some extent, the contrast between direct

. assistance to researchers and grants to institutions is
unwarranted, since it would be a/mistake to pretend that
standard form grants do not have a profound impact. on the

chgracter. of Canadian universities and the 'quality- and
direction of Canadian scholarship. But Trants'to institu-\

tions are frequently for a relatively long term, FT finahce
equipment which ,.will be in. :use for. several years, and the

shims involved aretypically large. Thus the granting Coun-
cils' decisions under these programs have an obvious impact
on university develipment, affecting the success of par

ticular institutions in achieving a gatition of leadership,
both generally.and in specific areas of academic and scho-.
1..arlY endeavour.'

2.4.2.2 Research Support from Sources
Other than the Grshtiq Councils

4
Of the total of sponsored research income, rather more

than .half about 58 per cent according to unversity
financial reports comes from agencies other than the
federal: granting -councils. BUt it is very difficillt to

characterize these funds; for.example, by type or scale of

-project, contribution to project cost-, or method of allo-ca-

tion. It is not even possible to say what proportion. of
these funds take the form of (project subsidies as opposed to
the supportl*W research personnel, contributions

-
frastruCture, --or largely undirected research resources. It

is,:pOrrespondfngly hazardous to' generalize about the .impact
of such research support on the universities or on Univer-
sity development.

can and shouId be said that almost all re-..

search funding other than through the granting councils is
focussed particular . areas of enquiry, generally. those

.( with a direct application to topics, or problems of specific
concern to the,siOnsOr. As a result, this form of funding
is vitally important to certain universities and to certain"

2%4.2.2
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.-departmentS or faculties. For example, faCulties of medi-

cine rely heavily on, funding from, the federal Department of

Health ,and Welfare (which alone. SUpplies about $12 million

in research support te"the universities) and. provincial-
.

departments of health. ,

A

Faculties of agriculture and Schools of c veterinary

..- medicine .ore similarly dependent on massive support from

departtents of.agriculture. --A case in point is that of the

University.of Guelph.. Guelph; vkich'was founded-on the base .

of the Ontario Agricultural College, obtains 19 per cent of

its total' operating. income from ProvinCial research support,

most of its presumably, from the Orktario, Departmentnf Agri-'

culture. Provincial funds alone put \ Guelph among, the top,.

three universities' in Canada; if institutions' be:ranked by

percentage .of, operating income attributable to sponsoring of

-research.'

More generally,- facultieslof'engineering (where -familia7

rity-and experience .with industrial problems are needed for.'

effective" teaching in dome subjects) are said to derive'.

about half their' research. support from industrial and

government contracts. In some other parts of:the- univer -

sity, say., in 'departments of economics and .in faculties of

law, the reliance on ,contract and ."mis ion-oriented"- re- ,

search is :not as great as in engineer ng, medidne, -or

agriculture; ,,but contract ,work and consu ncy.may

within limits, cdmplement "pure" or'"free". research and "-

contribute-to7high quality performance in instruction.

The general, point is that within certain .parts of the

university,,existing establishments andectivities could not

be sustained, ,and/or petformance would decline in quality,.

without the availability of contract and applied H-research

funds, -and form of 'research entrepreneurship which enables

university faculty to tap these sources of support. One may

go further: where such funds. are available, 'groWthand
development is possible even ibtimes:,bf. general financial

stringency though. it should be noted that in these caseS

development tend's to 'reflect priorities-established outSide

the university.

Selective development; not subject to effective control

or direction by.university senates or governing councils, is

the more likely to occur when "targeted" research support is

readily available' but undirected ,,funds 'to support good ,

research initiated by competent investigatbrs in fields of

their own choice" are. in short su$ply. ThiS would be even

2.4.2.2
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,-,

more true when, in conditions of general pen y, contract
research, and.research support - in ardas'externally desig-
nated as having special priority, .are available under more
generous conditions than apply to run-of-the-mill research, '

giants. The most obvious case is where, for certain pro-
jects,' research, support carries a stipend for the principal
ipv,estigator(s)jhut most, research grants` do not. ',Under such

,conditions successful Ge'search entrepreneurs and the'de-
epartments which provide them with -office, lab, and title
acquire a measure of independence within the university
which, other faculty and departments'are unlikely to have.

a

.he :ramifications of the selective availability of
external'retearch sufwort, on a basis which may yield orga-
nizational and individual. rewards, 'may welt be extensive.
Curriculum structure, the faculty's conception of the role
.of-.4 the university in society and of the functions and re-
'spopsibilities of its teaching staff -- even prevailing
notions of what scholarly work entails will be affected.
The most negative 'construction one can put on 'this is that
the universities may become intellectually barren as their
.faculty are enticed into 'ad#demically trivial pursuits.
Still, it mustpe remembered' that the Charydbis to this
particular Scylla is the isolation of the university from
the 'needs and concerns of the sotiety which dust ins them,

c and indeed, from: the needs and-"concerns of their .wn stu-
dents. . .

One must be conscious of potentially d ions effects
of ceftain forms of research fundin ; but e ivory tower Je
response, which shuns all contract und.svpd. directed' re- w

search subsidies, is not simply old-fashioned: II7fails to
recognize that in some disciplines 'Ocid'quality,work re
quires close links between the-univetsities and' other in-
stitutions, just as for some scholarlywork abstraction from
the immediate and the transient' is a basic preiequOite of
excellence. .

2.4.2:2.1 Government ,and industry: Joint
funding of applied 'research

The main concern of 'the prOvincial governments in, the
funding of university research' appears to lie with the
support which research can give to economic development
and/or to the provision of certain governmentservices as in
health care and education: .Some of the provinces are ap-
parently wor es, about tilt pact which federal funding of
research may e on unive sity development and on univer-

,

2.4.2.2.1
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sity operating costs, and this impels them towards defining

a provincial research policy. Nonetheless their actual

invOlvement in research fundtng has hitherto been pretty

' much limited tp the support of "targeted" research. Concern

with assisting in "industrial develOpment through the acqui--

salon. 'of appropriate knowledge an4 technique predominates:
immediate, practical goals are what mainly motivate 'provin-
tial'governments in research matters.

Naturally, this is true too of.industry; and, several

federal government departments'share the research concerns

of the -provincial governMents' and industry.

Oneconsequence of the desire to 's,timulate those re-

search prOects which it is hoped will 'haVe,a direct and

relatively speedy iMfact on economic development has been .

the establishment of applied research'institutesor centres
'within universities. This has been -.done on a negotiated

basis between the universities and one or both orders of

government, sometimes with 'the support of industrial.. as-

sociations or particular firms. Grants for-the establish

,thent of:research institutes within universities,_ or associ

atedwith them, may cover capital installations, overhead,.

space rental, and professional, salaries as well as the costs

normally eligible for research. subsidies offered by the

granting'. councils under their ,regular, 7prOgrams.. These

.centres, once established; may be expected to be self-'
,

supportingrthroUgh'contraCt researph(muCh of it, perhaps,'

with the original sponsors), or may'Continue to be dependent

: on giants 'Jrom government' departments : and perhaps ,from,

non-governmental agencies.

From the universities' point of view, the attraction of

applied research institutes is substantial, perhaps especi-

ally so when they are not'wholly within, the university but

are wely associated with it University faculty may then

hake access to the institute's research facilities, may

obtain regular contracts from it, and may'take advantage of

its location.and resources to help train graduate students.

Part-time teaching arrangements may also be negotiated with

institute staff, whilqpregular university staff may take on .

temporary (but perhaps regularly renewed) part-time posi-

tions in the institute. All this gives greater flexibility

in staffing and wider access to specialized resource s

people and equipment.

If the institute is not wholly within the university,

its professional staff will not have a claim'to tenured
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.,acadgMic positions and the university will not have an. .'

obligation'to maintain research facilities if,the.institute
tdYns out tobe.less -than fully self-supporting. The uni--
versity thus need not enter into long term commitments .-

A.nvolvidg risk and rigidity in the.allocation.of its re
sources.. The short tern advantages which the presence of an
'Applied research. institute may bring also apply whenit is
integral to the university, though the long' term commitments
may be greater.

.

t
, 1.' TO 4. -

2.4.2.2.2- Alberta: The Heritage Foundation ,1

. for Medical Research `
.

g .

. - . . .
. ,

MoSt'provincial sponsorship of university research draws:
upon existing facilities and talents with the aim of harnes-
singsing them for, projeots or puiposes o 'specific interest toj
the -provincial governments.' Ther :are, however,. three
provincial research support programs which are designed
mainly to develop or expand the research capacities_ of the
universities. They are -Quebec's FCAC program, Quebec's
support for biomedical research unneACCRSQ,(both. -re-
ferred to In the' succeeding section); ..a berta's fledg-.-
ling piogram of ssistance` -to medical research using endo-
wment income derived from the proVinct.'s Heritage Fund.

The most spectacular recent development'in the funding'
of.research in Canada.was the establishment in November 1979
of the Alberta Heritage Foundation for Medical Research,
with an endowment fund of $300 million.- The fund has
started to generate, an annual investment income of about $35
million, the unexpended portion of which will be reinvested
and will swell-tIA:original endowment.- Consequently the
Foundation, will Abe able in perpetuity to support medical
.research in Alberta. in an annual dollar amount equal to
about' half the 1978/79 .budget of the Medical iteearch
Council (that is, about one quarter of the total direct
funding Of medical research in Canada at the present time).

1.4
The Foundation. is not an agent of the crown; it operates

independently of the government and of the legislature of
, AlbertA, under the direction of trustees a majority of whom'

are (after 1985) to be nominated by bodies other than the
government of Alberta. Its independence will be further
buttressed by a Scientific Advisory Council and by an Inter-
national Board of Review which' will assess its activities
and policies every six years,, and make recommendatidns to
the trustees.

2.4.2.2.2



It is. as yet too early to describe in any:detail'aie

operatiohs ar policies otothel'oundation, which is only now

planning its. perations. Nonetheless some indications of

its futhte role are alreadY.available. The.main thrust ae

least in. the first few. years will be to expand the number,

and quality of medical researchers Alberta, and to pro-

vide them with 'basic'facilities .for their work. Premier

Lougheed has spoken of bringing expatriate Albertans (mainly
in the United States) back to their home province by *Offer-

ing theM research, appointments and the steady: financial

.support which career researchers require, _helping to make

Alberta "a brain-Eentre""fpr Canada. . The 'Foundation will

pay salariea. of 'researcherso and will equip: and renovate

research.laboratorieSor.centres, as. welLas meeting their
operating costs. But, .at.ieast in the first 34ars,of ite'

operation, the Foundation is not expected to make chpitall

expenditures. the basic plant iSlargely in place, with

room for expansion of existing:activities --- nor is it-

intended to sypport research projects along the lines of the

MRC operating .grants.

:Since the Foundation will 'build up infrastructure and

support people rather than projects, theresearchers sup-.

ported: through the FoUndation 'Will be seeking operating:

funds. from MRC and voluntary associations such as:the Heart
'Foundation' ar the Arthritis Society. This policy may not at

first place very severe additional, demands on these funding

agencies, since indications are that the.FoUndatian will.

proceed slowly to build upAlberts researchCapacity.(so
that for he first feceyears the bulk of, the,annual, income

will be'reinVested); but obviously in the longer term the
complementary fundingrequired'.of MRC and the voluntary

agencies may be:substantial if the Foundation does not

itself award 'operating grants on a large. cele.:,.In that

case, particularly as the real value of. the investment

income diminishes through inflation, it may appear that the

size of the endowment -- large as it is may eventually be

judged inadequate. In that.case the FOundation.haa already

been invited to ask for more.

.

There have beeh some rumours that. he .Alberta government

might be receptive eventually to creating other research

funding.: rusts on an endowment. basis. There have, however,

been no significant indications of an early. move in this

direction. Were this to happen, in the natural sciences
and/or in the humanities dnd social sciences, the impacton
Canadian university research and on Canadian universities

generally could be pervasive. In the event of a general

2.412.2.2
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Alberta, initiative in research ;nnding along the lines
suggested.by the creation of the Heritage Foundation for
Medical Research, two developments would be of especial
Aniportance. One is the migration of brain- power to Alberta,
both from tie rest of Canada and from abroad the source
of recruitment naturally being very important,from the, point
of view of other Canadian universities. Another is the
increased demand on the funds of the federal' granting ,conn-
cils. The councils could scarcely, without a quantumjump

'in the financial resources at their disposal, meet .the
reasonable and legitimate demands of first-rate Alberta
researchers without rejecting meritorious applications from
other parts of the country.

All this is, outside the medical field, entirely specu-
lative. There are Alberta crown corporations and ,government
departments which offer contracts and some grants to uni
versity researchers, but except in the energy field their
research support is not disproportionate in scale to what is
available from funding agencies in some of the other pro-
vinces; nor does the Alberta Research Council or any other
agenCy have a distinctive role in strengthening the pro-
vince's general research capability. The government is of
course concerned with specific purposes such as the de-
velopment of the oil sands or the support of Alberta agri-
_culture. But-this merely emphasizes that outside the bio-
medical field, Alberta research policies are broadly compa-
rable the research support policies of provinces such-,as
British Columbia and. Ontario. The truly distinctive pro-'
vince in research matters is Quebec.'

2.4.2.2.3 Quebec: FCAC and CRSQ

For two decadeO, the Quebec gOvernment has beerCengaged,.
in a vast effott to advance the social and economic position
of the. Francophone majority Withinthe Province:. in the
:first.-instance to "catch.up" with Anglophone Canada in

technological achievement and'industrial development, and in
ihe longer run to stimulate the building of a resolutely
modern :society, distinctive in'its values and : its institu=
'tions as well As-in .its language,. These aspirations give
the suppOrt of research an entirely different' significance.
and character from what obtains in other provinces.

One gOal of research funding in Quebec has been.to.plaCe
FrancophOneresearchers in a better position'tO compete for
federal. awards : through the granting councils and othei.

'departments and agencies. Another has been toideritify'an0

2.4.2.2.3
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pursue objectives of which it 'is intended 'Will .Contribute to

social development (epanduissement under the gUidance of
the state.

_ .

. . .

. The earliest initiatives_ Were -in the iotedical
The Quebec government's role in fhealih-related research is

described in a "green paper"; :Pour.une.politique quebecOise
de la recherche:Scientifique (Quebec, Ministre, d'Etat eu-

developpement.Culturel,.. 135 -6):

C'est.le gouvernementfederal qui, par- les, programmes de
subventions dw.Conaeil de recherches medicales du Canada
(C.R.M.C.) set.du.ministere de. 1.ASante flationale:.et du

Bien-etre.social, a longtemps ete le irincipal bailleur
de fonds de la recherche. au Quebec, du moins en:

ce qui a trait:auxjfrais :directs. ,De .son cote, le

ministere quebecois .-des tiffaires-s leadefraie la
majeure.partie des couts indirects et des rats debase,
en. plug. d'attribUer, lui aussi, des ureaet des

subVentions.-

Une,banne. partie de ces recherches :biomedidales est

effectuee enmilieux hospitaliers, c'est-erdire damns
etablissements' qui: relevent de la juridiction,
ministere des Affaires sociales. poursuit une
politique amorcee'dan0 les anndes: 60 par le ministere de

la Sante: cette politique vise 'a nermettce aux:

chercheurs bio-medicaux. .francophones d'acquerir un
niveau general d'excellence ,comparable a celui de leurs
confreres anglophones, longtemps.nettement favorises par
les 'Modes federaux de financement. Au long anneea,-

le COnaeil de Wrecherche meditale du Quebec,. cree en

1964, et l'Organisme qui 14a '.remplace' en 1975, .le

Conseil de la recherche en sante du.Quebec, -ont-adopte
diverses mesures de. subventIon ont contribue)) au

developpement...et a, lessor de. la recherche bio-medicale

en milieux franeophones. *vest, ainsi Won-a vu emerger
certains centres d'excellence quiz dans leurs

specialitese.scont taille des reputations dtenvergure
internationale.

A more general'jnitiattife was undertaken in 1969 with

thel-implementation of.-the ECM' program (Formation des
chercheurs et. action concertee), . The program, which is run

by theMinistry of 'Education, is aimed at..strehgthening the
overall research performance and research Capacity of

Quebec's. universities,- particularly the 'irenph-language.
ones. :,Poilcy-makers:were and still are concerned about the.





mailability of knowledge and skill upon which Quebec in-
tustiy and government may draw. The FCAC program seeks to -

mild up research resources by concentrating on the support
If research teams. and, to 'a lesser extent, research in-
restructure (centres ,or institutes).

-

-About two .thrtdS of FCAC- funds currently about $10
lillion annually are awarded for work' on selected themes
teemed to have special priority, so that the program has the
appearance of being, more oriented towards meeting a set of
lefined objectives than is the 'case With the rao.ak programs
aministered by the federal granting councils. On the other
Land, the themes, selected are quite broadly ,defined / Ex-
=pies are "resourCes", "economic develdpment and planning ",
Lnd "Quebec. civilization and culture". The breadth of
lefinition.gives substantial freedom both to applicants and
:o the Peer-group selection committees: The result may be
.ess restrictive than would at first appear.

,

One suSpecfs that the FCAC program lacks the coherence
rhich official 'deScriptions of it would like one to believe
.t has; indeed the. Conseil des universites has criticized it
or the' "saupoUdtage" or thin sprinkling of its funds over
lanxe projects and for ,its. failure to restrict the pro-
Afetation :of "centres of concentration in certin fields
uch 'as land use and planning ,(amenagemerit) - and northern
;tudiet - (Quebec , Ministre d 'Etat au developpement culturel,
97,9:. 140). Official policy is to seek further rationalize-
:ion in the use of funds, to further, emphasize teamwork and
fiction concertee, and to link the allocation. of funds to the
leveloPoient plans ,6f universities. In other words,
-esearch funding is to support the more general objective of
-ationalization and specialization of universities 'within a
Lrovincial system- (see Sectiort 1.5. 2.6.6, above).

..

Administraii4: 'structures to accomplish. this goal are
;et out in the 1980 white .paper on scientific research
ratitled Colletive Project (Quebec Ministre d'Etat au
reveloppement cultutel, 1980). This policy statement an -.
mnces the intention to create two ,new funding agencies for
he support of research. One agency will administer ,.the

:Pdividual and team research grants , as well as the gradnate
'ellowships whidh are 'now the responsibility of the Minis-
:r); of Educption thiOngh the FCAC program. The other agency
rill be foli health .,or biothedical research, and will take
Jtarge of the grants program of the , Conseil de la recherche
tn .saute du Quebec .(CRSQ). Significantly, the new -agencies ,

rhigh will be' funded' by . 'annual appropriations, will be



responsible to ministers in line, departments .(ministres

sectoriels). They will operate on the basis of peer-group

adjudicatiori, but will*be charged with the responsibility of

allocating research grants In accordance with the policies

defined by the ministries to which they are attached - (pp.

146-7). OE course, it is impossible to know in what 'detail

the policy guidelines'wIll be issued,' or how 'strictly they

will be observed by_ttle selection committees. One can only

draw inferences froth.,- the white paper, which makes comments.

both_on the institutions -whereim,a research capacity is to

be developed, and on the substance of research activity.

For eiample, the paper emphasizes that the teaching staff of

the_CEGEFs constitute a research resource whiclihas hitherto

been .neglected, and it declares that this neglect must be

corrected. In addition, the paper, indicates that an in-
creasing degee Of direction may he given regarding the types
of project which will be supported, in order to respect the

research priorities of Quebec as judged by: publid agencies

acting under the advice of experts.

Indeed, if one may draw inferences from the language of

the white paper, the intent of removing 'program management

responsibility from the line departments is to achieve

administrative decentralization rather than to insulate the

performance of the research-support function from,political'

-interference: "the paper refers to the "efficiency" Of

administrative decentralization, and remarks (p. 143):

This -practice' makes it possible for researchers to

occupy an important placein the selection,process, and

allows for a better distinction between elaboration of

policies and the Management of specific programs. More

precisely, this . gives the government--mathOrities con-
siderably more freedom, which in turn encourages them to

devote more time to their responsibilities in the elabo-

ration of policieg.
0 :

All this suggests .an'intent to use the sponsorship
university researchas:an instrument : for the'achievement'

governmentally defined goals and Objectives. This :inten,
contrasts with an attitude'of .mind, which -Values the adt=

yancement of:'scholarship-and:science as.,an activity and: an

achievementivaluable:in themselves,.?or sociallybeneficial'

in ways which, precisely-hecause AnnoyatiOlkand discovery

are. of the essence, are unplannahle and evetCUrtpredictahle.:

The instrumental view of.research,orthe desire to
place .science inharneSa, is also'gAining-Vogue:elseWhere



than in Quebec. Quebec's policies. for controlling..
funding of research (which will be further... examined in
SeCtion'2.4.2.3.3below) are distinctive not because of
their character, tmt because they haveTheen developed to an
extent not matched by other Canadian provinces. .They. AlsO
presage the establishment of a set of administrative
structures which-will give the state .greater power of
directiOn over the development'of science and Culture: than
is claimed elsewhere in Canada. y7

A similar view of research.exists-in Oftawa, though
there it is more. spottily in evidence, and,-more looSely.
translated into administrative- machinery, than appears,
imminent in Quebec. Still, the .attempt to-def4ne-national
priorities'in research'and to pUrsUe them through remodelled
granting councils, reflects the same mood. is has inspired
Quebec's definition of- "a collective project' in research;
and the research support policies of the two governments
have been set on a collision course, in ,4 Way which one
should not presume:woul&be affected by an eventual change
of Government in. Quebec.

1.2.4.2.3 National Priorities in Research?

Over the past decade the federal `government ha4 shown a
godd deal of interest in developing a. set of national prio-
rities, in research. Its motives have been partly to assist
in economic development through the stimulus provided to

technologically advanced industries, and partly to assist in
policy formation in various areas of broad social concern or

to ,Contribute to cultural growth and the maturing of a sense
of Canadian' identity.

4

As early as. 1973 federal officials and ministers began
to see the granting councils, and through them the uni-
4Versities, as instruments of federal policy to achieve its
objectives in research matters. This new federal perspec-
tive was developed at the same time as the provinces were
becoming seri'ousl'y concerned over the-cost of supporting the
universities and over the proliferation of gradUate pro-
gramming. Consequently, the Council of Ministers of Educa-
tion, an interprovincial body for the exchange of informa-
tion, challenged the direct relationship between university
researchers and the granting councils. This caused, to say
the least, alarm and dismay in the universities.

The intergovernmental dispute .regarding research funding.
_was patched _up, inja5t)thrOugh the creation of a.lederal-
A.41:27.1.
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provincial :.consultative body,

Financing University Research'

federal government proceeded in
formulate and implement a set of

field.

207.

4the Canadian Committee on

(CFUR). Thereafter. the

a more circumspect way to

-priorities in the research

A major feature of federal policy has been the re-

modelling of the structure, and roles of thegranting coun-

cils. The councils have very 'recently been given sub-

stantially augmented budgets, with instructions, to :pursue a

set of national piiorities in research while continuing to

perform their more traditional functions. The increase in

federal, research funding in the universities appears to be

broadly acceptable to the' provincial 'governments, except, for

Quebec. Quebec claims that all research funds currently

allocated-to provincially created or supported institutions,

such,as universities and hospitals, should be disbursed by

the provincial government. Other provinces, which had

earlier participated in formulating the stand now articu-

lated, in an extreme version, by Quebec, have softened their

position. There remains, however, 'some concern that "na-

tibnal priorities.in'Tesearch" may be assumed 'by some Ottawa

officials to mean "the research priorities of the. federal

.government". If university faculty and facilities are to

become in any sense instruments of national policies, the

provinces want a hand in defining what those policies are.

2.4.2.3.1 Ttie MOSST initiative (1973) and
the creation of CCFUR

Early in 1973 a senior official in the Ministry of State

for Science and Technology (MOSST) prepared a position paper

on the, federal funding of university research. The paper

proposed the solicitation and assessment of university

research according to social needs, and among other things

called for "the achievement of a well-balanced development

of knowledge and of research capability in the various

fields of .science and technology". In this, the federal

government's main agents would be the granttng councils.

The councils, the MOSST paper suggested, show see that

research proposals were assessed not only o heir scien-

tific merit but also on their relevance to council programs

aimed at creating a comprehensive research capability in

Canada.

The paper also proposed that major research projects.in

areas of, government priority be undertaken. This would

involve, in some cases, creating "centres of research and

2"
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deVeloPment" established With jeovincial cooperation and
'participation.-. The centres might well be joi*nt, efforts not
only in'the sense that the federal government would seek the
financial support of the provinces and perhaps of industry,
but'in the sense that the centres themselves might bring
together-researchers-from university, industry, and.govern7.
went:

The MOSST paper was coolly received by the Federal-
Provincial Relations Office and the Privy Council Office,''
but was sent anyway to the provinces by its principal author
(May, 1973). They were told it was under discussion ih
Ottawa. :

The provinces, who had grown accustomed to discoVering-
that. matter! reVealed to them by Ottawa _as "under dis-
cussion" had really already been settled, reacted vehement-
ly. Under the direCtion of officials in Alberta and Quebec,
a draft "provincial- position paper" was'prepared which,
among other things, insisted that in funding major projects
provincial or regional development plans should be respect--
ed; that grants should cover' indirect 'costs so that. such
.costs would no longer be borne by the'institution and ulti-.
mately by the provincial government;. that grants should not
go to individuals but to_the Institutions which employed .

them (thus providing for realistic cost control including,
`fatuity:release time); and that all 'federal, monies_destined
for educational institutions. be channelled . through -the
provincial governments. These policies would apply-equally
to grants awarded through the granting : Councils and: to
contracts awarded by federal'government departments. Tn the.
case of joint projects between industry and 'the'universi-
ties, the provincial governments should -be kept Informed,
and an intergovernmental coordinating body set up. Finally,
where <a concerted effort to promote research in areas of
national priority' was. the, ederal goVernMent
shoUld.not create a string of new institutes, but should.
work through existing institutions -- .presuMably the uni7
varsities for the most part'"r. with the agreement of the
provincial authorities concerned.

.
.

.11y January 1974 the CounCil of Ministers -of.Education,
had agreed fjOion the-text of a provincial position.. paper
which it pre4fited -- again; on a confidential basis, since
it was responding to a' supposedly confidential document --
to.the federal government. The original draft had by this
time been toted down somewhat. . The text which was Aven-
tuallY counnunicated to Ottawa called. for a partnership



involving the two levels of government and.the universities.
In it, the provincial ministers, of education now agreed to

.the continued payment of grants.,foindividuals 4irectlyby
federal agencies -- _the. Ixanting councils and the-Operoting

departments AnOvided the provincial :overnment was

notified, and also. that both-the employing..' institution and

the'PrOVincial govettment be informed When-alederal agency
;eceived'an applicatian'tor a grant over $50,000. In other

respects, except for one, 'the:final version of the provin-

cial position paper followed the..earliet draft; alteadY

summarized:

The innovation contained. in the final draft of the paper

presented by the Council of Minitters .::Of Education (CMEC)

was made public. in a press'release (January 11, 1974) which .

read in'patt:-

...it is important that the provinces preServe

autonomy .inanarea as crucial as research'and higher

education.... ]

The,ministerSthought it important'thSt a partnership be

achieved -Among .the federal government, the prOvincial

governments and the universities in the matter of re-,

search, .Such a partnership rooted in the' fundamental

premise that all.paities involved reCognizevi;,

.(a) That there are areas .of federal responsibility

delineated by the constitution and,. therefore,

federal- authorities may pursue research related to

these. areas in conjunction with universities; but

notification and consultation should take place

with" provincial authorities in.'ordei. to assure'a

balance of activities within a university and

.between universittes,within a province;

(b) That.there are. areas 'of joint federal/provincial

responsibility and that .research related to these
areas should he a matter of joint consultation and
decision 'Making', to protect the bstance between .and

within universities,' and to secure a proVincial

input and active participation in the determination

of priorities;

\

(c) That there are. areas, such as education and natural

resources, :whiCh are constitutionally "the .re-

sponsibilitysponsibility of se provinces and 'that major

federal research progiams related to these areas

should not take place without prior:consultation

2.4.2.3.1



and the express consent' of the provinces concerned.

Another important element of the ministers' position is
that provincial policies for higher education be re-
spected, and that the development plans of the uni-
versities as approved by the provincial authorities be
also respected, wheefederal funds are made available
for research.

Meanwhile, although- both theMOSST paper and the pro-
* vincial response were confidential,(except of course for the
press release, all significant sections, of Which have been
quoted), many if not all senior university administrators
knew what was going on. Copies of the documents'had fallen

' into the hands of one of the graduate deans, who circulated'
them to his counterparts in many universities. Consequently
within four clays of the publication of the CMEC press re-
lease, a deputation of university presidents and officers of
the AUCC met-with the Prime- Minister and Secretary of
State to support the federal presence in' matters related to
higher education, and particularly research. The following
month (February 1974) the. AUCC pre'sented a .public submission
to the Secretary of State Which was ostensibly a university
response to the CMEC press release. In reality the AUCC
submission was a response to the provincial sposition'paper,
or even to the earlier drafts of this document,.- which had
challenged legitimacy of the federal role in directly sup",
porting university research. The AUCC brief read.in part:

...the universities wish to deal directly with the
federal government just as they wish to relate to pro-
vincial and local authorities, to foundationsand inter-
national agencies in dealing with matters which concern
them..:.The universities must have direct access to the
federal government and its agencies in the discussion of e
research policies and funding. Arrangements for the
approval of research projects should be kept as direct
an4 simple as possible....members of faCulty should have
direct access to granting councils, both federal and

piovincial.

To a person with any understanding of th e traditional role
of the grant,i.ng councils and their importance to university
faculty and to the' universities as institUtions -- as well
as to the quality of scholarship and science in Canada --
the reasons for' the universities' algtm will be self-
evident. The direct relationship' betWeen university re-
searchers and the granting councils remains of vital im-

2.4.2.3.1



portance today.
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.

The significance of the gaffe by MOSST, and of the

inappropriate provincial response .. for the division of the

research funding function according to categories of con-

stitutional jurisdiction is cleirly unworkable is that :

the episode'revealed.a number of issues relating.to,reSearcli .

funding which are' .(of legitimate provincial concern. Our

recommendations presented in Chapters III and IV, will take

account of these concerns. In the meantime,' the sequel to

the MOSST initiative deserves our attention. 7

The most tangible Consequence of the whole affair was

.
establishment of the Canadian Committee on the Financing of

University Research, an intergovernmental body for the,

exchange of information and for making recommendations on

policies,. programs, and procedures affecting research in

universities. The membership 'of the CCFUR includes a small

number. of university administrators,. but'they' sit. on. the

Committee (together with some provincial deputy. ministers

and other officials) as dekegates of the provinces rather

than as officiaL:representatives of the university community

or any organization such as the AUCC. On the federal side

.there are officials 'of several departments. including the

Secretary of State's Department and MOSST, and also senior

officers of the granting councils.

It is doubtful that the CCFUR-wal.become a very effec-

tive agency for the intergovernmental coordination of uni-

.
versity'research funding polities.' It has no mandate to

select national priorities -- national, in the sense of

being supported both:by: the federal government and by: the

provinces -- or to dovetail major federal. projects with

provincial plans for university development and specializa-

tion. It is not a woring.body of this sort; for one thing,

it has no staff (its etafffunctions'beinglulfilled by the

ecretariat of the CMEC) and it .meets only three times a

. year So far its major project has been to sponsor a study

on the costs of university research, which was 'conducted by

theCanadian Association of University. Business .Officers

(cAUB0): It has also been instrumental in seeing to the

'collection of data on research funding-by the federal and

the provincial governments.
.

appears, then, that the CCFUR has started to generate

or gather a certain amount of information which may be.
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relevant to the Ormulation of research policies. It had
also served. as ,a forum for the discUsslontf federal poll-

:

ies relating to the funding of university research,: in-
Cluding the plans of the Stetting councils. In other words,
it has so far served as a sounding-board.for some federal
poliCies, and as a clearing house for information on matters .

related to financing university research.' There are no
indications that it is likely to go beyond these roiles.

Neither the federal government nor the provinces are likely
to want to confer any.Tolicy-making responiibilities upon An
agency.over which they do not retain ultimate control.

2.4.2.3.2 Remodelling the role of
the granting councils

Minister of State. for Science, and Tecfinoiogy Hugh
Faulkner (1977:' 6257):

Is the main purpose ?[of university'research].. to push'
back the frontiers of knowledge? Is it to train graduate
students to be competent researchers? ShoUld it be
helping to solVe problems posed to it by governments or
industry?..:I believe the answer is ail three.. My

. perception 'is,'however, that there has been an imbalance
in favour of the, fixst two at. the expense of the third...
I have reached thetatclusion that.the .universities must'
begin moving more of :their research and'eliquiry.into the
mainstream of effort-4med at underStandAng and solving

.

our-presing national problems. .* ...

The laissez faire attitude to the'. eUppott ,,of university
research has a much narrower validity than it once had.
What this means is that the time has _come koria more
activist approach by the granting councils to the- de-.
termination of research:priorities and to the creation
of new policies And programs which will.give,university

, research an even greater Opportunity to respond to
national needs. . Bill C -26 is important because it
creates a new and.dynamiC framework in which this.vital,
evolutiOnary change in the directiOnof [the granting]',
councils can take place.

. enactedit June 1977 as rale:Government Orga-
tization (cientific .Activities) .Act,_ was. proclaimed in

..1978. :It is principally known for:its creation of the
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council and the

2 9
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Social Sciences and Humanities Research COuncil, to take

over.the research support. functions until then performed by

the National Research Council and the Canada. Council, The

administrative structures, however, are less important than

the policy changes signalled.by the appearance.of. the two

new councils.

,Sote of the intended ,changes in policy are summed up in

: Mr. Faulkner'i declaration, quoted above. Others include

(Faulkner, 1976 and 197/):

--coordination, through an Inter-Council Coordinating

Committee (ICCC), of the' policies, programs; and

practices of the councils, 'scuch that council activi-

ties reflect national objectives and priorities,

support "a balanced development of knowledge and of

research , capability", and ensure "coverage of all

recognized disciplines";

--the concentration of research capabilities. on, .a re-'

gionally balanced basis, through the creation, of

"centres of specialization in different disciplines or

groups of diSciplines" and by means of "an 'even more

selective process" of allocating resegrch funds "which

will allow those relatively few individuals whose

research is of recognized quality, at least nationally

and possibly internationally...to be supported well,
perhaps better than they have been in the past";

--the fostering of interdisciplinary research; and ege

--additional funding of those council programs relating
to a regional balance of scientific capability, na-

tional problem, areas, and the support of inter-

disciplinary research. (The Minister also note4,

,however: "I do not Want to leave the impression that
the codicils will be devoting all their resources to,

specific issues; the support of. free inquiry has a

firm place in council objectives and...will continue

to, have that place.")

Each of the councils is a.public corporation,- an agent

of the crown, reporting. to Parliament through A designated

.

minister who is responsible to, Parliament .for the budget 'and

administration of the council concerned. Each council
controls its own operations and may parcel out its budget as

it sees fit.aiOng its several programs. 'But'the councils'

autonomy, is limited by the fact, that they are wholly de-

2.4.2.3.2
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pendent upon annual appropriations from Parliament. (In
this respect their position contrasts sharply with. that of
the: Alberta Heritage Foundation. for: Medical 'Research.)
AlAhou0 the councils are:under no gtatutory. obligation to
respect hints or, even policyordnouncements made by their
respective ministers, nor idrthe government under any obli-
gationi: other than a moral and political one, .to'ask Par-.

liamentto vote theM any money. For. this reason-they may be
presumed to be, in 'more than the-purely formal sense, agents
of the drown.-

As we have seen, the crown especially,:it seems, the
Ministry of State' for Science' and Technology has an
increasingly clearIdea of what the. granting councils should,
be'doing. .They.have been charged 'with the responsibility -of
"translating national research objectives....
,(Faulkner, 1977: 6275. Also, from-the same source.) "The
Oallenge, as. I say,' will be for the councils to /come up
with policies and prograMs which strike the right note. I

would -add that [the], universities themselyes may also find
their research policies have to be re-examined in light of
the changing directions of council programs.")

The 'changing directions Ofcouncil programs are _indIc-
atedhy the recent appearance of strategic Ixants and by the 1

apparent intent to expand Stith:grants oyer the next five
yearg. "Strategic,grants" is the term used .by these two.
councils: for those grants which are made1n areas degignated
by ,them as having special priarityi in accordance with.
perceived -pational needs; MRC "subject research deVelapment;,
grants" area basically similar.

Strategic grents'ire made to .researchers IndividdallY or.
'in group's, being in this respectsimilar to grants in- what I
have called the "standard form ". But there are. a'numberof
differenceSi strategic grants arelikelY'to.be on a larger
scale; a. higher proportion' of thewSupPort eam research
than is the case with" operating grantg; in the relevant
SSHRC and MRC 'programs.- the coveragecostOlei). Ig;A,Mare.
generous; and -- -this is, Xfte,,keyitem*.-- aPp4cationa are
.invited* within, advertiged'ihemeg,' not unrike "unsolicited
propOsalS" for contracts awarded by. government departments.

The NSERC's strategic grants program, is officiall
degcribed as folloWS (Canada, NSERC,

This relatively new ko,graYa'wis initiated by NRC with:
new funds July of. :)197.7 .Aria.. has given university.

2.4.2.3.2
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researchers an added opportunity,to apply theirresearch

experience to problems relating4to specific /areas of

national concern. 'NRCidentified three, such areas in.

1977-78, ',namely.' Energy, Environmental. Toxicology and

Oceans, and NSERC=has added Communications and Food/

Agriculture for the 1979-80 competition: This program

constitutes the core of NSERC's targeted- research of7

fort.

Council has used supplementary funds' provided by the

government, plus funds released by the termination of

the Negotiated Development Grants program, to provide

significant growth in the Strategic Grants area. The

1977-78 budget of $2.3 million was increased to $7.3

million in 1978-79 and will increase'further to at least

$10.6 million in, the C:arrent year%

Applications for Strategic Grants are reviewed by panels:

of peers, with university, industry or government re-

search backgrounds. The Council ..has also-commenced,a

series of university/government/industry workshops to,

improve the focus of thii relatively new initiative, .It

can be, expected that in the future there will be in-

creased attention paid. .to major interdisciplinary ef-

forts aimed at solving key problems identified by such

workshops.

The MRC' and the. SSHRC have also recently initiated,.

strategic grants programs, each council having selected a

single theme for initial attention. Aetc.ieen them, though::,

apparently without the guidance of the Inter-Council Coordi7

natiAg Cbmmittee, the councils have made Canada a

leader in cradle-to-the-grave research',, as the MRC has shOwnt

special interest in.perinatology while .the SSHRC has made ..

"Topulation aging" its area of priority. Both .coundil'S

eipeot to announce additional themes for strategic grants'in',

the near future.,

University researchers have responded enthusiastically

to.the NSERC strategic -giants program. The program:gen47',

ratee 618 new appliiitions for the 1979/80 competition,

involving requests fora about $24 million about twice .the

sum which will Although it isJiard.

:to predict the eventual level 'cif response to the offer ,

strategic grants by MRC and SSHRCy:, special' encouragehienti§-:-.

:provided by the provision of:salary-Support for principal

investigators. In the case cif.SSHRC a number of fcirMS-P.

:grant will support;: researchAA(the areas selected (Cahad
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SSHRC, 1979b: 17-18).

The third. major group of programs concerns. strategic.
'grants for research on themes of national importance.- Many
of the independent research projects, especially' team pro-
jects- supported by negotiated grants, deal with. Canadian
1:Toblems. However, until the Treasury Board approved addi
,tional funding of .$2 million for 1979-1980, SSHRC had no
programs specifically directed to the study of themes of
national importance. The extra funds will finance new work
on an initial theme; population aging, additional work on
the Dictionary of Canadian Biography, .additions tbi

collections of nationai'significance (the latter two pro-4
grams are describie in this .report as "concerted action,
grants" in the segtion on :grants to institutions") and
broad consultations toc'4identifY 'fiirther priority themes,.
Programs in support of 'social. sciences and humanities re
seatal on the theme of population aging will include:

Special Research Grants ...1'Thee may include paying
for the regearchers' time.,(unlikp regular research
grants).

iii.

47.

Post- doctoral Awards
scholars to establish
field.

iv.

Re- orientation Grants
established sehol.*s to

These should aid young
themselves in this new

Bere-theAdea
redirect, tbeir

Research 'Workshops The purpose is to aid a broad.
range of scholars and students: to familiarize
themselves with the field of population aging.

v.. Institutional Grants These would aid
ties' or other10.fistitutions which may
organize a special'team effort in some
the 'overall theme of aging.;'L."

universi-1
wish to:

aspect' o(A

.

The strategic, grants programs are given high priority in
the five year plans presented by SSHRC and NSERC in 1979,
Both councils emphasize, that the sutoport of discovery-

.7 oriented or "free" research is basic ;to all other..prOgrama
suppeirt, and that' fundemugt not be

from,'-Cthe bagie progtama. to swell the allo6thent. .given
strategic grants; 100oth,provide for rather modes
.in regular operating grants and a'sharp increase
;strategic, grants. *,In the case of NSERC, _a tripli

.

2.4.2.3.2
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"targeted research. programs 4iaf'proposed, : compared with arc:
increase,, of . between. 430 and 45., per cent fOr 'free research
progr Ms" (all figures in constant`. dollars). The SSHRC,.
startin smaller base for strategic grants, is look-'*
Ing forward to even larger percentage increases in t

item. ...NSERC .expects that by 19,84/85, between 18- anch 2 P
cent . of its grants budget (here defined ''to exclude ; loi47!;*

ships etc.) will be .talsen:PP at"ategit
. the .equipment component of thesegranta(Canada; *Kb;
078a: 78, 101)';7 while the corTesPoildInefigure,-dontemp7'
lated by SSHRC is 16 -or it hopes -- 3;5'-to 3$ per cent
.f Canada , SSHRC Appendix G) .

In general, 'the tone 'of the 'five year plans prepared by..
,SSHRC and NSERC - suggests that the councils antennae are
reasonably effidientreceptors' of off idial signals, such as-
those emanating frOmtlie Minister of State for Science and
Technology as h 'Hill C-26 thrOUgh:,.Parliament. The ...

councils ar f T frOi -ehendohlitg. their traditional role in
o the suppor ofUniVersity research; iihdeed; . the plans sug-

gest that they will continue, to `.`give priority- to the de-

velopment basic -.(per!onnel and equi7
pment) and e support of 'independent research .(Canada,-
NSERC, 1979a: 56 -9; and Canada:SSHRC:; 1979b.- 2577).HHBut
they also rline their .attentiveness' to specifically
Canadian needs nd to 7matter$ of national concern "..' In the
case of NSERC, this is expected to 11.hvblisre;moch closei tie

with, and 'attention to, busineas'44-60§-ir.

.

Note . this, should --occasicik: appt ise , 'though under ,

standablyi it has.. occasioned aOthe.dOlicern in thk univorsi7"

ties. Some observers- are worried that a future program of
financial stringency may bite into council budgets and -; May.

cause the pruning back of some of the traditional programs,.:

wtlaethe.arees4plected for accelerated development, through
strategic': granW go: forward the rates contemplated;by ,the
councils in their . five year plans: kcommitment to expand
Strategic grants. does involve this danger. And yet the

domicils could .sdarcely d-OOtPerwise than to respond! to .the

expressed illshea:Of their;; sole supplier by ex
pressing their enthusiasm for the new role; 414..:.I.ong as their

capacity to perforM the old role is unimpaired

.
.

To put it this way. is t$D,pu,t on -a bold fate,.;and perhaps
that is what one must Ao: 13olitically., tbere" is probably,
little choice. HiPt there is : Al so , politically developing
situation of. great .delicacy. both for the councils and for,
the unieraities::: The councils are proclaiming their Wilr
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!'lingnessto be instruments of federal .
policy and are in-%

,VoIVing'thenniversitiesith theM in the pursuit of na-

tional ,goals., TheCopncils' strategic grants are not unlike
theunsolicited.ContractS which area awarded by operating

departMentS. federal government is, 'through the coun-cils,:enlisting the help of facnity. in -provinCialiy.
supported. and in Most cases. prOVicially-created institu-

tionsy', ro work in areasidtntifiect as having specialprior7
Researchers' Salaries, and many ofthe inditectcosts

:associated with. research, are paid foi out:Of.generaI uni-
versity revenues. yfrne,. the federal government conttibutet-:

.'inairectiy to:those revenues through its 'cash grantf,'-to.

provincial governmentf in support of post- secondary educetion.:

But When:the provinces see the federal fiScal-trans-
,:jets as nnconditional°, and `.resent them if they are not, there

'ErOuble. illay%be brewing and ;the universities may.Suffer from
it.. AlreadyAhe provinCial.'claims have been put forcibly, by

2.4.2.3.3 'Quebec's white paper
,: on reSearch, 1980

. .

There is no need.to summarize here °Quebed'S white -paper
or(. scientific research, .publifhed in April '1980 under the

title A Collective.Jrojecti, It. will suffice meteli'to-note'

thdt the paper sPells:Outa comprehensive;14ityor pro
moting .research in .government,.-industry7andi educational
institutions (0RG1Ps. And:.univets4ies); :ffth40.t .propoSes
machinery,Idedefining and implementing a resedrch deVelop-,
Ment strategy; and that it accordingly -:wishs to "ie-

patriate certain' powers in order to accomplish its aims.
These-conStitntionWdemands,- .which are formulated' within
the-larger ptOjectsoveteignty-afSOciation are set out
.below in a number OfPqxCerpts-from4the concluding,ChaPterof
the White-paper. The excerpts 00k theniselves, though

two:initi41 observations are perhaps: apposite;

--The CortstitutionaI positi-On:expresSedi.n the docdment
P

is :teminiscent respects of the ptovincial
gosttiOn.paper adopted bY"the-COnncil of Ministers of

Education in ,January 1974.111e white paper is in'this.
sense;4;,annpdate and extension of,-;la pQsition taken-,

before the eleCteon ,of:.:A:government:-,6ominitted .toz
independence, earii;ex endorsed by the

.educatiOn.. ministers of all ,the ether provinces but

since. tacitly abandotied bS'i7..a11 ,provinces but Quebec..;

--The constitutional program of the Quebec. Idherdl



.Panty, a. vrograM :whose 'isimportance s augmented by the

:electorate's. rejectiorrof sovereignty-association :in
May 1980 referendum, contains proposals regarding
funding' of research in the universities. These

t. proposals are noticeablVmore :sympathetic to the.

sponeOrshiia university research ::1;.y: the federal
government as well as hy..bther::.agencies;, but they are
also emphatic aboUt the need for .4otergoVernmental

Consultation Oh research.. (ae
v

other) tatters., ,Indeed,, ,

accordinto. the Quebec Liberal Fartirprd'Odealeithd
budgets of the granting cOuncile should be ratified by
the provintestImough a new institution,:l. the Federal
Oound.ii:::.(Qtiel$0 Liberal PartY', 1980: 787'9 )4 More on
thisAiCtiOnS 4:1.3 and 4.3.1, below.

gow fora the .'fromfrom the white paper (Quebec,.' Ministre

1' eta t au edvelopkment ctilturell, 1980: 1927201):

Above all 'else, a true political dialogue,-must be in-

st_ituted . Indeed , there is no "spending poWer " which-

can justify the federal government's unilaterally dicta=
,.;t'iug policy on scientific development or direCting it

'!:gaccording to objectives and prfbrities "which are hot

'necessarily those of Quebec society.... This political
-dialogue must centre around certain matters. relative to

imperative adjusfments and Oatriations. These are the.

first. steps to be taken to correct the operational

anomalies and disparities which cannot be allowed to go

, .

As A first adjustment, Quebec must receive its fair

share of all- federal resources allocated to scientific
research and of'the ensuing economic, social and cul7;-:

tural benefits. The distribution of federal resources

:alloCated to scientific and techniCal develoPment,

therefore be reviewed. TheseYreSOurcee. are known
impressive .and, even to many orthodoi.federaliets,their
massive concentration.: in Ontario' bordet*:on the scan-

-

.

On first point, simply a matter of "equity",
que** overall position consists .essentially in clai'
Ming 'repayment of the money owing to it for too

; What will...be nsisted on is transfere'of ftinds or-of .

tax :points; both the government and the scientific
community in .010gbeC will know-What:to do with them. NOW

that the' collective proCeeS ,bf elaborating a science.
r,



policy is definitely under way, it is hard ;to -see how we
can limit ourselves to continuing to take part in pro-

grams which. have for'sb long and to;s0 great an

extent.-- been prepared and developed for hers.

olo S. ,
The university research sector must be regarded as a

special case. To put it-succinctly and this is the
second imperative adjustment the gouvernement du

Quebec intends,cto reassert its exclusive jurisdiction
over both the university institutions and their activi-

ties.- Nothing authorizes the federal government to pay
direct subsidies to university research or to the uni-
versity training of a scientific work force. EXisting
practices very often bear a strange reaemblance'to
attempts tit, bribe the universities and institute.a sort

of "double pationage" system of which Quebec's scien-
tifie development has too long borne tbe cost. The
government remains: true to Qugbeles traditiontl stand

on this matter,,and is insisting.on complete partriation
of all programs for grants to'university research and
for university training of manpower,....

4 third major area where Quebec is making claims con::

. cerns research .which is an integral part of the activity
sectors over which Quebec's, jurisdiction is laid down'by
the Constitution, for instance, natural. resources,
foresta, mines, 'fishing, argriculture, energy; the

environment, health, and'our heritage.. In this regard,
the government's position is _essentially the same as it
is in matters of university research: Quebec must have

full exclusive. jurisdiction in matters Of scientific
research, in all activity sectors under its authority.

,

Fourthly, and finally, the rules governing Quebec'i
international presence . in matters of scientific and

technological development must be changed.

In making these :claims, the Quebec gOvernment-has
intention of turning its back on thoseeflorts- at joint
federal-provincial and interprovincial action which have--
been timidly. undertaken here and there; even Tess does.
Quebec intend to Withdraw from the pan-Canadian: scien-
tific.research 'circuit and "go it,alone".., Rather, it is

resolved to intrease.and improve its capacity to co17.:--

2.4.2.3.3
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laborate'. and participate:, which, here as elpewhere, .

presuppbses a clear awareness of its objectives and real
controlOverits resources. :Quebec is. Under no illu-

sion, however, at to the possibility, under the existing
regime, of Cbtaining what it regards as a minimum of

Change,.' albeit. an insufficient minimum. For, this.reas

On, it has na:intenticin of getting bogged down im.soMe

interminable revision process which. might well side-

track it_ .from its.batic'political plans. True, the

government is insisting, firmly and resolutely, on the

chafiges mentioned; it will even welcome any reasonable

.offers. There is no question, however, in return for

these offers, of shelving the'broader demands whose
satisfaction is vital for. the future of scientific
deVelopment in Quebec.

2.4.3 _SPONSORED RESEARCH: CONTRIBUTIONS TO
FACULTY SALARIES AND UNIVERSITY OVERHEAD COSTS

, . .

In. 1970 the federal.Department of Supply.and Seikrides.

.(DSS) negotiated an agreement with the AUCC on "Contracting
with Univertitietrfor Research and Development Work ". .Tbe,

agreement is: realla federal policy statement made:after
'consultation with the universities through the AUCC; and

- broadly speaking is still in forCe. It is set Out in a DSS

memorandum of Seftember, 14, 1970 :. which.' stipulates the,

financial arrangements.tp be written intoffederal:contracts.
.These arrangement0;becaMe conventional also for provincial
governmentand private sector contracts. Although there are

contracts- Which' depart :from.: the conventional form or-Condi-

tions, .a certain presumption exists in 'favour of.f611pWink

the 1970 DSS policy.

The memorandum reads.in part:

research and deVelopment work carried out: .by.

Universities or:Colleges on contract to.the.Canadian

Government will be)riced atdirect-cbgt: plus a Cori
tribution to . overhead at',e_maxiMum: take-oUt raee of 30%

of speCificgireCt-cOst'elementt [materials and supp-

lies;: salaries. and wages inCluding:\profestional
salaries ] For,off-taMOUs work, :the:maximum overhead

rate-will'be 15%.

These "maxima are in fact the standard rates. Travel

expenses are not included in the "specific direct 'cost
elements" on which the 30 per cent surcharge for contribu-
tion' to overhead is calculated, but .a 2 per ..cent ad-

2.4.3
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'ministration charge on travel expenses is allowed. Ap-
paratus and equipment purchased specifically for the project
remain the property of the crown and are subject to crown
asset disposal procedures.

The range of expenses' covered by research grants, as the
earlier discuision has made clear', is usually narrower than
is the case with the "typical" contract. 'Indirect costs are
borne by ihe university, and the main programs of the gran-
ting councils make. no contribution for faculty time.. Ex-
ceperons to this practice have been noted in. the preceding
sections.

It 1.8 obvious that contract reSearch.brings financial'
resources to the university which most grants do
Moreover, depending .'on university regulations regarding
contract :work undertaken independently by staff, or-rules
and "understandingf7 regarding external -sourCes of income,
contract research may be lucrative for individual members of.
faculty. 'There are thus incentives for faculty.:toadek,.. and

indeed for the university to encourage, contract .research
over research which is subsidized by grants.

Although .I do not wish, to suggest that tontractresearch
is inherently uninteresting in scholarly or scientific
terma, or typically offers little support to,the teaching
function, the discrepancy in cost .coverage between.grants
and contracts does mean than non-scientific, non - scholarly,

. and non-instructional factors maydetermine researchpiio-
rit1.041i the Universities. This'ozonflictswitkthe, goal of .

achieving excellence; indeed, it is .antithetical. Wtheidea
of, the university.

2.4.3.1 Research. Funds and University Salaries

If many of-Canada'S universities are facing a period of
declining enrolthentsi it is of obvious interest to diScover
whether the external sponsorship of research can add: flexi-
bility.to university. suAffing. It may do so in two Ways:
(1) through providing a'means.of carrying existing staffwho
may become partially or wholly redundant for instructional
purposes, and (2) through bringing into the 'university new

'staff who could not otherWise be'hired.

The need for Stimulus from fresh recruits explains why
the programs being initiated by thegranting councils, to

biing..young graduatesAuto the universities :on research
a0pointments,.'.are-vitally important for the universities as

2.4.3.1.

2 ')
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institutions. (as well as for other, perhaps even mOte'imT
portant,teasons).,.

This Section, however, addresses a different issue: the

contribution of research funding -- mainly contracts -7 to

university sslaries. Obviously, given tha.relativeiy stall
percentage of operating income:deriving.from the sponsorship
of tesdarch, the contribution to university 'salaries is

quite small even in the most research-intensive 'universi-
ties. However, there are Intarestingdata which shoW that
..the allocation. of sponsored 15es:earth. income to different
Objects of expenditure .Within the university varies widely;
by institution (see-Table. .I/-13). T cannot say 'whether the
legsdn to be drawn. rom Table 47.13 is:

.(a) that research" enterprise is qualitatively
different in various institutions, and generaliza-
tionsabout the impact 'of sponsored research on
Uniyergity'finances:ate not worth making;'pr-,

(b1,1at some universities.have. learned to use external
research support-more.effectively, ,.or in different.
ways than other universities have, the implication
being that there are opportunities for some uni

yersities .to make fuller, better, or different,. use
of external research support; or.

ta.74.thatiOme universities are readier tlian:other6 tcs.

IAve*acadetic rank or title to non-teaching re--

search petsonnel, and that some universities tIas-'
sify as "academic" employees who in .other Uni-
yersitites are not so clasSified 77 in which the
case, the lack of .pattern, in Table II -13 is .due

simply to differences in the definition of tate.'

gories.

This is a puzzle, and I.- cannot resolve it.

2.4.4 IMPACT OF RESEARCH FUNDS ON THE
DEVELOPMENT OF GRADUATE PROGRAMS,

is well known-that, especially in the natural sci-
ences and engineering-4. -SAarge proportion ofmany research.
grants' is expended in the support of graduate students Who'

are:hited as research Assistants. These students usually
Writeheir theses on some aspect of the research in which
their-. supervisors axe engaged. Even in :cases where the

student is not supported-out of hig;supervisotls grant,- 'the
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TABLE 11-13

SALARY EXPENDITURES -.FROM SPONSORED RESEARCH FUND,

PERCENTAGES, SELECTED UNIVERSITIES, 1978:/*:.

Salary expenditures as a percentage of alr
expenditures from sponsored.research fund

Total salaries'
and benefits

(4)

Academic Other Instr. Other salaries
Ranks and research and wages

(1) (2) (3)

4
U. cf Alberta 28.4 6.7 23.7

U. of Br. Columbia 18.8 16.7 27.5

Calgary 8.3 14.3 39.2

Carleton 2.8 % 32.8 19.3

Concordia .0 38.0 5'84)1
Dalhousie .0 3.1 40.9,'Tr ./

Guelph '
14.2 7.8

Laval 7.5 29.0 14.7

U. of Manitoba '6.3 23.1 22.8

McGill .0 42.0 19.2

McMaster 7.5- 12.3 23.7

Memorial 6.2 2.6 46.6

U. de Montreal. 15.5 9.9 24.8

U. ofliew BrOnswick .
28.8 0.8 17.9

Ottawa 25.9 . 15.1 14.2

6u6.-Chicoutimi '45.9 .0 9.7 58.3
Que.- Montreal .0 : 40.5 17.7:.

Qu6.-Trois Riv. .0 26.5
'.

.15.0

Queen's 8.3 30.4 16:7

Regina 4.6 11.5. . 18.2

U. of Saskatchewan 3.6 57.5 2.1

Sherbrooke' 10.6 26.0 16.6

Simon Fraser 16.9 49.9 .0
Toronto 5.4 29.7 19.7

Victoria 12.0 55.3 42.2

U. of W. Ontario 5.7.. 28.5 : 22.8

Windsor .0 50.9 .0

York 4.7 . 24.6 23.6 '

61.6-

59.9
64.2

56.7

47.5

48.1

54.9

55.0
54.4

65.4

.

,..57.3

''54.6

;',52.5

'64.2

61.4
43.7

57.9

35.3
66.1

56.3

69.1
58.2

72.2

60.4.

52.8

. 55.6

Notes: (1) This table includes data only on those institutions receiving more
than Si million sponsored research .income in 1978/79. As,ih other
tables, affiliated institutions are grouped together (Universite de
Montreal includes also Ecole Polytechnigue and Ecole des Hautes
Etudes Commer.iales; University of Toronto includes also the Ontario
Institute for Studies in Education).

(2) Columns (1), (2),'- and (3) dO'not sum to column (4), because only
column (4) includes benefits. .

Source: AUCC: Financial Statistics of Universities and Colleges 1978-1979
("Prepared by Statistics Canada for the Canadian Association, of
University. Business Officers (CA(.180).).
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conduct of .research whItCh is- subsidized by external funds is
essential to the development of. graduate programs in most or
all disciplines outside the humanities and social sciences.

NSERC estimates that in 1977/78 there were approximately
1950 students who received support indirectly through its
operating grants and strategic grants programs (Table
11-14). This figure is additiOnal to the 1465 students who-
.held graduate awards; altogether, an estimated 3415 students
were supported. This is :,,one half the number of eligible
students (only Canadian citizens and landed immigrants are
eligible for support, whether direct' or. indirect).

The NSERC estimate of the number of students supported
through operating grants is a minimum,figure which is based
on financial :reportS by principal investigators. Grantees
did not report the number of' students they hired as research
assistantsji!.bUt they did indicate how the funds they

i,received were -spent. The total amount used for research
.Q assistance provided by' graduate students was divided by the

maximum permissible support level; in this way NSERC calcu-
lated .the. number of students who could have, been supported
at:)iaximum rates, if they did not 'receive any part of their
support from other sources._ In fack, however, many graduate
students are supported through a combination of different
sources (saY, in part! through teaching. assistantships); _thus
the NSERC funds probably contributed to the support of
rather more than.2000 students..

The number of graduate students supported, directly or
indirectly, by NRC fell sharply during the. 19701.s. This is
shown in. Table 11-14. Ilockirer, the rec.ont ,improvepent in
the budgetary. .prospects of -IISAIC, 7:0'41W 10 graPhapis on
manpower training in it'Sff*,..;*.,ar A7''s .

trend..

One reason the matter is ,imttirtant iiti the conteX:
study on university finance is. that 'itie'guAriortof
may have a decided impact onithe:availabilA
the universities' major . "route oft f.inancial°'
general provincial operating.gr4nt.Y. Whethe.-
so will depend on the methodAigea for alloctIn
provincial subsidy amongtinstitutions.where
used is sensitive to enrolments adiiate
student enrolments are weighted more -heavilY:'t an under-
grad*te enrolments, a university's income may.,be indirectly
affected by, the support available to graduate students
through fellowships and the sponsorship of research.

24,) '2;4.4
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TABLE 11-14

NSERC.SUPPORT OF FULL- TIME-GRADUATE STUBENTS-:,

1970/71 to c1978./79

: Graduate student
enrolment in '. Per cent of
discipfines . Canadian

supported by NSERC and landed

Year Awards
held

(1)

Estimated
number of
students
supported

'under
grants
-

,(2)'

Estimated'
total

number of
'students
supported

(3)

Canadian
and larided
immigrant--

(4)

.

.

Total
including
foreign

(5)

immigrant
graduate
student

enrolment
supported
by NSERC.

(6)

1970/71 2340 3110 5450 NA 10971 NA

1971/72 2103 2959 .5062 :NA 10308 NA

1972/73- 1989 2686 4675 . 7838 9326 60

1973/74 1735 2551 - .4286. 7476 9068 57

1974/75 1702 2491 4193 7378 9035 57

1975/76 1735 2051 3786 7758 9836 49'.

1976/77 1742 2060 3802 7752 10149 49'

1977i78' 1627 1950 3577 7304 9849 49

1978/79 1465 1950 3415 '.6875 9400 50.

S urcet NSERC.
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The size of a given graduate .program -- we assume for

the sake of argument that the program in question ia.already
in operation, or has been approved -- depends Upon the

Interplay of three' major factors. Pine is the extent of

student demand, or the number of high - quality applications.

This will depend partly on employment prospects for the

period after graduation.. A second factor is the number of

places available in the institution or department, and this

in turn will depend inter alia on there being adequate

facilities and equipment. A third factor is the availabil-

ity of student supp8t, whether directly through fellow-

ships, ,or indirectly in the form of teaching or research

assistantships. (Naturally, the adtissions policies Of.the

institution are also of key importance; but to a large

extent these policies reflect the three' other factors just
noted.) The activities of the granting councils and of other

agencies which support university research affect all three

factors: the availability of employment, of equipment, and
of student support.. The councils' programs, and the level

at which they themselves are funded, are thus absolutely

critical to the development and general health of _graduate

studies and research training in the universities.

These comments apply with much greater force in the

natural sciences and engineering than they do in.the huma-

nities and social sciences. In the latter disciplines it is

not conventional in most universities to support all gradu-

ate students; the availability' of equipment and facilities
is much lesli of, a limiting factor; and students generally
develop' research interests which are much less closely.bound

up in the work of' their supervisors than in the natural

sciences and.engineering. By contrast, the prospects for
appropriate employment after completion of .a graduate degree

is just as important a factor in the social sciences and

-humanities as'it is in other disciplines. The bleakness of

the situation in this regard over the past few years has had
a seriously depressing effect on' the readiness of the most

able undergraduates .to continue on into graduate stUdies.

This gives' great importance to the plans of SSBRC', as well

as of NSERC, 'to develop new programs to launch young doc-

toral graduates on research careers.
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2.4.5 SPONSORED RESEARCR4TNO AND.

EXCELLENCONAINDERGRADU TE TEACHING

The uontribUeitin of':rdsea ch funding to the support,.,-. ,

graduate-studies is widely re gnized, but it would he'Wrong
to acknowledge this symbiosi while, ignoring the relatOn-
ship' between research and undergraduate teaching. AS Alas

been emphasized time and again in this7eport, univeraities4
are places of experimentation and innovation. ResearchAa''
an actIVIty which cautions its practitioners againStie
acceptance of orthodoxy, and schools them'in the exercise' of
logical thinking and the critical use of evidence. The
.attitudes and habits which research engenders and reinforces
are -thus essential to the character.of 'university education
at all levels. In this'sense undergraduate teaching, just,
as much as instruction at the graduate level, depends urion
the conduct of research.

-It is easy to, be cynical about this Much research is
on recondite subjects, and the activity itself involves much

.'tedium as well as the excitement of discovery. Factlty may
-- some do -- neglect their students to crank out publica-
tions. But to acknowledge these things is to admit -the
danger of making categorical statements about research and
researchers, about teaching and teachers.

Research involves reflective enquiry as Well'as.digging
at the frontier; its practice Cannot: properly be contrasted,
as a strong-minded Canadian man of letters hag recently done
with eclat,' with the dialectical processes which. train the
'mind and which have been said to be the glory of the British.
And the more traditional Canadian universities. It is true
that almost mindlessfact-grUbbing is sometimes': Called.
research, and that some researchers are plodding and mein-
ventive . They are the bane:: of theit.students graduate as
well as undergraduate. ButcOnversely, it is as true of
undergraduate teaching as it of_ the graduate enterprise,
that in the absence of 0744iWactivity, instruction is

. unleavened dough. ""

2.5 GIFTS AND ,ENDOWMENTS

,Gifts, and investment income from endowments, arenot a
category entirely distinct.from sponsored: research

1978/79.Canadian: niversities received $202 million in
4-,'gifts and non=government grants,. plus investment income.- Of
this, -$84 Million'or 42 per.cent, was either earmarked for
research. putpOSes or was transferred by the'uniVersitiei.



frOni their. truat.andfendowmeriefunds to their SpOnaored

research funds; ;This presents: ius with 'a probleM Wi.pig-

sentingthe data, since we' laturally wish to avoidAlOuble-.

counting, but we also wish to acknOWledge the full con-

tribution of ,gifts and. endowments.to university finances.'

Ouroltiou is to present both figures
.the colUMn entitled Gifts, etc. inclu44giftaanct non"
government grants plus investment income 'exclusi4e,,Of:. the
:sums from these'soUrdesused.:_tosuPport!research, A fuller
picture is given in 101I-15, .which' gives both a gross

figure for "gifts, atC,"' (includesthose'used for the stp-
port of research), and'a net figure.

I

AS.:tle would expect, gifts and, endowments income.
distributed among, the universities very!. unequally, _with*,..

eight institutions receiving terOler,:ceftor. more oftheir
;operating ,funds from this source,:'WhiW:1I receivecr*44
tharfone'per ,three received more han $100Q per:.

student, and-a.further ten receiVed.betweeri.$500:and00
Fifteen received lessthan;$100.. .;

Obviously, those universities which obtained-. a:rela-

tiveLy large income from private.sources had an advantage ,

over the'others. The advantage is probably greater thaua
simple'Comparison of gifts7per -FTE~stUdent would show, since
private 'funds may sometimes 'be used for purposes that Iunda.
from other sourcia- notably, the general provincial opera-
ting grant -- m4t.,not._For example,in Ontario and perhaps
in some other provincprovincial grants may. not be used
for scholarships.and fellOwships, When gifts and investment
income are .Used.for'this purpose, it can giVe the univeWty
a.distinci advantage in recruiting good students. This4n
be particularly importantfinanCially:_ speaking, atkkA,
graduate leyel, if the province funds its universities b'yisan)r:

enrolment-based formUlasee Section 2.7.1.2, below) -iff

'which graduate studentare. given a greater weight than
undergraduates.

. Thisreport does not deal.witb;thalinancing of capital
eXpenditures, but not-even theriefest comment on the role
of ;gifts and endowments. in ;'?:.ti#tVersity. finance,. can exclude

reference to:the importance of private funding of libraries,
residences, sports: faCilities, and other bUiidings.. In

1978/79 12 per Cent. ofcapital funds derived:fidm gifts and
Anvestment_intome,i compared' with 6.5 per cent in the opera:-

bUdget. friYate'.benefactionskie been vital to the
3, .

growth, and to the character, of many of Canada's universi-
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TABLE ilt15

NON- GOVERNMENT GRANTg,' -Alb: INVESTMENT INCOME OF

CANADIAN utlivelTsiTkes 1978/79
.

,

Percentags S" per FTE student;

's Mt . Al 1 iton . 15. 2......'

Gifts,' etc., Gifts, etc.. 0 100 300 500 More
including for explbding for' to to to to than

'University, research research 99 299 499 999 1000

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

15.2 x

'Toronto 15.1
McGill: , . 13.8 .S.

Queen's... 12. 7

Dalhousie 12.4
'...'....

McMaster- ..-, .11.2
.. --..

NipisSing- ,. ; IQ'. 3- - .. ...

.. .,
U. of Sask: 1041:.-,-.

8.4
,82
9.5

8.6' o

4.3

10.3
8.1

x

a

. Ie' of i4. Ont . 8.9
'.:

U. of D.C. 8:4

A.inn).'13eg 7.8
- . .
-M.d4itoba 7.8 '-...

LAlberta 7. 2
.. .-,.. .

Ottawa, :

a . x

; 5. 1

CalVary 6 . 0

Lethbridge .5:7

Guelph .' :5:6

Sherbrooke 5,0

Acadia 4.7

Trent . 4.7

Wilf. Laurier. 4.
iiaterlo 4.3

LaursIti7am.. . 4.2

Bishop.', 3:9

C4rlet41 3,7

Reg ina 3.5 '

4. 2.

4.5

4.0

2.3
X.

3.8

3.7

2.3
3.1

,,



f.Universlty,.

Percentage§7:, . $ per. FT8 -Student

,
Gif ta, etc. p 'Gifts, 0 100 300 500 More
including for excluding , for to to to to than
? ',research 'research 99 ;299 499 999 1000

.

(1): ( 2 ) (4).,. (5): (8) (7)

U. de Montreal :

Victoria.: , 3.3

?<irk

.

Brandon a2.9 a

Laval s 8

ConcOrd is : . 20
Simon Fra§pr

Windsor

F. )CA4ier , 2i 2
, .

Bgosk.

St.. Mary's AX
1.4

1.0

Memorial

Que.- Chicoutimi
4

Quo.rMontreal

Que'- -TT. River
Cape,Ilire

!iearai ' 1

St.. Thomas -

Ste. Anne

0.7

3.0

'?*9

2.1

3.0

2.8

1.1

1.2

/.8

2.0

2.2
'2.0

1.2

.1.4'

1.0

Source: .Carculated from: AUCC: Finand-ral Statistics of .Universities and
' 'Colleges 19781°1979 .( "Prepared by 'Statistics Canada. for the

Canadian Assoc1ation of Uniyersiti BusinessOf ficers ICAUB01"),
and StatisticsCanada (for. enrolment data) 6
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Th4Oe weights are acknowledged by Sheehan to provide
a very rough, approximation to the past distribution of

funds. Indeed, one should expect.fairly Wide discrepancies.
Such discrepancies are caused.bye number of .factors: .cost
differentials along the institutions for a given program,
different mixes.of Proghms or enrOlments, and differences
in the kind and level of= non instructional activities.
.Whatever the explanation of -_observed differentials, their
magnitude is easily ascertainable and' can be expreased as a
constant or coefficient which is inserted into the 'formula.

Sheehan has done this He suggests.. multipLying Ahted
enrolments in' each institution by an "instittitiOnal charac-
teristics" factor, to yield its entitlement in terms of
allocation,units".. For:each institution, then:

"-:-allocatiou. units k[1(" "FTEs) + 1.4 ("Upper" FTEs)
+ 3.25("Graduate" FTEs)]

utere k is a constant representing in4itutional c erecter-
isticS. Each justitutton's general purpose grant s derived
by .multiplying the number of allocation units to which it is
entitled by a dollar value for that year.:

, \

By 'choosing appropriate yalues for4-each institution's
"k";, the Sheehan formula reproduces fairly closely the
actual distributiOn of funds among the colleges and uni-
versities around the mid-seventies.. It, should be noted that
although there is Do logic which sets a "right" k-value, its
calculation does point to some important features of the
funding of post-secondary instituti9ns in Alberta. Di'ffer-
ences in the\treatment , Of. each . institution are clearly
identified to facilitate Open disCusslon of the reasons why
each institution should haye the k-value it does. Arp its
institutional,characteristics thoSe of superior quality,
particularly rich mix of students (e.g., at the graduate
level, a relatively large number of doctoral 'students);
cost-factors associated with scale, sheer. inefficiency or
*hat combination of these? A planner/budgeter could- decide
that the discrepancies in k-values wasiunwarranted, and
could announce a gradual reduction in.observab]e differen-
tials; or he (it?) could decide that 'a wikler differential
would better correspond to-public purposes, such as the.
development of rop44uality programS,at a leading inatitu-
tion, or compensation for unavoidably higher costs in some
institutions.

2.7,2.2
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One further 'feature :., of the Sheehan proposals is that

operating' grants be. committed to institutions three Years-in

advance, A three-year grant. pertOd would increase. each

institution's "capacity. and flexibilityto lope with Ifore

seen-probleMs7 (p.329)..
. .

Thejgovernment has not yet, after a three-year period,

responded to-the Sheehan proposals.

2.7.2.3 Saskatchewan

4

r, General purpose operating support for university educe-

- tion ' in Saskatcheman 'has been and remains allocated on a

discretionary basis. For many years the central ad-

ministration of theUniVersity of, Saskatchewan' presented ,its

case for a public- subsidy directly to the Minister ofEdu=

cation. Slice the reorganization of the university sector

In -1974, ho ever, the two universities have made their

I. requests to. the Universities Commission; which is 'an inier-

'

mediary-between them and the propincial government. 't

. .

Funding procedures are officially descried as follows ;

'Saskatchewan, SUC, 1976, 10-11): -

. 4

,Thi Commission is responsible for receiving s atements

' of need from the universitfes for operating nO,
analyzing .these statements, and advising the Mindste on

a-consolidated basis,-of the level of operatyng sdisport,

required fOr ,the upComing year." The,g4ernmeni is

Vinformed of the universities' requests as received,, as

'well'as,of the Tommission's .advice., Once the grant is 4

ma -known the. Commission is responsible fOr"---allocating,

to the universities, 6serying what is needed for its

own operations.'

The process itsel occurs over the entire fisdal year,

beginning with the presentation of funding requestin

the Fall, ,.and .the allocation of, the resulting, grants

after the legislativeivote in the Spring. The process

is 'PerceiVed by the Commission to be consultative, ,and

between each of these major stages are, udnor stages

E involving discusaons between the Commission and the

universitiess., and the Commission and the, government.'.

The pavers of the Commission are similar in scope to.

those bfl'.the Universities Council: of British Columbia,

though they are spell,TI out in rather less det''ail',
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Universities CommisSion'Act
, -

the SUC to:

..

of 1974 (Section 6) authorizes

.(c) receive;:'review, and rationalize the budgets annual-
,

ly presented by the institutions or presented a any
otter time at the request of -the commission;

(d) receive, allocate, and distribute capital and/opera-
tilpg funds and any other money allocated by 'the, govern-
mefit for the supgort of the nstittgions; .

4D,

/

(i) ih:an and co-ordinate in consultation-with the in-
stitutions and Interested assoCiations the university
sector of poSt-secondary education in the province;'

.,

CaY work .with the institutions -.in promoting coloperative
ventures . and in co-ordinating existing and'fgture
velopment'S;

I., p ..

(k),x,,,requsire an institution to establish such .accounting
.

f

J and information.systems as it considers necessary .for
..

( the proper . conduct of thee business affairs of the.* in-
e.- stitution and require the institution to proy.ide such

,n2v...,..,-_-=,....
,-.

EesQ,r25,1 information as the commission _may\ , .
* desire; ' ...

....-
..., )

(1)' review as it sees fit all capital, expenditure pro-
*

jsets of the institutions and give authorization' for
them to the institutions and (stablish procedures- for
the review of these matters....

The Act also provides, in terms almost identical to
those in the British Columbia legislation, for the este-
blishmenl of standing committees on business affairs, pro-
gram co-:ordination, graduate studies and research, and
,capital planning and development,v,' The similaritiesl'in the
-legal position of the two bodie; is further revealed in that
the SUC-- regain, Tike the UC C.- is prohibited from

\

inter-
fering in:

the formulation and adoption of academic policies and
standards;

: the establishment
graduation; and f.

2:7.2.3

standards for



the selection, appointment, suspension and removal,of
staff.

In Jew of the parallels between the SaskatcheWan and

the British Columbia legislation, our earlier remarks (See7°

'tion 2.7.2.1) about the UCBC nzr, that ,it, Could poSsibly turn,

into a sort of superoboar of governors and academic senate.,

for the provincial universiti s might be thought to ally.

also 'to the Saskatchewan, Uni ersities Commission. The M-JC

appears, howeyer, to be loo ing for ways of fulfil g its

responsibility towards the overnmeetand the public hout

controlling the allocation of funds within the,universities

or involving itself-in matters such as faculty. ° workloads;

size of classes, or the quantificatidn 'ofi teaching. and
research "output ".

4

The financing technique which the UC/ inherited at its ,

inception in 1974 was histori'cally based/and incrementalist.

One of its earliest deoisions was to underpake a clhorough

review of fundik procedures with the. aim 6f,replacing the

.existing system with something more rational. The fifst

stage was to survey existing practicles in various/ province's

and ill some of.oth American states, a" 611( WhiCh was con-

fided to W. Mcflinn of Woods, Gordon & Cos The"MCMinn ie-

port, issued in May 1976, showed (in the words of i ytommiS-

sionemedorandud), that there are,no easy 'SolutiOns to the

problems of fnnding universities and that Ao one is,,,,yet-

satisified with their own answers-. Athough McMinn-was

instructed ndt to make recommendations, the .tone of. his

report was decidedly- sympathetic to the appildttion of
btUsiness management techniques-to university olierations.

This appears also to have en the way the Commission

was leaning at that time. In ruary 1977 it -struck, a

Funding Revtew Committee . and instructed it, within six

° months,

7-,

... to recommendi changes to the funding .proceSs

:which will' improve its -equitableness, accuracy and.

credibility, bearing in mind the relative costs. and

benefits.both.to.the sec -tor and to the province;

to.develop procedures and criteria for assessing the .

real financial needs of the.secior and for evaluating'
the worth of existing and proposed programs;

to review the alternate means of allocating grants

2.7.2.3
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and make riChinmendations thereon.

The job, has been aborted. The Funding Review Committee,.

if not acttually\disb'anded,, is not functioning, and the SUC
ontinuw to base its funding recommendations on historical'
ad incrementaliit techniques: Interprovincial comparisons
f per-student Costs, 'faculty- student ratios, and- other
ndices which might\ Situate the Saskatehewan universities in

relation to Universities outside province, have some
*bearing On the Commission' s Odgment about the tadequacy of

the funding-"base, which is modified annually for inflation.
\

. .

itt is perhaps, too iinSubtle to describe this as being, in .

the CoriiMissiont s ,iliiew, a iiifikeshift arrangement; -buE nor" do I ,

think is it wholly mislea:ding . .15;11 university.,costs prove
uncontrollable tinder the present arrangements , Or if the : :

parcelling74out of available lundS' between the two universi-
srties is , publicly condemn0 as inequitable, more direct

methods of coiitrol may betSme necessary The Commission may ,!

be forced: eitherNy its 'Own judgment of what the situation 1

, ieiviires, or by pressures, to take a 4no,re
.

J..,,,c114:*.4' hand in .1.kaniversi,,y management . PreSent thinking,
seems tO)-11.re movirig,C.:away .from this solution to the ,Problems
of. :; , ,niyersity *funding; bdt :., A serious crisis,, or .prolonged

'4"

., ii:14141-1ty to deal with , persisting problems could ; force a,/-evatuation Otqxs approach. A:,1,
,-
.r.-:

'4:,/k.2.4 litanitobas Y '
c.;

t(From ,1967:/68 to 197-2/73kthe,. larger' Part of the prOyin-
cial ,-;§,upsi0 the 41.reeft.. universitieS%'and the

;,',P-k-Alaiverataire de St . -tonifaCe was distributed among.; them by
4nrolri4ntbased:.:formtila. Over' the ensuing three, year', period
Brandon University was funded ';-on a b1*k, grant,,,,and enroll ,.
meths at the University ;of, Winn3peg, were assigned a Ifigher-7''

yweight than 'comparable enrolment: at the UniVersitr% of
'Manitoba. It" a &atter of verbal, Preference whether one :-

.'-describes, this Period as one in whiCh a fortOla was
*,Then ambiguity.. was" resolved in 1976/77, when the province
reNietted, to a form of discretionary funding..

It ..7. 2 Formula financing, 1967168 to 1972/73 7..
I

At no time haS-.4.-Manitoba)used 4 f9rmUla for other -than
-distributional purpoSes. Since 190168 the universities

"`'have made annual budget submissionS,_kto. the "Universities
`:;.Grants`rants Commission, which ;pas respOnSible for making a

recommendation to the proyfilcial cabinet . The CommisSion- is

2.7'.2..4.1
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agent
: ,

of the crown in relation to the universities, andr

,controls a Universities Grants Fund from which it may make

disbursals "subject to the provisions of, any trust...ibut

otherwise at its sole discretion".

From the amount paid into, the fund by the government a
portion has been used to cover the operating expenses of the
-Cordmissidn; another portion has gone to make sRecial-purpose

payments to the unillersi4ies (e.g., "first call". funds to

meet interest charges on institutional debts) ;' the

remainder haS been available for general operating purposes.

In. the first six years of the Commission's operations

'these 'funds were distributed to the universities according

, to an ,enrolment-based formula, although Brandon also

:received a supplementary giant which was gradually phased

out. The total non-formula portion of the grant, including

"first 011" grants and the supplementary grant, or4ginally ,

amounted to 20 per cent of the total, but it declined to
--::

about five per cent by 1972/73, . .1
ro

r k

j Eien for the early -Period,, one wonders if the formula

vaS' not rather a charade. It was the most. complicated of

the distributiOnal formulas used by,anylprovince; it conta-

inedined 13 enrolment categories and a range of Program weights

which varied from 1 to14. The weights were based on a 1966

,cost study at the Uniiersity'of Manitoba and, owin to the

,dominant position of t is institution; most of th categor-,

ies,were of r levance only to it.. The, Univer ty,of Win-

i'

nipeg 'and Br ndon liniversity,simply 4d, n
.. .

have a wide

enough range o programs to .be affected y ore than a small

pait of tie formula. They complained ---with:'some-justifi-,

cation if one compares the Manitoba weights with tficise,used/'

in other' provinces that formula-generated *inds wee

inadequate to their 'needs. Their complaints were endors

by the Task Force on Post-Secondary Education 'inMa
(Oliver, 1973, 155):

toba

Using University of Manitoba cost data tii4Stermine the

tudentprogram costs for-all three institutions.assumes
that the cost expetience of the ,,three universities would

be roughly the same. the considerable differ:-

`ences among the.unilorsitieS bOth in size .and type, of

program make this assumption suspect.' By using the cost

experience of the largest university to determine stu-

t-program costs for the two smaller institutions, it

s likely that the, formula is biased against the smaller

institutions since their actual cost experience willnot

ef,frr.t7e.
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.

.

reftect the same advantages uf scale economies as are
aXp-etienced-by the. University. Manitoba.

2.7.2. 4., 2 Goi

Fall enrol
cast levels,
slightly in eia
shortfall was
cif Winnipeg'

ng of formula, 1973/7 to 1975/76.-

- 5

n 1970,. 1971. Si

FTE, students declined
1972 fell below fore-

and the number of'

merits

Ch 'f the letter. two years. The hrunt of the
bor e, by Bra dOnUniyersity_and,theUniversity:
bo h',of'wh h experienced a decline in fUll-.'

. .time enrolment in 070. /.Brandon ran a defici , which was
met by .a. special; goyer ent grant, and It .197 /72\ the Uni-

versity'.of Winnipeg received a supplementary (non-,formula)
nt from the CommissiOn.

.

In" 1.973/74 the :formula grant /,tO Brandon was.replaced y

a block grant determined,On'a discretionary basis, and the
university did not. subsequently go back on formula,. In the
same year,' the forMUla mas'amended.such that the. University.
f . Winnipeg benefited. from a5adre generous sceleof weights
han was applied to enrolments/at: the UniVersity of Mani-

, t ba. For example, a "Level:./ II ". science student had ,ea
w ight of 1.8 at Manitoba, ''and 2.6 at WinnipegThus, the
Ma itoba uniyersities effeCtively We 'off formula in
19 3/74, although' the Universities G

,tin ed to present:its -allocatiOns in

197' /76.-

nts ',Commission don
formula terms. Until

/7

n short, assoot as application-Of the formula began.to
prod e unacceptable :results, it was scrapped though the
Grant. Commission was unwilling to admit". Its reiuttance
vanis ed, however,' when there was a financial crisis apt the':

University of Manitoba it 1974/75. ' %

In 1973/74 the University incurred an operating deficit
of $1. million, .and by December 1974 it "aplieared to be
heading for an,accumdlated deficit of $4 llion. The Board
of. Gove norsstated its "belief that the `f ndamegtayproblem
has be :a uinderfunding in recent years", and ndted that

"academi salaries, compared to those of ,

tions, ank to a very low level position, support staff'

salaries became uncompetitive and library support., sank to
the lowe t. of any major'university library in Catada"
as a res It of underfunding.

TO eh
responded in' February .1.975-(University'of ManitobaBulletiT,
March.5, 975): .

se tatements the Universities Grants-Commilssion.



Iniall candor, the Commission must question,those
.

argu-

ments. Neither interprovincially nor intraprovincially

isi there anything resembling equality of academic

salaries and benefits. In the summary Of academic
,

salaries for Various ranks across Canada, Ohich the

University has supplied to the Commission it is ndi

unreasonable to observe that, with few exceptions, the

universities Where academk salaries are repotted, to be

higher than those at theUniversity of ManitOba are

located in the Provinces of Ontario, Alberta and British

COlumbia -- all known to be affluent' jurisdictions in

contrast to the Proirince" of Manitoba which is sub-

stantially less affluent. Uni4ersity, personnel is not

the only group of the'gainfully employed in Manitoba

whose earnings are les than, those of similar or cotpa-

rable personnel elsewhe in Canada. There may wehl be

some differentials in iversity support staff smfaries

when cd1pared with employees performing like.duties in

4
other sector of t Manitoba-economy., But the summar--

ies provided by' e University are inconclusive to the° , .

extent that Only 'saiary ranges areindicated. It is not

possible to make a'reasonable ,judgment in the matter

without knowing wtiaf the averagqor median salaries are

for all the.groups, -')Doth Within and without, the uni-

versity.
y.

The Commission also noted that full-time equivalent academic .

, staff complements_ had risen 9.7 per cent between 1971/72.and'

"1974/75, whereas enrolments and gone up only ).6 per cent.

It expressed its "doubts. that a somewhat higher staff-

-student ratio than currently exists at the University of

Mantoba will impair the ,quality of the services offered by

the University".
P.

The University merged from its financial crisis in a

position of virtual receivership. Theprovincial government

gave it a grant of $2 million to cover one half its ac-

cumurated deficit, and'ihe Board of Governors was instructed

to.liquidate the remainder over a five year period. The'

Commission, which had already opined (in the passage quoted)

that the University should not expect faculty salaries in

Manitoba to match those in Ontario, Alberta, or. British

Columbia, d that the University could reduce is staff

complement withOut loss of quality, now stated that it

would "a ist the Board in determining a balanced budget

position for fiscal year 1975/76". It required the Uni-

versity to submit a monthly financial statement to' ensure

281
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J

14 the approved budget would be adhered to.

Evidently,:by. time, not only the credibility of.
formula financing, but also.its desirability, had been wiped

. out-

2.7.2.4.3, Discretionary funding, 1976/77'to present

One consequence of the financial crises experienced by
the Manitoba universities between 1971 and.11975 has been the
extension of controls by the Grants Commission over % the
universities.. Controls are imposed though the ,'annual

budgetary process,. and also 135$ restricting university deci-
sions which might, incur liabilities in the future even if
tlieir immediate financial consequences are 'acceptable.

The universities receive an annual .general operating
grant which in 1977/78 amounted' to 85 per cent of the sum
voted by the legislatUre,' Arid in°1978/79, 93 per cent Hof a
smaller legislative vote. The general grant is arrived at
after a review. of university budgets by the Comdission,
whicN makessits wcommiendation privately to the government
and, at a later STage, parcels out the sums made available
to It

University budgets are submitted to the Commission under
,nine major categories of expenditure, two of which tas

described in a Commission circular) deserve special note:

e Academic costs: - This onsistS of the direct costs of
instruction Including aca emic staff salaries, instruc-
tional aids and supplies, and teaching support services
guch as laboratory assi tants and teaching assistaits.
This category does no include administrative costs,
research costs'or space maintenance costs. "In-senrice

. teaching programs", -innovative programs, "Northern cour7
ses", and similar programs should be included in aca-
d-emic costs. ,

Research: This refers only to research expenditures
which are included in4Ahe operating budget. It does not
include research activities which are specifically
funded by external agencies such, as' the ;Rrovincial
Government, Federai Government, etc. Fellowships and

,graduate allocations paid out of the operating budget of,'
the University would be included in the research cate-
gory.



to

(as is noted in Section 2.4.1,) "research" is defined.

to Meanonly that.portion of.resdarch activity whicl is not.

necessary for maintaining instructional standards, the major.

components of research '.costs are scattered, through other

categories: staff time under "academic", library under

:administrative support services ", space requirements under

"operations and maintenance ", and so forth..

It will be Observedthat the budget categories are'in no

sense related to "mission", :function, or academic program.

The, budgetary process is of the line-by-line type, although:.

perhaps conducted in less detail than this term usually

suggests,. q

:Line budgeting is well adapted' to a i rementalist form

of decision-making; in which there, i presumption that
existing activities and objects of expenditure. will carry on
from year to year with annual increments for rising costs,

thOlistOrical base perhaps. being widened to permit the

initiationyof new academic programs or the expansion :Of::

existing ones. It ks also, however, a processwhich is well

adapted, to a cost-paring, and cost-Controlling exercise in

which'the size of .401e, grant: is fiXed at the outset and the

budget categotTes merely show how the universities!' eX-

penditurt patterns will-be adapted. to'the4Jre-determined

amount.. '.Both elements -- universitY'neeAsHas-calculated on

the basis of.the historicel record, andgoyerpmont'Spending
guidelines -- necessarily enter into the budgeting deci-

sions, thoUgh_ina.__proportions that may be_estimateddiffer-

ently. by. the variouSparticipants'inthe process. Conse-

quently, it is scarcely surprisingr,.7:)that. some university

administrators %ionder. if the process which begins with'

.university budget submissions -- is. not- somewhat ritualistic

Be that as it may, there cenbe no aMbiguity about the

universities' being subject. tci controls in matters that

might incur financial liabilitiesin the future. The uni-

versities are required by statute (1967) to obtain .written.

approval from the Commission for the introduction of anew

acadetic programs or the expansion of existing ones.

'further, it is the stated position of the Commission that,

academic developmentMdst be accomplished using existing,,

resources.' Not only does: this mean that the Commission
refuses to contemplate eXpanding the historical- expenditure

base to permit program innovation, it .appears that the

limitation applies also to the actual number Of academic

'staff. E;.ridently; the Commission doee,;not wish to allow a

situation to develop in which the universities make commit7
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ments which they subsequently pciintaS. requiring
tionat funds in order to maintain levels ofe'service..

Finally, we should note that there exists a'five7year-
, plan for the universities in Manitoba (1977/78 to 1981/82,).
..The Commission undertook to prepare the plan, in Conjunction
with the universities, in February 1977., Essentially, it is
a statement of each institution's existing financial com-
mitments, together with such foredast 'increases in ex-
penditure as to:permit the universities to carry on current
operations under 'inflationary.. conditions.' A Commission'
circular to the universities, commenting on the need for the

.plani reads in part:

In the early 1980's it is almost certain that university'
enrolment will decline and will remain in a relatively
depressed .state for the better part, of a decade. The
universities and .St.lOniface ,.College indicated, in
their.five-year forecastS, that for operating purposes
in the.quingdennium 1977778'- 1981-82 their; government
grants would have to increase annually, at an average
rate .of better than 21% whereas during the Previous.
quinquennium the :average annual ,increase was ap-

. proximately 14%. The universities' perception of their
needs for governMent of support of the magnitude fore--
cast and other indicators. viz,. staff-.Student ratios; low
enrolment courses etc. which were revealed in the

forecast data, strongly suggested to the Commission the
need' for sefting a program designed to assist the uni-
versitieS to adjust their operations between now and
198182 in order 'to enable them to meet the enrolment
decline in the 19.80's without suffering abrupt, dip-
locative and harmful experiences. Such a'program: must.
be planned and, to be effective, it should be mutually
agreeable to the'universities, the :government and 'the
Commission.

Ontario

Ontario has had longer experience with formula financing
and has applied .a formula more consistently than any other
providde.' Even in Ontario, however, the allocation of funds
to universities by formula has at all times been comple-
mented by discretionary grants. Moreover, the formula'now
in use has been desensitized to changing' levels of enrolment
with the consequence that the distribution of funds among
universities is as much historically determined as it
enrolment-related. Indeed, between 1976/77 and 1978/79, the

2:7.2,5 2L:4
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formula, was suspended entirely for graduate studies so that

changes in enrolment in graduate prOgrammes *could have no

impact at, all oh university funding during the period of the
"free;e". Moreover, in 1978 the University of Toronto

,proposed a similar suspensiori of the formilla, for under-

graduate.studies. These are indications of,dissatisfaction,
with formula financing, or of doubt about its suitability in .
a. period of general financial retrenchment, rationalization
of academic programming, and declining student enrolments. .

.

here. have always been' adOne should also note- that t-
ministrative tcfntrolso the introdudtion af7new programmes

at the graduate level. "That Suchcontrols. have been ne-

CceSs4ry: shows ''that forinulalinancing has not been. really

successful in supporting and 'controlling the,developmenf.of

.a university systemin Ontario which-the provincial govern-
ment'and its adVisors haye faund satisfactory.

2.7.2.5.t A.-distribution formula

The formula introduced in 1967 Was treated by many of

those involved in university finance.as a dualpUrpose one,
which could and-would be used to'deterRine. overall levels of

.

government expenditure on the universities as well as to

distribute available fundS among them.

From 1967/68 to .1973/74.the value of the Basic Incothe

Unit, was set by° the Ontario -governMent on advice from the

Council on University Affairs. The grant to each university

was determined tg multiplying (a) its'BIUehtitlement by.(b)

fhOUU-valme, and subtracting (c) .a hypothetical. figure

representing the income. from student fees Which the uni-

versify- would- obtain if its fees were .̂set at a standard

,level, .

The standard level, or"formula fee", was an average
of the'fees actually leVied for each academic,Programthe

If the BIU level had been set well in advance (and

independently of estimated enrolments in the various degree

.prograMmes) the formula would indeed.have served as a means

of determining theaggiegateprovincial grant 'fa.Ontario

universities, In. practice, however,-the government seems to
haVe Waited:toobtain enrolment estimates before setting the

value.af ihis enabled it to' keep .better control of

its elependiture-fiabilities. NatUrally there would be some

margWof:error, as actual enrolMents exceeded or fell short.
Of the 'projected levels;and this marg,in. of error would

.4, leave :"some uncertAinty, about 'the size of the aggregate

'provincial -grant. But that is simply to say that the

3 cpj
2.7.2.5.1
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government was using a distributional.formula which admitted
of some minor uncertainties for the koyernment. .There' is a

"*.big difference between setting grants to the'universities on
the basis of what the gOvernment can afford' and' (on the

other hand) doing so on the basis of an estimate of what the
universities seem to require for academic purposes. In

practice the formula probably emphasized, even from the

beginning,the former of these criteria.'

Whatever interpretation one may put on the early years
of formula financing in Ontario, since 1974/75 the formula
has been unambiguously of the distributional type. The
present procedure is that the Ontario Council on. University
Affairs recommends to the provincial goVernment how.much it
should 'Spend on the'universities and the minister eventual4ly
replies with a precise and unchangeable dollar figure. This
is what the Ontario7,CoUncil on University Affairs uses as
the basis for a.subsequent memotandum advising, Qnr the .al-

location of operating grants t the Ontai.io. universities.
The OCUA first determines 'various non-formula grants and
subtracts these froM the total. What is left over is:then
distributed among the universities according to each uni-
versity's share in, the total number of BIU's across the'
provihce.

2.7.2.5.2 Non-formula grants'.

During the first few years of formula financing 'in-.
Ontario the universities were growing rapidly. In order to
encourage their development, the prOvincial government
offered non-formula or aScretionary grants to assist in the
starting up of new academic programmes. It .was presumed
that in the first few years of their operation, these pro-
grammes would not have enough students :to make' them
financially viable under the formula. This was the ratio-

. nale for supplementary grants known as "seed- money". In

addition, there were general-purpose supplementary grants' to
"emerging universities ".

When the Ontario Council on Uipersity Affairs began
operations in 1974, one of its ffkst priorities was to

review the rationale for Supplementary grants. first
annual ,- report (1974/75 it-reviewed various criteria which
might be employed to justify them. Vn the matter of uni-
versity size the Council wrote (Ontario, OCUA, 1975; 13):

0 8upplementary :support...is based on the reasonable if
not precisely verifiable,assumption that mostiennolment-

.7.2.5.2
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related formulas do not recognize the minNum level .of

fixed cost 'below which' a university simply cannot ope-

,rate as such. The so-called "emergent" grant made by

the Province to small institutions until 1974-75 thus

"attempted to compensate for what would otherwise have

been a formula-generated inequity.. _ Four small, uni-

versities continued to receive supplementary support

when the,'"emergent" grant' designation was dropped in
1974-75:, ,Brock, Lakehead, Laurentian -and Trent.

In this passage the qouncil apparently' was considering

transmuting the grihts 'for emergent universities' into "-per-
manent supplementary grails for universities that operate on

. a smaller scale. than most other institutions: Its discus-

sion was inconcrusive but it '.did end up awarding sup-

plementaey &rants based on size considerations to four

universities. The grants ranged from less than half a

million dollars to almost two million:- On the other hand,

the Council expressed considerable doubt about other cri-

eria which had been advanced to support the Jdea' of , sup-

plementary grants: the mix of professional and general.

-degree programmes, undergraduate versus graduate orienta-

tion, and geographical loCation (bub note the existence of

"northern grants", discussed below).

In the relatively few years 'of 'its operatiOn the OCUA

has moved towards the elimination of supplementary grants -

based on size Or other criteria which are awkward to apply.

By its fourth annual report (197)/78) the Council was writ-

ing (Ontario, OCUA, 1978: 48): .

Council visualizes a future in which any of a number 'of

. institutions will face declining enrolments. Size

cannot continue to .be a factor in awarding supplementary

grants because there could be several eligible claimants,

in the years to come despite the fact that the present

formula allows substantial protection for inatitutions

that decline in enrolment. The/otoblem.of declining

enrolment and institutional adjustment must be faced.
Continued special funding for some institutions now, and
perhaps more in the future, will not make effective use

of the resources likely to be available to the system.

Council now wishes to make clear its intention to re-

commend continued reductions in [supplementary] grants,

to each institution until the grants reach zero.



fli...The. Council's .re of size and other general cri-
teria as justification for supplementary grants to the 1--

universities has not prevented it from continuing special-
purpose grants to .specftic universities in accordance with
government policy. Out of the general funds available for,
the support of Ontario universities, Council continues to

recommend, grants.und i two major headings% The first of
these consists' of rthern Ontario 'grants" awarded, to
Lakehead.University and. to'Laurentian and its affiliates.

er-

The other,categor
j

is that of "bilingualism grants" whicA
are awarded in.ord to cover :additional costs associated
with existing bilingual 'activities in universities offering_;
instruction%in both Englishand French. I

4 There is one further category ,.under. which non-formula
grants are awarded: the OCUArecoMmends an annual grant-to.
the Law Society. of Upper 'Canada in support:. of its Bar Ad-
missionCourse. amounts to less than half.- a million
dollars.

In 1978/79 non-forMula grants totalled about $i0"
on. This figure represents less than 1.4 per cent of the
total sum allocated on the basis "of the OCUA's recOmmehda-

Von. The non-formula grants consisted of: bilinwalism
grants ($4.5 million), Northekn Ontario grants ($3.2 mil-
lion), supplementary grants ($1.9-mIllion), Bar Admission
Course ($.q million).

.

.

.

2.7:2.5.3 ' Program eligibility'
, forfora funding under formula

The Ontario formula is based on weighted student enrOl-
ments: but notall.stuaents'"ea their universities a.BILT

entitlement. To do so they must bey enrolled in. a..prograM

which 'is eligible .for. funding.

Concurrent with the introduction' of formula financing,
ministry approval of all new 'programs was established as a
prerequisite of eligibility. Yowever, the definition 'of

Which programs were to be considered "new" was lefCfuzzy,
at least at the undergraduate level, where the relative
infrequency of new Proposals has led to adAloc-consideration
of what is new (therefore requiring approval) and'of the
criteria on which approval will be _based.." New programs in
art's and science are likely 6 receive pro forma 'approval
unless .creation, of anew department-is 'envisioned in order
to offer a. proposed program.

2.7.2.5.3
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. "First,pfofessionaidegree" programssuch as education,
.engineerin, law, medicine and various para-medical subjects
will .have been accredited by -the appropriate associations
and changes may have. to be apptoved by -the relevant govern-
ment ministry *before they, can go into operation. Some, such

as medicine and engineeringt are subjeCt to periodic assess-
ment and are imPli5it1y required to-retain accreditation as

a whole, although -prograM options which might, not receive
approval for accreditation do retain their eligibility fOr

funding. .

A,s we noted in Section 45.2.5.3, the funding Of. gradu-

-ate programs has for more than a decade been4Contingent upon
Muccessful appraisal carried out under .the aegis_ of the

Councilf,Ontarlo :Universities: It was also observed that

in 41971'a funding embargo was placed on all new graduate

programs. until a discipline Assessmgnt had een c ried out..

by-the COU's Advisory Committee .on Academic anning.,(ACAP).

4

Successful appraisal' .and a positive-recommendation from

ACAP through the COU (after completion) of a discIpline

appraisal) do notr however, guarantee.that a new graduate
program will become eligible for funding. According to the

OCUA (1978a: 5-9)':

-

SinCe Aune's1975 Council has repeatedly indicated that

finding 'approval' for new graduate programs would,:no

longer be an :autoMatic:matter,and that .Council's,sown.

task in the funding Approval process would include. the.:.

"banncing .of fiscal realities and liefi:Initiatives".

For example,: it; is conceivable that iha'given year

funding available to the graduate sector might be -in-

adequate to 'support all "new7program .proposals'without
harMing , programs already eligible .. forund.ing.
Council's respodse to- a situation of this type might

Well involve po,stponing recommendations for funding some

or all new programs., ,-

'Indeed,. in 1978 the)CUAruled that no .'kogram Willre_
eligible for funding consideration.1 ,nless it JAalready-ift

operation, and°sEudent have been enrolled:inlit. "This

reaffirmation of institutional autonomy [sic]7,:declares the
Council, "is'. designed. to demonstrate institutional commit-

mentto, and student interest Int _any new graduate program
before it may become eligallile for public support". (Ontario,

OCUA, 1978a: 59)4, -

2.7.2.5.3
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, 'In response to this ruling the Ontario Council on

----Graduate-Studies (i.e., _the Graduate Deans), expressed its
concern that (Ontario, occq, 1978: 10):

...meeting these four criteria will not result in a
recommendation for funding apllroval but, will only guar.:
antee consideration by Council. and that e positive
funding recommendation wil,1 not follow automatically.
This appears to negate the whole thrdst of the Advisory
Memorandum and to be inconsistent with 'Couecil's basic
position that the responsibility for planning should
rest with the individual institutions and Abe col-.
lectl:vity. It also implies that Council has some addi-
ttonal criteria that it may wish 'to apply- at the, very

- end of the proceg. If thiS is so, these criteria
should be specified now. rtEn a' period, that combines
consolidation of -graduate planning and financial con-
straint the universities should be willing- to°be,bound
by strict criteria for funding.'. But they should know-
clearly What criteria: they can be expected to meet.

Perhaps these objections explain the Minister's reaction to
the recommendations of thesOCUA on. graduate 'planning .and ;

funding, In her letter of December 1978 (quoted in its
entirety in Section 1.5.2..5, above), the Minister an-
nounced that after 1983/84, "Council's and theyManistry's-
involve/tent in graduate planning should be Iimite& to

verifying that new "programs have been successfully ap-
praised". (Note, however, that'she also suggested that the

- universities should "impose upon themselveS" the same -sort
of funding .criteria -- most of which have to do with. evi-
dence 6f need now applied by the OCUA. This suggestion
merely makes the following remark, in the sane-letter; even
more enigmatic: "Universities will have fro determine a
method of allocating funding amongst themselves. that will
foster excellence.")

There is considerable ',yncertainty, then, about the
conditions or the procedures which in the longer run will
make graduate programs eligible for funding. In the mean-
time; it .can only be observed that the present procedures
leave the universities carrying the financial burden for a
number of vrogYams now in operation. . In £ts 1978 brief to
the OCUA; the Ontario Council on Graduate Studies listed 24
doctoral programs and 4411aster's programs on which an OCUA
decision was pending; some of them had been enrolling Stud-
ents for several years. 'The OCUA subsequently announced

2.7.2.5.3



that it vas recommending si of the doctoral programs and 20

of the master's,programs f;or funding, and was withholding

judgement on two doctorall programs. °,;.lhus there-,are '40

.graduate 142grams'in,Qntarip forwhich the ()QUA will requre

further docUmentation, as rset dOWn in its 1977 list 'of

.funding criteria, before it _considers their eligibility for

.funding.

. 2,7.2.5.4' The historical element the

public.funding of -Ontario universities

It would be upsony ntionalLto s the Ontario universi-

ies receive. about A o thirds. of their ,operating grants

according td histori ally established ratios, and most of

the remainder on .the basis of an enrolment-based formula'.

Nonetheless this is, I think, a more accurate description
- 'than:the official' one, which retains,the'language. of formula

o
financing while noting that the formula had been desensi-

tized to fluctuations in enrolment.-

The distinction is not merely verbal. , As has already

been emphasized; the idea behind enrolment -based -formula

financing is that university incomes should be-related to

enrolment partly on equity grounds and ,partly in order to

p*ft':theuniversities with :-alargemeaSUre of autonomy in

`protrap';:development.and otheracademic ..matters./ Formula

financing,- in-its pure. form 4:s like a fee sUpOlemen9
scheme: the universities are left to decide how success

fully they can market their services, and to take the knocks

if they forecast the perket'wrongly. By contrast, funding,

'Purely ccording to historical ratios eliminates almost all

the risk, and offers, maximUM assurance-of'stable funding for

existing facilities and ongoing prOgramsofinstruction and

research:(especially if cmerall levels of funding keep pace

with inflation). However, it has the disadvantage that it

is likely to stultIM demelopment and cannot vary financial

support to accommodate new,initiatives in research and in

academic programming; nor does it impose any penalty-*for

decaying standards of perfowance. It is vital to note that

current funding arrangements in Ontario combine in about

equal proportions ehese two largely antithetical principles

(funding according to instructibnal services rendered, and.

income stability) for the financial support of the uni-

versities. This may be desirable, but it is certainly not

formula financing unalloyed.

The introduction 'of ,the historical element- into the

.publio funding of Ontario !universities occurred. by the

2.7.2.5,4
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following steps,i;

1973/74 Beginningof "slip-year" accounting of enrol-
., ments: each university's BiU entitlemdht

henceforth was to be based on the previous
year's count,. not the current year's. This
change siM'ply meant that the universities were
not already' well into the financial year
,before their income,was known.

o.

/77 Suspension of the,formula with respect to
graduate studies for a minimum peiod of, two
years (subsequently extended to t ree, i.e.,
to and including to 1978/79). The decision t6
dd this was based on recognition of several of
the problems associated with formula financ-
ing, and it is consequently wOrth.qubting th
9CUA's reasonS for making the' recommendation
(Ontario, OCUA; 1976: 35):

paw

First, Council adopts as its, own the concern
expressed by the Commission on Postsecondary
Education in Ontario that the long run 'future
of universities, be they large or small, is
not necessarily best served by a formula
arrangement that associates both teaching and
research costs with numbers of graduate stud-

, ents.

2.7,2.5.4

Second. 'CoUncil..-.is abundantly aware.cif the
need. .to ensure -that the development of new
graduate programs..not -take- place at the ex,-
pense of the financial. viability.of the: unP-
versity.systemas a Whole..

°Third,' in7that this need indicates:a rationing
in _.'the-Aistribution of existing' programs to
petMit..new program development;COuncil wishes
tOensnre. that "whatever steering effects in
thereSent formula encoUrage program pro-
,lifeiation be neutralized.

Fourth., Council. it highly desirable to
foster .. an :atmosphere at the level of Presi-
dents andBOdrdatof 'GOvernOrs.in which.the
forward planningof .;:graduate Work within
individual institutions can be freed from
short-run revenuensiderations:



Fifthly and finally, Council wishes to foster
an.atmosphere in which planning can proceed
at the system -wide level in like freedom from

such considerations. A... ,

197077 Enrolment averaging far undergraduate studies

announced. In 1976/77 the BIU,entitlement4

would be based: one-third On the 1974/75

count, and two-thirds on the 1975/76 count.

Thereafter a three year rolliag average would

be used. This would make university incomes

respogd more sluggishly to flUctuations in

enrolment; but there would be no permanent

discounting of growth (dr decline) in enrol-

ments. It would simply give each university a 5

ionger-period of time in which to adjust if

enrolments dropped.'
. .ft

.

19Y8/79- 'Permanent discounting of entolment changes in

undergraduate 'programs introduced. Hence--

forth, in calculating BIU entitlements, equal

weight would be given to the count in the

years 1974/35 to 1976/77 (the. "funding base')

and to the three-year rolling average immedi-

ately prior to the curent
t

financi' year:

The significance of.,his farrangement s de-

scribed ,t1 OCUA in the ' following terms

.
(Ontario, OCUA, I978a: "50-31):

.

This means that institutions Which experience
,undergraduate enrolment increases, post. 1976777

will,' aftet three years, receive a maximum of

50% of the operating t6venue that would other -,"

Wise .be expected were funding.allocated on a

direct per capita basis. Conversely, in-

stitutions which experience undergraduate
enrolment declines will lose a maximum of only

50% of the funding associated with the lost

enrolment. Herein lies the stability feature

of this allocative mechanism for, in the

extreme 'case,' *an institution which had -t

enrolment, whatsoever at the undergraduate

level beginning in 1977/7.8 would. receive

funding on the basis of 50% s>f its' average

enrolment in 1974/75, 1976/76 and 1976/37.

2.7.2.5.4
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1979/80 Graduate funding placed on a basis similar to
undergraduate funding, except that in the case
of doctoral programs the"funding base" would
be weighted at two thiids, and the three -year
rolling average would count only for one
third. This was justified .111y OCUA on the
grounds that "doctoral programs may be con-

, sidered to have been generating the greatest
support for research and scholarship"
(Ontario, OCUA, 1978: 61). The scale of
these activities, according to the OCUA, ought
not depend upon enrofment levels.

Thus, over the past six years, %Ontario has --introduced a
strong historical element into the public funding GE its
Universities.

at is perhaps a little easier to understaild-the signifi-
cance of the current funding arrangements if we look at
dollar figures, and do not limit ourselves to verbal pre:.
sentations of algebraic formulas.. Looking at the bottom
line" we .may say: . -

--The student4 enrolledNIn Ontario universities from
1974/75 to 1976/77 will continue to'earn their former
universities, as long as current funding airangements
131.pt,' a fixed BIU entitlement. In -r978/79 this en-
titlement was worth approximately: $1,300 or
arts undergraduate, $3,900 for each M.A.-student
$10,300 for each Ph.D. student.

--Each current student also- earns the university d
subsidy in the form of ,a government grant:. Only a
portion of the subsidy is rec&iyed,by the university
in the year(s) in which the student is' actually en-

:.rolled, because of averaging provisionN., However,
disregarding this feature of the formula"; "..-..at 1978/7*
BIU values and fee levels, theannual subsidy was:
$600 per'undergraduate arts student, $3-,100 per M.A.
student, and $4,400 per Ph.D. student. (These figures
are lower than the ones above, even for undergraduates
and M.A. students, because "standard fees" are de--
ducted from the university's subsidy.)

A final observation: it is an implication of the above
figures that, as- a university's 'enrolment declines; an
increasingly lrge percentage of its provincial grant will
be based on historical Aistribution rat'os. This will be
true for.universities indiVidually, and cross the system.

2.7.2.5.4
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2.7.2.6 Quebec

Universitiesin Quebec are funded in accordance with a'

set of rules in which the historical element is very strong.

Each institution's grant is based on its budget for the

previous year (excluding items which are supposed to be

self-financing, such as ancillary enterprises>. Adjugtments

are made for inflation, enrolment changes, non-.government

revenues (mainly feg), and'other factors. This procedure

yiel s an estimate of the university's financial require-

m s for the year, and subject to across-the-board

udlet cuts -- the-public subsidy is set at that level. The

aggregate of the grants so determined is, a first approxima-

n to the 'level of provincial spending on the univer9i-,

ties, which isfixdd in1accordance with cabinet decision.

The participants in the.process are:

--the Ministry of Education, which' publishes the. rules

for determining the grants, and does 'thp calculatiOns;

- -the Cabinet, which dictates policy On matters such as

the allowance to be made. for inflation and for the

expansion or contraction of student' umbers;

--the "universities,H which supply the necessary data on

previous years' budgets:, enrolments, etc.;

--the Conference of Rectors and PrinciPa1S- of Quebec

Universities CCREPUQ), Which particpates in the pro-
ceSSJs.the organized voice of the universities, making

submissions about items such as indices of university

,costs and other mattersaffectingall universities

.eqUally or comparably; .,-and
r

--the Council of Universities, which,the law requires be

- consulted: it Offers.an. official, public and detailed

'opinion on the various items which enter into, the

calculation of the grants, as well as. on the wisdom and

fairness -of the prodedureS themselves.. The'.Council, it

should be noted, hasbeen.succesSful'in persuadingthd
government to changecertain features of its policy

even after the ruieshaVe been .published in draft form.

The main features of the current granting procedure were

introduced in 1969/70, although each'succeeding year has
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seen some reVts ons in the regulationS. The largest: hange
occurred in 197778; with the inception of program budgeting

\(PPBS). Even, then the process itself was not much.affected,
though the terminology In. which it: was henceforth. described
Was spanking new.

'

The granting procedure is too complex to describe in
detail here (it is set out in regulations which run to some

-50 single-spaced, legal size pages), ..but our purposes will
be served by an abbreviated description of Ehree Phasesi--

.

1) revision of the base, i.e., of the "admissible
expenditures"- in the university's budget of the
previous-year;

fsga2) rule-determined or mechanical a justme
revised'base; and

3) inclusion of any increments allocated on
cretionary basis ("additional requestS").

\

First Phase:', Revision of the base. The calcu ions in
this phase produce an inflatioh-adjugted version of main
items in, the university budget .of the preceding year, while
deliberately making no allowance either fc"r growth or de
velOpment. Some items, however, like fringe benefits for

Istaff, are'nottaken into account until the next.phase.

`The first step in revising the "base" is to group the
relevant items under four headings: faculty salaries;
salaries for professional etployees other than faculty,
salaries and wages'of support.:; ptaff, and non- salary items.
Each of these four items is'::-.then' indexed at a rate pre-
sscribed by ministerial or cabinet decision. In practice,
this has meant a fairly gene'tdds increment for salaries and
a very small. increase in the notional figure for non-salary
expenditures. The four budget'categories, as indexed, are
added up; expected revenues.from non-government sources (for
detail, see Section 2.7.2.615, below) are subtracted; and
the remainder is a revised .,base figure, for the current
year's grant.

the

.a: ats-

Second Phase:' Mechanical adjustments. These are of two
types: modification of the base to allow for changes' in
enrolment, and the addition of those items hitherto excluded
fr&-the calculation. No account is taken at this phase, of-
new academic programs or other forms of university develop-
ment. °

2.7-i-6
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Throughout the 'seventies, the Quebec government, in-

cluded in its aggregate grant to the university sector an
allowance for increases in enrolment. The allowance was
originally fully proportional to actual growth in the

system, but in more recent years both growth and shrinkage
have been partially discounted (for more on this, see Sec-
tiOn 2.7.2.6.3, below).

Other "mechanical" (or rule-determined) adjustments are.
made to the base,, by adding in the items hitherto left

aside. These are of various types, and include:.

--fringe benefits for faculty and. staff ..(the allocation

for fringe benefits is, like that for the Tarious.,

salary items, determined.on a historical basis, as.,

modified by indexation);

appaiently beyond the university's linancial
control, such as cierfain.botroWng hosts, 'Municipal

taxes, and rental Of.buildings already approved by the
ministry-(to.house existing operations);

--costs of certain programs or activities already ap-

proved by. the ministry on a multi -year basiS,, for

example: (a) imputed costs of running the nonteaching
components of -the, Universite du Quebec; (b) alrefdy

promised start =up grants for new academic.. and

(c) estimated .running costs of:.programs1 of special

interest to the government '(,such as the training of

language teadherS, essentially a fee7for-service con--

tract); and

--correction of errors in the ca.lculation;of grants for
previous years..

Third Phase: Additional requests. These are requests
for development, that, is, either the initiation of new

programs or activities, or the accelerated development of

programs and activities already approved. The Ministry of

Education responds to these requests in a purely-dis-
cretionary manner, although for the initiation of new aca-
demic programs its discretion is ,shared by %be Council of
Universities through the Comite conjoint des programmes (see
Section 2.7.2.6.4, below).

The .sums involved at the "additional requests stage are

not large; For example, in the fiscal year .1977/78 a total

2.7.2.6
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of only $4 million was set aside for meeting them. This sum
was allocated to sub-categories as follows

--$ .8 million for research programs and training re-
'searchers'(an augmentation of the resources for the
F.C.A.C. program: Formation des Chercheurs et Action
Concertee see Section 2.4.2.2.3, above);

--$ 1.5 zillion for rental'of additional space on leases
approved by the ministry; .

--$ .6 million for new academic programs (start-up
funds);

--$ .5 million as a supplementary grant to finance doc-
toral programs: an additional $1000 per fulltime
doctoral student;

.6 million as a supplementary grant to the Ecole de
Technologie Superieure. -

.

The $ 4 million total represented less than one per cent of
the aggregate 1977/78 generalpurpose grant, and. the startup.
funds for new.atademic programs ($ 600,000) constituted only
about one tenth nf one per cent.

Several features of the process for determining grants
deserve elaboratiOn'and comment. .Such comment is provided
in the seven sub-sections WhiCh.follow: (1) the impact of
the.granting procedures on the size of the aggregate grant;

,how the indexation of salaries and other budget items
affects the Universities, and their capacityto shift funds
from one budget- category' to 'another; '(3) the. impact of

enrolment changes on' the'aggregate grant and on the dis7.
ttibution of:. available funds among universities; (4) the
relationship between the planning process for the university
sector, and the granting or budgetary process,; (5) the

treatment of income from gifts: and endowments; (6) . the

distributionof funds. within the Universite du Quebec,, and
its position relative to the other universities; and (7)
some comments and complaints about the operation of the
financing technique, as voiced by. individual universities
and by the Council of Universities.

2.7.2.6



2.7.2,6.1 The` level of government spending

The granting -procedure used in Quebec not only deter-

mines the distribution of available funds among 'the uni-e

versities, but.has a large imiact- on the size of the ag-

gregate grant.

_Until 197-9/80 the historically based formula which has

been briefly outlined was a dual-purpose one which not onky:
determined the distribution of funds among the universities,'
but 4termined the level of government spending on the

university sector. principle the government still

retained control over this item in its budget, because the

.key item in the formula is the 'rate of indexation of salary,
sexpenditures, a rate which In practice has been set by the

;Minister of Finance:
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However, the allowance for salary increases in the

universities has beenithe same as in the public sector as a

whole, 4and in this matter the government has been less than
a free agent. It has necessarily acted under the constraint
of collective bargaining with unions of public employees in

sectors, such as the hospitals, where a work stoppage has

much Sharper and immediate consequences than in the uni-

versities- Consequevely, by far4he largest item in uni-
versity budgets has been indexed6ae a rate .determined by
non-educational considerations, through a bargaining process

in which the university administrations and university
-faculty unions, have been only minor participants, if they

"-have been involved at all Once the salaries polity has

been set for the public sector, the government has had

little freedom of manoeuver left regarding its grants to

universities. Non-salary expenditures are too small a

percentage of university budgets to hold down the total very,

much.

There are three devices to which the goVernment has had

recourse in an attempt -. to hold the line on its operating"'

grants to the universities.

--Discounting growth in 46 system. From the .inception

of the formula, the rules for determining operating

grants foreach"institution have made less .than full,
allawance,.for enrolmenechanges -7 that is, an enrol-

ment increase' of 5 per cent would induce less than a 3

per cent increase 'in the university's allotment at the
stage of "mechanical adjustments". However, until

1979/80, growth in the system as a whole was not dis



counted; it was merely distributed among the univerSi-
ties non-proportionately to enrolment changts (see
'Section 2.7.2.6.3, below).-. 'This policy changed in
'191y80, when the government made only a 50 per cent
illbwance for growth in the system:, and :even the 50 per
cent rate was a.concession made after anintervention.
from the Council of ,Uraversities, which had strongly
criticized an initial proposal to make only a 25 per
.cent allowance for -growth.' The substance of that

intervention was that greater allowance for growth was
necessary in order to support the policy ofomaximizing
access to univetsity. .

-A -minimal response to "additional requests". The
govefnment is under no obligation to allocate any funds
for this category of expenditure, and in practice the
sums allocdted under this heading have been very modest
in recent years. .

- -Across-the-board budget, cuts. Such a cut occurred In.
,1979/80, when the rules pertaining to enrolment changes
within each institution dictated an aggregate increase,
of more than 50 per cent of growth in the system. A
total of $5.8 million was cut from university budgets,
prorationed across the system, to keep-total alloca-
tions within the limits set- by the government.

o

2.7.2.6.2 Indexation: impact on .

the universities' financial position

Indexation. ofSalary:hudets seems, .at least super-
ficially, to be a bonanza -'for the universities. In reality..

it 'has :been Madre a bbOdanza'lfor"the faculty and staff.
, , 0

.

Unibnik4tion offactilty. as well:as2of .prokessional and
o

c Aiargaining, and-theratt.of indexation of
support lir has/proceeded. relatively far:in Quebec. With
011ecti
salary U4etsL being_publIC: knowledge, the university ad-.

MinistratiOn could scarcely cOndede'ltsser percentage in-

Creases than the index:-figuref.suggesttd.! As a result,
although the,uniVersities dollayeithe legal right to trans-7
fer* funds froMthe salary budget..tpHnonsalarY categories,
in prICOoeitheinfreedoM't6 do ao,is severely limited.. ...The
need;to dO'so;'-hOweverhas been pressing: in recent years
tha,indexationofnontSalaiy:JteMd has r'been well below the
.ratt.;:of inflation.

niversities in Quebec have:..thusbeeti -under the same



sort of financial squeeze as have universities in other

provinces, and there has been a Consequent running down of

equipment and diminishing standards 'areas such-as library

services, maintenance, and' secretarial assistance. The

universities have tried to make up for the deficiency of

non-salary budgetary resources ,permitting ,attrition of

staff so that,'-while salary increments Match (at least on

average) the index- figure,- some funds,are left over to

transfer to other purposes. Thts has,' perhaps, been made

'rather easier than in other province_'- because enrolment has

been growing andthe universities have been at least parti-4

ally compensated for growth.

:2.7.2,6.3 Enrolment changes: impact on
the universities' financial poSition:

will be recalled ''thatc:until 1979/80 growth in the

system was fully compensated, though the distribution. of the.

additional funds :among the universities was not proportional

t& enrolment dhange.- The reallocation rules have been,.

complex.

Until and including 1975/76, enrolment cha each

university were weighted at half value and a c spondilik

"mechanical adjustment" to its "revised lose" was Made.

After doing. this,. there was Stili,an apProximately equal

increment. to::be distributed'aMong the universities in some

other.Wak* 'The. device chosenWas a per-student giant which

varied in magnitude with totalnot,inCremental,-_ enrolment

4C11 the - university. T rhe smaller , institutions eceive& a

larger. "per capita ", so.that in effect'financialresourtesr

were tranSferred to the smaller' universities each., year,

augmenting'thel3ase for the salCulatiOn of their grants .in

subsequent years._
. .

One consequence, of this policy was.. to discountgrowth. in

hejarger'(and, for the most .part; the lOnger-establisAed)

niversities,: and to place a premiumongrowthinthe smal7

r Another- conSeqUence was to reduce the adverse

nancial. :impact of a decline:ln anrolments in an individual

i stitution.as long as the Systet.as.awhole was growing.

towth,inrthe system meant that t-money waa'availablejor.the.

r, capita increMent,,eveOr a 'university with stainan;

o declining enrolment ,levels4 .This was important fot:0e

.En lishlanguageaniyersitiesi'whichwere adversely affected

by the creation, clf.the. college, -skatem...,-(the. CEOEPs)...''

Gr cation ffom. a CEGEP.became,,over:a phase -in period from

196 I70..tcy1972/73, aprerequisite for admission

1

A ,
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versify. Since English-speaking students who went to the
new colleges previously had gone directly from high school..
to university, the transition period resulted in a temporary
drop in undergraduate enrolments (about 15 per cent) at the
beginning of the decade. ',By 1973/74, however, the English-
language sector had again reached. its 1969/70 level. In the
meantime, the "per capita" increment helped the English-
lahguage universities substantially.

Starting, in 1976/77, the ministry began to discount
growth in all universities (not just the larger ones). It
also abolished-the per capita 'increment and its cushioning
effect. For the year 1976/77, fuil,allowance for growth was
permitted in the case of the faculty salary budget, but in
the other three major budget categories growth was dis-
counted at a 50 per cent rate. In the following pear
(1977/78) the differential treatment of budget categories
was dropped, and growth was discounted by 25 per cent (i.e.,
a 75 per cent .allowance was made) across the board; in
1978779; the figure was 50 per cent.. The money "saved" in
this way was distributed On a discrAtionary basis, in the
form of grants to meet "additional requests". ThuS, from
1976/77to 1978/79, growth in the system no longer.supported
a general exapansion in the financial resources of the
smaller institutions, but was transmute& into financial
incentives or compensation -- for develoOment.

A further significant change occurred ,in 1979/80, when
overall growth in the system was discounted at 50 per cent.
In order to encourage the universities to recruit new stu-
dents, thus presumably, raising participation rates' and im-
proving access to university, each institution, was awarded a
supplement to its "revised base" according to the rate of
increase of its enrolments relative to average enrolments
Over the preceding three years; a decline in enrolments was
treated sinitlarly. -Within each institution, enrolment
changes produced a budget supplement, or a budget cut,
according to the following 'schedule; , enrolment changes
between



0% to 4% -- counted at 25%4
'4% to 8% -- counted at 50g--
8% and up counted at 75%
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Since growth' in the system was concentrated within the

Universite du Quebec and the Universite de Montreal,-and the
basis for compariscan- was an average, of the preceding three

years, this schedule of allowances for enrolment Changes

resulted in more than the 50 per cent aggregate allowance
for growth relative to 1978/79 decreed by the. cabinet.- The

overrun of $5..g million was, as'noted above, recouped by

prorata cuts in all university operating grants at the final
stage in the calculation.

The.. discounting of enrolment changes within the system

as a whole is of course a disadvantage during :a.period of

growth, but world, redound to the universities' advantage yin

.the case of any overall decline in enrolment. Such a trend

is not envisioned fOr.the next few:yeara, but its possibil

ity ,indeed, in my own opinion, its probability 77 cannot
be dismissed(see Sections 1.5.2:6.4 and 1.5.2.6.5, above).

EnrOlment forecasts do vary (See2.Section 1.5.2.6,. above),'

and -theuniversities cannot-Affotd to rely heavily on the

most optithistic,of 'them even if its', assumptions'eem_more
realistic than those which inform the gloomier predictions..

It. .should -be recognized that even the'Currently "most

likely" scenario is based on .Chandy events.

Because of uncertainties' about. future enrolments, it

would, in my view, be in the interest of the Quebecluni7

versities to endorse changes in the financing .:techniqUe.

which would.either free the aggregate grant ,entirely from

enrolment changes, or would at least relate it to a moving

average of enrolments over the past three or more years,

rather than to.the previous. year alone.

Such averaging has, as was noted above,-been-introduced
in respect of the distribUtion of the aggregate grant:. among

. individual institutions. The principle of doing this. has

been.endorsed by the Council of Universities. The practice

has an obvioUs advantage for any institution which may be

.

adversely affected, by demographic'trends or:by other factors ...

affecting enrolments, whether., among.part -time or full -time

students....



Planning, granting.
-' procedures. and university autonomy

With the introduction of program budgeting in 1977/78
there was ostensibly an integration of planning prOCedures
with the annual review of university grants. The idea of
program budgeting is to ensure that the costs of achieving
certain objectives-are clearly identified. This makes it
easier for decision-makers to query the wisdom of maintain-
ing programs whose benefits or achievements do hot.appear
commensurate with the costs. It also, when there are
several institutions or agencies doing comparable things,
may help to identify .those units which, are 'less efficient
than others. ',What program budgeting does, theh, is to
identify operations which are too costly to perpetuate,
whether because of inefficiencies, changing priorities, or
whatever.

One, feature of the changes introducedin 1977/78 was the
lengthening of the grantirig'procedUre to occupy a three -year
time span.. The first phase consists in the formulation of
three-year development.strategies,- a planning phase which
occupies the five months or so before the initiation of the
procedures which have been described above. This initial
phase is marked by an interchange between the Ministry of
Education and the CoUncil of UhlversitieS concerning. the
problems faced by the- university sector; the coordination of
the.activities of the various institutions, and the-selec-,
tion .of. appropriate lines of development for each. Any
amendment's to the. regulations for the allocation of funds
are also worked out at this time..

Ak

Changes in the regulations. are certairftly potentialb'
important -= it depends on the extent of.their:revision --
but hitherto there does not seem to have been :much other
Significance to the phase of formulating the three-year.
strategies. The process could easily be:given real bite,:. if
it were once decidedto.reviae the. base_ of the budget calcu-
lations by striking out certain items from the list of
admissible expendithres For example, the. estimated costs'
of an academic'programould,- if the program were judged
superfluous, be subtracted from the university total. Such
an action would haveyPCumulative effect over the years.
(Once the historical b4 is- modified, the change is per=
petuated by subsequent annual adjustments.) A rigorous'
Application of the:peihciple of excising "unjustifiable"
costs. from.thebase Whi4a transform an incrementalist budge-
tary process, into O'Oro=basecl one. Although.this is the
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point of program budgeting; no steps have been taken to usei

the techniqueffor the purposes which are its raison d'etre./

Discretionary modification of the base would, however,

be a rather heavy-handed way of doing what might bejae-

complished with more finesse by another means, at the stage

of "mechanical adjustments At this stage, it will be

tecalledtbe-7revised [indexed./ base" is modified/to ac-

' 4'' 1$: count fora enrolment fluctuations., One of the curiosities of

the grants procedure in Quebec is that, notwithstanding the'

E82mplexity of the .whole exercise, there is no systematic

audit of the student count submitted by each university.

This makes it ,,impossible for the ministry to reqUire the'

exclusion of students who-are enrolled ina, programs which

have not been-approved-by'the Comite conjoint des programmes

(see Section r0.2.6, above) at the time of their introduc-

tion. The same 'goeS-14f6r. students in programs which might be

declared ineligible for support after a review process by

discipline, grouping ("les operations sectorielles")., If an

audit of the;student count is eventually introduced, how-

ever, it would be easy to include some 'students and not

others, depending on the programs in which they are

enrolled. The university grant. would be modified

accordingly. Such a move, a very minor modification one in

view of the existing procedures, would thoroughly integrate

the planning and the granting processes.

This has not occurred. Policy pronouncements are

sonorous with the solemn langpage of global development

strategies; the budget process is lengthy, complex, and

rule-heavy; and the structure of interlocking committees is

a veritalble maze. , Through this bureaucratic tangle the

universities wend their way, still enjoying a higher measure

of autonomy than do those.inmost of the other provinces.

"2.7. 2. 6. 5 Gifts and endowment income

One of the features of the.funding.procedure used in

Quebec is that university revenues from fees, gifts and

endowments; and some other sources (excluding research

grants) enter into the calculation of the government grant:.

The diffidult case here. is that 6f., gifts. and endoWthent.

income (see Section 2.5, above).

Since 1974/75, the Quebec policy has been t6 permit

universities to distegard, in their statement of revenues,

any income from gifts and endowment when have been

earmarked by the donor for a specific purpose: For income

2.7.2.6.5
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from benefactions which are not restricted in this way, the
universities are required to report, one half'of the 4,otal as
university income, to a maximum of one per cent' of its
expenditures (excluding ancillary enterprises). Thisceil-
ing is, in practice, ineffective, as no university has
'non-earmarked benefactions income greater than 0.5 per cent
of its expenses. x.

2.7.2.6.6 The Universite du Quebec

Although the Universite du. Quebec has public status
while the other universities in the province are, juridical-

,

ly speaking, private institutions, the same granting pro-
cedures apply to all universities; the Universite 'du Quebec.
occupies no special position. It receives, on behalf of its
member institutions, the provincial grant, which it then
allocates among them according to its own rules.

It. will be recalled that the university is composed of.
fiVe.general-.purpOse:and, five special=purpose.institutions.
The former are the; "constituent. Universities" at;MOntreal,
Trois Rivieres; Chicoutimi, and Rimouski, plus the Centre
d'-etudes universitaires dans l'ouest.quebecois (CEUOQ: Hull.
And Rouyn), The special-purpose institutions consists of a

. number of research institutes grouped. into the Institut
national de recherché -scientifique (INRS), !the Institut
Armand Frappier (microbiology), the Ecole nationale d'adMi-:
nistration. publique, theEcole de technologie superieure,
anchTELUQ or television- university.

The grant. which the University .receives on behalf of the
..generai-purpose member institutionsN*Was,, until 1977/78,
calculated.as'an aggregate of what these institutions would
have received had each been a separate. and independent
institution; since that year, the University has been tre7.
ated for-grants purposes as a single unit-, Howeyer, it

receives a special subsidy for its central administration.
A portion of. the total. grant is used to finance the Uni-
versity's headquarters'in.QuebeC City; _and the remainder is
redistributed to the its universites constituantes and. the
CEUOQ. Originally this was done on the basiS of a formula-
which favoured the smaller institutions; but since 1977178
it has been done on a.hIstorical basis, comparable to .the
grants formula used by the province. ..Since the internal
allocation is historically ipased however, the favoured
position of.the smaller inetitutions.is perpetuated. This
has:,: caused trig',, largest of the conetituanteS, UQAM
(Montreal, to complain that it_ is disfavoured by having to

2.7.2.6.6
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-subsidize :the operationa,of. the rest of:the niversity du

QuebeC. (Le Devoir, 17 June, 1978).'

The special-purpose member institutions- receive grants

more .specifically earmarked fortheM by the Ministry of

Education. These are channelled through the Universite du

Quebec's central budget office.

2.7.2.6.7. Summary comments

The main features of the current funding arrangements

for the, Quebec universities have been effect for almost

ten years. Although the regulations have madeallowance for.

: .both the development of new programs and the groWth.inscale. .

of existing Ones,' the present didtribution of funds among

.universities still reflects: to some extent the situation as t

it was in 1969/70. Such inequities as there may then have
been are perpetuated and indeed magnified by the practice of
funding the. universities on the basis of modified historical

ratios. In addition, new inequities arise as the,charaptet

of individual institutions changes. Although it was .13406

,sible to overlook -these disadvantages as_ ,long as the uni-

versities were growing rapidly; thig will become in -.

creasingly difficult to do 'as enrolments level 'off and

perhaps decline.

One inequity in the funding arrangements stems from the

initially different treatment of full and part time

students. Until: 1971/72,' part -time students' were . not

included in the student colint4;thereafter.their numbers were

translated into full- me equivalents (FTg's),'and: allowance

for growth was'made on this basis. Thischange:however,
could not eradicat the consequences of: inadequate

compendation for part- ime student costs in the first place.

As:a result, universit es with .a large ptoPortion of such

students,, have been' disadvantaged. This has 'been a

particular '.giievanee of ConCordia University; indeed, the

grieVaric*baa been acknowledged as justified by thellihistry

of *chicolvri:4;-A planned compensatory adjustment 'to the 'ease

of the 1979/80 grant was, however,

shelved .(atleaSt temporarily) because of overall budget

restrictions imposed by cabinet decision.

'On a more-general plane, :it deserves note that if !rinds

are available, any inequities bUilt into the base, if ads.'

.nowledgedby:the Ministry, could in principle be resolved.bY

its upward adjustment in. the case of the institutions)

affected '; Thereafter, 'the-practice-of-funding by historical,

390 Z./.2.6.7
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ratios would take care of the original problem. One dif-

ficulty with such patch-irp work, however, is that the

government must admit that the, system has indeed been trea-
ting one or more institutions unfavourably. Changes must be
made on a purely disdretionary basis, and it is unlikely
that, in general, the grievances of any one institution will,
be accepted by the rest as justified. This form of remedy
ing the ills of the historical method'of funding therefore
has distinct limitations.

A more, serious problem arises when academic development
occurs. This changes the character of individual universi-
ties. Under an enrolment-based formula (with. multiple
weights) such changes automatically affect each university's
share of the funds available. Historically rooted'financing
techniques, however, lack this meaqs "of accommodating change.
It is their most serious drawback.

In the grants regulations hitherto used in Quebec'," any
one FTE student is "worth" as much to the\ university as any

other FTE student. In the annual student count, it makes no
difference if enrolment changed are due to\growth (or shrin-
kage) in doctoral programs or in undergraduate studies or

in music, engineering, or philosophy. This feature of the
regulations has put a premium on the recruitment of large
numbers of students 'for the less expensive academicopro--
grams. It has inadequately compensated iversities for,

graduate work-and for programs with large eeas such as

. laboratory facilities and opportunities for linical work.

A result is that, if a university does de lop in these

areas, it must finance such costly programs fr m the general
ones, in which students can be crammed into large lecture,
halls, given little or no personal supervis on of their

work, or otherwise left to shift for themselved. This is

scarcely *consistent with the extension of educational op-
portunity, or with academic excellence.

The situation is, of course, less severe for those

universities. which had already ,developed programs of the

more costly sort when historical funding was introduced; if
they were adequately. funded then, they will continue to be
adequately compensatedas long as the "mix" of students and
programs does not change.

This is not so for the developing university, which
needs to branch out into new and often, costly areas of
instruction and accompanying research. In Quebec, this has
been a particular .grievance of UQAM; but the individual case
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merely points up an unsatisfactory element in 4fte technique

of fundihg by modified historical ratios. In Quebec, at

least, the,yery modest,allocation of funds for new programs

has .Placed .a burden on the developing university. It is a

burden .Which may perhaps be borne as long as enrolments are

on the rise; but the same does not apply in a period of the

"steady state" or contraction. If Quebec continues to

adhere to its present funding practices, it will depress

standards of performance all 'round, and lock the universi*-

ties into their existing roles.,

The incapacity of the historical method to compensate

for and to encourage academic development bias been noted

both by the ad hoc Commission d'etude sur les universites

(Quebec, CEU, 1979b: I, 23-4) and by the Cobncil of Uni-

versities (Quebec, 'CU, 1979: 129; and 1980: 286-7). Both

bodies have proposed substantial changes in` the method by

which Quebec supports its universities. The Commission has
endorsed an Ontario-type formula for the support of teaching
and research costs and other techniques for other categories
of expenditure Nuebec, CEU, 1979b: I, 44-5). The Council,

responding to this recommendation, in .a less detailed, but

More reasoned statement, voided its support for a number of

features which a new financing technique should incorporate
(Quebec, CU, 1980: 281-2). The Council makes no re-

commendation on overall levels of support for universities

or'bow to determine such levels of support; regarding th

distribution of the aggregate grant among, the individual

institutions,' -it appears to favour an enrolment-based for-

mula,which would finance all major categories of expenditure

other than ancillary enterprises. As features of the new

method (yet to be worked out), the Council proPoSes:

--the averaging of enrolments over a two or three year

period. preceding the budget year in question;

allowance :for, different cost-leVels for different:

leVels ofstudy (gradbateundergradUate,etc.);

,

-- taking account of research activity, "size". (presumably.

of institutions,': but Perhaps of individual programs)

.and other factors; and

--discretionary grants on top of. formula grants to

respond to special needs, conditions, or situations..

Were these TrincipleS to be adopted, Quebec Would be taking

.
over,the.main features of formula financing in'Ontario As it
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existed prior to the intioduction of the very. heavy histor-
ical component which has been a key feature of Ontario
arrangements since the mid-19,70 ' s.

2.7.2.7 \The Maritime Provinces
41

Prior to the creation.of the Maritime Provinces Higher
Education Commission (MPHEC) in 1974, both Nova Scotia and
New .Brunswick used an enrolment-based formula as partial
guide for distributing general operating grants to the
universities. Prince Edward Island employed 'ildis-
cretionary method.

The MPHEC's mandate, as was noted in Section 1.5.2.7, is
to develop higher education in the Maritimes on a regional
rather than a provincial basis. The allocation- of funds to
=the institutions is obviously an important instrument which
the Commission has at its disposal to implement its mandate.
Recognizing this', the Commission sought to take a regional
approach to funding by (a) using its own enrolment-based

,"formula for distributing operating grants to the institu-
tions, and (b) devising another formula to apportion the
cost among the three provincial governments. We have
already noted the partial abandonment of the second of -these
intentions; and the Commission has- not been noticeably more
successful in relation to the first.

The main obstacle to making the 'transition to foi-mula

financing on a regional basis has been diet the CoMmission
inherited responsibility for institutions from three pro'-

vinces. The institutions bpd been funded at different
levels. Immediate application of the formula, with the

weights indicatdd in Table 11-.17, would have reduced the

giant to some institutions_, and given a very large increase
to others. AtcOrdingly, the Commission decided to phase in
the formula over a period of years, in such a way that-the
hitherto more favoured institutions (if the judgment .be made
using the formula, as a guide) would receive only small
increases, while the less favoured ones would, be given

larger,_increases.to ,bring them up to the, level of funding td
which the. formula entitled diem., Thd problem .with this, plan
was that the annual increases in the aggregate grant, as

determined by he Premiers, were so small that the' Commis-
sion made little headway in making the transition to formula
financing.

In April 1977 a Commissio,n document .deScribed the pro-
.

cedure for allocating operating grants.,..ss follows: .(MPHEC,

.2.7.2;7
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, The Commission' has adopted an allocation 'mechanise} by

which grants toinstituti2ns may consist of three compo-

nents -- a Basic Operating Grant, an Enrolment Grant and

possibly a Supplementary Grant.

--The Basic Operating Grant is a fixed portion of the

operating grant that. on average represents ap-

proximately 70% of an institution's total grant. It

is determined by considering such items as the full-

time equivalent enrolment of the Previous year on a

weighted basis, institutional characteristics, and

historical patterns of funding.' Having` ,a 'significant

portion of operating assistance in the .form of a fixed

'grant has received widespread support, because it

stabilizei funding in the shor&run by reducing the

impact of minor variations in enrolment.and because it

reduces the "steering" effects associated' with formula

financing that is completely enrolment based.,.

--The Enrolment Grant is determined by a multi-step.

process. Institutional enrolments are weighted,ac-,

cording to .a system of programme weights" adopted by

the Commission in consultation with the institutions.

The resulting Weighted full-time.enrolment is then

multiplied by a unit *ant to-yield the'variable

enrolment grant. Beginning in 1977/78, the Commission

has decided to take the previous .'year's enrolment as

, the'_ -base for calculating the variable enrolment grant.

Such a 'process adds further stability to institutional

funding and elitinates uncertainties regarding exact

levels of operating assistance during the year.

The. weightingsysteM.which influences the basic opera -.

;Eing..grant is exPepted to approximately :refledt:rela7

tiveA costs of ,tlearibus.prbgrammes. Lt will be

modified as and,if Changeb.bee*e evident. .

-- Supplenentary giant components have been included-in

the allocation to certai4institutions to suppOrt

.speCificmon-normal A.equiretents, such as debt,. sevr

vicingrelAted:.td previouscbmMittherks.

In :allocating. available operatingsaistance ,to in-.

-Sti.tutions according to the abbve fOrodAA,..the Commis- '

*ion haS also.,Made some effort tO*Vegradually.And

.',;progressively toward regional standards for funding

2.7.2.7
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.levels. The degree of progress in thiS area has been
constrained by. the overall.. funding. levels available .
coupled with the Commission's judgement that. institu--,
tions should receive a minimum 6% increase"in .total
assistance for,1977778.

In allotating operating assistance in subsequent,
yeart, hoWever,,. the CoMmission will4be attempting to
establish a more direct relationship of, institutional
characteristics to the batic operating grant and will
press_ forward toward regional .equity in funding.-
levels.

This statement leaves- considerable latitude forinter-,
'pretation.. The coficeptof-sUpplementary or.special-purpose.
"grants presents no. difficulties; nor doeS'%.thettatement that
some percentage of the total-wasdisti.ibuteCaccording to
weighted enrol rats.. But the 70 per Centof.:the available
.funds4istribU4gAtin ,theform of "basic tIperaqing_grants"
left'tr;:t nncet'ainty about the Commission's funding pro-
cedui.es. 'These grants, it will have beenObServe4 were .

baked on some . unspecified combination. of :7hittorical
patterns of funding ",, weighted enrolments, and "institu-
tional characteristics".. My own discussions with'Commissibn
staff .in June. 1977 left me with the imPression that the
"basic operating grants"were distributed:mainly on a histo7
rice]. basis, .which would leave some 30 percent of the
available funds,, minus theYpercentaee allocated as fIsUp-

plementaryqditehetionary] grants", & be distributed by
fbrmula on the basis of weighted enrolments.

Current procedures, first applied for the 1979/80 aca7
demic year, make it clearer hoW the grants are determined.
The Premiers make available a certain sum,.of money .for

1.',P.4) "sustenance", and. may also allocate relatively small -sums
:.for ptogram development or seed,teney,''and: for "equali-
`:.zation".-' The latter. which is expressly set aside for im-%.
proving the relaeWe pn*tion of Underfunded idStktutions,
is in practice set ata:4vel determined by the Province of
Nova Scotia ($1.1 million in . 1980/81). Nova Scotia's. spe-
4ial role in this matter is explained by thelatt thataq

,.'.'`;the recipient institutions are from that province, and the
money is supplied by the Nova Scotia treasurY,

The money available for "sustenance" is diVided inte'twd

il'imoney of 'previous years' it

parcels, -_ 75. pet-cent accoraLi to historical ratios (for
which purpbse the equalizatio
built:into the base),'. and 25"per cent according to weighted

:) j
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enrolthenta, allocated bYZ'orMula, Thus aio..! speed at which.

funding patterns \ale .ad)usted .,moo make' Op for .initial in-

eqUit-ies (as identified : by the fOrmula)7. depends entirely

upon the magnitude of the sum earmarked equalization put -.

poses.
_

. .
Partly- because equalization proceeds ,Slbwly, .and..,parzly.

.
-:..

.becaUse changing enrolment patterns do. not,:haVecUM41A4Ve..-

:

impact. on the "base" by -which the threeqUatlers'.6fthe:

sustenance grant'. is allocated,..Maritime uniVersitieswiA];'.
. .. .

. .

::.continue to'be funded. '-mainly according to histarical;ratios

'fOr,..the:foreadeable.future..'
''..I'"'

42.8 < 'Newfoundland

, .

'- '.Newfoundland, with its,. dingle, university," uses the
- ,

discretionary method for de ring the general operating

grant:. Since the prow' of face -thejtoblem of

an-aggr grant a:numberH..of institu-

could scar ely
.

. "
/'".2,8 ;A:CRITIQUE OF NT FUNDING ARRANGEMENTi,ly

'We cannot expect ,of y financinetechnique for .Canadian

'universities that it sho d guide them as if; :by. an .invisible

hand to the resolution o the problems which they'c011 face

over the next decade and . more. .Those problemsi, mainly

associated with 'stable or declining enrolments also

reflecting.the constraints, and disappointmeftts'of;:a falter-

ing economy, .are severe.' They will require 'tough dec,i-ainns

which the universities'may,prove incapable- nf-taking re-

gardless of external pressufes.

It is easentia4 . as this .,report has emphasized-.-.

throughqut:,,thaythe.uniVrsitieS'ahould-continue.to deVelop.

and tO..eXperimi:ent,'-ev*ri'.* a period of :retrenchment..and

contraction. They .tuge-'have.some 'incenti,Ve,to do so, sa

that they .recognize .innovatiOn'as.. a necessity'7rather than

treating it as an.eipendable luxury,,:Jhis.will be very hard

to do during a time Whenlialnful ,recisions, on staffing-and

aicademic ptograMming must be made.:'

Canadian universities may well fail to rise .tdythe..:

challenge of shrinking and:developing at the. same

can be*te,- however,` that they, willnot.do sq.,nthetwije

than in'the conteXx of financial consttainis. whia.ate,,stich

that appropriatedecisions will give them: accesst0Ore
generous resources than-if,they simply act out. the sclerosis
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danger at ',present is that hard decisions
;.,.WOdIen6feven-bring financial relief to a university that

fstan important element in the concatena7:
Aolkof, forces that' are removing fte6isiOn7-making poWers from
he :`:Universities and, in So doing, making lively pedagogy

and creative research more difficult to sustain.

-

sutVey of the arrangements' which Canadian society
makes for the financial support of its universities, has
HiAtiOaled two major flaws. One is that there is hardly any
'carrot fotAnnovatidn;: the Other is that there is only A'
''very, limsy.,stick,for induCing,structuraLchange where it is
necessary, and for inventing solutions to staffing problem's
.aly144rOgrap.reduridancy.or overcapacity.

The'Only element,in current: funding arrangements which
.

ProViaSay significant reward or incentive for inhoyation
of tesearch support. -'00:y in the' awarding.

grants felfowthips, andLcontracts is there adirect re-'
jationship betWeen .performance and reward, with reward
appropriately taking the f6rM mainly of better facilities'
and fuller opportunities to do. one's work. In addition,
faculty achieveMent in research,' as monitored and assessed:
by peers from other institutions,. -is :likely to lead to
earlier. promotion; it 'certainly increases the researcher's.
prestige within the profession.-t.

It is also notable that 4,the piligrams of the'fedtial:
granting councils,. as set, out in their five'year plans,

-4

.4ddresS the need for.providing research opportunities kO
doctoral gradu4s who stand little chance. of obtai-

a regular acadeM4d'appoihtn-ent; NSERC also recognizes
and responds to the need to re- equip laboratoties:and update
instrumentation, and generallyiOupporr Canadian research
through a veriOd of years in which, ifithe.4VenCe of sPe#7.

.`'vial. measures, Canada would face the loss of an academic
generation:

. ttatifYing as this.As, it is' also. notable that no compa-.

jable incentives exist...on the undergraduate:side:, ot gener-
ally for excellence Arrteaching.".:' ]t has 'been complained 'of
in:the past, that publication which is thejruiCofaSSidu-
ouS frontier research is:cn'onsidered af0TobjectiVe" criterion
for promotionand. that teaching performance is :apparently.
not considered as Importadt, or else'iis presumed not to be
subject to asseament according to crlwia .which could be
defended against charges of Petsonal bias or restriction of

freedoi. Althoughno changes in financing tedir

2.8



niquea r itia-uniyersities could ._Provide the criteria or

the tech ignea:.:,for..adsessing performande in -teaching, or

.ensuret t'exceliente in teaching is appropriately reward-

ed, nor do present funding arrangements matt encourage

univerai 'es to ;insist _upon high instructional; standards

from the faculty. -.

tt7Ow. ight-they IfreseaTth performante .to be

assessed.' by. one's peers, capacity for teaching (knowledge; of:

the subj ct) is to be assessed by inferring, from

performa ce.and by the judgment of colleagues; but teaching

erfotma ce has to be..judgedi,ttdents. This is not a..

plea, for computerized course -evaluations and anthlike;it is

. simply ecognition of thOaCtifiat a university's. reputa-

tion. as a teaching' inOitntion'muat be made to have. some

bearing.s.n the financialresources made aVailable-toLit.-. In

short, there must be reWards:fOratracting atudents and

penalti s.forAriving. them away.;.tand this implies.a finantr

ing te hnique which is fairly sensitive to'enrolment, at

least o er the longer term. Only under these conditions cad:,

an ins itutions any financial incentive to take. its

teachin functiOsSeriously, to redesign ',academic programs.

and ,t revise to meet changing needs` and to rer

flect anges and to reward'itsculty. for
excell teaching.,

.111 re will cetainly be thoge who reject this critique'

of e sting funding arrangements on tesroundathat it

ignor s the plight of those regional:univera.itie0hich'hav
the-b d luck to: be located in.areas of population decline (a

regio alunlversity is one whit ,;draws the vast majority of

udenta froM the immediatelysurroUnding area;, the term

141 s no qualitative.judgmenf performance in either

teat ins:Or research). The is to soMe-_extent

just fied, ..and I have" two responses to' it. One is that the .

ineq ity whith aiises when a' particular university, undergoes

an rolmene;dealine throtigh no fault of 'its own. (indeed,

whet its performance in teaching is perhaps of the highest

cal bre), -must:be weighed: against the inequity involven
.aal cAtifig such an institution more generOus funds ari.

pees student basis than others can cibtain, for such

necessary implication, of ignoring changes in enrolments or

g ing them little importance in the:calculd'tion.of public

s sidies. A setdd*response is that if, for a. provincial

sg vernmenti'the importance nf-decenalizing the delivery of
i struttional services at the university level

tly9great to warrant a apecial.subsidy well and goodl

et it providethe:necesaarysubaiaythrough a.distretionary
ti 4.

.*
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- -
gran:es'.1:---But such a subsidy should not be paid for through a
tax;: as it were, upon'Other'.universities within the pro-.
.vince..

. : The need to coIIsiderSignificant changes in methods of
Supporting the universities should-riot be 'viewed as resting

. .

solely .. upon the force,: Such the reader may.judge it to

be, of the foregoing comments on current practices. On the
contraiy;-- 1.t is eVident'thst in almost every proviOceser--..

,ions changes. are.eitherunder active consideration or are
*E4de likely by governmental uneaseabout the evolution of
the :.universities within. the province . and publid dis-
satisfaction:with the cost of supporting -theta.. This fact in
itself makeS it urgent 'for,,those concerned with Canadian.'

higher edricagon to consider What 'policy aiternatives.are-
available for.the public.support ofthe universities, and to
express their opinions.

'



chapter three

POLICY ALTERNATIVES FOR.,PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTS

A "first .-prinCiples" discusSionLof university.finance
raises.some 'very difficult qUestions-of both'a technical and

a moralcharaCter.

.

--What proportion of university operating, costs shoufd

be borne by the students?

--If there is a public subsidy for university opera-

tions, what proportionof the subsidy should be chan-

nelled through the students (i.e., as student grants

and/or loans) and what proportion should be given

directly to the institutions themselves?

--Ought grants to institutions to be general-purpose

grants, or should governments offer subsidies con-
. ditionally, directing that they be used for specific

purposes, such as instruction, research, and designated

forms of public service? If controls are imposed,

ought they to extend to the point ,whert some programs

of instruction are covered but not others, some'types

f. of research are supported,but not others, and so

forth? Or ought the universitie not,governments, to

decide'what the priorities are?

--Regardless of the extent of government controls over

the programs or purposes to be funded, ought govern-

, ments to control objects of expenditure, e.g., faeulty

salaries, library services, laboratory equipment,

central administration, and so on?

All these questions are -raised in this report, but not_

in ,an,a priori Style.. We have surveyed existing4irattices

.
in the funding-of Canadian universities,__andour survey has

revealed that all the questions-`of principle. which have just .

been alluded to 'have been 'implicitly addressed fn' the

design A .government. Tolicy. Objettives.haveriot neces

sarily been selected in. full awareness-of the :alternatives;

.and. the rationale for many policies may rest. largely unexam-

ined. But policies haNie been formed tOdeallwrith concrete

-problems, and no doubt-each policr.initiative has. itted, in

the main; the immediate situation.

Ch.3
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As ,pas been shown in Chapters I and II, however, -the

situation of. Canadian universities has been changing.
Policies which may have been appropriate in one context and
at, one time may no longer be suitable. Public choices may
have resPonded to the problems, of the day, but they have
contributed to the generation of new problems to which it is
the task of the Canadian'university community and of Cana-
dian governments -- in the first instance, the provincial
ones to respond.

The selection of means will be aided by awareness of the
broad alternatives: the proportion of university funds
which should be drawn from public sources; the financial
support of institutions or of students, and the range of "-
controls to be imposed on the universities through granting
procedures and formulae. These are the questions which lie
behind the "sources of university income" approach which is
taken in this report. It seems of little use, °however, to
discuss such questions in the abstract.

In keeping with our preference for the concrete, in: this
chapter we examine provincial policies, and alternative
choices in relation to them, under three main headings:
grants policies, fees policies, 'and.research policies. Of

these, grants policies clearly are central, but it, would be
unwise to discuss them in isolation from the other- two. TO
some extent, operating grants have the purpose of. supplying
what the universities require and'cannot obtain from other :
sources. Indeed, it may well help promote the vigour,..
intellectual liveliness, and overall standards of, perfor-:
mance of Canadian 'universities, if a financing-technique is
devlsed in which the general-purpose provincial grant is

- viewed as a'supplement to other sources of income, even when
-- as at present -- the supplement provides Considerably
more than half the total. At a minimum, it is salutary to
view each source of income in relation to the others, with
attention being focussed 'on the overall financial position
of the universities.

3.1 WHAT SHOULD THE'UNIVERSITIES BE.ASKING FOR?

GoVernmentS and the universities In Canada today are at
a stand-off on financial matters. Governmenta insist that
there is only so much money. in the public till, and. that the
universities will haVe:tOHmake do with. what is available..
In most provincei this attitude has resulted in "annual
budget cuts (afterdiscounting for inflation) over the past

3.1
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The universities, on the other hand, point out that they

have irreducible financial commitments. A large proportion

of these commitments are to tenured staff, many of,whom were

hired during the. period of government-encouraged expansion

and will not reach retirement age for 20 years or more. The

universities can easily demonstrate that they have already

trimmed every-budget category where they have any room for

manoeuvre, with the consequence that standards hive

aeclined. Their capacity for innovation has been impaired;

if they cannot hire new staff on acontinuous though modest

basis, they will` be' entirely paralyzed.

If we try to follow through the logic of the govern-

ments' position on the ,One hand, and the universities'

position on the other, we find that neither is tenable.

,,Governments seem to, be saying that their own fiscal crisis

must determine .the. level of suppdrt for the universities,

that the universities. probably manage all right if they

try hard enough,' butt if standards decline, so be it. It is

a position which shows disregard for Canada's needs in

higher education and research, and works special hardship

4or academicallf talented young.people whose life-chances

-:,depend on; .their having access to university education of the

higbes4quality. ,'-On the other hand, when the universities

say.they' have irretucible financial commitments, that stan-

.:,:lards..have 4%:aeoline,andthat they cannot simply continue

0,"ixad",:fo another 15 or 20 years, the implication can
2Onlfbe.-tha'e-their. staff complements must be expanded at a

time when, jrr most regions, enrolments can be expected to

drop substantiallY. It is a position to which a public

pressed by slow economic growth and inflation can scarcely

be expected to be sympathetic.

C early, this impasse needs resolutions Governments can

insis ,upon having their way on the financial question, but

in doi so they may severely damage Canadian higher educe-

tion.- The universities are too weak, politically speaking,

to force a solution on their own terms.

It is, accordingly*. the position, taken' in this report

that the universities must.open .a new .phase in their dia-

logue with government by explicitly recognizing some hard

realities. Chief among these is that reductions mist occur'

in the number'of tenured staff in some institutions and in

some disciplines: in 9rder to allow for selective growth and

development where needed. The necessary 'reauctions are

4
IV k
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greater than will occur 'by attrition. They may occur partly,
through the closure of 'certain programs, departments.,-.

faculties, or universities; one cannot generalize about this
because demographic patterns and the structure of highpr
education in the various provinces are too diverse. Be,:that
as it' may, the universities must have the courage to're-
cog,e-"that more public money is not,the only element in a
solu ion to the problems of contemporaryCanadian higher
education. If they take this stance, the universities will
be in a stronger position morally and practically to dis
cuss their financial needs with government and to lay claim
to financial resources whiCh, in the public interest, must
be large. 'A high proportion of these resources will ha, to

dome, directly or indirectly, from the state.

The importance of the universities in cultural and
economic terms, and, society's obligation to provide the
conditions under which every individual can develop hiss
capacities to the fullest, justify' the universities in
asking for:.

(1) Financial resources adequaee at least to maintain :
and if'' possible to raise university teaching ,stan-'
dards, and to expand the research capability of the
universities collectively, though not necessarily'
of each university individually. P

(2) A commitment from government to maintain or extend
present levels of access to universities,' and a

commitment to funding arrangements which will
permit expansion of the teaching capacities of the
universities in academic programs and/or subjects
where student demand and the needs 'of the society
(including manpower needs, but not only these)
justify such expansion.

(3) A financing'technique and a relationShi0 to govern-
ment which .

--accommodates the need 'for selective expansion
and development in order to, enhance the. Uni-

-versities! position as centres of innovation,

.-7facilitates adjustments to

ments' in certain programs,
versifies, and tegions, and

-"leaVes with each university

3.1

declining. enrol-
faculties, ma-

individually the
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primary responsibility for making the key

decisions regarding the maintenance, expan-T°

sion, or pruning back of existing academic

programs, and regarding the introduction of

newacademic programs.
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) Suffitient predictability in university incomes,

and protection against inflation (i.e., pre-

dictability of real and not merely nominal income),
to permit universities to plan,staffing and aca-

demic programming od a multi-year basis::

(5) Determination of public subsidies. on a .basis which

does not offset the financial advantages Of the

universities: .

--setting feeSschedules they judge appropriate,

!-.7-obtaining private gifts and endowments,.

--drawing an income' from the sale of services,

and/or

--paring down expenditures
ings can be realized.

3,:2. FORMULATING POLICY ALTERNATIVES:.
MODELS VS. TENDENCIES

"Be realistic, shouted one of the Sorbonne graffiti:of;!..,'

May "68,. "do the impossible!" Liberatinhough the atmos.'.
phere of these days was, this slogan is unlftely to '1
been the furtive work of a senior F.ren04.*eenklAg401T*7

a university administrator. Peop10.400 pegl0i5htf
accustomed. to out policy'. al ternati!Ste-An ccts4sods-7-r
of the constraints iMposed-by two,44sagteeacts
resources (financial, human) areAimited, theMOt
.attractive routes to desired goals may-be .ruled

one's starting-point.. The aims may.:hp,,.ckca:;..,they'sh0,,.

be clear -- but even so the steps toyartigro*J4e1,iko.i,:
be exploratory. In the context Of !,.suAt:::a''.pblicy4Ma

rocess, it is likely to be :of little use to design t

ideal university system, disregarding Current circumstances=

in areas where sar-
i

That is why ,.each' of the alternatives for funding policy-

,discussed in this4report will identify a possible tendency

or direction in wfiich departures from existing practices may

-be made. Each option has 'advantages and disadvantages,

3.2
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attractions and dangers, the latter often.being of a magni7
'tude'WhiCh cannot be:assessed:in advance or p'redicted by any
model or simulation exercise. For example, lt,is impossible
reliably to estimate how the,doubling or quadrupling 'of
tuitiOn-:fees would affect access to .university; -assuming
that student aid .programs were also improved and ;extended.
Although modelling techniques do permit the prediction of
outcomes if certain variables are changed in specified ways,
the data Which'could' justify the necessary assumptions are.
not available.

j' In this situation, policy recommendations should be
tentative. i .GoVernMent initiatives should .jnvolve only
incremental .changes which aim to achieve certain objectives
and are :continued only so long as adverseeideeffeeta do
not appear or do not assume such proportions as td'canCel

tute

their attractions . All the 'succeeding analysis, .then,
carried out in tetmenf advantages and disadvantages-.of

incremental changes in policy. .The result shouldbe to
suggeat experiments ' rather than ultiMate solutions to dif-
)ficult policy dilemmas. Even this, though; ia.nO easy task:
one wants, to know Which:policy experiments ar4ZwOrth risk-
ing. -

Thealternatlyes are few... Logically,. governments have
the .otition of doing nothing .to SupPorthighereducation and
research (this would imply. avoiding all relations with the
'universities, including. commercial relationef,as in contract
research or the purchase. of executive training for public
..servants); or OI:doing something. If they chooSe._theilat-

'- tet, thWmay OurchaSe certain services for a fee;:theY.may.
subsidize institutions (minimally, by offering tax breaks to
:private benefactOrs,.ormore generally, through capital and.

operating grants and, research subsidies); they'May subsidize.
Yfetudenta and.perhabs also industrial purchasers of research;
mi.. they may.do some combination of these things.

In fact, ,as everyone 1CMDWSy both the federal and the
provincial governments in Canada do subsidize higher educa-
tionTand research both directly (through institutions) ,and

indirectly (mainly through*udants)., dor.: survey of the
sources of universitx incoMeAlas, described and Analyzed. the
impact of all. the important fOrMW.Of direct subsidy, and has
alluded to indirect subsidies (studini:aSsistanCei in the
section on fees income). :'Atcordingly,' Our. enquiry into
policyalternatives forthOtUpport of university edncation.
and research will be a comprehensive one -- that is, none'of'
the alternatives will h'eeXCInded -- if we consider possible

3.2



',changes in each areaof existing policy.

Our emphasis, in this chapter and the next, is on evalu-

ating tbefunding Options which 'governments appear to be
considering ormighi, 'realistically .speaking, be induced to

consider., .Universities must recognize.that every option

Will have its .diiadvantages,' but before dismissing each

possible choice in turn on- the ground that it has its flaws,

it would,be well to.survey There may be some

policy tendencies which the universities will come to regard,'

in the wry manner Of-Maurice Chevailer, who remarked of old

age: "It isn't so,bad, when you consider'the alternative."'

3.3 GRANTS POLICIES

One reason for starting, with grants policies is that

some discussion of the subject is possible without preSuMing

a specific level of public funding of universities, and

Without having resolved major questions about student

forms of research support, or theHreSpectiVe roles of pro-

vincial and federal governthents in higher education.

Changes intheSe areas will affect the Magnieude. OfprOvin-

.

cial subsidies to institutions throUgh operating grante,,but.

if there is any major. :reorientation of policy for:the.sup-

port Of uniyersities.theneW.policies will take some yeafS

to design and introduce,, awl, in the meantime grants policies

may be scrutinized and modified' without either presuming or

- pre- empting other pOliCy ChangesaffeCting the universities.
0 .

BLOCK GRANTS DISTRIBUTWRY
ENROLMENTBASEp,FORMUIA

In most provinceS.during the 100's the trend ha's been

.away from .fundinguniVerSities on the basis of current ,

enrolments; and towards'.'auginenting the historical and dis-:

cretionary elements in determining the allocation of general

pUrpose grants,. In (,spite of the difficulties which have
4fodUced 'this- trend, OA arguments which induced five. prcc-

Vinces to adopt 'technique-of financing universities by

enrolthent-based formula in the late 'sixties are still

:valid. . It is not evident:that the problems which were

experienced with :formula financing are inherent in. the

technique itself; they may'have been due to certain features.

of the formulas actually used Accordingly, the first

policY Option which it seems reasonable:to:propose to prO-

vincial governments for-the.firiancial suPport of,universi-

ties is to:



Option 11 . Introduce ox reintrb
allocating geer'4
grants to univeN.:

;.based on cuieen:
. progiiimr-and lev

.

This option 'is. unlik y to recommend itself withoUt
modification either. to the universities or to the provincial
governMents because th else -- of the'financiaI
instability or:unptedi ability which funding by current
eniolmentSentaiis. ill, it is worth reminding ourselves
of the-arguments in its faVour, either to be Clear about
what is being.rejectedand Why,;,or to decide,-'while aCcept-
ing the principle of formula 'financing, how far one can
depart from the appltGation of the...Principle-without sacri-
fiCing it's advantages. ..AlthoUghAt would be unrealistic to
imagine the introdUctionof formula financing unalloyed by
historical and discretionary elements,.. we should'weighthe
merits of the idea in its pure form and decide. which of its
features must be retained if its advantages are to 'be'rea-
lized.

:71:!rov

he TraCtiCe
cial operating

ding to a fOrmula.
ts, weighted by

Formula financing is preferable to discretionary methods. .

of fueding universities -because-'

--Formula financing avoids the appearance of arbitrari
ness or favoUritism in allocating a given sum of money
among'several'institutiona.,

."Fordaula financing allows .the universities `to decide
howe-st to .use the monies made available to ItH
combineS theefficiency of decentralized ..administra-
tioll\ 'with °rile principle of;,:univerSity autonomy in .

academic,programming, unless :the latter is taken away
by external administrative controls.: DisCretionary
funding, even Where the money is allocated to the
universities as 'a block.sum, leaV4e 4Winstitutions :-
in some uncertainty.,4bout the ulttIOC.:.'Cdnsequences of
howthey alloCate funds internally. 'If.the university
gives. .high priority to .a certain item in its budget
(sayi the re- equipment of laboratories)., when an ex-.
ternal decision-Maker is doubtful about the need,for'
doing so,.. the university may feel .,constrained_ to
accept external prioiities.in order to prdtect next
year':!';..hudgetallocation,

-- Formula financing' enables -.a university to calculate
the net costs of running.individual faculties.and

.



departments, And to some extent the net cost of in-
,

dividual academic prograil's, since 'it .,knolis how mach-

income each student brings to the university in the

form. of a provincial subsidy.'" In this way a univer-

sity is encouraged to launch news programs for which

.there is likely :to be adequate student demand; and

'conversely, it -.provides a strong financial incentive

". to cut down on , the costs of programs which no longer=

attract a suffiCient number of students, or to'

nate them'aitogether. In this waY formula'Iinancing
supports both innovation and structural adjustments to

changing patterns of student:'cleMand.

--Formula financing offers encouragement to priVate

donors,' since* they are assured that their .gifts or

bequests will: 'hot result in a correspOncli4, cut/in

government grants.
,

--The demonstrable- freedom from political control as

sobiated with 6rmula figancing- buttresses ..the uni-

versity's pOsitionas social critic, and is a basic

condition for the achievement dt excellence in all

'eSCientific and scholarly work:

The argument funding by enrolment-based. formula

encourages innovation in academic programming and provides

incentives for structural adjustments'applies not only to a

comparison with discretionary funding but also, and with

greater force, td a comparison with funding by historical

ratios. As earlier comments !have,,made clear, the prolongtd

use,of the historical method in deEdimining grant alloca-
.

ttons is rejected in this, report because it does nothing to

promote flexibility within university systems or -- to take

the equity argument to compensate
:
urkiversities for chan-

ging pptterns of, growth. and development.

. It follows that, in comparison ,;.Itth.the only two avail-

able,alternative methods for distrAuting provincial, opera-

ting4grants, ,formula financing has ckear superiority. This

is not-to deny that it entails disadvantages which may be

relatively more pronounced, in certain situations than in

others. Among the disadvantages we may potethat:

(1) When provinciaf grants-are basen1131 on curren
enrolments, universities experiencing unprediCted,,:'

and perhaps unpredictable -- changes in enrol-

beet suffer extreme instability in their financial
'14.
situation. At a minimum, they need some period of



to adjust. t This suggests the'desiraliility of
.introduting Cushioning devices into . the formula in

.
Order sOftertthe impact of a short"-term dip or a
Iongferra decline. in enrolments. .

. .

) 'The . formula may'. contain unanticipated and undesired
encouraging unwarranted expan-

,siOn 'of certain programs and costly duplication of
:specialigt -programming. The customary response to
this occurrence has been to impose administrative
,controls On the introduction of : new programs
(tbough not to control the:,siFe of existing ones).
An alternative response.; .'::'however, might be ,td
modify'. the weights assigned to various academic' ,

,a.

programs.

(3) It may be Very, difffcUlt to apply a formula: because
the number.:::of' ,institutions is too. small. The

extreme :case is. NewfoUndland, with Only :One un'i
'Ve4ftY;.:but only Ontario:, Quebec and.:the'ti4aritime

regiOn,_ have a sufficiently.-1 large, number Of in-

Stitutions to give any , to 1Ormula
r

finanCing, at leaSt as long 'as: formula weights- are
'assigned according to the ,apparent cost experienceS
of the university or universi,..ties. This, raises
questions about the desirab,ilit'y:-of assi.gning.....:

formula weights on the basig '-tf .the .`cost accounting
technique of estimating. the relative costs of

various academic programs. s

(4) Formula financing may be regarded as ineqUitable
because each institution is in a unique situation;
and funding4:4cOrding to a rule or formula doeS
make allowance -:for the differences which inevitably::
occur. Some of these differences arise '..IrcAra
variations,-in scale; others, from location, age of
buildings, 'or other factors. There are alternative,
responSes to, this sort of argument: either to
supplement , :formula grants with non-formula or

discretionar-Sr grants (:as they always, in practice,
are), or to move tOwards,,a.mpre, complex type 'of...

formula based on units Other than or additional to`.`
weighted; enrolments.

Each of.these. criticisms of formula financing suggests one
or more adaptations which might, be adopted by prOv,incial
'governments without wholly abandoning the principle :itself.

. They are considered in the subsectiOns below:
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Before examining what: adaptations mfght. be made, how-
ever, it would be well, to refer. : briefly to two. further..
Criticisms of formula financing.

A .

L-Since:foriitilas are based.... .on quantitative data '(entol-
:aents, and perhaps. items like squire feet or floor
space,, to determine,. > maintenance costs), qualitative ,*
considerations tend to be ignored,. : A poor student
brings in ,subsiciY, just:.:, as a brilliant. student doeS;,
thus, universities have i!financial incentive to be laic'
in their admiisions policies.

Formula financing almost, inevitably assumes a fixed
and- . invariant relationsVp betWeen graduate work and
research; and the..,weightl,ngs for graduate enrolments!
generally. reflect This may he unfair tO uni-
ve r si t ie s with few graduate, students

'''These criticisms, cannot be met. by rewriting a* formUla, or by
cogiplenrenting it through the- infrOdur,tron 'of discretionary':
anti hist.ori.64.:61ePrients : into the financing technique: The
issnea:.,raiSed by thege 'criti.c.is)is..will be commented upon in;
subsequent' sections. of this report, mainly Sections j
3.6, and 4 . 3.

A 3.3.1.1 Cushioning the Impact of
Fallingl*Ertrolments

Problems of financial; instability- arising from .flUctua-, °
tine or declining enroiments..(esPecially when the decline is
Unanticipated) may be counteracted by ...modifYing :a formulat..,.:
based on current enrolment's. in any one `of` ways:-

Option 2: intioduCe averaging provisionS into the form-
ula so' that, grants are allocated amOng

,; institutions according to weighted enrolinents
over a period' of .years (say, 'three or five)

,.preceding the financial year in question : .

This option givea universitiei. , a period of time in which
to adjust to falling entolmeas,..Whether across the 'board or
in .specific programs. They will, however,' have to ,face in
the longer run: the ,consequencea sleteriorating enrolment
positiOn relative-to other universities in the province.

.

It must :be emphasized that, oierall enrolment levels do
:.not automatically affect, aggregate;proyincial,grant when
the fOrmula is used:'fo'r"distribUtional purpoSea only. It is
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therelative .position of the.various universities, not
.

aggregate enrolments: across the..,province, whichH-matters as
far as the application of the flirmuld is concerned., . Naturr
ally, , an overall decline in enrolments across a SYstem ik
likdly to have an impact on political decfaionsabout the
1,el/41.21g ,gOVerndent spending On)::.Universities,.., but that has

4pothilOg::to di) with formula financing unless the formula used:
is Of the dual-purpose type ( see' Section 2.7. 1. 2. 1):

a 4L

The historical expel ience of several .provinces' indicates
that the introduction of averaging irovisions eas .a wise

..?innoVation. It does not eliminate qr even,l-reduce the need: .

r.
for ;.eventual .stjuctural.c.hangeg in the system when, across
province; enrolments decline or 'when patterns, cif student
rand change within a genera113.y stable enrolment., pattern.

SuCh structural changes . will Unquestionably be ainful for
the institutions which are most adverSely affected, but
alternative;. ie basically :what I have described as :''the

0 sclerosis scenario' (Section 1.4.6). In my opinion, two
other possible cushioning devices do, incur the danger. of
iclerosia. Although for this reason I do not support .their
introduction, they are nonetheless.. options. whiCh may commend
themselves to readers:

Option ,Amend the: feirdula by aSsigning each :inatitu
tiOn a fl4br figure. for enroldent unit

Ototion4:. Amend the 'formula by assigning each institd7vy,
tion a ceilin.g4,- figure for enrolment units.

Ontario btarklAlready selected Option 3, .establishinga
"floor' ilgure" for enrolment units.; Option 4, eatablishing . a

figure" has yet to he tried but might be .attractive
to' those inatitutiOns most affected, by a lengthy period of
declining enrolme4s The two options are phrased in such a
war as to . make Otie,suPpoSe they:, would do opposite things,
bUt in -,fact both are techniques for achieving' the same
04rpose:1 to underwrite those institutions which are loSitig
studenta. Toth deviCeS do more than lengthen the adjustment

.5tly$period oq.en, tdglmentS : are. on the downswing:

The.-7114wr figure" OPtion says', in effect, to each
institution:' No matter how many students you really have,
we' 11.. pretend there are 'at least a x' ." I Ontario did this by .

making 'the yearsj974/75 to 1976/77 a ."funding base"L the
Significance. f wtiich that according . to an official
statement : (Ontario, : OCUA, 1978a: 31 "an Institutio
whic had'lio enrolment whatsoever:whatsoever: at the undergraduate leV 1

.

3.3.1.1
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beginning id -...1.977/t8 would receive. funding on the basis or
50Vof -its average enroltlient in f the base. period] neet.ed.

in 'Section 2.1e:2.5.4that when Ontario . introduced, the f und-r
ing base; firet for:'titidergraduate studies and later alsg.) for
graduate studies, the historical element camel to outweigh
the three7year .average of enrollments deterirning
'formula. grants, by a. ratio about 2: 1.4' In try opInion,,:
this is too olbse to funding. by hidtorical- ratios irealiie

.one of the princip4 benefits ,of.:fr.formttla fAiancingt the
incentive each tutiOnalas$2: tipt: 'ad just "to chahipinE pat-
terns of student demand.

Suppose now that the province a ceiling' fignre oCt
enrolment for. each This . would he 'tantamount to
paying..td each:. "ttic.. matte ',,`what YOtir fievalments are, we'll
pretend there are more than '30;..".. If were a trtOving
figure , a forM enr'olment target :'assigned each 'year. by :.a

"univerSities'-cowrgissicin such that it 4' shrank along with., the
expected shrinkage in the system, the consequence 'would be
to spread the, effects of '-detlining 'enrolments more or .less
evenly among the universities-. I.Wiversities which Could,
because of student AeMand? maintain their student body at
earlier levels, ;.'.'would vonetheleas be encouraged to cut back
their ...Admissions proportionattely to what was .occurring "irk .

the system . as a whole."; ,Presumably they could buck this
pressure and admit as many students as they wished, but they,,,
would be-all ed to count; "for grants 'purposes, only the
ceiling figure. ' fv,

The idea of putting a ceiling on enrolmeht-unit
titlements has' tnot , to my knowledge, been proposed by any:
one.' I. do not propose it; indeed, I think it t4Ould incur ,
to an exaggerated degree, the disadvantages of funding by
hist,prical ratios I include /reference- to the idea only''
because it ,:rounds out the logical possibilities,. and might
become Pattractive in some quarters- if enrolments within a
province were to .drop by 20 .30 per cent ,over a period of
years".. It, would respond --to -'the thought, "Why should the
full brunt ,of declining enrolments be loaded onto university
' z ? I should be shared more 'or less equally by universi-
ties 'a'', 'b' and as well."

f (
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*.3.1.'2 Modifying Enrolment Weights.

The impoSition of external administrative controls on.
academic . programming; especially the introduction' of new
programs, is prima facie evidence that formula weights are
too generous for the class of programs which universities
.appear bent On introducing. There are other Possible ex-
planations: that universities are more concerned about
their -prestige than about their finances, and therefore`
expand graduate programming unwisely; that generalist pro-
grams are' losing Students, and universities want to. gamble
on being able to compensate by introducing specialist .pro-.grams of a vocational nature; or that decision-making
within the universities defies explanation anyway and it is
gratuitous -to blame Avents ranOmlY on one variable, namely
formula weights.1 ,Indeedi Quebec's experience seems to
suggest that the prima facie case dOes, not 'stand up.
Quebec, it will be recalled', 'counts enrolments but does not
Weight them differintilllY by disClpline or level. There
has not been any 1reticence among universities in that pro-.
vine to .desigt_ new prograing, and, administrative controls on
their introduction have been reguired, just as they have
been in other provinCes.

It is hard to know what to make of this. Evidence from
the Quebec case 'effectiVely destroys any thought that ten-
dencies towards, the proliferation of advanced-level and
specialist programming can be explained by the 'Program

- weights' '' written into formulas such as Ontario's. On the
other Quebec's, is a sYstem which is still in expansion.
and is expected 7- : at least in the Francophone sector to .
continue ,A) expand; and overall levels of funding have,-(:been

-'relatively generous. Thus, I doubt that evidence from
Quebec over the past deCade tells' us what we want to know
about the steering effects of forniulas in a period Of, de

and
.-

elining enrolments nd general penury in the suniversities.

Option 5: In che' fovnula, treat graduate enrolmentS
less generously than has been customary
hitherto in.

Assigtningl formula weights is a delicate matter;at thebest of 'titles, and in" a 'Period when budgets are tight and
enrolments steady or in ,decline the practical difficulties
in: ec-ini.ing a, formula are likely a to be insurmountable .'
Nonetheleas the fairness formula, financing depends upon
the fairness '13f the weights, assigned to 'Various academic,
progAms, and there appears to be some fe ng that graduate
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programming has been 'treated too generously in formulas

.currently.or recently in force. It -is hard to judge'this

, matter, since the program costing techniques used in Canada

haveinvolvedt0o much guesswork to provide a.reliable guide

. to relative costs (seeSection.2.7.1.2.4). Still, it is

hard ta dismisg the grievance of a university with refs-

tivelyfew graduate programs if the uniyersity'claims that

tha formula discriminates against it and that it cannot

develop' graduate Tiogratming in order to take advantage_of.

the formula, because; external. adminiStrativ6 controls'pre

vent itfrbm doingso. The issue is a stand-off because .

the data which might establish sucha university's case are

not 'available. 0,

My own vieW.iS that scaling down the weights assigned to
graduate .programming would,be 'politically impossible to

accomplish, and probably: Unfair, without_. complementary

changes in the funding of research. If, . however,- a larger.
4'

inoportion .of.university incomes derive in the.future how

'research funding, as subsequent recommendations will pro

pose, then the reassnment- of fOrmula'.,; weights would :be.

feasible, equitable .and (in .the 'sense of promoting needeit

structUralchanges)'salutary.

HowcoUld appropriate weights be devised, especiallYin
provinces Where: the number of. universities. is too small to

. offer much tpasis for cost ,.comparison? It is here that I

think that the Verry and Layard method of costing university

programs,. by regression analysis rather;than by the cbst-

accounting method, holds out some prdmise .(see Section

It could be done on a Canada-wide pasisrither-

than in each province-indlyidually, university,by:,univer7

'$ity. ,NY own understanding of the.technique isioCCrudimen7

tary to make a.recommendation on this. ma4et, but I dO

consider the technique to be-worthy of thOtoUgh ipvestiga-:

tion.: In making-thiSproposal I am encouraged.by the opin-

ion of A.E. Safarian, who regards the Verry and' Layard

technique as "the only way" . toPeatimate pograM:Costs

vote conversation with the author). If, in:faCt, their

method'hOlds .out some promise of determining what, empiri-

the cost ritios:of various programs actually are, the.

findings. should establish s 'funding benchmarketret for those

provinces which have only a few universities. -- or'Only one.

Undoubtedly each province Woultwish to modify the applica-

tion of the findings of such an enquiry into university..

costs by taking account'of factors Which affectlocaLcosts .

and thus make the situation of .their: universities "non-.

typical" -

3 r G
3.3.1.2



One reason I think it important to search for a bench-
mark 'for program costs is that at the moment the only way a
prOvince can satisfy itself that its-universities are not
grossly inefficient. in their operations is by budget review
and overseeing university administration. This is likely to
introduce its own inefficiencies and :may pose a 'threat to
academic freedom. Certainly it cannot but affect university
autonomy where autonomy is essential both for reasons of
efficiency and for ensuring the freedom of the university
from political control. A regression analysis technique: for
costing university programs might provide a way by which
-provincial administrations could satisfy themselves that the
universities are not wasting the public subsidy which they
are given. It might help to solve the accountability pro-
blem, ,without having the provinces -overseeing the ad-
ministration of the universities. Accordingiyeq propose:

Resolution 1: That the universities of Canada sponsor an
enquiry into the use of regression techniques
of costing university programs, both as a.

rationale for assigning prograM weights
within an enrolment-based formula, and as a.
partial contribution to solving the problem
of university accountability for the use of
public funds'without having external super-
vision of and control over university ad-
ministration.

. 3.3.1.3 Economies-of Scale; Fixed
and Variable costs

One. of .the assumptions of financing universities by.

enrolment-based fOrmula'is. that there are no economies'of
scale'. or, in the alternative, that economies oCscalerought
to be disregarded. Disregard lot economies'. of scale is
defensible' if one takes., the.attitilde:thatanJneffiaet
program . should either te discontinued' ox beeXPan4ertO thee
.,point where it becomes . effIdient, Elie later ,reasoning,i
presumably was in.the mind of policy-makerswhenthey intro-.
duced:formula financing in five yi4vinceS at the ,Close of.
the. 'sixties, but it scarcely applies during a periodOf
stable or declining enrolments.

If, therefore, economies of scale do exist, as pre-
sumably they do, then formula financing is inequitable in
those cages where programs,have small or.declining enrol-
ments a*O., it is considered undesirable as a matter of policy
that stith programs should be discontinued. This policy

0
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stance is widespread, being closely linked to the desire on

the part of provincial authorities to support the territo-

rial dispersal of instructional services mPn.g'of- rai=

sing or maintaining access to university program:Tang. any

of Canada's universities were created or expanded to serve a

scattered population by decentralized delivery'of instru-

tional'services, and of these, several are now facing or

have experienced falling enrolments 4'

.Partly for theIeasons which motivated the, expansiOn of

university systems dUring the'sixties and beyonC'and prartly

for reasons which have nothing at all to:do with..,;. education

or universities but a great deal 'to. do' with i:ekiOnal

velopmenC or underwriting the economies of 'declining

.gion'S,-: provincial governments are unwilling to 'allow

'able, .universities to-close down The provinces may also

wish to maintain_a fairly wide range of _Academic .programs

where they are already establihed. Naturally the uni-

versities Concerned support this position,, and point to

their .heavy fixed expenditure commitments. They. rightly

point out that only a portion of theii costs are variable

(related to enrolment), and that their .survival depends on

recognition of the fixed nature of many of 'their costs.

Thus we tome to .

Option Provide a .provincral-grant, to support the'

basic 'or fixed costs of approved academic

programs,. those costs intUrted in

mounting or maintaining such .programs 16r

single: student; and provide an- additional..

grant .to coiner 'marginal. tosts, ..beyond A.

stipulated minimum enrolment, theadditignal

grant to 'be determine& by.:enrolment-based

formula.

This opti*wOuld entail difficult and I daresay arbiL.

ttaty decisions.about the basit or fixed -costs 'of running.

each academic program. It would also : require the total

reassignment of formula. weights. ..It thus would be

Jainistratively:.CUmbersome and obviously would remove the

remaining elements 'of university' 'control over academic.

programming: With. such a: financing .technique:, the uni-

Nersities!withih a province.would be welded togetherinto an
integrated provincial system which was centrally. directed.

Each provinCe would have, in effect, its provincial
Versity witb..a powerful central administration, and a number

of.tampuseaiproviding.sUth Ttogramaas they are mandated: to

do. .

3.3.1.3
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E doubt that this scenario would be attractive to Many
people,in,, or-invOlved with, universities in Canada. My own
attitude is also stronglYnegatilief Why then mention. it?
Because it is merely a formalization of much of thearkument
Which is MQW presented to provincial ministries of education
or provinCial universities!commissions. When universities
argue that special circumstances or their own "institutional
characteristic's". make the application. of..a:Jormula .With.
standard weights unjustor inappropriate, the argument hoils
down to saying that, they are offering_ a given range of
programs and that they could not do. so perhaps the could
not exist at all -- unless the province takes .account of.
their Partitular,"cost experiences ". This is an invitation
to the funder to decide' whether or not the...university is
offering 'the range of programa-required by what it, the
funder, considers to be in the public -interest. It also

' invites the 'province to assess the efficiency of university,
'operations -- given its circumstances -- in providing those
programs..

Option 6 differs from this form of special pleading only -

in that it invOlyes'an'attempt to establish basid program,
Costs and supplementary enrolment- related costs on a compa4;:.

rative baeis distinguish average and .marginal
costs), Hand .to take CognizAi4.0ftheee-diffOehcina.
formal or. standard way Wheri,-0411.1its each university its
provincial. subsidy. It leaiies,.theprOVOCeors'Ome central
agency in control of adademiC:programming, .but attempts to
establish:standards 'for determining the. efficiency of uni-

*versity: operatiorwithoutline-bytline external budgetary .

-control.

3.3.1.4: Financing only Academic. Expenditures
by Enrolment-based Formula

Another way of alloWing for differing cost experiences.
of different institutions without 'inviting 'line -by -line
external scrutiny,of budgets is:through:.

Option7: Fund "academic expenditures" inetructions

and. nod-sponsored research -- by,an enrolment-
based formula, and other expenditures by
other formUlas or ona discretionary basis.'

This is the option proposed by Manitoba's Task force On:.
POst-SecondaryEducation chaired by 'Michael Oliver, which
reported in 1973. It also appears to be what Quebec's

3.3.1.4
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OMission di etudg sur . les universit-gs- has recently re-.,

.t.*nded .(Quebec, CEU, 1979b).. These reports distinguish ,:
...;.,', between the operating costs of university departments, :which
.:.;:. :in4ude all regula`r teaching costs and a..portion of direct
-:.::.%research costs, and on the other hand the costs of items in
. , .....

Uniyersity budgets such as central administration, library,
,,..:.:..:2iieat and maintenance, and student services. The latter

category are "indirect expenditures which the 1979 CAUBO

r:'f..:Report of the Pilot Study on the Cost .of University. Research
estimated at 32 . to 48 per cent. of the operating budgets of

::,;::..,phe six universities being examined. It : should be empha
Sizesd '-- since I have been critical of costing studies which

f:',- are based on "faculty activity analyses" .7.. that this part .:

of the CAUBO study did not depend on such techniques, and
., :': that its estimate of the proportion of uniVersity.: expendi-

turoS classifiable as "direct" and "indirect" appears reli-
-able and, indeed, very informative. On a 'weighted .average
58... per , cent' of operating expenditures (excluding ancillary
enterprises ,r: and:! student assistance)" -Were estimated to be- ...,..direct i'.: 0pin trie sense used in the Olivet report, "acade- ,
miC.7.. Ifitr:.is i:- this ''. proportion which would be financed by

., erirolnient-ba-*4-. ormultt. .,.. . ...
:;,- .

..: .,...:..': ..". ,, .: 1'?:',:'i-..,* ...1--;,-- --" .- ":
.

.: ' The :,- reqiainT42,;Par.:dent, (onf average) could b.::fi.:na.ti,Ce..e:
,. .. , ._. ,

.s.,'...eitbeg:::ek;:q;"..cli4g`t,I.O.i*y-,baSis or by a number.;df:fd,rnjul0.",-,':.....
. For example '.;';.niai*.e444' ,.rial' heating costs coi4d be ailoWed..far!.6ii.:::,:.i., tsi-44.4:Vistrop,. basis, or by examining the "uni-

,: .,.i.i.ersii'4. 'il.,1,',Mi4:40,... ';':! p16-.. latter method would take into
. .

account reg 9114. sV44:#".0 '.:in electricity rates or in heat
requirepl.-qla.!i..;ii..e;10.: dings, and so forth. .

_..:. ._,,, ,7,

... , .....A:::,..::..i. '':-:.: ,,::,. -.:;p, , . .

,
'I lsnow;,:.: been estimated how much

, difference' he7-',44150,t ...:-tAuditig of indirect expenditures
...

would take--- ,t...-,...".itli:41100,StiO4'of: finds among universities ,.

. . ..

.:,.. within, any ,pt`oVide;:t.:m,..17;1*-;.,'iVi.iXenee.. 1.4.-, :.therefore lacking on,.. .,.

which to b440;:4.!f:j.14-010t.,.::6f,,:.ittif .desirability of implementing
Option . 7..' -,Ii:.,::,:t.bef...tliaiii.:Uittiat:Iik \::4.h%ikiversitY costs .by,:.

..,1

weighted 'enrolment as..;:.tO.Y*''f-6-404;;;1:, '5thes'..;'p-,:ategory of direct
expenditures or '14di1redtf*pOititi44-401,-, 4,00.., latter; then

. possibly Option 7!'--2fi4O4414:,-ili14ift;VeLeff-Maiid.'41.',,,,.., position of a
number of Ins t i tutiod ''' '-::..4ii0;:,:iiii0/64600,V,!ieit'e equity into

. - ....... .... ..
'. ' the public fUnding..-iifiiiittiqrsti; 'ie;!,',-:' oileri..;%;the external

control of .' acadetiid..progre011it 6.111;. tidiV7::.".7:.6, . would re-
quire. On the dieher%)SPW4:.:!:1, 44.lgtie1 04.',:-tliat the uni-

versity's
.

-,.,::-..i:::-)., :;?.e.,--.?,,,-.
Versity ' s abilit`q:. tO., ti,4:.&:::f4p4i$: ,,At;;i4ee,plx, Vr-v0144 probably
be compromised, :s.....',0it:;::;fWiY**;... tmtikeLy t& be '''.-allocated to..--...... . ,

iis university..ip ii",..42104.iran :;.7. -I:' rigOient on the,
.. university's control ofY.its btdge. Is- xiot s*inescapable.
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consequence of funding only academic Or' direct expenditures.
by entaIment-based. formula. It is, however, sufficiently
likely to :result An the extension:Of external administrative
control over university finantda, that one would be well
advised to paUSe ,before endorsing Option 7.

°

3.3.2 GRANTS. BASED ON A
DUAt7PDR go S E FORMULA

, -

Up' to this point our survey of policy opti.ens for pro-."
vincial7i0evnments: bas assumed that a formula used at
all, woifldri be emplOyed for, distributional purposes only
Determinafion of the total sum to be spent in supporting theta:'.;
'universities through operating grants would, it has been'
taken fot granted, be accomplished -by political decision
quite independently of any formula' Jghich.,,might be in use.
By contrast4- a dual-purpose formulai.Would also determine, or
at least jiave some impact on, total or aggregate levels of
support (Section 2`.7. 1. 2. 1 ) . We have already noted that
until recentfY-this has been an important feature of' the
finincing technique used in Ibtuebec (Section 24 7. 2. 6. 1). ,

However , in that province the rules for allocating operating4
grants provide for annual modifications of a historical :

, base; grants ate not calculated by enrolment-based formula!'
This simply Illustrates the fact that there are many pos-
sible variants of funding by dual-purpose formula. With
this cavat , 'we may. note:

,

Option 8 f:. Employ a ...formula not. only forAiStribUting
available lunds aMong a number '.: 61 inaritu.::

,.. 0.ons buC ', for determining' the
.. .

level of
provincial spending on universities (opeiat=1.

,. .. ,,.

ing: grantS):.-
_

u 1

A dual-purpose formula ,may. be attractive ' to Universities.
in...S.VetXrid when enrolments ;:are climbing, but 'Under condi-
tions flUOtuatingi or declining enrolments, :a'

dual- purpose formuieWould be most disadvantageous to them..
It pr es ent ed here however, as an option because provin
Ciar. governments are 'understandably' looking : for ways' to
calculate what level of subsidy the universities need ,:and a :

.dual-purpoSe formula 'may 404,0 to be a way of doing. SO.

To understand why gover:penis May be attracted to using
a 4ualbased formula, it may be useful to refer back to
Settion 2.7.1.2. 2, which shows . how a 'simple enrolPent-based'
dual-purpose formula maybe progressively elaborated to.

inform: decisions on funding levels. Same of the formulas
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noted in that section may be used to estimate necessary

staff cotpleMents, ,required expenditures:on fac4ry

ies, And !other items. Of course, if a provincial. government

is bent on taking over the management of provincial uni7

versity systems,. it will simply do Sp; it is not as if

devising a,COmpldual7.porpOse formula were the only way.

But a formula Of*hii:kind could have some appeal. as a means

of assessing the"TOincial requirements of the'univeraities,

with Aninitiall-Simple version being honed into . an in-
strum" of,control when its application requires answers to

quesfidps like, "What is an appropriate workload for facul-

ty

.

Here it is necessary. to note, 'I hope sympathetically, as

Idilemia which is faced. by every grants commission, or: Minis-

,trY of Eduction injq:,dealingawith the universities. For

simplicity, lev.us take theOase of the grants commissio

)thevt,yllically- are en biped respect the autonomy .ok_the

universities in academic!tatt
,,
s and to leave ahem in charge

of 0#0inancial adminis ration.: On thelother hand:,

-t-topv-0440-64s4re. -responsib elot:Advising:their, respe&-
... ..

tiVe irpvicialOvernments on :theA*Vel of fOodiOvrequir
,.: - -

ed..andtaidistributing amongthe;o4iversitiawhatever
moieithe:prOvinCemakeaavailable, .ii . .

and.falily: .:gtants commissions

must obtain teat' deal of. infOrtatiOO about the ad=

tinistrAtiOnAhe'institutions!, for whose'fOndingthey are

must-. make difficult'decisiOnaabout.
USiverSity:,7filtiOCiAttequiremeota.On, 'the basisoCoriteria
WhichnecesSarilyinVOlve judgments ahout what is necessary,

worthwhile,' or.- fot the sake ol,exCSllence,t7aoademically

'indispensible. The tension between.respeCting- university

'*ioilomy and doing. the job entrusted to them can only be

handled by a e.cOMpromis solution whichtends, relatiVely

VeakiOg, towardd'One.pole.or the other.,One 'possibility is

that fthe commissions may -seek tedeviSe rules to impart.

rationality to the process in which they are engaged. Thus.

they may be led to devise a dual- purpose formula whose

application:leads thei to scrutinize thaInternal allocation

Of .funds within the_. universities and the'efficiency.' of', ,

university operations (indices of faculty. output In teaching,'

and reSearchl.average-olass sizes; 'etc.)..

I am anxious that my argument on -this. Tointshou id not

be misuhdeistood. I.do not wishrojmpute any dark motives

to provincial .governments' or' their grants commissions..

'ApparentlY they wish to respect oniversity7--autonomk- in. all h4



academic matters, and-.it seems: - they are committed to the
44ecentralized management of the institutions_ they support.
If forthe performance of %their granting functions they
devise dual - purpose formulas, it will not be to accomplish

.

by subterfuge :the control of university systems.-- On.:the
other hAnd.the difficulties they experience in meeting their'.

responsibilities tO the pUblic .may lead them, through -

soithing like A.dual7purpose formula,. _a considerable dis
0

tance In this-Airection. All these remarks are speculative,
but I thinkthey- are not fafetched because in the coming.
years'the'provincial governments arelikelytO be driven .to

search for ways to cUtbaCkjurther on theW spending JOT-.
higher educationasi.:AnmOst provinces, the-; number Of/St7u-
dents drops but the4inaOlal Claims of the'universitiesdOe
not -- thisat.44iM0hen the state, fed0al and provin.t
A41,.iswrd'etlid$ Withasevere shortageoCfunds:. 8-

9 :

-1)ISCRETIONART,GRANT$.

It has .been noted that all provinces, allocate some
even for general operating purposes, ,ona dis-

Cretionary basis.: Under any.imaginable financing technique,
discretionary :grants, _will .::lcontinue: to have . their 1:01ce...
There. is, hOWever,' a world of difference':betweensup-
plementing, formula grants with discretionary funds, nd
abandOning: all openly acknowledged rnliss:for,allocatfht.
general operating granWtaMong the universities within a
province.-ThiAis what. is meant .by:

Option,9: Employ :a fully discretionary budget7revlew:
systet for, determining.: the grant that each
university. within the province requires,I.
taking into account the.financial. eeds of
the institution and the funds it obtains from

.

Other sources.

A discretionary .finapCing -technique-:need not implY
government control of -:,Univer4ty administration: and of
decisions on academic and other,Matters; it need not Amply e
anything at all. The koblem witWdiScretionart,:funding- is
lust that. It giires .floASsurance of financiar..stability;
and offers no guarantee. 40 institutional independence of
government_ management.orlitical control. Universities
dre Unable to/plan for their futurAdevelopmenti- laCking an
assured.,financial base. Even the adjustments they may be
forced to Make to changing patterns ofstudent demand: cannot
be, rationally, ,planned. these are essential requirements
-of any financing.technique which the Universities-Can regard



as acceptable.

k.7:FEES POLICiES AND STUDENT AID

;hough tuition feeS contribute a much smaller propor"
P;bf university incomes than operating grants,' proVincial

policies on fees and Student aid raise issues
cl,k.,..are ;every bit as important a4;!.phose; which arise re-

Vgrants to institutions. These issues include

- -determination.. of the ..,reSpective contributions of
Sttidente and of the 'public to university operating
costs; .

--accesieBility to uniVersityi participation rates and
,aggregate enrolments in university programs; and;" in

the longer' run, educational attainment! of the adult
PoPtilation;

chbice of a financing technique: whether to Subsidize,
'institutions or to subsidize students or in what
proportions to-4p bblh; and

---structural changes in university systems: how the
uniformity of fees or 'the existence of fee' differen-
tials among institutions affects structures and the
immediacy of the adjustments universities must .make to
-changing patterns of student demand.

,

Equity, considerations and the-rationality or. efficiency of

' policy choices, are both .relevant to: One' s :opiniOn on all of

these ispueS...

tatat are the options? Basically there are twQ of them,

thotigh the first has several variants:

Option '10 Control the, fees levied by :universities,.

and:

Option 10 -a: Reduce,. possibly to zero, the proportion!
of :university. incomes deriving from fees; or

Option 10-b: Peg fees at some assigned proportion of
estimated. program costs, (Jag., fees vary
substantially by prigram); or

Option 07c: Raise fee levels so that students bear .a

higher proport*on of university operating



costs than they do nol,i;f.OffercOnVentional
or contingent repaYmentloaest6:..-daunterect
the presumably adverse imPeCt
participation rates;andiOr:;

,

Option 10d.: Raise fee levels,- but counterbalance the
increased fees,with or-,:,feetvOudhers

tostudents,, eithetuniverSallY: or on- the'.
basi of a means .test .(thUS-2.::Shifting

portion of.the public. .subsidy from inStitia,
. .

tionStO students).

Option.11: Alet-universities use their oWnAiscTetio0 in
setting 'counteract anyadVerSelMpaCt
on .access and participation rates: by_

propriatestudent aid sdhemeih.Options,
10-c. and 10-d.

_

The following five sections discuss;theee:OptiOnS:,, e4ohjrC::.:
turn. ' All but:thel.ast.presume provincil..g0erement:.dOn-:
trol of fee levels. .

3.4.1 FEE REDUCTIONS: IMPROVED ACCESS?

_
_

If fees are /egged et current levels, lowered, or in
creased at a rate below that of inflation, areal; or "con
etant Aollar" reduction occurs.' '' .:The usual rationale 'for
policy of reducing feeS.is the suppOsitiOn that there remain''
significant financial barriers to attending university.,
that student loans and grants cannot overcome those barriers
as effettiveiy as fee reductions. An. implication iS:tbat:If1
fees .,are. kept down as. much as possible,: access
improved4nd:participation rates will rise. This may.:

forits contribution to achieving equality
of opportunity (the equity argument) and to serving
purpOses Such .as economic growth and cultural developMent

.

(the public-interest argument): Some. .proponents of 'fee.
reductions mayalso 110id'the view .thatsquiti requirei that
education_ at all'ieVels be. free -- i.e., that the'student
should bear none of the cost of htS.education, or'. in the '

alternative, ;none of OnSts beYond books andaother .sup
plies, and inCoMe:fOregone.

None of'these erguments:heed long detain us:, Let .uset
first suppose that :equityAS the dom4nant consideration.
One mayargue ut the ratio of private-tosocial benefits
:of a univers y education (the. intrinSic:value.or satiefed-,,

3.4.1



t ion of learning, and the. fprospeC te augmented, future

earnings, :. versos stimulus toithe" nation's- economic developr.
Ment,.::enrichment of its -culture, and ao fort1.1)'-i however, on

any reasonable supposition about private7fOsoCial benefits
ratios, the balance of the arguMent . to point

towards an increase, not a diminUtion in feejevela.' Thus

an. equity argument for reduding fees must be baSed on other'

grounds, of Which the only plausibte :One that society

owes f every Odividlial; the opportunity Ito deVeiop his per

sonality and his capacities to the. :fullest possible extent,,

and . that. such development 'should:. be.-aanedily, as possible

costleps. It 1S hard to .khowWhatto say about this view,
since - it .is a matter' of taste or ideology, except. to remark

that the same. principle, Ought in %logic to. be applied to

ceramics. classes,... piano lessons,: and annUal holidays at the

Stratford: . Festival.. and` the Calgary Stampede. Laudable,

perhaps-, bUt impraCti,Cal.

The other'. -arguMeni- has an r eqdi
lk

ty aspect (access to

university) ..and a public- interest, espeCt (participation
, . .

"rateS),.. Is It really true, however, that financial barriers

to university- attendance. are :iMportant --at current fee .

levels?- To the :extent that .,.they are, are :fee. reduCtions .4.

.more . efficient' way,, of: eliminating tho Se barriers th7an the.

improvement of studelt aid packages

All the - eVidente , and it is - massive , point s the !:)ther

way. AlthOugh the class compositiOn of university Spidents
by no means matches the class Composition of the '18 24

age group as a whole, nontfinancial factors such as parental

encouragement, school oades, and the :student's self-

confidence in his own future employment proipectshave
. ,deMpnetrated to be signifieant determinhnts of edUCa-.

'.attainment than ate-financial factor's.. At#itionin
the higito:soloisii-:is substantial, . as data presented.. in it Sed :

tiGi JP4. ; and make -up of the matriculating

classclosery :ripki0-ximateS that of the universIty':enirance

. population. Th1.4;Niitates that stie04on;hasitake* Place, :.*4!::

Prior' to the-point at which -accurate. estithhtea\of the costs

of university attendance AOuld. figure ;Seriously in yOung
s tn Continue their ,eduCat*n:thrOgh to unt-

versity '. Consequently the n'p011cy which

primarily affect.5i!high school gradnind lai- it exists

Thig:iS''"not,,tbrat;thatM94.
gnez,:,strit

`frequently hold exhigerate5t'Ide

1cce 'mattet",:' Pre-'

'school :.students
: tuition





,
,,,

1
.

iichatges,,:, but. more imports `t than:this- is

burden ,of iincome, foregon ,.' particularly
'--faMilieS-with, several ohildrenwhere ..e

frequently leave. Schooi in .order' .:to support,
contribute -:tovfamily incomes.; The presumed
these:fectOts cannot be /addressed by changes
levels,.burrequite a much more far- reaching
including better. counselling in the ;schools

assistance to low - income, families, with ch
SchOol, AS:well as to:Olelpiority whO make
Asity..

3.4.2 `FEES IN RELATION TO PROGRAM COSTS"

.t e-finantial'
in low7incoMe:

older ones must
themSelVeS or

'importance

in tuition fee
set of policies

and .financial'

ildren'in high
it to Tiuniver7

if-not all, universities charge differentjeeS for
different programs, the differentialsare- far smaller
than the .differentiaIS in estimated ptogrem. costs. For
example,..es Stefan Dupre haS noted:(07751)rtS
:.dents during the years. 1970/71 to 197,7/7.8 paid:

something like,25 to, 33 13excent of prograM:cost's:(depending
on the year), whereas medical students paid seven to:nine:
per cent. Generally speaking Dupre notes,.. hose:programs
Which can be expectedto havethe higheStJOng"term Tinan- .

. .

'cial payoff are precisely thelltograMs:for:Which the student
contributes the lowest peOentage ' of -.the. costs:A

.minimum, they might b&expected to pay an equal' erdentage,
and theie is .a -good argumentjor theirjayingmorein4leed,
Dupre :remarkS:. "There is qio. question theitUition fee

.-deterkinatiom,in Ontario:, has totally ignoredi,,the.issUe of
equity among students. that is 'pose& by the'kinCipielof
benefits received" (1977,: -5101).:

It is not all that clear what the ."ptincipIeofbenefits
teceiVed" is; in any Case :theptinciplewoUldbe elitra7
ordinarily difficult to apply. On the other hand.A:r01&.Of-'
thumb according to%which tuition fees:might: be serarscime
fixed:percentageOf-.Pragram costs is both easy to understand-
and at least in a rough way -.7.'applicable. Dupre:diOt °

' assuming the appropriateness. of the Ontario BIU'weight0,,

noting. that :-these : weights not,,:attemlit, to distinguish -

between instructional cOsts and other. costs(research and
public service).. By contrast, :the recommendation Of

Ontario's CoMniissiOn on. Post - Secondary Education was
distinguish instructional from other university cbstsi a d
to ,ask students to pay one third .to one half of .fth6-.1147;.

structional cots. If ':they paid hail; fees would haVe"
ranged, at the'1970/71-Ccst level, between $625 and ;$'

(Ontario; COPSEO,A97.1: 44).



A recommendation that students should pa some fixed
percentage of estimated program costs (our Option 10 -b) is
probably a compromise sOlutibn to ifrtibleth of .determining
tdition fees It'. appears to be Viised o', the follciwing
argumpts:..

Uni.'versi instruction (or certification) prcAdes
'both in vidual ands Socia benefits, the ratio

lle/ftieen them 'QUA_ be presumed to be sconstant.

< b) Ideally Students shopld 'bear that proportion of
program costs; which matches the, ratio of, private-
et- social ;ibenetits (e.g.; if the ratio is 2: i; and
program, costs are ,3000, annually; fees should be
$20Qp); but this might. result in un4drinvestment),

(prospedtiv students lack ''capital or access to
capital 'ifiarkets, are .afraid to borrow, or under-
estimate' the future' benefits they will reap); if
so , the state should . provide- subSidy.

Equity among students demands. that the.Vubsidy be '
provortional to the 'ideal" fee levell and it
follows. ees should be too. '

If theoe. .indeed the iarguments, my -response isf At
their appliglition requireg strong assOptions- and r er
.floe calculations. 'Be :ghat as it may, we should note two
practical impli,eations of the proposal. One is thAt fees,
even for the,basic Atts programs, would almost cer,t4bly.
rise ,substar4ially above their present levels. The other is
that 'fee schedules would haye quite -a wide range, the ratio,
of lowest to_ highest,being 1:3 or 1:6. ;Thus present-

oiz. undergraduate 'its fees are $800 annually, fees for dentis-
try or graduate .studies might well be set at $4800. In
Addition). the 'questiotiV: would arise whether'', fees should be
raised aacross the brd as well. These observations lead us
dirpctly into discussibn of the next two options, which have
some similar consequences, and would require complementary
changes in student aid, programs.

3.4.3 SHIFTING COSTS TO STUDENTS

6 Our Option 10-C is itoteraiSe fee levels, so that students
bear a higher proportion of university operating costs than
they now.do;,lt involves alSo .increasing the, availability, of
student' assistance to .counteract the preSumably adverse
impact on access~ and participation 'rates which a shifting of



costs-would entail. This option differd'from the preceding'
one in that (a) it neither provides nor requires any ratio-
nale for the level at which fees are 'eVgntdZlly set, And 0)
fee differentials for different programs, although they may

:.exist,. would riot gecessarily be any-greater than existing
differentials are Our Option. 10-c is more likely to be
formulated,in 'terms of expediency ("whatever the tights and c
wrongs of the case,. , :the public treasury -.can't stand the

strain of suppcirting .universities as generously as they have
in the past"); it is les4s likely to rest on Triniples pf
equity or economic arguments about optimal rates of invest-.

ment in human ciipital, etc. 4 The latter fortffs of argument
may be held, to be consistenekth the shifting of university
operating costs to students, but for many people the
Ave for doing so is pragmatic and his little. to do withit!

tigher,eduation as such. The determination to cut r'hack the

public subsidy for universities' expResses a political at-
titude from which bothsthe:stuOnts and the institutions may

r, receive the Tall-out. Recogniz4ng these facts is ,nOt,

necessarily an inappropriate' starting point for reflecting
on fee levels and related.mdestions of student aid. '

t is doubtful that many of t'hose who wish students to

bear,a siinificantly heavier.proportion of university opera-
;

ting costs have cOrefully sifted the evidence, such as it

is, on the probable impact Ehat such a policy would have.on

access and "participation rat,e. Those who are concerned,

about these matters may,howeVer, 'find encouragement,in an
economics literature points.out:

) that university students come disprpp vtionately
from the,higher indbie o'grolTts, and that therefore
the publiE funding of ,dun' versities effectively
transfers ipcome from relatively poor t9

,.4

rich;
'.°

P .

(b)
1,
that loan schemes can be devised:w ch would assiSassist,

highly-motivated people regardless i9f . familL.-people,
CU e levels' pto ay.uch higher fees, than they:do is7..

esent.'': .,

,p'i
5,

10'loa S6temeSTOPosed pre eable, to a plan put

forward by the America.econOthist lton.Friedman (1955) nd

ill3Wouently ..dubbed.0e r",:(ebt-Edti4tiOnal OPportunity
,Bank).N4heme.

I
:Several' anadian "versicingthave been pdt

:forward, a freldenifY- cited e7eitmplebeing the "CAW" or
.7-Cohti4'ent =4e-PaymeilVStIpentA0sia nt I'rpgram" proposal. of

szidk'"andDA.A1- 0sqager 969 This. and other con-

.1
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tingent -repayment schemes provide. for loans which are .paid

back as a surcharge on the income tax; students with. low

incomes in the following. graduation pay back only a

part of the loan, or conceivably none at all. The financial

, risk involved in borrowing. is thus eliminated.

This is a scheme which is far from being.unattractive,

but any optimism that an all-loan program woad have:little

adverse effect on accessibility must be doubted. One's

guide on these matters should not be abstiact reasoning, but

the abundant sociological evidence which reyeals the um=

willingness of -,51ung people, particularly from lower income

levers, toaseume heavy' long-term '`debt. The contingent .

repayment idea is o course designed precisely to overcome,

such "loan aversio y. eliminating the risk' involved in

borrowing, but the truth is that we cannot predict how young

people would react to a plan based on the contingent repay-

,ment Principle. The mere fact that it islabelled a "loan",

and the tert's are complex, is likely to constitute a real if

-merely" °psychological barrier.

think .the universities of C4anAda would do,well to lend

their support to any public project to design:and iiiplement.

A:contingent repayment loan schema, but.not on the aSsump-

tion that it will replace existing, student grants or that :it

.woulSneutralizethe:effects '.(in terms. of access and par'

ticipation.ratealikqf a:yery.sharpfincrease in fee levels.

If acontingeptie-PaYmeht loan.aCheme is put. into. operation

.and appears to wo0k well in Atsisting.Jower-income group's to

'attend university :7- and let us recall that tuition fees are

.rioiMallYless.than 30% ofthe cost of doing so.-- then it

may appear that. access andHpartiCipation rates an be

maintained even when fees areYraised,. perhaps substantially.

That. can and shouldJhappen only gradually, --with a .constant

monitoring.of the impact on university attendande. If the

universities Wish -to- formulate. arpoSition on this, letA.t

be contingency repayment scheMe first, and the shifting OJE-:

costs to students later -- and then,_ only to the.extent

'showp to be consistent with maintaining or improving acces-

A compromise arrangement, 'of Course, is to raise fees

but ed'iake meanstested:grants so that, in ,effec4 447'
'those atudOts with considerable financial resources pay the

-
full increase in tuition charges. In that case:student's who

cannot easily draw on personelor.family resources:would pay

done of the increase or even obtain a,net financial.: advan-.

tage..! The multiform- aodbinationsof grants;: loans with



..

4'

remission, contingent repayment loans, 'subsidized. conven-...
tional loanS, and normally unsubsidized but government
'guaranteed:loans; are legion; and we cannot surveytheth
here.

.3,4.4 'SUBSIDIZE INSTITUTIONS OR STUDENTS?

Whereas in the previous section we ,were looking at the'
proportion Of university operating costs borne by, respec-
tively, students and taxpayers,-,. :,this section is concerned
with alternative techniques for subsidizing 'university
education. Assuming a public contribution of gi4en magni-
tude, in what proportions should one subsidize (a) students,
and (b) institutions? The qqestion is posed by a hypothe-
tical example corresponding to our Option 10-d: if fees
were tripled and grants were given to students on a Uni-
versal basis to fully offset the increased tuition charges,
theoretically _there would be no. ,difference in the level of
public spending; but the impact on the universities might be
quite different from the impact of the present-arrangements;
where the emphasis is on general, operating grants to in-
stitutions.

One way of transferring a higher education stb'Sidy from
institutions .to students apparently owes its initial for-
mulation, as does the contingent repayment loan scheme, to
Milton Friedman. Friedman has suggested (1959, 1968) that
if the state insists on subsidizing education, the "least
bad" way to do it is to give studentt vouchers or coupons
for educational services.which they ,could "cash" at any
recognized institution. The voucher would pay some portion
of the fees, and the institution could redeem its cash value
from the state. There would be no other form of state
support for education.

The voucher scheme would submit the universities to the
discipline of a -free market in educational services, and
would avoid a situation where, in. Friedman's words (1968:
111), The subsidization of institutions rather than of
pole has led to an indiscriminate subsidization of all
aeti,vities appropriate for such institutions, rather than of

0 thc6'1.actikKities appropriate for the state to subsidize." In

,other words, schools and universities would be guided by
"markc demand in the services they provide, and the demand .

for services would be affected in turn by the subsidy aVat-
lable for certain types of course or program, but notaneces-
sarily for all. s.



Any financing technique which subsidizes students rather

than institutions would, sharpen competition among colleges

and _universities and would subject them to financial in-

stability as enrolment patterns changed, .particularr if

this occurred within a context.of generally falking enrol-

ments'. It would promote diversity within a network of

* self-governing edncational institutions and give prospective

students the widest possible range Of options'consistent

with their financial means,- which would be augmented by the

state subsidy tmt it would do'so by fording the closure of

several of Canada.'s universities and "would involve great

wastage of existing educational and,research resources. In

addition, the state would have de facto control over cur-

ricula (by deciding what to subsidize and what not.to) and

might well end up regulating admissions by type of program

through system-wide quotas. The technical sweetness of the

,voucherTscheme and its variants should beguile no one into

supporting the destruction of .much of the post-sedondary

system which has been built up over the years.

On the other hand, the provincial governments are

,arready, in 'concert with the federal government, apportion

ing a part _of-Ithe public subsidy for higher education to

students in the farm of grants and subsidized loans. Within

fairly narrow limits;, the provinCes control fee leveis, or

at least: set maxima which the Universities almost auto-

matically charge. Accordingly a province° may, as an alter-

native to raising general operating grants, permit the

raising of fees while also amending the, regulations ,for

student assistance so that a portion of the raise will. be

supplied indirectly by the public treasury. Thus*a higher; ;

-proportion of the pi.dvincial subsidy for university educa-

tion would take the form of grants or subsidiied

Since only a minority of students are eligible for: such

assistance, there is obviously a net saving, for the treasury

(and maybe even for the taxpayer!) when part of the increase

-in university incomes, derives from increases in fees rather,.

than in oPerating grants. If this occurs, does it make any

'''`difference to the universities as institutions?

4 The answer to this -question is not simple.' In,-.--the first

'Trace it depends'on, how the general operating 'grant.'.iS''

calculated. Jet us-say-that the-yrocedure.is to estimate,

each uniyersityos financial requirements:, ;whether byformula

or:.by the disdretiOnary,method,. and then to subtrat the.

fees income it receives, 'or.lwould: have received It .it.

charged: 'fees at a stipulated level:. thiscass.itshould

make little'difference to univergityincomes_inthe-aggreg-
-
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. ate, or, indeed individually, if fees go up marginally and
grants go up correspondingly. This should be so even with
means-tested grants as all student grants in Canada are.
The qualification. to, the general statement (lit sho uld make
litCle ' differenCe:-.;") arises' fToi- the possibility that,

higher s: fee, .,even Ohdli count4rbaranCed by grants to students
. _ .

i,Tho need them, may ca'u'se some.rung people to veer away from
.',embarkingoon a universitY lAogNaMI: In other words, the less
11ighlY. motivated youthl,' 'ItespeciatThthote,'not qualifying for
,grants, 2 =might s' be discouraVed : attending' university.
this beOgood or bad , d4pending -on 'one' s values'; or .

ideology;; . it presnmablY wbuld juve, a', mildly . depressing;
. effect -04.partiCiPatiOn rates.

There .as ,olle.,:aditionll idifferenoewe should.; ,i,19e4.!, :, it..-a-

.-..:1-tgO.': *0641.61ti of fhe-public ,::SubSidyAildireCted' to -
students-:rather -than'"Co ftistitdtiOaS.:',,. At ;preSent;..aIthongh
some: people ,,hav p :ex pr es q(I.7 -4,-iiii#ty, about theposSibillcy

..'04rjinkInrmight.,.stai-i:ieiniqn0helt-'nnsifeesitde0'*'.-
:Charge outtoftprovince' students' A, surcharge 'on. their.:i- fee's. ' .::

(or to pad ,:-.the surcharge ,.theMSelves. through ;grants fore,-' : -
,gone) , , no., such fee : difterentialS exist s' at ..fireaant,:: for ,

:Canadian: .citizens '444 landed 16m;ietants? StOsidiek)t#4,:*
-14titiptiOTO withi ' ' **inde , .

td the . ektentYtheyafe(baged
on ---enrOlMene,'

-.: ,,, .the saner rate 'for , S tUd en t s :, f toM ','
! ,

that :Pt , fiOin-ailyc ce. Ax contrast, granta.,usdal-:
nts .444-go to other... ,..i:d

usual-
ly are 'iii0e,:pa id

.

.,,,i. .r1study unless in- .c.rh3 they areenrolled is..'.;not.
availabid-:,4i e ,41.4, nce of -reSidence in this 'respect "

4,4-the Marietme';pr f 'tined at 'might . be called't:a

ydol arrange : Jaw 1 mitatigg on. the portabilit7',
.

. :,37.,i, A
: P giants --;- :, not spot apply to the Canada Seudeiii-

..,

Loans .: Plan : - IcOme . increasing14', serious to' the, :

extent
: J!

ex ten tcha t : dm
0 ? ed option was financed 'f t hrough :stu

dent ,grants rat 4through giant s. to in st i tutions A
.:

.

geflei2Azed tende

.

tii-fs'.direCtion Would- alSo shift,
casts terprovinc ay.,,,frtidi those provinces;. Which
experie , a net .i dents a..:provinces
W i t h a ekfl*

A

N4 .

;.* A eY:31,4 r .

. ;44 basie,r4lote

finali6Og tech
a redirection .o
f. Oiri: institutiOg

number' offedis Of-marginal= changes in, . .

ihigheredUcation*ChAeS involving
SUbsidies (riowardS. students and away

av? these observations , SUggest that the'
universities woad */taise to:

;

. ( t) 1.100or, c any changed in 'methods for calculating
gr5ts' to institutions which would minimize the



universityi -incomes, if part ,,of the
utatian subsidy were transferred from

StucientS.:

fications' to,: student ,;Assistance pro-
ch',;ensute ghat`.` government-mandated fee
:',1result: in ,ccitresponding increases in

to students who are eligible for
ce This recommendation is based on a

dimfniShing access to university
'and '.middle-iticoMe groups
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redirection of the
templated, the necessary chan-

strIden sistance programs be made first.

dification of student assistance
cesiaty through joint action by the

nment and -the provinces, to ensure
itection' of the public subsidy not
y :reduc tion in the interprovincial
uden,t s .

OWN FEES?.

-.4,c, t' :on' of ingtitiltional autonomy in setting fees
-1.4' COnfused with ''`' 'Elle: two: _;questions we have already
disc _i first, whether:Jt, is desirable to shift a larget-
part-,.,, : the financial. :.burden of a .university educaticin to

,,the.,:-'s dents;-~second, da what proportions a, pUblic subsidy
(foi- briber; education -' be directed to, respectively

,, ,StudentS"; and institutions. As the two.. previous sections
Shown, however, poli6i changeS of both sorts may be
ect without ....giying the universities any greater lati-
had in setting:- fees 'they now haVe. By contrast, a

jltilicY..of decdtitrallini -fees has precisely that meaning.
,EachVitniversity, woglcl..; be left to .sort out for itself, the

confi!' 'ing claims. of (a), :,,fairness,. 'and the fUlfillment of
'its. t t forrPOlic ..SerVice;.(b) its financial needs, given
the st ndards,'of.' insetU-Ction . and research ,it Wishes and

.

.4hinits possible qo attain; :and (c) the financial penalty,
emming frOm ,tedliced.-entoiMent, entailed in setting fees at

too high a. revel relative to other institutions. .A policy
Which, returns : "the=,tesponSibility and authority to the Lini7
veksities- ,these :conflicting claims would necessar

be adopted .."the,.knowledge that fees generally might
rise, and .-that historically unusual differentials might
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arise- in fee.leVels.(0J,,among'Academic programs; :and:(o3)...

among Are occurrences which an en7'.

..lightened government,.. Mlght:t6ASonably contemplate, and ought- ,

the universities to Urge: thS;state 6o incur these possible
consequences-of* .restoring: institutional autonomy in the `.°

a H

matter.. of feeS.L:.

My answer is, by all means, yes: let the universities
set their fees at a level they consider justifiable and
prudent. The provincial governments ought to avoid limiting
the universities' ,access to.funds from sources other than
Universities' commissions or provincial .miniStries'of,edu-
cation.

The provincial governments will surely retain, through
student aid policies, some influence on,the level.and struc-
ture of fees; but in. the main-their concern with the fees
question should be limited to counteracting the adverse
consequences of 'high fee levels, whether in particular
programs,- in individual universities,.or across.s provincial
system.

ProvincA01-0yernments_will almost certainly continue to
restrain fee le-veis by their stUdent aid policies. In. the

prededing section we stressed:thAt-studeni assistance pro
grams ..should be sodesigned;that government mandated fee.

increases shoUld result in corresponding increases in

.grAntii: not lOans, to Studentswho.:Are eligible for .assiS

tance. The.Provinc.Lwould'bave to avoid,' however, permit7
Hsting "backdOor'' financing .Universities COM: .:tiot be

..AlioWed to collect through the students :a public subsidy.:

whidh. the government was unwilling to giVe direCtlY to the
ilistitutions A:n.:thelorm of operating .grants.' In-4'dther

words, if;:bysraising. fees the universities automatically:
triggered a rise ingrants to.stUdents, .they' would have

..adquited WhaCeVeryta*Payet'and every interest organization
:..dreaMs of:'thspOwer:to tax the state. I. am:not.proposing
that the 'State consent to :this. Fee Charges. beyond a '
Stipulated- level ought not to_be allowable Student expenses
irk making grantsapplicationg. :(By.deciding.Whatthat:jevel
Should. the-provincial:''goVernment retain' : sn,
imPortAnt.jnfluence:on:fee levels.) On the othei-hand, it

does seem reasonable that fees:at:Whatevet leVel ought to be
allowable expenses in calculating eligibility for.loans.

the state pays a subsid)flonH student .14ns, the
subsidy,- except in loan - remission 'schemes, .-is not so great
thattheState could not bear' :it.' Indeed;WOuld, be a
cheav way. ofl assisting the:universities to obtain the



financial resources they need.

A final comment: fee' differentitals among institutions,
if large, could result in inequality of access, to various
universities. There might be a stratification of universi-
ties by average wealth of their . clientele, with the uni-

. versities, which attracted Ake jeunesse doree being, by
virtue of their greater budgetary freedom, higher class
institutions in two senses. It is likely that universities
with .higher-than--average fees-would be alive to this, and
would '.complement public student assistance programs with
programs of their own. (This has been suggested by two
advocates of institutional autonomy regarding the setting of
fees: Dupre'. [1977: 56], and the Council of Ontario Uni-
versities Ontario,. COU, '1979: 3].) If the universities
concerned did not establish their own bursaries fund, they
could be required to set aside a portion of their "extra"
fees income for this purpose. ,\/

3.5 RESEARCH POLICIES

A recurrent theme in the literature on financing uni-
versities is the desirability (or otherwise) of funding

. instruction and research independently of each other.
Consider, for example, the recommendation of Ontario's
Commission on Post-SeCondary Education (Ontario, COPSEO,
1972: 141-2):

The public subsidy for operating costs of post-secondary
institutions should beit-alloCkted to , each institution as
a single global sum Ibut its calculation] should, dis-
tinguish . between [an enrolment-related] subsidy , for
edUcational or instructional functions (including re--
search and scho itlarship vitally associated with, in-
struction)...and payments for research and other acti-
vities, where applicable; on a long-term basis (no fewer
than three but no more than. five years). and following
quality assessment within each field- or discipline.

Similar proposals have been made in other documents.
For example, the Graham Report. in Nova Scotia (1974) and the
Peitchinis Report commissioned by the Council 'of Ministers
of Education (1971:)' both endorsed the principAe that stu-
dents should normally pay instructional costs/ and the state
cover the full cost of university research. Also Quebec's
white paper on research (1980); while not addressing in any
general way the issue of university financing, proposed that

' the Ministry. of Education, should launch a special program
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for the development of University research, (Quebec, Minis -.
tare d'etat au developperaent culturel, 1980: 151):

Tie development of university research will be an in
tegral part df the political and administrative re-
.sponshilities and 'Structures of the department, and
will thus become .a,,clearIy. identified priority field.
Financing will . ionger come, as is :.the case today,
from -funda.:Jett' over a? the general distribution of
money for 'higher ecilicaticin.University research will be
treated as one of -the Most important basic programs.

e proposals cited, all re6ommending the financing of
c,;.or all researah ,services separately from instructional

services, appear to have different purposes or to stem from
different motives. Our understanding of they role.: of the
provinCes in the , funding of research, land the place which
research fund'ing has fn the provincial' support of univers-1.=
ties, will .be 'enhanced if we distinguish among these various.'
motives or purposes, noting that they . are not mutually
exclusive:

to' adopt. 'a ..use.rpay principle: for -financing .universir-
ties, on the. assumption that :the benefits of instrik-
tiOn. are' .largely private (and therefore appropriately
borne.'by stUdents) whereas the :benefits of research
either research generally, or. ..researCh .specif7"
ied areas of . or provincial.. concern. are
largely.publiC and accordingly the funding "should be
public also;

--to facilitate the rational. and comprehensive planning.
of provincial university sySteMs . thrOugh,-the:1;coOrdi7
nation .of.: research and teaching, .each- institution with
its own areas of SpecializatiOnl

'promote good t'eaching, in the universities (.let'
staff who want to .,concentrate on teaching do so; and
Save undergraduates from professors; who are interested
only in their research); to promote research in-

: dependently..- of graduate instruction, and avoid the
inequity, of allodating funds, to ,institutioni on :a
basis ich .assumes a fi relatiOnship between
graduat studies. and resea h; to ensure that the
reseach carried out in universities 'auppOrts the

ti

teaching function; and

--to develo-p within the province a general. research



capability and /or specialized research capacities in
'selected areas of particular concern to the province.

The argumente supporting the separate funding of teach
and research thus fall into fnur quite distinct .cate-

ries,-::according'.-to.;their respective ohjectives 'achieVing
equity according to the principle of ,benefits, received;
enabline-a province better to control the development of a
.university system; -promoting excellence in teachi
especially of undergraduates; and developing a researc
capability. The interesting thing about these. arguments
and to the best of my knowledge, the list is comprehensive
-- is that only the first ,requires! radically distinguishing..; -
research activities from teaching activities; only the first
(the equity 'argument) reqtiires consistently distinct methods
of, funding the two functions.

The readerhO has not skipped thksfirst two Chapters of
this report to get to the conclusions, will alreiady know
that I think the.atteinpt comprehensively to distinguish
teaching activities . from'. research activities does not make
sense. Although there ,are indeed some hours of each..
fessoe'S day. which are... unambiguously classifiable as *being
spent on the one or the other, many activities contributeto
.each, function'in proportions _which it is entirely arbitrary
to id ntify. Not only does this imply, as I argued in
Section 2.4;1; that the: separate costing of the two func-

is logicallY as well as practically -impossible; it
implies as_a corollary that it is not meaningful to declare
that students should bear the full cost or half the Cost,
or, any other proportion)" of -their instruction.

The pOirti l.'ala:making is impliCitly recognized'both in,the Peitchinis. Report and by COPSEO. Peitchinis (1971: 434)

.
recommends that "Research which is directly related to the
instructional process and the training of specializO4an-7
power., should. be. through the institutions
selves", while other research .,(moet of, which Pe,#iiirtW
recommends be carried out in:research institutes tatli4rOiap,'
universities) shoukld .. be financed directly on 4: i4i1)=-,y..-,, i':

-basis. by fUnding agencies, ' Siiilarly, the COS*O.4i-7.
commendation, already quoted, proposes that . an'enrol-

.ment-based formula be tised for allocating -operating egrante
to itiVersitieS, .for instructional :purposes including ".re-
search aid'echolarship vitally associated ith- astruction.
It adds. (Ontario,. COPSEO, 1972: 142): "Whe the line. is
drawn betweenthese , two kinds of; research istt: a matter of..
lOdgment, approicimation, and: cnnsultationWith appeopriate.

s?



grouppeople of goodwill are likely to disagree on where
sOtration should be 'made." And then, in a textbook° ,

demonhaFion of tautological reaa0ing, the authors cline:
"We Alg4est that the determining 'factor should bewhether
the research effOrt and cost, in question can be regard as
essential to teaching." What; else could they say?

The same' probleuviwas faced, with'dpo greater success, ky
Bonneau and orry, who proposed different methods of funding
reflective inquiry" and "qontier research". Having .dis-

tinguished 'between Ole' two ' (in terms quoted in SeCtion 4
2. 4. 1 ) while al so emphasizing. that. each is essential to the
other, they then proceed to treat reflective inquiry and
frontier research 'as different - activiA, rather than as
conceptually distinct elements' in the research -enterprise.
They propose (1972: `70):

patterns-of aupportJOr "research in-:.

the humanities which recognize the centrality re-
inquiry, thua.more apkpOiat6 to their

needs than those designe&:PriMarily for -the''phYsical,.:
life, and social [Humanities] ".research',is
Mainly .:a service to education through teaching So Its
'main cost o shoUld be covered: '.by the annual. 'operating
grants to the, universities from the provincial govern
Menta...:14hether ,':.earMarked- for this;, particular purpose,
Ornot funds: fot refleCtive inquiry in he humanities

.-Should.:'4.me to each: university, f"large or mall, for
award's to::be tleCidek within the uniVersity'::

By contratt , .accordirig -.Ito tonneau: and. torty, -in the natural
and social be%re)ative concentration
of research support >in a;;,fewCentres of excellence, sup-
ported by grantS. an..11e1. fOr indirect
costs and faculty: tel'eaSe time (45% ..:of:.project costs, pay7:-.
able . to the univiprai.ties for whatever purpOses they ':saw

"This' :156 salc like' thd se in. the COP,sSE0;. 'Graham,' and'
.15eitchinis 'reports,: suffers from. being fo rmula.ted .114 OverlY-

.

-schematic and CategoricAl term. such of , the:conCeptual.
baggage' can be thrown away. Iccept as a -Prcliiinar4%step to
funding universities on.' the user-pay . Principle is
need to distinguish .research whiCh supports 7instructiOn..,frOm
research whith.. does not., or to teat: researellandteaqhing.
as :dist iact ac tivities. Toathieveany 'orHali:2f,:,the-,other
purposes for which- the separate -funding of .,t.eachiag,:apd.
research been suggested, one nee& olifY*dogniie that

. . .



7\..
research: leading to publieatiotr may be': supported -indepen'-.

, ,

dently Of other 'forms of public subsidY- to the.' universities,
and what they do. We need not'.becoine entangled- in.,dubibui
distinctions such AS 'between pnie. and 'applied research,
discovery7oriented and mission-oriented'', reSearch.,-. :or iae

flectiVe enqUiry frontier research.' We need'.only. pro-
:teed td ask. (sinte. we are surveying alternaiiveS ford
proViricial -gOVerninerrts):: - ought the provincial goyeinthents
to be making grants for'researeh leading to-_.publications- aped
on-What

c ,
:scale? 'other questions Cabout reckpients,. allocative

mechanisms,: -overage etc'. follow, but 'none' implies( , a
choice between retaining, traditiOnal filancirig.7. techniques
with their, emphasis on general=pUrpoSe operaing grants to
knsti.tUtionp 'nfoving to a' new f inancing technique such

Would be .'required_by; -a commitment to adopt ..:distirict.*:
criteria t hod s for' the: funding of : teaching and

radiCal",dhOice. would ..resUre not only, in a
nOticeably!:,:different. -distribution of public .:-.&indsamong
'inStitutiOrls i''.bne'also in the 'redefinition of institutional:_ -:

,It,thuS:.Would require nnuSualk bold Action frOM the.:
provincial governmentS: :and, would mobilize :institutional.
opposition, -I 'guara4teeitig deathr-by7pOliticsto the new and
grand design: ,

Q.

4

-NOnd of "-the° foregoing` implies that other.- policy ChoiCei
facing- provincial goverrimefits regarding the prOVISiOn
sponsored research funds are triviai. On the-,gontrary,
.there` are :distinct .opti7ons, and what- the .provinces,' ao ,in,

elation to, them. will intimat'ely, affect ihe universities. as
stitutipns as well as =impinge upori the qUality !of teaching._
hd!reSearch. The implication, .of. 'the 4preced,ing paragraphs

*--0. ;Is that action alOng each ;:ieveral distinc-t lines .
ulta eously, :.?and: with varying. de- .;

trtiene 4 1:11e .,...daverSties 'in ton"
options to urg4 on theie.;,

provincial! -governments, 2.. sl-fotad,,JtecOknie. 'that rnment ":,
Spends a:.lot of methey on the kpOnsorShip. Of;:iresearCh

i's: likely to `spend :corresponding '.less': on generar purpOse

'may..be .embarked UpOn si
.grees of .financial comet

: sidering i..:Thibh:Of-these

operating! grantS to tristi-tutions... MoreoVer, 'although the
urrAyersities require one to point this out to -the

d'e

,

feral`goVernment (has mu ta tis nnitandi. the as,
'the,. provinces; -and for any -activity one should .:ask wha6ier
it ought to, be carried on by the provincial governments-,; . by
the*.federal gover,nment, or by 'both independently or

The -potential lines-,of action for thV prOVinces ,
then., 7.are to F.

Option 1. Support research by contract and ;possibly



also by grants, in areas of special. provin7
cial concern, e.g, 'education, social ser-
vices`vices and health care, and._ technological

r development.

Option 13: Create provincial granting coundilS With
functions analogous to, and perhaps duplica-
ting, those of the federal granting coun-
cils, partictilarly -7d--in the support of sPe-,

projects prOposed by idual
facul members. !.+;g.4,,,,

Option 14: -Support , whether tifj*.41t. 4uas
granting councils or throUgh
departments, the deveropinent of a
iZed.research capabi y in selected areas
of scientific, technd gical, and:schOlarly
activity, conceivably with intent to
strengthen. the positi of, provincial re-
(searchers in competing fq.rt. federal funds.

Option .15 Ensure, through a program of grants to
universities ,or to institutes affiliated

. with universities, that 'tye. funding of
university, research supports the im-
plementation, of a general plat :for the,

development .of a provincial university
system, each university having selected
areas of Specialization.

tiori- 16:

, a'

,Re'aderS' 'who
'heiiseriies two
s this what ye

ib, t..lhat we

Worlt toward the development of .a .comprehen7.
sive resea'r h capability within2' the province
by (a fining the province!s research
needs and prioirities, (13) -choosing ap-,-
propriate instruments, for the implementation
of a research strategy -.7- in government
:-laboratories, in industr)i,. research
institutes, and in universities, and (c)
prquoting university ...reset...416:-,;.; -in those,
'area's identified as bern-g 3tnii.'re.Priae for
the universities;, tqwough. aj thrlibinaXion of:.
the techniques' or mechanisms mentioned, .4n
options, 12.'ihrotigh :

' ' 1
survey this list migtht appropriately ask'

distinc ..quest ions '0*e. each4, opit 'Ffrst
want. goverment to be oing? And second t, FA'
want, shOuld the ,p vinces be' doing -it, ands

-21V
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rescYurces, should, they be putting -into' it? A relevant
6.OnsicTeilatiC46,1S' that, except for mission-"oriented research
cmainly funded by '''Ontract),, provincial monies. 4ent on
these i-objeets might well diminish the sum available fOr
di§tributi.On as:6qiien'gral . operating grirfts.'. Alternatively,
other provinces . might -follox Quebec's 'lead in claiming the
transfer to::,_.the.$rovince `61- federal funds for research
support.. Would the universities wish to support such a
claim?

Our survey of current !resea,rchpolicies : of the provirr,
cial governments (Sections 2.4.2.2 and 2.4.2.3.3) has shown
that hitherto most provinces hay& limited ,themselves to
Option 12 , (contracts,. etc.); :"the agencies concern*being
mainly those with responSibilitles llieF tAan;post-seccind
education. In addition, Alberta, has an endowed foundat
for the support of:Juedical reseaiWi, ..partiall3i occupying the
field. of Option 13. Quebec has been 4avolved for some years
in the areas noted in Options 12 through°1:54'. and Its 1980
,white paper. on research, A Collective Project, has ahriounced

,- -.. /.a wide-range policy correspontlingt to Option 1.6. / '.It,- is in
order to implement this option that Quebec has laid .claim to
federal cash grants or tax - points corresponding. to its fair
share of research support in thtk.,-1,Iniversities and Other.
provincial institutions like the hospitals.

My. own preference, supported by arguments presented
immediately below (Section 3:?6) Wand in Chapter IV (Section ..
4:3),. is for the development, and implementation of Provin-
cial research funding pOlicies which .presume an expanded
federal role in thtsuppore of university research. This
does not imply haviift a single comprehensive design for thee,
development or rattOnalization of resJarch in _Canadian.
universities. ',The liospeCtS for implement-

,

at . and in)lement-
, 'ing a jointly formaated "federal ,provincial" policy for

'Canadian uniVeVsity 'research are too slight to propose any.
single design, p.nd indeed I wbuld..not wish.to: Least of all
would -I reicommea a policy which is 'basically. federal but

.

implemented with,the administrative and financial support ot,
the provinces:_ -.5 .. ,

In terms of 15 he options I have Ventified, it seems'
entir-ely;appropria e to.me that the, provtntes should support'
uniVersity, research;.thrOugh chntracts land mission - oriented
grants' :(option;,, 121, through' the craatioiv.-of" Provincial
,funding agencies; (013tion 13 ) ;. and :through 'a Cle3.iberAte plan :,
to develop the' Universities' research -capabilities , in
selected& areas (Option 14); and if -their idea is :..to 'enable
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researchers in the province to tap federal funds more read-
ilSr, or ,to cream off a larger Share, so much the better..
All such actions,by provincial gbvernments would be con-
sistent with a principle which I enunciated in the context
of disclIssingpfees income (Section 3;4.5), a principle which
I hope- will commend itself to the universities and to the
provincial governments: that the provinces ought to ,void
limiting the universities' acess to funds from sources other
than universities' commissions or provincial ministries of.
education:*

Some ...Of .theactions which might be contemplated under
Options 15 and 16 would collide with this principle. Speci-
fically,' if the desire: to rationalize the structure of
pr6Vincial- university Systems leadS "provinces to. have re7
search-contraCts and grants cleared by a central agency such

a'proVincialMinistry of education, LWould deplore this.
wouldcondeMn any plan to limit the conduct of

research even with public funds to thOseareas selected as
having :yribrit ' according to'some, agency's conceptiOn--'of
national or provincial priorities, or according to its
judgment of the scientifically most promisftg lines of
enquiry.. this is not affected by :knowing

. _

whether th4,,agency would be federal or. provincial.

71,titgsestatemen.ts4ishould-not:be taken as endorsement of
anyand every agreeMent: made between individual researcher's
(Or particular institutions).. and external fudding agenci4.
In particular, the federal granting councils must recognize
when what: ways their policies. impinge adversely'on

o

matters properly oftoncern to the provincial governments,
and must amend them accordingly. But this.is to'anticipate
the discusSion in .Section;443.1. (This section will also

.:siring up :a number of. speCific.:AuestiOns about ;research
SUpport:.04licies -which are relevant;in7thej_provincial cod-.
text as well, but which are. better ,:saved for :later d'is-

'.

In the .meantime, the reader has .a.right to know
reasons forthe assertions I haVe made about the appropriate:- _

limitSfOf prOvinial action in the furlding of:, research.
These reasOns,'..however,,pertain.tO more 'than research mat7
ters, ,and:sothey areSaved'for'theAiext:sectioni-the final
one in this'chapier.

ale



3.6 FINANCE, PROVINCIAL SYSTEMS',
AND UNI.VEgSITTEXCELLENCE.

The external control of universities is the enemy of

exceaence inKeaching and research. University excellence

requires the freedom to ptrsue truth according to one:s,

lights, and to voice one's criticism of orthodox- doctrine,

theory, and belief. It requires experimentation and diver-

sity in teaching methods,and curriculum design, sparing use

of directives in the selection of research objectives and

priorities, the collegial governance of institutions down to

the departmental level, and the elimination of all un-

necessary bureaucratic ritual. TheSe are the reasons for

affirming the tnportance of administrative decentraliiation

and the principle of university autonomy.

It is _worrisome, then, that to an increasing degree

provincial governments -- 'so'me more than others -- are

apparently thinking in terms of the design and management of

provincial ,university systems. Some of the provincial

governments and universities' commissions have equipped

themSelvesiwith the expertiee and many of the tools for

ovenseeing the financial administration and overall planning

, of the universities on a province-wide scale. In this there

malk ie some tendency to emulate pracMices and adopt tech-

niques already observable in some of the American states.

My argument, ',in brief, is that the creation of a centra-

lized university system is unlikely to conduce to excel-

lence,, and,indeed is likely to detract from it.' To-this

argument the rejoinder may well beimade,' with perfect 'jus-

tice, .tAat some of the leading American universities are

components of statewide systems of higher education and

that, for example, fiei.ther the multi- campus. University of \

California nor the multi- campus State University of New York

.''is an intellectual backwater.

Merely making such comparisOns, however, is enough to
,

remind' us of:soMe:ofthe kobvious in which;: the ederging

HproVincial university systems -inCanada -,differ.from state
.,

systems: south-of the borde _

.

.-.-New York and California, to take our two exaMples,!are

the most populous states in the-country; their sheer

size and wealth makes possible the develoiment of

universitieswhich d* raw upon far vaster,re-sources than

availdble in any Canadian kovince. The 'state

pftiversities are flagship institutions at the head of



.alarge !flotilla. of. lesaer state colleges and Junior
colleges,.

AOngiSide Arne' an state universities` are the private
.1.0titUtions, many of theM leading centres of learning
and research; thus the concept., -of ".system-- is leavened

by the existence.of institutions :which are-outside:it
and WhiCh do much to establish tie §tandards for All
universities, state. and privat4. '

--All of the frontranlc:AMerican univer%ities, including
the state. uniVersitieS, ',.are heavily dependent 'on
external 'research -: support For exaMple, in fiScal
1977 four of the campuses of ple University of Cali

.

fornia ranked among thertwenty universities receiving
the Jargest amounts of federal money for research and
.other' pprpg4es with.. federal obligation§ to each of
the 4e . campuses ranging from $73. million down to $36: .

miffion. (By comparison, in fiscal. 1.979, the.

40t,15t ,5. Toronto obtained federal research grants of
received sponsored t esearch income

from all sources tOtalling $45 milIiOni)
.

-11.1i.t is evident then, that American state systems of

higher education' fOrm part:., of a' larger network of educ.a7
do al institutions,,- and that some at least of ,the. state

eunifersitOe's are , truly also national or _international uni
versities.'. They serve a population- ten times the size of

#'Canada's- and contribute ,heavily to the basic: and : applied .

research needs of the. most technologically advanced . country

:in the world. Furthermore, when research funds became more
scarce in the eariy-: ',seventies, there occurred a marked'

tendency towards thetoricentration.-.of graduate works and

research, reinforcing the concept' of a national system which
includes both priVate and state universities..

It is the situation of American state universities which
Convinced me of the unwisdom of trying in Canada to form

-7
provinCial or regional systeMs which include only a small

;number of universities, all nominally of equal status and
treated with equal favour by the provincial authorities.
Not that equitable treatment of ''institutions is unwise;

tather,Pthe problems.'arise when the \ provincial government or
its agents and advieemi.show uneasiness about the access

,

which "their" universiaes may < have to external research
funds, when they control fees, . and when they ,participate
directly in major crecisions apadefttic programMing.

3.6'
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The. Orit tea -gonst4-tution Canada,'.helps very little.:
defipting `11:Siir''ene:.1,Thedeernialaiteolvreeartiraopentfol;

matters pertaining toe -universi..,,
this is that Chen-Canadian 'Idniisti.tuppn pe

than , pre4crIptei.ve:..; it ..Assigns .:powers but , does n t say for
what purposes or even to 'What extent, those PoWers'-"are..to be
Used. . ;

.., In the ., 44. of "higher:,. ndhcatin, the B. ttish:,,.. orth.,
Amer-A.W.Ast wcinii.Poirlit.-anA*pansionlit f4derai%goyer pent -,..
'..to'.(3o far more thgv Most-Canatiins 170ud wishi. it .tai . :40f.s;-.:...

dicitioln,'Ln".enucational'4114tters:`:3.°..aSsi'gned :by;'the B Act;`

the .:fgAlowing a t s . = .,- ; : .

In and- for dach.Pr4..incLe the 'L g, intu4;:may e1.0,iir.. et.;..
make,,L s ct at ion. to..,ducati6n4x,.y,:And ;tiiere'. t'f&1141,
arlitaml?

1
ti. o tigt -7 oil',- ,.ckt:...PXc0.9-)19:?,4/ ,....,.,

legislatures Iat ion to denominational ''':Sliat6iitas-.:.,1 1!.', ,

4., , .9. 5:e.;.... e:,- ..,-..71: ,,t4. ;;J.

'1111P4:ee.1- :al...5 a., clause Conferrittg.uppii,...:theparLiaiment :to -;4,"--

da: 1 the Kiwe&. of 4med0,1:,legsj.,iispop if a EKoyime,
,,i4tget Minority rff:fits ....in the iii:i44.:,*-,:bof sep4iit-e. 9:e

dissentient -satools..afThetikestrictions on the ppV.12s.i.:..;
eduCatfon4 tibWere' relating 'to cantesditotiakity 4ity..;::',50 .;.,

.concera us here- tile more sweepin alfficatitst..th the ,"-....=

:$J4,,,,,.,,:. , 4

C_USi t4N Qi T.pr,ovinc_a_ ._egis_a e pnworp, .3-1,,,',4,qa-. ;;,.:`'
1 A , -I i 1 1ct ,-.4. .,,. 4 . 3f.:16f, ,

' itatti I- ia . . % '' ' .;,0", '', ),, :: 1

on is ..cont--ine tue p4rase n and. for (ga$:tp.psc.:;,i;-v;,
vgtCe...";- which i': ies04that some aspect'g Ilif ;education * :,

may.. extend beyond the area of Umlitinely p.ibvi.n.4ial cOn-*
.erE1::.- :....

, ;

:
i " dog y not .4, prop as f.-.strideecinent:.,::'arghinei* 11 make,/

'clear, : 'that: ite4 Pan 't of t,:lii,,-.0. eXiiMit:,:to,-t e full th&:
' . -

...
qualification on provincial exelhsl!.v,it"in.,.,educatiqn..-.(//
Merely :; WIsh , too. , egipiAlze diet the releVant .questioa i'? ,4re

those 76f politic phcklosffiphy4?and nit: of .4"constittitinnal
doctrine.. ,'-;:The 'matters that .0kally--:, aoun 1 the mutual
respect::. which tn:et ber oft .a political common should' bear... ..

towards`- each : cither+. r ii readine to exercise, self-.-.. ;
.,4*: . ,

restraint:-.given the -,-ns,itivities of loc41. ooe..tegional
commUnities;:. : and their f'scliroach', others.; aspirations
to c...ollectiVe aChie'vem,ent ,,p.s i., exprM4".:ed .n '`he concept of.
nationhood, ;; 0

- .

Ch./;'



to doubt there will be readers who will Assert withouf
.qualification or nuance that education at All levels and in
all respects is provincial. This is perfectly arguable, but
scarcely 'as constitutional law. One of the features of our
evolving ,constitution is that matters which are apparently,:
by the BNA Act, 'the exclusive concern of a single order of
government have become shared between the federal and the

-provincial authorities. This has not occurred by a one-way
process of raiding of powers, with the permission or
acquiescence of the Supreme Court. On the contrary, both
orders of government have obtained at least tacit sanction
for policy initiatives in fields which, upon a casual read-
ing of the constitution, appear to be unambiguously within
the domain of the other.

Provincial legislators who work up their righteous
indignation at any federal action which impinges upon edu-,
cational matters would do well to reflect that the discovery
of multiple aspects to policy areas is a time-honoured
activity of politicians and judges alike. Members of the
legislative assemblies have found provincial facets of,

several policy areas which,, on the face of it, are ex,-

:=elusively federal.. For example:

--several provinces are actively concerned with the
development of the fisheries, though the federal
parliament has exclusive jurisdiction over "Sea Coast
and Inland Fisheries";

--rates of,consumer credit are regulated by provincial
law, presumably as an aspect'of "Property and. Civil
Rights in the Province";. these laws exist notwith
standing federal exclusivity in relation to "Bills of
Exchange and Promissory Notes" as well as in relation
to "Interest";

--provinces legislate in relation to bankruptcy,both to
prevent fraud and to assign assets among creditors,
although the Criminal Law", (which encompasses fraud)

excluhively- federal, as is. "BankruptCy and In-.
solvency";

several provinces have rejected peOposed amendments to
the federal Bank Act on the groRnIds.that they intrude.
4nto matters historically treateeas provinc ial <regu
lation of deposit-taking and loaning ihstitions such
as credit unions and trust coMpanieq; iA 'spite of
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Parliaments nominally exclusive poWerOver- "Banking,

Incorporation of Banks...." and "Savings Banks".:

:

ese remarks are not intended: ..to challenge the:re47-

'aonableneSs or WisdoM of provincial action in.any of these

. fields, but only toAiscOUrage'anY possible, tendencytomake
Oategorical.. judgments about: .how the .BNA. :Act- ..aPpOrtions.

powers betWeen, orders of government. Persons hoiggri4t---

isfied that the words of 'tne:BNA Act do not pre-Onttli

'discovery of:alegitimate,prOvinciai:COncern in the matters

just alluded to, can hardly be Scandalized.if others claim

legitimaCy for federal action ,in :certain aspects of edUca-

tinn',':when such action servea.purposes'which are not

.to each nf_the Provinces indiVidually.

None of this, however,'establishes even 'the shadow of a

case for any federal involvement:. in the field of education.

It simply tells us where not to look for evidence; it warns

us about pre-emptive, judgments. If we want to form an,'

opinion on the appropriate scope and.content of federal

action in matters of concern to the universities, we should

examine on its owvemerits the case for any federal initia-

tive, respecting the constitution as a conStraint on govern-

mental action but not elevating it into a guide for policy.

4.1 EDUCATION, FEDERAL THEORY,
AND CANADIAN PRACTICE

By the federal principle," writes K.C. Wheare (1963:

10), "I mean the method, of dividing powers so that the

_general and regional governments areeadh, within a sphere,

kcoA ordinate and independent." This frequently cited defidi-

lgxon presupposes the possibility of discovering "spheres" of

olicly which are relatively telf-contained, so 'that govern-

ment4an indeed act, within them independently of each

the We have notedthat in Canada such a neat division of

wers' does not exist; probably it never, did. Wheare's

4efinition takes no, account of those federal systems, such

as Western 'iMany's,'in which pAicy-making is characteris7

leically a- hint activity involving- two or more ,orders of

goyernment, with the central goVernment passing laws :of ,a

'general, character, andthe state or,provinciai governments"

filling ,in the details as .well',as seeing to their id-:

ministration. . A few areas of government activity in Canada'

are structured in this *fay, :a'notable example being the

administration of the Canada Student 'Loans Plan by the

. provincial governments (except in Quebec). ,This. form of

federalism is soietimes described, rather tendentiously, as

4.1



:One inWhich the state Or provincial goVernments are Agents,
of the centre. recent-speech, Newfoundland" S:
Premier JeCkfOrd :hap.,:npene& ;up-:entitelk new vistas for
federal theory . hy-#004:ni to Ottawa as '"the agent of the
provinces-. ---:but,464hall..retietthetemptatiOn to purvey
national affairs frionl':SOHt4TaproVInCialist a'standpoint,_.

There,it considerable' distortion in. viewing one
.,order of government'as theagent of the other,

'

derablelack.ofeAlism involved in supposing tha ch can..

operate,withinAneatly4emarCatedtphere,:: independently of
.theother. Canada, most 4olicY-areathavOoth
.federal and prOVincial.aspect and the ItOortant:. thing. is

. to,develOPpoliCiet at bOth levels which Ore .complementary
to each other:IhiS::Tecluiret anamicable working relation=
shipaMong gOvernmeritt inthe:purtuit of common aims
always easy,. as the aims are. not alwayS:held in CoMmon;
this is whatwe dhould:be trying for. Thia.'prinCiple:appl=
ies to university,., ffaire, no less thaq to other matters in
which governments are:Anvoly d as :agents* of the collec--
tivity.

4.1.1 RECOMMENDATIONS REJECTED

In. 1976 ''the -Organization_. for Economic Cooperation and
DevelopmentAssued a review of edkcatlon'j policy: in Canada,
one of a series-of Examiners' Reports on education in
.dividual. member- states. The OECD Examiners,,
instance,. .noted that in 1975 the federal government spent.:
about $2,5 billion on 'edULation-frelated expenditures, 'a

'little more than half of it:channelled thrOughtheprovin''
cial. governients. The total stim,.. including ..transfers
provinces, amOunted.to abobt 20% of-eduCatiOnal.expenditures,,,
at all levels '(OECD, 1976i 19093).

ATheExaminers declared, with a ittle exaggeration, that :

the federal government behaVes in public as if there were no
lederal-presence in, area of educational policy,. since it

. .

present's its education- related Activi4es' .esippari'. of man-
power policy,: general economic...policy,,regonal development
'policy,., s licienceresesrch poCy, :social 1504dy, foreign*
policy, and,so':.forth, Still, they suggested,' .7A considert.
able Federal prepence in educational policy is indeed tole -7
rated by the,PtovinCeeand arouses no hottilityi as

'ripbodycalls:it,eduCational ToliCyshdt.as long.:as there axe
n6 oVeftstringe . attached!tO money Coining. from 0tfa4V
,(OECD,. 71970 This, too, I'coiisidealoit. of an
exaggeration, but it leads to the central theme',9t the

00 I



ft.view Which waSexpre$Sed-as::folloWa:(atpp.- 90E-'91)

Clearly, .Spme basic elements of natiOnairesponsibility

lin arise Canadatoday as in all

modetn states:,.

--education is a right of each citizen, 'due to each

citizenirregpective of his place of residence,,°

-77the. standards .-zolntained-by schoOla, ,:community ool-

legas-:and universities are of national interest

bedadse a large, part of gdientific-technical;achieve-

ment and hence economic and well -being may

.depend on'thed;-

the educational system is a, national inter-

est,' in nrdet to maintain and guard the freedom of

choice (via mobility) of citizens;

=the educational philosophy of

and the principles ':Urrderlying.

Matters of national interest,
:.national consciousness depend on

an:educational system
its operation are

because cultural and

rt .

Each of the taskg would almost compel some

participation itiy- :the national gpvernMent:- The

last7naMed task- of ':such great importance for the

futur of. Canada thatit must be emphasized. .'search'

fOr a "Canadian identity" will, not be fruitful IfA.t is

-notrgrounded. firmly in edocatinn....A specifically

Canadian identity is not likely'to arise sImply out c&a.

-wish to be different froth'theUnited States. It. will

011ie, permanently when -knoWleclge., yalues and

attitudes have so taken root that .a critical mass of

common attitudes has:heen guaranteed..

The recommendation for "some participation.. by the na7

tional government'''. in &Iodation, and..forthe recognition of

a "national interest"' in education ,philosophy and in 'the-
,-.
standards maintained by educati al Institutions,

for'

good .

11statement of - a fOrm'Of natio building Which,. fOr-go0 or:,. 444.

ill, Canada has Consciousi rejected. Canadians whoJove

their Cciontryhave'Chosento gamble on the feasibility of
.

maintaining A .political community' by :embracinOathet-thair,

by suppressing diversity..: Indeed,f,.divetSity A.S:. in-.-

ptitationalized not least.thtough,thecteation of distinc7

tive provincial ....-syStetS of education- expie'Ssive of the

differendes among Canadian .communities, especially the .

. . .
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linguistic ones.

It is no _part of my intention in this report .to chal-
lenge the wisdom of institutionalizing diversity. The
provincial governments 'are important agents. of their respec-
tive communities, and education is of key importance to them
in creating a set of institutions which express, preserve,
and Tromote the development of -a culture. NOwilere is this
of Such importance as in Quebec! This is why _most Canadians
want the provinces to exercise primary responsibility over
education, and why federal action in relation to universi7
ties must scrupulously respect and complement provincial
policy.

4.1.E THE PRINCIPLE OF SUBSIDIARITY

' k

The principle which best, to my.mind, justifies and at
the same time prescribes liMits to the role of the Canadian
federal government was formulated in 195 by Quebec's
Tremblay Report, the report of the royal COmmission of
Inquiry on. Constitutional Problems., This report treats
federalism not only ,as a form of goverriment, but as -a prin-
ciple of social organization which insists upon the diver-
sity add complexity of social-. life and believeg (here the
report, quotes Jacques Maritain) that the development of the
human person normally requires am plurality of, autonomous
communities, having their own righti, their oloIn freedoms,
and their own authorities (areas of competence?) .." (Tremblay
et al., 1973: 93).

.

'ACcording to the social philosophy which pervades the
11,1

Tremblay Re-port, society consists of a vat 6 network of
associations of which the state is ione; the less en- ,.o.

compassing associations and organizations, far from being
,

emanations of the state, have an independent existence which
muse be respected and supported by its The function of the

,

state is to establish the conditions under which territori-,
.., ally and functionally smaller organizations can flourish and
'-, contribute to the reililation ° of the common good. . Ac-

cordingly, federalist is based . on the principle that with
respect to indivjduals and lower [s14b -groups, every cOl-
lectivity must be satisfied to exeq4se a suppletary and
subsidiary function, abstalning,i conselOently,:from doing in
their stead what they 'are able t clip for themselves1
.(Tremblay et al., 1973: 93) . Thi s the principle of,,
Subsidiarity, which Calls for "a pltkiadt'.and decentralized

; even, in, the political' ,Sphere" (p. 970.1
- :

ca



Not every reader, TAIL find it to his, ,taSte,to view
'federalism" as broadly as did, the aelthors .,2f '7".theT:Teniblay
report , but the aPplication of the principle Of subsidiarity
is nonetheleSs a sound one as far7. as the organiiation.of .a
federal, state is concerned. It simply means, in the Canad-
ian context , that when commOn purposes require common action

6

through government; there should be a presumption of .pro-
vincial competence.; and only when the provinces are usable
to act effectiVely should the central gciver'nment. Ste, "in.:
(In addition., of course, federalisin implies the restriction:
of provincial iiompetence , for example in the matter of
raising barriers to trade;, but that is another matter' and
need not concern 'us here . .

Obviously, I believe,,, that there is an appropriate role
fora the central government .ertaining to the financial .
support, of universities. 'fit may then seem strange that I
should appeal to principles contained 'a report which
condemned federal, subsidies to universities (T'embIay et
al ., 1973: 163-4). What I propo'se:.is, hoWever, quite
consistent with the Tremblay report, as I wish to emphasize,:
that any federal government action affeCting universities-
must respect the pritary. responsibility: of the. provinces in
all matters to do with education. The role of the federal
government must not be .to Substitute' for provincial action
but to supplement and support it, and it must be so seen, by

the ,prcivinces. provincial governrierit, Which, views federal
involvement in university' affairs as °a, challenge to its own
policies '.and purposes .has the legal and moral right to deny
the universities within its *bar-ders access: (direct or in-
direct) to federal fincfs .

4:1.3 THE ,JURIDIC 1L 'STATUS OF CANADIAN UNIVERSITIES

Most 'Canadian universities. owe their legal existence- to
provincial legislation cr to provincial charter. This in
itsplf gives the provincial governments ultimate. control
over what the uniVersities do, including the relationships
they establish with other. organizations.' On this bOlig, the ,.
Pronces could,!, if they believed it to be 'in the public.
interest, refuse the 'universitieS vermisSion to receiVe
financial support from any' person or organizatio Other, than
the' PkoVincial governMent-itself .

a
.

This possibility is underscored bT,
rQuebec

legislation
and cegulations,(nOt..,io mentjon.the historical case, 1.952-4o
19604 referred toxin Secialon 2. abcive) . The Inter-
goVernmental'Affait.S:? Department ACt (1974) ..,prescribes that



,qo .public agency, a. term which includes' anr.couipora:tiOn- Or
agency "More :than .half of yahose resources '.are -,-deri.ved -fromthe 'consolidated revenue fnnd":, shall enter into. "agreements
with another gol.?eriiment ,in ..Canada., a foreign'.gover*ent.; oxwith a 'deiartment or 'agency:'of' any such tgOvernmene:,,,withOnt
having Obtained prior authorization - through the!.Departmeht.
of Intergovernmental Af fa rs: ... 'ExcePtions'iiay.`heYmade .,:by',
order-in-'cotincil; ,(The Act; c tions.,, 21, 22).:','Ari, consequenceof this. Act,, orders'-in-cou cif..' have been reqiiilee to' permit :Quebec liuniversitiOs and faculty; ,tow Obtain research 'grants ..,....rand cootractS- from . file federal' governinent :and- its 'ag6nctes,:.
inCkud'ing the granting conticAr's.. . Two"- such orders. have, -come': .,

- to .;my .:attentIZin., ' On.e,;; 44ted tidy '" 26; ,: 1976-;;,--petiitits'tbe
receipt of research ..grants !and ,-dOntracts fOr.ums;:less :tlianill$100,000 (implying ':''that _.pPrOval, IS;;-7,'<reqiiired'fb'r 0 ltai
amounta);,...1711e, other`, dated. Kay 23; 1.9749, 't refers specific
ly to the.;;fecretal granting. toutcila'.:;..' .-It estates.. that .all ..?grants . awarded ,:,..: by thec:couricils, , "-dans. fa ,mesure oil -elles .....
soot solkiciteeS,1:pat'lei..tiniVeraite's 4u .'Quebec ou.fOrmelle-'.4 ''went .accepEees ';fiar elles ...op .par -leS: chercheUrs a .,Ieur 'em:*plcii" fall within the scope`" of the ACt; but. it° gives- 'blanket.°-
exemption'' to, those = ,grants made tinder named ,programs of the' '....:granting Councils: An implication is that new programs will .-require subsequent ;orders-in-colincil if. they.,Lalaci are -po ble''''.

,
. ,

1exempted. ' - ;-,' . , °

I4.1.4 PROVINCIAL;' CONCERNS AND =RESPONSIBIEITIES
4:)0St -SECONDARY EDUCATION

under, what circumstances a Orovincial'soVel-nnienfeel' impelled. to tell the :universities it,supports A-that ,thqy. ;41must 'not
a take Certain monies from ;another source? .What sort.

of federal invOlVetent ijin university. affairs .wodld the..provinces regard as :a 'Ichailenge .to :their own .policiei andpurposes? . <7. ,

.

1.
It 4a clear enough ,,from what ,the province,s.ave done to :t."

shape the development Of ;,the post-seCon'darY- sector (SeCtion1.5. 2). and from provincial- funding 15611.00§ ,(Sectionthat all the provinces have similar objectiv:es relating. to: ;- higher education. It is equally clear howkseT,,Alatt eachhas ,faShiined its own polibiet to realize thqse .6btidtives,
The' objectives held. in common include:` ,

-to maximize taCCess to post- secondary education;

-,;-.to ensure that certain:mfnimum standards, of i;nstrdadon are attained all 'institutions and programs;
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--to proVide adequate manpower-.traihing, to.meet the

province's expected*future needs;

---to)make' sure that higher educ lion in the. proVince

reflects the values, and more ge rally, the. culture

of the community (a'Concern which ap lies particularly,

but not exclusively to:Quebec); end

--to met these substantive objectives within reasonable

levelsof,expenditure.

Theses,,objettys are sufficiently general in nature that

their being ligh. in common is no gua rantee that distinctive

provincial needs.(for example in manpower) will not arise;

certainly their realizatio5 is likely to require regionally

distinct policies. For e. e, the goal of ,raising levels

of access may be pursued through a number. of different

strategies, and varying oc ,'or regional conditions --the

spatial\ distribution of the p. ation, for instance -- may

lipoint to th desirability of 'ha different, strategies in

different its of the country.

'It s' eVident that-a'province which wishes to, meet its

respsnsibilities in these matters requires extensive powers,

including the-following:

7-broad control over the sstructure of:sthe Post-econdary.

sector;

-- determination of EW7 means of Supporting post-,,:_

secondary institutitftSi at least to .the level of their

financial requirements (as .:judged by the provihcial
a

government); and

--77;the ability to see that the financial resources made

available by the provinte are'used for the purpose for,*

Which they were provided.

Postsecondary structure. Each 'province must be able to.

design a. network of pos&-secondary institutionS -which suits

its. needs. . Aspects of.this power include' determining what

's6ritS-of Institutions, university and non-university,exist;

deciding what. relationShip is to exist among them (for

example, whether colleges are partially feeder institutions

for the universities); promoting::te development of the

system, including institutional Specialization, thus seeing

to .the availability ,of certain types .of prOgram for manpower

and 'ottler purposes; deciding upon the number and the ter-
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ritOriali-distribution of universities and other nstitu-
tions, and where it will support adVanced or specialisi ,/

academic programming; and providing for extension" or out-
reach programming.

tchniquestf :financial support. Rroyinciali-gbvernment
"must be.able tci select an appropriate combination means
for suPportitg at whatever level judged to be con iftent

/with public needs, thduniversiiies and other'insti Lions.
This power is .necessary partly to'control.levels o public-

. / . .

expenditure, partly'tb_affect theTatterrof distribution of
funds' among ins;itutions (which is a Aimportant/ way of

-..;
partly..." .influAncing the structure of the sectiArd"; anu.r k.to

e .

maintain or\ raise ldVels of accesset4ause of its rele-
vance to all three,questions, the province, must' be able t
decide what proportion of the iSublic. subsidy' is '.to

'directly to the, institutions`' in operating rants, and wfiat
4--/prOportion is to be used fOr student aid'. ,- ,

' Utilization of 'financial resources. It stands-tolreason
that if a province,""subsidizes the'universieies. and other
institutions,. it should be able to satisfy itself that the
subsidy is being used; -,,nor the purlives in /ended':; For ex --

- 0-4mPle, if a provi ce taiilly concerned with the provision
of instructional s rvides, and,only marginally with research
performance, ' -"should be able to expect) that this -prefer-
ence.will. _be re ected in the pdliCiess an& practices- of the
institutions... ,it .should b able to satisfy
itself that -adequate .standardd' are be ng maintained; it
Should be able to influence the allo ation of resources
between graduate undergraduate i struction; and it

should bd able 'to raw upon research :,s lls and other forms
of expertise fors, rposes-judged to be of'importance to the
province,

It. Will be clear, from the opinio s I expressed gard-
ing policy alternatives for provinci 1 governments,: that I
would hope many of 'these powers wo ld be used tiously,
and With due regard for their ,imPac ..on the inStitutions
themselves: - Generally speaking, I ould hope ,flat provin-
cial powers over post-secondary edu ation 'are used indWays
that support, not restrict, the evelopment of the uni-,

versitiesr It would also be1,1Mosi re rertable if (governments'
concern with mappower questions led ,them to interfere in
academic ProgramMing, or if they d'sregarded the'relevance
of research to ,the maintenance of high standards in in-



struction. To put it in a nutshell, I would hdpe that the ,

provincial governments see and respect the importance of

university autonomy regarding the internal disposition of

funds 'and the development of academic programming. But if, a

government interprets the public interest differently, the

universities of the Kovince,:'-are their own spokesmen; they

must decide their own preference's and Wesent th0.r own

,Case. -If the case differs from one province`, .to another,

such diversity should- not affect .the recommendations Of

Canadian Uhivers6ies regarding federal policy.

The- firs/ t step in formulating recommendations for

federal policy is to make it clear that federal actions must
not inhibit/provincial gov,etnment-choices in areas whi.Ch are

underitandably of provincial concern. It would do no good
to recommend ,that,Ottawa adopt a set- of policies which would
neutralize, 49t counteract decisions made in the provincial',

capitals.'

This'With This principle firmly in m wemay proceed to-
'enquire into ,federal purposes in edu tion and Appropriate

means of action to realize them.

4.1.5 FEDERAL PURPOSES IN
'POST- SECONDARY EDUCATION

When the OECD undertook its review.of education policy

in Cana, 'the federal government presented to it. a Review

of Educational. Policies in Canada (Canada, Secretary of

State, 1975), ,a document wilich.detailed federal dctivities
and expenditures relating to education.' TheReview explain-

ed why certain programs had been initiated, but such was

scattered, through the text. Even if this Material had been

collected'; into a single statement,, its explanation of .,a

federal role probably would have ,been fragmentar and in-

complete. ',SO far as I know, no general statpuent o federal

oconcerns or .
purposes regarding education manyany 1 vel has

.ever been made, perhaps because it would draw too "m ch fire

from the provinces.

Nonetheless, I believe ./it would be salutaiy if the

universities Of' Canada formulated and endorsed a tatement

-of what ithey consider to be.Canadian purposes in higher

education, distinct from /but ,complementary. to the purposes

of each province. Where appropriate, they should express

their support for federal action to help realize those

purposes. It should be emphasized that in some-cases inter-
provincial coo.peration may be simpler, and more effective
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than federal action in responding. to needs which transcend
the borders of particular provinces. ThUs,' there should be
no presuMption that whenever such needs are identified,' the
matter automatically '.calls for a federal presence. But
where the direct",involvement of tie government of Canada
.desirable, the universities should say so. If they have
also made it clear, what they consider to be the. provincial
governments'', lierogatiVes in the field, a .call for federal
action to coMiOement' and assist provincial policies should
,proyide a valuable -basis for discussion among universities
and governaiaots, toth federal and provincial.

'

Reolution 2:,

'4

AO

That the universities of Canada affirm the
following Canadian' purposes in: higher:educa-
tion, distinct from but bompleMentary to the
purposes . of each province ; and that they..

encourage 'the Governmeq of Canada to do
while recognizing that any action

it taX:e0 to achieve: these purposes must be
consistent with provincial , government bon7.

cerns atid,responaibilities: in postsecondary
education.V. and with the .constitutional divi-
sion of powers:
.-.

(1)

a

To :equalize so far as
tionel, Opportunity at.

level...in all parts. of

possible. educe-.
the university

nada.

(2) To meet Canadian needs 'or the training
of. highly qualified . manpower, -to .the

extent that these :.needs are note being

Met by provincial. policies in :relation

to post-seCondary education

TO,sponsor and to promote_ excellence in
research and scholarthip, both to sup-
port cultural, scientific,.and technolo7
gical development in ,a. general way, and
to meet specific-. research. needs of : an

applied or mission 7oriented-character.
One facet of this. responsibility is the
training and:. retention ;withina Canada of

scholars and scientists. ,

I

(4), To support. the use of both official
languages of Canada for instructional
purposes at .the post-secondary level (as
at other This is the purpose

4.1.5
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of bilingualism "grants, which subsidize
the provision of._instruction' in which-

ever of the two languages is in a

minority position locally.

To 76.6f--- Canidian obligations to the

international comdunity, for exadple.

through: 1

--support of foreign students studying'

in Canada;

-- financing programs of teOnologicak,
aS;istance;.or.asSistance.,to,;universi-
tfeS in foreign countries,. and inter-7
national exchanges of scholars':and:
isdientists; and

--supporting a Canadian .contiributi
. international scholarship and rese

9n a scale cansis nt with Canada

size and wealth.

These purposes do not ,correspond to specific federal
programs, , certainly not on a 'one -to -one basis. Indeed, I

have emphasized that the realizatiOn of some Canadian pur-

poses, as opposed to purposes, of each -of 'the provinTs

individually, may hest be served by joint action of two or

.m provinces or by reciprocal arrangements among them.

Nonet less, the criteria for evaluating existing federal

policies in relation Ito post-secondaryeducatidh are sup'

plied by our five-item'resume of federal purposes in this

area.

-,-

4.2 A CRITIQUE OF FEDERAL.POLICY

The largest' :federal: contribution to 'post-secondary '

education, at leist in terms of program coSts., is through

fiscal tranSfers to prOVincial:gove'rnments under the Estah4,

,fished ;Programs:Financing arrangements (see Section 243.4',

above). The.Governdentof tanada also makes sope.spetfijc7

purpose grants to provincial. governments to assist in

certain types of, programming, as in the case'Tbf bilingualism

grants. Additional.Support:'for post-secondary eduCation is
provided through: the Canada Student Loan. Plan (CSLP) and tax
relief measures for students or their families. The largest,

impact on the universities, however, is made through re-

search- funding (Section 2.4.2).
4

.

4
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The 'ciitique ofqederal poliCy which is . undertaken here
assumes familiarity with the broad outlines of the EPF
program, the CSLP, and, federal research support policie.

.

"EQUALIZATION OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY;
MANPOWER ari0ERATION8

i

P.

The main rationale for federal subsidies ter universities
in the 1951-1967.period, and wisice then for federalifiscal

I

transfers to provincial governments, haS been to expand and
. maintain the availability efjkinstructionl services at the
university level. This goal was adopted partly' tb serve the
cause of equity, by making higher education. more widely 0

accessible ,than.ever before, and ;partly to eaugment _they

supply of university-trained youth, thus spurring .,economic
growth and Contributing to the enrichment- of they culture.

. Thus the largest program for the supPort of. Canadian post-,
secondary education has a double purpose, and this-requires
.us to look simultaneouslP:ai our firsC.two criteria for
evaluating federal policy.: equality of educational op-
portUnity (where the, emphasis, is on equity), and the supply
of highly qualified I; manpower (wherc the emphisis is .On.

social benefits, especially of an economic nature).

4.21,..1 _The Contribution-of EPF

It 141.11 be recallta that the 'EPF. arrangements cover two
major heal h-care programs as well as post-secondary educe-,
tion, and that ,size of the fiscal transfers in-all cases
,is urn ted to, program costs. Nonetheless, both the cash

Loa.= ent and the tax point component of the fiscal transfer
ar divided into three, parts, each nominally for one of the
three programs. Post-secondary education is deemed to

account for about /32,per cent of the three-program total,
and there is s an identifiable sum of money which the
federal 'governme' describes as a fiscal transfer in support
of post-second ry education. The provinces treat the money,
understandably) as unconditional, which, indeed in law, it
is.*

The fiscal transfer is a large one In 1979/80 tye
pOst-sAcOndary'educaiion portion was -- to take the'waSh
transfer/alone ,about $1..3 billion, a figure whicll, cor-
responded to abut 45. per cent of university operating
expenditures in that year, excluding ancillary enterprises.
An almost equal sum was "transferred" fn the form of tax
points, although since the relevant taxes are levied by the



provinces-,.. it is-hard to see in what sense there is a con-

, tinuing trans er, the tax-points once having been ceded. I

prefer to i ore the tax pointd and to concentrate on the

'monies whi h flow.through the. Consolidated Revenue Fund.

When the federal government' TeveaIed the outlines of the-

EPF arangements to the, provinces at an intergovernmental
confer nce in June 1976, it seems,to have expected 0 have a

in 'certain aspects ofi provincial policy 'regarding

secondary .education, in return for .its.rather

cash outlay. The Prime Minister said (Trudeau, 1976:

hand
.pos

ca t

-120)f

So far as post-secondary 'edrucation is concerned, 'Ithe
1 I

federal government has a ,common interest with the pro-

vinces in achieving,certallOroad ebjectives. Indeed;

it is 'in recognWon and sport of this "common interest
that.the federal government :believes it should, continue

to make'contributions to pOst=secondary education costs.

'The establishment of a continUing federal-provincial

foruM at the ministerial Ievel would, in the Goverm.--

ment's view,; provide an essential vehicle for.realizing
common objectives in this The broad subject

areas of interest to both.ltevels.of. government which the

/Government .of Canada thinks should- be kept under review

in such a, forum Analude, among others, the question of

accessibility- to. post-secondaiy'education; theextent to.

which-1 is practicable and desirable-to rationalize.on

a nations basis the use/ of existing post-secondary

education- resources; bilingualism in educatton; _and the

intioduction into appropriate academic disciplines of a

greater,knowledge and understanding of CNnada.

It is icy impression that all the provincial -governments
resent any federal suggestion that it can buy itsiway into

influencing provincial policies in any sphere, and feast of

all in education. R.-As different when the federal govern-
ent has program reSponsibilities of: its own, and coordinaS

ion between federal action and'provincial attic:al is called

r:, on, this basis there can .be dialogue, although of

course the,proVincps, would prdfer, that the federal govern-

ment stayed out of certain,areas. Spme provinces 'are more

recaptiva.to a,federal presence than others; but all seem to

be agreed that they do not wish to.. become'in any sense

agents of the federal governmeht, 'especially when it bears

no-direct responsibility for the programs which, indirectly,

it supports... Perhaps this is not really_what the federal'
government hadin mind in introducing ETF,. but appearances
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were close enough to'it to raise pgovincial hackles..

Actually it is hard to see how the federal, government
could have expected to have., through the-fiscal transfers
under EPF, an influence on ,any of the topics mentioned by
the Primd Minister; except.that of accessibility.

- -If , through EPF, the federal ,government was an ling
for"the introduction into appropriate acadlikmic dis--
ciplines of a greater knowledge ane-Understanding10'of
Canada% this is profoundly 'disturbing since it
,implies that 'the- proviUces control the ontent of
academic disciplines, anti that the fedexa govermneut
wants' a, .hand in it too. About all that .-be done
to achieve the federal .goverment%s goal -- d no
doubt this,should be, done is to sponsor search
and. schblarship Which will shape to some degree the
develq0Ment of academic,diseiplipes; but that would
occur. &rough the usual ptocesses of' scholarly debat .

- -Bilingualism AT edUcation,: 'or rather instruction in
the minority icial language, is now an objective
of the biling lists grantOaid to provincial govern.
ments.. ThiS -641 is better pursued through such
specific grants rather-thad through a.blunt instilment
like'a $1.3' billion cash transfer to which no legal
conditions are attached.

- -The rationalization on a national basis. of .po -
. secondary.education resources is either inapprop e
for the federal government, as constituting.too.large
an interference in an area of direct. and :exclusive

'.concern to the provinces, or.itis'a goal which might
.be,approached through research funding, indirectly; -
and with the general support of the provinCes.-

' As far'. as accessibility is concerned the potential
impact of EPF is limited to the encouragement the program
might be preiuMed to offer to the provinces to make generous
operating. grants 'to, past-secondary institutions. There
appears to be some tendenCy on the federal side.to argue
that, if li.t supplies monies Tor,a.epecific-purpose,(even
though the site of the' fiscal transfer woes not'depend.on

44
levels .of,Provincial expenditure), th .provinces should'
still go onSpending their own, tax dollars in the area on
the same basis as before. In that case, with-the addition
of the fedexa/ money,. there would result a higher'Overall



level of expenditure on the program(s) Interned.

If this was the reasoning, EPF is a failure.; The pro-
.

vinces understandably' treat the fiscal transfers as genera,.

',revenue. They decide what to spend on highei edncition by

estimating thetinaneial aeeas, of the institutions, the

money needed for student aid, and ,othe'r Program require;

Ments. This is the only procedure ,consistent with the

_public interest of the provinte. Moreover, the data demon-.

strate that this is what'has been happening. Between the

fiscal years 1978 (the first EPF Year) and 1980, seven of

t'he provinces Oduced, their,own (current-dollar, not con-

stantdollar) contributions out Of the provindiar. tax re-,

venues, to the suppoft of Post-secondary institutions. This

statement is based4on my calculation of the "net, cost,to the

piovince"' when federal cash transfers are subtracted from

provincial operating. grants to institutions.

4.2.1.2 The Canada 'student Loans Plan

In every province student assistance-is providgli through

an integrated 'program of grants and'subsid.ized loans, with

most_of the loans ,poreion'betng offered, (except in Quebec,

:for which a separate- intergovernmental agreement is goin

force) through the Canada Student j.oans ,Plan. It ;,isnot

possible to distinguish the impact of fhe CSLP portioa,of

the program from the rest, so one cannot estimate how large

a contribution the. CSLP . makes to' accessibility. (It may be

also impossible to estimate: 'how greatly student assistance

programs as a whOle contribute' to accessibility, al.thougl?
one surmises' that they are absolutely vital for almost all

of'those students who qualify.) In 1978/79, one third of

all full time post-secondary students received loans throdgh

the CSLP, wit W the percentages varying by province from 25

to 57 per cent..
0'

In 1977/78. the total cost of the CSLP, about $43 mil-

lion,.Was Tour percent-of the cost of the cash transfersfto

provincial governmentS'-un4er EPF. This relatively.small.sUm.

of money must be presumed .to. have made .an 'essential:con-

tribution to accessibility, even though its effect's cannot ;

be quantified.
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.4.2.1.1 Aeceas, Manpower Training,-and the:.
Interprovincial. Mobility of Students

A

One way :the federal goVeinment.may.contribute both to
the equalization of educational OpportUnity and to: ,the
meetAng.of Canadian needs:for certain types 'of specialized
manpower is by promoting the interprovincial mobility of

_ students. In doing so it. perhaps ,may reap aA additional
advantage:in foStering undetstanding among regions, by bring-
ing together youth from. .different paits 'of the country
during theirUniversitY years. This can be important also

,:.forFad4demic reasons in 'certain ai:eas-of study, such as
history and the social sciences.,..

v

The interprovincial mobilityof students extends educa.
.

4v io al opportunity simply by broadening the range of'orchoices
ilable to them- Academic. Programming,_even at the Under-

:graduate level, is 'not a standard'product,2and therefOre,!'if
prospective students have access to universities across the,
'countryon an equal basis, this widens their opportunities..
Of cour ,se, the'freedom to attend an Anstitutiohoutside the
home province is: especially important .'if the province has
relatively feW universitieS, if the student lives closer to
an, Out-of-province'university thanstO a suitable institution
within the' ptovince, or if the ptogram.. in. .question is 'a

44;sppclized one. Indeed, soMe programs of a specialized..
character. may be. viable only if they. ydraw upon an inter
provincial clientele.. Certainly their quality may be im-..
prOVed ifthey.do.

. .

If provincial governments support university. education
C*. part because they. think that theywilLneed the manpower,

.

then 'there :arises: an additional argument. for the inter
provincial Mobility of-studehts. The.premise of the argu-.
ment is that the labour matkep fOr uniVersity7trained people
is-'-at least interprovincial; in:many. categories As inter
national. This teing the ' case, provinces have a,;(1isincen-
tive to invest- as heavily'in university Programmineas'they
would. if (a) it could not impOrt the:necessary manpower, and.

.(b) if it 'ToJeretiot aware-that many of thosesttained in the..
province would eventually' go elsewhere. Briefly: if 'sub
sidizing higher education is an investmentdecisiOn,.,there
is- likely tO:be sub-Optimal investment because the labour
market is continental:

. . .

There. is ample evidence to showthat, kat the- university
levei, education if seen as an7investment 'in human re-
sArces -7 'is certainly not only "for the province" in:the

4.2.1.3



of
sense implied by the phrase, 'In and for each Province, the
Leg.islature shall exclusively make Laws in relation- to
Education...". This is shown by data on the interprovincial

..

mobility of university.graduates (Table,IV-1). Not surpri-
, .

.singly, holders of graduate degrees. have even higher, mobil-
ity than indicated in the table, which applies to all uni

Versiti graduates. On this matter, a 1967 surVey of degree-
recipients ,in. science. and engineering, undertaken by the

federal DepartMent of, Manpower and Immigratioa, produted
some striking figures. One was that of.all provinces, only
Ontarid retained as many as half of its Xh.D. graduates
(Tables IV=2). More recently, .the Canadian Association of

'Graduate Schools surveyed the immediate" post-graduate em-
ployment of Ph.D.'s in all .fields ('convocati ns of autumn
1977 through spring 1978). Of:the 1091 Canadian and landed
immigrant Ph.D.'s who were emplgyed and. hose Place of
eiploydent was known, only 589 or 54 peor cent, were employed
in the province in which they obtained the degrie (Watt,
1979).
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One may speculate whether- or not the high mobility of

university graduates, particularly raciptents of,gradu-
ate degrees, reduces the willing ess' of .the provincial
governments to support university ducation. This is a

mattevon "which the evidence is nlikely to be very firm.
Still, it is worth noting the.re ark of Jplin B. Macdonald
(1969: 311) and his fellow commiss oners, that:

In our hearings at Canadian universities ,we heard that;

the high mobility of graduate students made some of the
provinces question the'appropriateness of their support
of graduate training. Why should kley pay large costs
for students who came from outside the province for
grdduate studies and upon completion of these studies
left the province for other part's of Canada? The problem
is particularly acute in the smaller:-provinces which
tend to lose a larger fractkon of the students they
train.

Consistent' with, the evidence picked up by the Macdonald
commission is the fact that' most provinces( restrict the
interprovincial mobility of students by offering less
generous financial assistaice to -residAats who study outside
the province than to those who attend an institution within

,,

it. If equity -- a desire to promote, equality of opportu-
nitY for the youth of the province -- were the dominant
qonsideration, this restriction on their Choices would not ,

e rational, Peihaps, the'provinces which do this (a) pre-

4.2.1.3-



TABLE IVrl

INTERPROVINCIAL MOBILITY OFONIVERSITY-GBOUATES

PUST data (1971).
i .'.

.

per cent Who per cent who pex .ce'rit whose

.
. .completed . completed last earped

province . secondary, . secondary .0egree. was in
of . school in,proy. . school in prov.. province- of

-. -current of current' of current current
residence residence reSidenc . residence

1...,

(1) ` (2).

1973 Statscao Study

Nfld. ' . 69 , (52). 5' 81

., PEI 'NA NA 65.

NS 62 (125) 75

. NB '75 ,(89) 72

-Quebec 79 (1039) 87

Ontario 64 . (1503) 81

Manitoba .70 (189)
''

Sask. 72 , (109) 8

Alberta 57 (349) 66

' 'BC 57' (370). -70.

55

11 '

,263

P86

82

80

°

6g

Notes: (1) The (Jan presentein this t,pble.conce'rScnly inter - ".'
provincial mobility of.uniYersity graduat'es , the table
excludes data on current residents who completed secon-
dary School 'outside 'Canada (columns 1 and-2) p and data
on current. residents who completed their last earned.
'degree outside Canada, (column 3).

(2) PUST data are for all respondent aged 20 to 34 with
university dagreeSc who completed high school ih Canada.
In some provices the sample was .quite,' small, and

"accordingly the sample size (N) is given in brackets.

.

(3') . Statscan data are `'for respondents' in September 1973 who
had'aan earned Canadian uniVersity.degree on :June' 1,

1971, i:e.; the.data excl4de.thdsewho- 'had.graduated
from university 'within the previous two years; ,

Public Use Sample Tape JPUSTl.Sources: (a) Calculated -from cibta in
from 1971 Canada census.

. _

(b) gducattonal Profile of UniverSityGreduates, Statistics
Canada, 1976 (Cat:. 81-566, dccasional).....



.TABLE

MOBILITY OF DEGREE RECIPIENTS IN SCIENCE AND' ENGINEERING .

Provinces
,wherej.l.

degrwe'
:Obtain:Ad

....

British Coiembia

Albeta "'.

Saskatchewan

Manitoba

Ontario .

° Quebec .

..r. ..
,

Nel.4 Breswick

No\ra Scotia

NewfOundland '

Bachelbqs'
degyee

recipients
moving to

Ph.D.

(1)

2S.7 57.3

44.9 53.2

30.8 39.2.

30.8 51.3

65.0 . 72.9

40.8 58.4

10.0

28.6

'39":7

42.4

-- 100.0

Percentage Remaining W4th n -Province

Master's.
-

(21
-4,,

'BAchelor's

,(3)

9

64.2

62.7

39.8

37.1

77.3

75.0

25.8

32.9

63.3

. graduate
.sChtiols:
perCentage
remaining'

(4)

.;

34:8

35.9

34.3

37.4

62.5

54.1

2e.7

30.0

23.0

Source: Qohn B. Macdonald et' al.: The Role of the Federal Government
in Support .of Research in Canadian Universities, 'Smdial.
Study No. 7, Prepared for the Science Council of Canada and -.

the CanadaCounci1, 1969. :Appendix .2. (This appendix was
based on a 1967-Ourvey undertaken by the federal Department
of ManpoWer and 'Immigvatiori. Number of respondents: 64,

170).
-



sume that a person who goes elsewhere to study, is more
likely to stay .away for good _than someone who takes a degtee
locally, and (b) are less Willing to support the schOoling
of a person whose skills and talents will be put to use in.a
province other than their own. This is precisely the pheno-
menon which Macdonald and his fellow commissioners noted.

Alternatively, a ro ince which withholds grants from
students attending un rsity elsewhere may be worried that.
some of its best students will .be recruited by out-of-
province universities. .Attempts, to discourage*. this are
tantamount to admitting the inferiority pf universities
within the province, and manifestly reduce educational
opportunities for its youth.

1.16w. is federal- policy relevant to this matter? One of
the features of the Canada Stadent Loans Plan is that it is
portable. Although the provinces administer the CSLP, a

condition of its availability to,yesidents of the province
lis that it cannot be used, as provincially funded grants' or
'bursaries can, to restrict,'the mobility ,of students. In

this Way, the federal government does assist, very mildly,
the:interprovthcialpobility of students.

The ,SupporC..given by the granting coulicils to graduate
students also hassome effect. on the interprovincial mobil-
ity of students. Obviousry, -this factor does not apply to
undergraduates, so the vast majority o£Canadian university.
students. are unaffected by the policies of tyte granting'
councils in this respect.. Nonetheless 1.,t is significant'

that approximately half the Canadian and landed immigrant
graduate students in the natural sciences and engineering
are supported, directly on indirectly, by NSERC (Table

0 II-14), This is a powerful factor assisting the movement of
students to the university or program, best suited to their

. needs and interests; and it is a factor which operates at.,

the level where interprovincial' mobility is partiCularly
important.

One other factor, a politically sensitive one, needs

mention in the present context. It is obvious.that, if

provinces started requiring universities to impose higher
'fees on out-of-province students, such an action Would
impose a formidable barrier to the interprovincial mobility
of students. That this issue is a touchy one was shown\when
several provinces introduced fee differentials which dis-
criminate against those on student visas. At that time some
concern was _expressed in' university circles about the

4..2.1.3 3,93
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spectre of differential: fees for outof-prOVince students.

This brought angry,.denials frOm provincial spokesmen who

insisted that no such move wasContemplated. -

4

The denial of any :intention' to impose higher fees. on

out7of-TrovindeStudentsgwas temporarily reassuring, but the

delicacy of the subject ought not in my opinion to intimi7

date the,universitiesfrom raising the. matter again. One in:

no way questions the gOod'faith of ,any. provincial minister

of education if one points.out'that governments change, as

do'the circumstances which impel them:tocertain types of

action; and it is quite poSsible that a differential fee

structure might look very attractive to -',,some of 'the pro

vinces in ten or eten:'five Years' time,: if it does not

already. Only two: factors Stand in the way of a policy

reversal on this matter. One is the commitment. of all

provinces to a:spirit of 'mutual cooperation, and the re-

cognition of reciprocal benefits flowing from integration of

the Canadian,community. Of this,.. it should be noted that .

the. same factors: have, not prevented the imposition of dif-

ferentialfets in the United States, a.country ,which has

shown fewer,straina on its national cohesion in recent years

than Canada'has'.. Moreover, OnenOtes,an increasing tendency
among the. provinces to rise barriers to trade and to the

free movement of labour-and capital. These observations:,

make the protection,agai9i. differential feeSseem rather

thin.

The other factor militating against: discr minatory

action 'by the. provinces in the matter of fee i the.pre

sence of the federal, government,in post-secondary education

through the fiscal transfers. Has Ottawa, through its

financial contribution, the leverage to prevent the raising

of such a, luthidable barrier to. the interprovincial mobility.

ofestUdents? Would one-19.ant such'leverage to be brought to

bear ? ,My own answer; to both questions, is, No. ; The in-

strument of withdraWing.thecash transfers under EPF is too

blunt, and its use would be bitterly rese4ed. I have

already 'expressed my distaste for any notigW that the

federal government, through EPF, buys influence in policy.

areas which thel)rovincial governments quite properly regard

as.being their own preserve.

It would be far,. preferable if federal` action could

eliminate the fihanciallincentiVes, which soMe-ofthe prov-.-
inces now have, to raise the tuition fees charged to out7,

of-provinde students. The.feasibility of federal action.

-which might have this effect will be discussed in Sedtion

3) 4.2.1.3



4.3.4.. In the meantime, it s important simply to observe
that federal policy does assist moderately, but'only moder-
ately,, in promoting the int rproviinial mobility of stu-
dents. Polickes which, without making the provinces in any
way subordinate to the federa government, went much further
in doing so would make a si4ficant contribution to post-
secondary education in Canada, in a way that 'present poli-
cies do not.

4.2.1.4 Fedkl Support fqr Specialized Programs,

Certain programs which draw 'upon an interprovincial
clieptelt and serve manpower needs relevant to federal
policy areas may be supported directly by the federal
government through, the 'departments concerned. I am unaware
ow extensile this praqtice day'be, but an example 'which

es readily to mind is that of.veterinary medicine.

far as :I know, this form.of federal suppbrt is -wel-
comed by the provincial, g vernments, partly because the

,

federal commitment is a lo g-term one; / there is no,sugges-
tion that a program once launched.with feder money will
subsequently 1e left for the provinces to k up on a
continuing basis.

I

This form of federal intervention appears to be based on
an. evident need; it is uncontroversial, *and in every way!.
desirable. is a way of responding to manpower. needs, *end
to some extent,. of widening edudational opportunity, and'it
might conceivably be applicable in a number of erees. .This.

report will however, meke'no recommendation on the matter.

'4.2:2 PROMOTING EXCELLENCE, IN
RESEARCH AND SCHOLARSHIP

It has been the mandate of the granting councils to
sponsor 'research and scholarship, and in doing so to promote
excellence; and within the constraints imposed by their
budgets, they have committed themselves wholeheartedly to
this task. The manner in which they have done.so was de-

.. tailed' in Sec4on, 2.4.2, and need not be repeated here'.
Only a'fewcomments, more on the situation of the councils
themselves than on- the programs they have implemented, are
called for 'in the present dontext. In addition, it will be
useful to note briefly cerCain services, such as those
provided by. Statistics Canada and the National Library
which provide a basic resource for Canadian scholarship.

(
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24,2.2.1 The Granting Councils

The priorities identified by the granting councils in

recent planning exercises are ones which, translated into

activities and progtams, stand to' benefit Canadian scholar -.

ship and research enormously. They are particulatly im-

portant in view of the prospective enrolkent situation in
the univasities, which leads one to fea't further constant-

dollar cuts in provincial operating grants. The probably
consequepces of no-growth or shriTkage have been discussed
in Chapter I; especiallYethe danger of general sclerosis:

an incapacity to innovate or respond to new research chal-

lenges and' to new social needs. It was 'suggested that,the

most serious problem which the univeriAties,will 'face over
the next decade or two is the agiAg of present staff and the
inability to hireyoung faculty. This incurs the danger of

losing scientific generation,. andvpartly because talented
young people will shun graduate work when the career pro-

spects it Teads to are-bleak, part1 because the'universi--

lies will be able' to hire veryfew of those who do take

professional training in _an a'cadeMic discipline. Under

these' circumstances, the emphasis given by the granting
councils to the opening up of careers opportunities in re-

search is a decision of extreme importance to Canadian

scholarship and science..

Other areas of importance for the councils, in addition

to immediate tasks such as supporting the re-equipping of
laboratories,( include/Stimulating the circulation of people

o and_ideas, for-example by sponsoring visiting professorships'
and provididg greater assistance to scholarly and 'scientific

associations, mainly for the support of journals. During

the'seventies there has been a noticeable slowing down of
faculty mobility, and special measure's are needed to coun-

teract the staleness which may result frOegrowing old to-

gether". .

The question of gteatest importance, however, isw not

whether the granting councils have exactly. the right prior-

. ities or might :impiove their ptogramS in certain specific
_ways (important though these question are), but rather,

whether the counciIScan expect adequate appropriations from
axe- wielding Prsidents of the Treasury Board.

o

It will be recalled (see SectiOn 2.4.2.3.2)- that- the

federalgoyernments desire, to.See Treater emphasis place'
On those research: projects having aquick and tangible

payoff -in terms of technological innovation-or improved

;
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delivery of government Services,' has led it to urge the
granting councils to devOte more funds to targeted or mis-

,sion-oriented. research. An ,extra appropriation ("thrust_
funds") was granted for this purpose in 1978, so that the
new objective Could be met without cutting back on the more
traditional programs of 4he councils, 'namely the onesaWhichr
sustain excelleneei. in research and scholarship in a general
_way and ,are. ofor the maintenance, of a base of
expertise which, is capable ofbeing turned to for specifiC
tagks as they aEise. However, when later-. that 'year an
austerity program waq announced, the budgets of the ,councils
were cut back again, leaving the newprograms intact but
requiring the trimming of the basic programs. This incident
is a frightening one, since .it points to the financial
vulnerability of the granting councils and the ' "softness .of. '

federal support for those aspects of council activities
which, build up and maintain a basic research capability.

'-Without it, there will be little capacity to undertake,
mission-oriented work, particularly as priorities seem to be
reordered with disconcerting frequency, and with little
warning.

e
1

As one reflects upon the Situation of the granting
. .

councils and the cabinei's attitude towards them -- indeed,
towards the promotion Of excellence in scholarship and

. research as the basic requixement of any,science policy 2--
one cannot but co rapt the size of the allocations for
these purposes wi the size of the cash transfers to pro-
vincial government , the historical remnants of a program .

designed to:assist Canadian post7secondary .education. If
Parliament, in making these transfers intends to sappOrt
_universities and other post-secondary ,,,ins/itutions,,it needs
to be said loud and ,clear.that t 'he $1.3 billion in cash
transfers are far less important to the universities than
the $200 million spent on the spons4sfilp of research.
Stable funding for research, and, if posdible, the anode-
tion of significantly larger appropriations for this pur-
pose, are vital now to Canadian scholarship and toCanadian
universities; they,will become increasingly important in the
years ahead.

4.2.2.2 Information Services

A relatively cheap way (at least when the standardtqf
comparison is $1.3 billion) in which the federal government
can suhort research and scholarship is through the provi-
sion of information services. In most cases such services
can be provided by no other gov rnment or agency as effi-
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ciently or as well. Statistics Canada, the Canada Institute

for Scientific and Technical Information (CISTI), and'4' he

National Library of Canada are examples of agencies provid-

. jp

I amunable to comment on CISTI, but it is clear that

Statistics Canada and the National Library are both mediocre

organizations relative to what they shot4d be, at least in

terms of the support \they provide for academic users of

their services.

ing such service %.

The Dominion BUreanof Statistics in the two decades or.

so folliowing.World War II had a well deserved reputation as

a world leader 'among government statistical .agencies', .f' a

Position'it has ceded to a number of other. countries which

: now proVide generally more extensive and.superior statist-

ical information. The availability of good:data is an

invaluable resource lor'all of the social sciences, a re-

4
.source for which there is no substitu e. IE politicians and

leaders'of thet4anaOlan.ComMunity. plore the tendency of

.
many Canadian.scholirsT.to doresear pertaining to coun-

* tries other than their own; and indeed to neglect the home

terrain,. ,they should .realize that .o5e. of the reasons 'why

this sometimes happens is that the essential infotmation for

certain types of researchAssiMply not. available here. One

has to make do with work on.foreignconntries, and then to

.'raise': speculative -questions about the applitabilitY- of.

foreign research. to a Canadian setting. .

.. .Three example's .Might -help,:te- illustrate the point.

First, Canada is one of the:few leading industrial countries,

Without a national: longitudinal.panel.forthe gathering'.Sof

Comparable data over , a period of five or moreyears.(the.
saMe.respondents:are.intervIewed on several occasion§ over a.'

. period of Yeats). AnOthereiiample:: .in the mid - 'seventies

there was-an:international organized World Fertility Survey;

-a, subject of (literally) vital concern, to rail; hut danada ,

did not-partitipatend is one of thejew countries for

whichjnformatiOn on the subject was not collected such a

Waythat.itis:comparable tointernatiOnallijavaaable data.7,

Finally, we may note that in '1971 the Canada. Centus follOwed

the leacl,of the United ,StateSand. several other countries in

making data available toreSearChereJn:the form:of.a public

use sample tape' (PUST), :a facility which has been used by.

many' researchers to do' studies. otherwise impossible; one
case is the work done in ihiS repOrt'on educational attain-."

went (Section 1.2.2). 'Present indications are; .however,.

that this facility-will not be made available from the 1981.

\



Regarding the National Library, it is
note the insufficiency of .bibliographical work
agency should. proVide. In, this respect Qu
theque nationale has put tfie-National Library to shame. Its
cataloguing services are insufficient .(if' improved they
could save university libraries some moneY);. and its col -
lection of 'government docuMents, especially at the provin-
cial level, is poor. The National.Library.,.iforganiied as
awuserVice to libraries across'ihe country.-- not just uni-
versity. ones could ndo a great deal to improve their
quality and/or: reduce their Operating costs; but it acts
more like an Ottawa public library than as a national In-
Stitution,',

regrettable to
Which such an
bec"s Biblio-

It is not my intention,: here to.blame any particuiar
'person or group for the quality of federally provided In-
formation° services;.. I have no idea in what proportions one
should, lay opprobrium' on the management of the agencies
concerned, and to what extent on thee insufficieneY of, funds
they have to work with. Quite'possibly those In charge are
performing heroically on a shoestring budget. Be that as
it may, , what is important to note is that the insufficiency
of federal, information-services constitutes a serious ob-

. stacle to he attainment of excelience in some academic
'disciplines d an insuPerable obstacle to certain kinds of

%.,z...e

research. Mor over; although I am unable to judge the
opportunities for financial savings re/the universities -if

.better information services were available, its is quite
possible -that, they would be significant.

.
. ,.

4.2.3. SUPPORTING MINORITY LANGUAGE,1NSTRUCTION

I.:have proposed that the universities of Canada endorse,
among'other things, federal support for the use of both
-official languages 'Of Canada as.. media of instructionat
the' post-secondary level: It is an existing policy to do
this, through "the eprovision of bilingualism grants which are
paid, be it noted, to the provincial, governments aftr
bilateral negotiation, and not directly to educational
institutions: It/would takeusttoo.far afield, however, to
evaluate the bilingualism grants program or to canvass',
possible supplements or alternatives. The matter will not
be pursued any further in this report.

4.2.3.
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4.2.4 .MEETING I EiNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS

391

If Canada has obligations th the international community
in matters pertaining to higher, education, r earch - and

'scholarship, it 4.s reasonable that the federal overnMent

should shoulder at least part of the financial b den-to -

meet them. It has a broader tax base than any of th pro-

vinces and is primarily responsible for the -cconduc of

foreign affairs ("primarily" because the provincesalso have
trade, immigration, and cultural concerns which have some
international'as well as domestc ramifications).

--Foreign students. When, recently, several of the

provinces announced higher fees fo'r those on student

visas, the.move was 'variously regretted or dendunced
by the universitief and by student groups. ,There were
good'reasons.forAdisappointment, some of them relating

to the fulfilment (or non-fulfilment) of external

obligations, and some of them stemming from a well-

founded conviction that an international student body

offers cultural and academic advantages for Canadian

students. I am not sure, however, that _the provinces

concerned can be heavily censored, for their action

since' the level at which fees Were, was still

obviously well, below per-student costs; d if there
°J-s an obligation.to acdept non-Canadians on studerit

visas, then the; cost of doing so should be mainly

Ottawa's'.- 'The federal,government, however, does very

little either to support foreign students or, to com-

pensate proNiincial governments or thlOcOst- of giving'

them a` university tnaining.

--Assistance to foreign universitiestinternational ex-

changes_..: Federal programs in -these areas do exist.

.0 aIthough'I am unable to comment on their adequacy. -It
deserves mention, however '4that there is an element. of

self-intereit in such programs. This is especially so,-

at a time when the universities ate' unable to hire

many new faculty. Under such conditions,:it is im-
portant to bring in fresh ideas by giving existing

faculty 'opportunities to broaden otheir personal and

academic experience.

--Contributions to international scholarship and re-

, search. The adequacy of Canada's effort in this area

is even more difficult to appraise than its role in

relation to fdreig.universities. .A11, I think, that

can be said on this subject is that adequate support

'4.2.4
(L15
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for research is' impariant for reasons which are en-
tirely self-interested. It is a bonus if Canada has a!'
respected place,in ,the -international scientific and
scholarly community,-and makes a valuable contribution
to cooperative international efforts in various areas
of applied research.

.4.3 POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

The rationale for. federal involvement in certain matters.
pertaining toi,jUniversities"was' 'discussed at the outset of
Section 4,1; and a proposed declaration by Canadian uni-
versities,.- recognizing. specific. federal purpoSesin the
field, waspresented in Sectioh. The ,recommendations
of this report relating to the. role' Of:the federal goitern-
ment can 3e understood only in.th6 contextof these, 'earlier
remark:

Two broad limitations on federal activities must also, I
would suggest, be recognized and observedlby the Government
of Canada.

--First, the federal government .must scruptiloUsly ,re-
spect provincial doncerne.in poist-sed7ondaty education'
.,(Section 4.1.4); since it is the-prOVinces which have
primary responsibilities in'the area.

4
,

-

--Second:, federal initiatives:and activities must not .

impose `costs on the provincial goverruffents,-'whethet by
requiring :coMpiementary expenditures from the provimH
lal_freaSury, orl:ty 'initiating an -activity at 'program
for Whidh the province will ':sUbsequentlY. be expected
to'assume,the costs. , . .;

-The federal .government has,'. in my 'opinion, been. careless

..sbout'obsetving'these litifationS in:the past.
hSs bedome Clear. in retrospect thatldirect .,gendralzpurpose
Subiidies to-the universities tetween 1951 and 1967,',.gave the
Universities a special position in the'post7sedonddry sec-
tor, a. situation which Quebec could,nat,tolerate bedause'it
interfered with the.structUre ofrits, education system. 'Boni.
in,Quebec and in other provinces` the' federal Subsidies, 'if
prolonged beyond 1967,'.. might have interfered with the 'prO7
winces' attempt. to create -networks of iins4tuttons ,(indlu47'
ng ones not granting degrees). corresponding to. their par-
ticulat needs-in Tost7secohdary education:

Since.. 1967, the federal fiscal transfers have been
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o invoked: by the Government of Canada to justify its desire to

Participate with the provinces.:in policy formation for the
post-secondarsector,. or to excuse certain actions which

..manifestly did impose costs on the universities (and ulti-

matelx,on the provincial 'governmentS). -In the. latter case,
the federal, argument has been that it paysat least half the

costs of post-secondary, education, so,the provinces ought

not to quibble about matters such as the indirect,costsof

federally supported. research. The provinces' havenever bee,

happy with this attitude. The federal viewpoint is' dif-

ficult "to sustain when the taxes'which it treats as a

-;"federal.- revenue. reduction in support, of post7secondaty

education ". are levied by the provinces, and the cash Tay-
ments..are, in law, unconditional..

It

educat n
Government
transfers,
ties of the

high. timethat the federal role in post- secondary.

be. recast, removing any ..suggestion, that .the.

of Canada may exercise,..' by virtue. of 'fisCal
an overall` influence on the policies and priOri-

provincial governments. Insteact,.I propose:

V.

on 1: That the Government of Canada. redeSign 04

its policies and gctivitIes in relation

to univerSities, in accordance with-

-readily identifiable purposes;. and that

:it do so.through the. implementation of

listinctly. federal programs. which

ovetail with and supplement!proviFial.
'action: in poSt-secondary education..

1/4

-The approprIate.areas for federal action -are. ones in which

there is already a feder.il presence: the sponsorship of

research, : student assistance, promoting: interprovincial

mobility Of information. services; 'and re-

spongibilities.to the international community. The.extent

and substance of.feder0l'actiVities in each of thege:are0s
shou131,,howeVer, be reassessed.,

4.3.1 SPONSORSHIP WRESEARCH

The first requirement of a policy for thesponsorship
research igthat itHprovide-stable Support at whatever level
the federal 'government decides can be maintained. over the

longer term. Individuallrojects may not.. be of long dura-

tic:mi:although- many of them are; but the facilities.

skills required fOr.research cannot,:be created overnight;

applied to taskg temporarily given'high priority, 'and sub-

sequently left fallow in periods When.,not Urgently,. needed.

4,7 4.3.1



A basic infrastructdre in plant, facilities ) and equipment 4".

is required; and talented researchers must have continuous
yopportunitiess to - expand their knowledge and develop-their
skill's. A line' of research ,consisting of a string or elon-
,gated cluster of related projects cannot progress satisfac-
torily on stop-gp funding.

.

Recommendatibn,2: That the Government of Canada recognize
the importance' of stability in the
-funding of research by committing itself
toi minimum constant-dollar appropria-
tions for the granting councils, on a
multi-year basis, e.g., by guaranteeing
a budgetary allocation pegged to the
rate of growth in the GNP.

\

Recommendation Thatl the tovernment of Canada endorse
the objectives identified by each of.the
granting councils in the plans they have
formulated, and fund the councils at a
level sufficient 'to implement those
plans.

The arguments supporting this recommendation have been
cogently put Eby the ..councils themselves. The universities,
given their. enrolment and financial prospects for the next
decade or two, badly'need the support.upport Which implementation
of the councils' plans would give them. Indeed, I believe'
it is important 6:1 go much further than prbposed in -re-
commendations -2 and 3, and o significantly expand the
federal sponsorship of rese ch to realize ,a number of
objectives which are importan to the universities in the
present context, and which wou d also appear to support the
policies and plans of the provincial governments in relation
to the'development and financing of the universities.

1

0

One major objective of this policy initiative wouldbe
to promote the conduct of research independently of graduate
instruction, so far as it is possible to do so.. Obviously,
this. will be easier to. accomplish in some academic diScipl-f.'
ines than in others; but. where. progresa.can be. made in this
direction, some of the incentive foregpafding or retaining
graduate programming will belremoved. :Fuller use also will
be made of Canada's research capabiiitY,, especiaily in
smaller universities and .perhaps in some) non-university
institutions which have the necessary.basic facilities and
staff resouttes. For example; according to the Quebec White
paper, on research (see Sections 2.4.2.2,3 and 2.4:2.3.3.)

4.3..1. ,4
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the CEGEPS have a large,'quite untapped, research potential.
There is no reason why the Staff of such institutions should
licit._ apply for federal tesearchfunds.on an equal footing

with faculty in those universities. already heavily committed

to research, In a fordaf:senSe.,. they do so now, but the'

terms of :council awards frequently preclude their.
tion. What:tight.,make tOe difference is to brOaden. the

coverage of (costs met by) the awards,:oThis:is proposed:in
the followingseries of recommendationa:

That the Government ofCanada open dis
cussions with the provinea .wit. a'

to augtenting the Anancial resources of
the .granting councils on the, under
standing that they'will:

(a) cover indirect costs, and

Recommendation 4:

(b) compensate :universitieSrand. other

institutions for release time for

staff.whose research they support.

Recommendation 5: That, in the case of research grants,

allowances forrelease time be made On

the basis of. a reasonable estimate :of

the time a competent 'researcher should

spend on . the project, subject to .later

subtissionof -7a new. grant 'application;
and that in the case of contracts',. .such

allowances either be made on the same

a. basis, or by ex posfreckoning.

Recommendation That 'allowancei for indiredt_ .costs
either be negotiated with each institu
tion ?..at' a standard rate forthat in
stitution, or be fixed at .a level re
presenting, .an average of indirect Cost
ratios atong representative, institu
tions, presumably about. 50 per cent of

direct costs including release time (a

figure drawn from the CAOBO Pilot Study
on the Costs of University ResearChY.

Recommendation 7: That those portions
tracts relating to

indirect costs' be
stitution employing
be treated by it as

of grants and Con
releage tfine and to

awarded to the in
the researcher; and
general revenue.

4.3.1
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These recommendations would have the effect of increas-
,

ing,' at least on average, university incomes from sponsOred
research. They differ in-a number of ways, however, from
suggestions .that the provincial governments separate. the
fdading of ,teaching and.reseaxch. What is proposed here
utilizes existing machinery and draws on accumulated ex-
perience in the administration of research awards; .it would
not be necessary taTormulate new criteria or to devise
entirely new techniques for allocating research mOnies to
universities. TN changes proposed could be phased An
either by. making . a first rathermodest allowande ,

staff,time and for indirect costs, and gradually increasing',
them as the consequences of increased xeliance on the spore7
sorship of research in the financial; support of univeresities
became clearer; or alternatively, some grants might -have
more generous financial terms than others .and,be awarded at '

first only in cases of exceptional merit or promise .

Another way: in which these recommendations differ froM
proposals for the separate provincial _funding of teaching,'
and research is that our recommendations carry rio implica-
tion of canprehensiveness. They 'therefore could not lead
to queries about whether a university, TT the universities

. generally, were respecting the relative importance of tea-
ching and research, as judged'by the:public,authorities and'
as implied in th-e proportions of the opefating grant re-
spectiVely assigned to or deriving from the tVo-functions.
Perhaps most important of all, tht initiativeV#6, individual
researchers- or groups of researchers, would be yre4erved; And
the controlrOf research funding would not .become an addF=
tional device for controlling the development of provincial
university systems.

Implementation of the cluster 'of' recommeodations dealing
with federal sponsorship of res rch would require. thorough
and probably lengthy ne tiations with the kprovincoial.
governments. Discussion, f this important question:will,
however, be left for Section 4.4, after the 'formulation of
additional% recommendations also requiring the coordination
of federal and proyincial policies. In the meantime, we
should reflect a little on the ramifications which extended
federal funding of research would have on

One implication is that, not only would the uniVersities
have an opportunity 'to derive a much larger proportion of
their operating income from the-sponsorship of research, ,but
a large proportion-of the funds received under this headings

;
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would be available to the university for-general operating

purposes. Thisis obvious in the case, of .the indirect costs

portion 'of grants and contracts; the release time pdrtion

would finance a reduction in teaching and other duties,

making a part of the esearcher's salary available either ,

for avoiding bankruptcy or for turning to other purposes
including, potentially,the hLring of junior faculty to meet

;teaching needs in those departments or faculties whIch are

judged Most urgently to require them. The sums of money

-which might become available.in this way would in some cases

be largeand, if so,N would give the university a'degree

financial*freedom, and flexibility in the internal use of

.funds,. which would respond directly to the problems of

no-growth or shrinkage discussed in Section 1.4.

Not all iipaitments or institutions would be very suc-
cessful in thCcompetition for research funds, a competition
which no doubt'would be sharpened by the more generous terms
of the grants which would be available. The institutions or

departments concerned would either have to find ways of

improving their. research capacity and performance,' or ,per-
haps concentrate onexcellence in teaching, expecting a more

modest publication record from their staff. The "choices,,.

which, one wayor another, would have to be made within 'each

institution, might lead a considerable distance towards role

differentiation. It Will be recalled that this-is a fondly

held objective of several provincial ministries of edadation
or universities' commissions, but that generally speaking,

they have had,littlesuccess in inducing universities, by.

' administrative-pressures,' to giveprimacy to undergraduate.
:teaching and to nurturing their reputation-; for excellence

this function. no

`One reason why the proposed _new arrangements for fUnding

research might lead the universities, of their ,own accord,

to' achieve'what hitherto has proved tapossible.by the power'

'suggestion, is that, the coverage ofindireci

costs; and especially gif grants for release time; would

.noticeably change the relationship between faCulty and thel,r

'employing institution.. Some laculty4t.7ould be expected to be

--' as in fact- they probably already.are -- much more

:oriented towaras research than.others who Would concentrate,

relatively speakingf on teaching. A11,-of 'course, wouldbe,

exPeCted to keep up in the literattire in the area of their

! -specialization and,; in_ the sense of reflective enquiryi.'to
,erigage,in research, though not necessarily for publication.

the province employsppropriate financing'



techniques, whiCh make those universities concentrating on
excellence in undergraduate teaching financially viable, the
staff who contribute most effectively to,the university's."
reputation in this area should be valued by them for .this
contribution.

This remark points to.a potentially very serious problem
regarding our recoMMendations, for the fUndtUgof ,research.
If fees income and provincial operating grants together ',do
not reflect 'undergraduate enrolments -- that is,' .if a uni-'

not affected at least over
the longer run.. by its success, in draWing,studentS ,;"7--: then
more: generous funding of research:: would probably, have
strongly' negative

. effects on:.teaching performance. Staff
:would be valuable to the university directly ini proportion
to.theirability to draw in research funds, and they would
.tend to neglect their' teaching in 'order to compete effec-
tively: for grants and contracts; theuLversity administra-
tion might even encourage e-them to & so., Serious though.
this matter is, it is hOt'somuchfan insuperable objection
to...What ./-havepropoSed.iegarding research funding, as a,

further reminder of one of theliasic facts-of university
thatchangesin'oneareafnecesSarily entail corr

responding changes in other' areas. :-Tio" single topic can be
treated: in isolation.. 404.

.

4.3.2. STUDENT ASSISTANCE

A federal-provincial task force-is, at time of writing
(summer. 1989),, conducting. an enquiry into all asps of
:Student.asaistance,inCanada. Its mandate includes:: "[to]
.fOrmulafe alternatives for the continuation: modification,
or replacement:. of' the existing_ federal' and provincial.:
goverhment 'policies and prografs". :Partly beeal:Se the task
forceis 'doing-the job, and partly because, in preparing .

this report Ijiave done relatively. little worleon student
assistance,' .no 'attempt-will ,be,madS here to present detailed
recOmMendationSon the sub (but see the AlscUssion-of
Some of theissues.in Sectip 43).

The one comment ;I should Iike.to,make..is that if, in
view of the work ofHthe task force'or for Other. reasons,
interest la'rOaved 'in a contingent - repayment`, loans scheme,
such. :A prograi probably could-be A.MpleMented most ef-
ficiently On d'CanAda-Wide 'basis. It is-, in a sense, arra-
logOus.to an insurance scheme, forWhich the broadest pos-
sible base is desirable.. Moreover,'data: on.the Canada Stu."...

. snt Loans Plan show that in the Atlantic. provinces a rela7

4.3.2
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tively high proportion of post-secondary:-students qualify

for assistance underthe'Play.. Thii datum suggests that it

is a mildly redistributive measure, in regional terms; and

this is: certainly camprehensible since incomes in the

Atlantic region are below the Canadian average. It follows

that federal sponsorship of a student assistance plan in-

volving income- contingent lOans or other forms of loan

remission might appreciably improve and equalize educational

opportunities. These,. as, I phave earlier suggested, are

important objectives for the federal goyernmeat to support.

Another reason ,for considering .federal sponsorship of a

contingent-repayment loans scheme, or for that matter the

implementation of a federal loan' remission plan, is that

either type of program could be.introduced as .a modification

to the Canada .Student Loans Plan. As in the case of the

tSLP, it might be judged desirable to have the provinces

administer the new, program, together with student assistance
programs of their ;own, on an integrated basis.

Recommendation 8: That, if the Federal-Provincial Task.

Force on -StuAent Assistance expresses

interest in an income-contingent loans

scheme, or otherwise recommends the

eXtensions of the loan remission plans-

operating in some provinces, the Govern.-

ment of Canada explore ,with the pro-

yinces'how it might appropriately con-

tribute to the implementation of such

recommendations.

The conditional wording of this recommendation recog-

nizes that fuller treatment is being given to the subject

elsewhere. I have raised the issue ,here because a more

prominent federal role in the area of student assistance

would be consistent with the statement of federal purposes

presented in Section .4.1.5 (equalization and extention of

educational opportunity). It might also be important to the

provinces in facilitating any move they may, wish to take in

the direction of traniferring to the students a larger share

of the costs of post-secondary education. As noted in

Section 3.4.3, however, the wise' move is to. Make improve-:

ments to studentassistance first, and start shifting costs

to students later, if at all.

4.3.2
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4.3:3 ,PROMOTING INTERPROVINCIAL
MOBILITY OF STUDENTS

A more praminent federal role in student assistance
would do much to promote the free.interprovincial movement
of students. This at least I presume, since the portability
of benefits would almost necessarily'be a feature of any
federal scheme, as it now is of the CSLP.

It would be unsatisfactory, . however, if the federal
govdrnment relied on an expanded program of student assis-
tance to attain or guarantee the free interprovincial mobil-
ity of students. The bulk Of university operating costs are
borne by the provincial governments, even if ultimately
financed in part by federal cash transfers. For this reason
I am perturbed (set Section 4.2.1.3) by the possibility
that provincial governments may eventually find the argu-
ments for a differential fee structure overwhelming. The
sane thirig to do is to act now to prevent these pressures
from building up, and not to insist that the provinces which
have a net' inflow of post- secondary students grimace and
bear the financial pain because Ottawa is, after all, making
large fiscal transfers. Indeed, even without the spectre of
differential fee structures, the principle of equitable
financial treatment of all the province dictates, to my
mind, federal compensation to a provincenhose universities
accept disproportionately large numbers of non- resident
students.

Recommendation 9:. That the Government of Canada institute,
a program of financial compensation to
the governments of those provinces which
have a net influx of university stu-
dents, and that the funds transferred be
fixed at a level equal to the provincial
per-Student grant to the universities,
times the n4mber by which non-xesident
students exceed the number of provintial
residents studying at universities
elsewhere in Canada.

A transfer -.sek'.calculated would effectively remove
financial incentive the province might otherwise ha(ze to:

discriminate against non-residentg in 'theroatter of fees.
The one qualification to this statement arises from
the. possibility that .10ose 'coming. into the : province
to .study might. be king specialized or ,.advanced

\4,programs 7-. the more xpenatie ones- -7- in which case.

4.3.3
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the average per- student institutional subsidy would be too

low to 'offer fullcompensation. Still, the financial. burden

borne by the province would be very substantially reduced

relitive to what it is now: I. repeat; this Would be im-

portant both on equity grounds and as a precaution against

any tendency Which may develop to charge non-residents a

differential fee. . .

There is one further program ighich the federal govern-

ment might do:well to contemplate,' not.for reasons speCifi-

cally relAtedo universities or university education, but

simply to foster better understanding among regions. What I

have in . mind is a travel' subsidy for students attending -

university in another province. This would probably best be

Organized on a basis analogous to international Student

exchange programs, which are set, up on a reciprocal basis.

q) In this case, the, arrangements could be made by the pro -

vinces, conceivably coordinated through the Council of,

Ministers.Of Education; and the federal role .would be Um-

ited.tO providing the travel subsidy. This would be a

relatively cheap program, but would .probably have a sub

Stantial.payoff in ,ensuring that many, universities have-a

1.

.mix of students from- ifferent regional backgrounds.. .

:

Recommendation 10: :Th t, the Government of:Canada 'institute
a program:of travel subsidies to finance

interprovincial student exchange pro-

: grams.

4.3.4 RESPONSIBILITIES TO FOREIGN STUDENTS

Readers may haye noticed that the recommendation for

financial, compensaticin to the governments oflprovinces

experiencing a net influx of, students was formulated-in such

a way that no distinctionwas made between non-residents. f

:.t province who were -Canadian citizens or landed immigrants,

and those who had come to Canada on student, visas. Of

Course, the program 'could be designed in such a way as to

discriminate. against those on: student visas, but I would

hope it would not be; and in this case, a program whose:main

:
purpose was to deakWith' inter-provinOial-mobility-of stu-,

denta woul'lso .neatly fulfil Canadian responsibilities2td

foreign students. .

-4.3:4
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4.3.5 "'INFORMATION SERVICES

I-am in no position to make recommAdations regarding
Statistics Canada, the National Lil$rary, or other federal
information services. The quality of these services is-,

however, of great importance to Canadian scholarship; and in
some cases -- the National Library comes to mind -- the
provision of a service could do much to promote excellence
within the universities while actually saving tHem money.
The potential appears to be there; but further investigation
is necessary before'specific suggestions or recommendations
can be made.

The bodies ;Which. havethe expertise- to conductan en-
it,

quiry into the adequacy of federalAnformation services are
the professional associations disCiplin4 gtoups, the
Social Science Federation, the'Canadian Library Association,
and others. They also presumably have an interest in doing
so.. Beyond, the interest of such 4roups, however, orin
addition tothem,i,, the universities haVe an institutional
itake inseeing' to the high quality of federal information
services,' In some.cases the institutional concern:deriveS
from- the potential .financial savings resulting from the
availability of" a given service, but mainly the question is
one-of excellence. Accordingly; I propoe:-

Resolution-3; That the univeisitiesjf Canada, through the.
AUCC, explore with the-rele4ant;professional
aSsociationa. the adequacy of federal Jo-
fOrmation services, and 'make recommendations
for their improvement.,

. c

4.4 IMPLEMENTING THE CHANGES ,

One cannot eXpect the ptovincial governments to offer a
spontaneous. welcome to new federal initiatives in .post'a-

.

secondary education. ',.A31 the provinces are leery of federal,
intrusions into areas which they consider to'be exclusively
within their own jurisdiction, and education Occupies a
virtually unique 'place as the subject Of'. provincial
jealousy.- And yet all the proVinces butQuebec have.agreed
to administer the Canada Student Loans Plan, 'and-all but
'IQUebecacCept at least- 'tacitly a federal presence in
sponsorship-of xesearch. ..`Quebec haa:said it _woad prefer --
tax. points. .or cash payments instead"..of federal research-
funding within the peovince; in othp.ewordsit.is,anxious to
trade in a federal program for unconditional fiscal.trana-

1 -fees. Pending an agreement onthis matter; however, it hag

4.4-,
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explicitly permitted, the universities of the: province to

accept federal research grants and contract's.

If the alternatives.are as Quebec has argued- they shoUld

be, the.other nine provinces may follow Quebeea line. Why

not,take.federal money instead of a federal prograM? The

Laws. of economics_ may often seem arcanevhut there A.s no.

mystery about one of the basic,tenets'of the disci_ pline,

namely,-that a7d011ar in one's own pocket is almost-always

perferred to a dollar .in .aomeone. else's pocket, evena

1 benefactoris. Similarly, if money is being.given-dwayZthe

recipient will prediCtably-chooae the dollar without strings-

oVer the.dollar which is' -tied to a specificimrpose. So

Quebec's preference makes a lot of sense, if untied cash is

one _of the 'options.

Even in the Alice-in-Wonderlandish world of federal-
,

provincial .fiscal relations,-however, a touch of realism may

be useful; and part of realism lies in knowing what the

.politically acceptable options,aret From the federal 'per-

spective, is indefinite perpetUation of unconditional trans=

'fers under EPF one of the options ?'Is the transmutationOf

'-'existing lederal:_programs into' more, fiscal transfers an

option? And at least equally td the point, in.the:Context of
a study, On university excellence and financial questions

related toit, what do .the universities of:Canada wish to

argue ought to be the options?

One of the suppositions of the argUtent: presented in

this chapter is that :the- uni4ersities get little if any

benefit out of the money transferred. to the-provinces as a

federal .contribution to post-secondary education. Another
.

'. supposition, fed by,nothing more:substantial.than rumour., .is.

that the federal government is tiring of its commitment to

make large yearly increases in its cash transfers under EPF

71 the payments have esCalated at a faster rare than anti.

cipated -.- when the.purposes being served by these. billions

are hard to identify. And a third supposition. is that the

provinces,. if faced.with the proSpect of amendments to.EPF

which :wonld.reduce future commitments- under: the scheme,

would, be willing, to discuss alternative arrangements, prO7'

vided the federal.,government.dOea not Hhamper provincial

action:.to fulfill their responsibilities in poSt-,secondary

education (and other areas).. .

.

TheirecomMendationi made in the previous section would

not Only avoid such interferences,- but would, ' I believe,

assist the provinces in accomplishing their objectives in

4.4
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post-secondary education. Specifically, an extension of
student assistance may widen educational opportunities; or
alternatively it'may permit, without reducing.accsibility,
some lightening of-the financial cbuiden'on provincial tree-
suries;sand an extension of the Canada Student Loans Plan
might be an important component,in improving, student as-
sistance. Similarly, extending the range of costs covered
by federal research grants and contracts would reduce or
eliminate the financial implications, for the provinces, of
federal research sponsorship, It is also quite likely that
by shifting some of the support for,universities I speak
here of propoitions -- to the sponsorship of xeseach,' the
provinces' dedire for diversifiation ,within university
systems would be substantially easier to.realize. Only if a
province insists on accomplishing the objective of diversi-
fication and imidtitutional specialization by central ad-
ministrative direction of a university system, _would there
be a conflict between the recbmmendationd in this repOit and
basic provincial aims and concerns in post-secondary educa-
tion.

.The cost. of/expanding the federal sponsorship of re-'
search and /or of -extending the federal r4e... in student
assistance Could easily be. quite large;. that Would depend on
the kale of the programs. It is likely that the'federal
government wqUld wish to treat any new or weightier finan-
cial-obligatiOns in-matters related to. post-secondary edu7
cation as part of a package involving- amendmentsto EPF.
Admittedly, there is no reason for the. universities to
insist:it 'should- be:so;' perhaps the wisest course:woufd be
to ea04hat they need,-:and.let thifederal government and

- the Inovinces work out the financial consequences., On the
other.hand, I suspect there .is. a danger :that,. the federal
government may abolish_EPF. in its. ptesentform without
seeing this move. in .relation- to.,other programs or re
Sponsibilities which ought, from a universities' dippec-
tive, to be treated as interrelated. Post secondary edu-'

"-Cation has been relegated to.afterthoughtstatua in some
previous amendments to federal-proincial -fis&id :arrange-
Ments, and it would be' unfortunate :if this happened again.

The first thing. for -the universities to do is to insist
that EPF :;should not ,be precipitously amended, or'abOlished,
even if it does them little good in its present form. The
important thing ,Js to emphasize that if changes are to be
made in a prOgraM 'WhiCh transfers .$1,3 to the pro-
vinCes so that they can give generous support to post-
secondary education, the - changes. be.`` part Of a package

.1
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which includes other items of very great importance to the
universities, especially research sponsorship and, student

assistance. These areas deserve special attention in this
context,'because they are the ones with the widest financial
implications.

Recommendation 11: That the Government of Canada recognize
its moral Commitment not to amend the
Established Programs Financing arrange
ments in a. way prejudicial to the inter
ests of the provinces, without giving

three years' notice of its intention of
doing so.

This may bea superfluous recommendation, since the law may

actually prescribe it. That is how the law reads .to me; but

according to some senior Ottawa, officials there may be

another interpretation, and the government may announce the

termination of the present EPF arrangements effective April

1, 1982. Be that as it. may, when Prime Minister Trudeau

announced the EPF scheme, he declared (1976: 17) that the

arrangements would be "permanent, subject only to three
years' notice, and this notice would not be given before the
first two years of the new arrangements had elapsed". This

is a moral commitment which the. universities should recom
mend be respected in- order to five adequate time for full

consultation with. the provinces on the future, of fiscal

transfers' relating to pbst-;.secondary education, In the

context of a more general review of the federal role in

matters pertaining to universities.

' To prepare their input into this review, the universi

ties urgently need tq reflect on their own needs and on

their prospective situation over the next decade orltwo.

They' .
have asked in the past for tripartite discussions

in' NhiCh they would:particpate, together with both the

federal and provincial. governments, in -the.disCussion of

policies.relatingto them. This request has carried little
weight because they have.not formulated an overall position;.
'they:have only been able to say that they did:not,want to. be

left out of talks pertaining'.to.them. To my mind,: the

tripartite discussion format is . less important than being

able:to present to both orders of government a'aoherent and

reasonable set of proposals aimed directly at resolving some
of the problems of which 139E11 they and the governments are

,consciouS, If the Universities can formulate a position

which can be respected because it tray comes to grips with

419 4.4
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thoSeproblems and is financially responsible, they will be
well placed to influence the:future direction:of policies on
whoSe wisdom -- and generosity they vitally,depend.

0

4.4
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APPENDIX. A

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF 18 TO 30 YEAR OLDS ACCORDING
- .

TOTI4E 1014, CENSUS OuLIc USE SAMPLE TAPE); CANADA' AND

PROVINCES

NOTES:

(1) A description of the data source is contained in

the:text of the report, Section 1.2.2.

(2). CO4Aiin in each table ( "completed high school!')::

includes the percentages in columns 2 and 1.

( "some university"'and"UniverSity degree):.

column 2

(3) The bracketed-figures,in COlumns',1,..giand, were

averaged", to yield an,eStimate of:reCent7;high. school

completion' Yates, percentage of youttrw1'16,,began a

university degree program, and percentagea',yOuth

with a university degree. These.averages are

entered at the bottom of each'column, and are

figures on which Chart 1 -6, (in the text of tH

*repoit) is based.
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TABLE A-1

EDUCATIONAL. ATTAINMENT, CANADA 1971, AGE GROUP 18-,30

.

,-

Age

,

Percentages

NCompleted
High School

Some University
University Degree

18 59.7 9.5 .1 - 3928

19 64.1
o

15.7 .4 3703

io 65.2 19.9. 1.8 .3582

21 62.5 20.0 4.7 3427

22 , 61.7 20.9 7.8 3353

..,,

23. 58.3 19.8 9.5 3397

24 57.1 20.5 16.7 3492

25 52.4 18.9 9.8 2882

26 51.6 19.5 10.3 283.6

27 49.4 18.1 10.0 2755

28 47.2 17.7 "9.4 2644

29 44.4 - 16.3 8.9 2425

30 42.2 15.9 8.4 2294

Average of
bracketed
age group

63.9 20.3.. 10.3
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TABLE .A -.2

.EDUOATIONAL_ATTAINMENT, NEWFOUNDLAND 1971, AGE GROUP 18-3D'

Age

Rercentaties r

Completed Some , University
High School University Degree

18 .48.7 14.8 .0.0 115

19 50.9 13.8 0.0 116.

20 55.0 13.7 0.9 f09, ,
,-..,

21 46.4 14.5 2.7 110

22 41.0 17.0 . 6.0 100,

23 35.8, 10.9 3.6 109

24 47.7 14.9 '5.6 107

25 47.6 9.6 4.8 84
i

;26 48.2 16.8 7.2 .83

a'''
43.5 9.4 4.7 85

28 45.5 16.9 5.2 .77

29 37.3 3.0 1.5 67

30 32.8 14.7 4.9 61

Average of
bracketed
age group

51.5 15.1 5.1

/



TABLE.A-3

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT, NOVA SCOTIA 1971, AGE GROUP 18-30

Age

Percentages

Completed
High School

Some
University

University
Degree

18 47.1 ' 17.1 0.0 140

19 50.4 20.3-, 1.5 133
It

20 40.3. 17.6 0.8 119

21
,

' 40.6
Y .

18.2. 4.2 143

22 18.9 , 8.4 143

23 -42.9 18.8 6.1 133

24 37.3' 15.5 8.7 161

25 37.9 17.8 10.5 124

26 32.0' 13.9.0'4 4:9 122

27 26.0 12.2 8.1 12
28 22.1 12.2. 5.4 131

29 29.3 . 10.4 0.0 116

30 . 33.3 16.7 7.9 114

Average of
bracketed
age group

45.9
.

18.6 8.4



TABLE.A -4

CATIONAL ATTAINMENT, NEW BRUNSWICK 1971, AGE GROUP 18-30

Age

. .,

Percentages
N

.,

Completed Somq University
High School- ,60,iversity Degree,

N.
,-

18 42.5 9,4 0.0 '127

%

19 58.81 _-;.' -19.9
,

0.0 .136

20 . 51.31 3)5:7 0.0 115

21 , 49.0j /21.0 4.9 14;"I.1
22 1 49.1 22.4 7.2 112

23 50.0 13.5 5.9 h. 118
n

P1

24 48.2 , 17.7
:..e

Q
.

141

25 45.5' a
19.9 9:T '101

26 43.5 19.6 12.0 92

27 '38.1. - 10.6 7.7 105

28 48.9 13.6 7.9 '88

29 33.0 13.4 9.3 97

30 \''
37.8 9.9 '5.4 111 .

Average
.

bracketed
age group

53.0 19.7 10.3



TABLE A-5
P.qcAilONAL:ATTAINMENT, QUEBEC (ANGLOPHONES) 1971, AO GROUP 18-30

4

Age

Percentages

Completed Some University
,

High S,chool University Degree
,

18

i
20

21

22

3

:4

25 '.

26

27.

.28

29.

30

Average
bracketed
age group

T

82.$

83.8

27.5

33.8

40.41

77.6

0.0

.7

3.8

10.5

72.5 , 34.5 16.9

74.8 17.4

68.1 ?" 17.5J

65.1, 23.1 A21,

51..., 21'1.8 -,°14.3,

6/.3 24.1 . 11.2

65.3 31.3 12.7

53.8 19.6 10.2.

49.4 22.8 11'.5",

171

145

154

143

142

155

160

'126

133

124

118

117
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TABLE A-6 ".

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT, QUEBEC (FRANCOPHONES.) ?.911,. AGE GROUP 18 -30

r,cOrt:tages

Age Completed.
High

J,4ome University
Schbol2'University Degree

18' 61.3 1036

.19 64.7 7.8' 0.9 972

20 65.2 10.2 2.4 954

21," '61.2 13.2 -2.8

22 61.0 15.9 69 890

52.9 13:0 -7.3 841

24 52.7 14.0 7.8 .134.5

51.5 13.7 7.5.

6 44.0 14.0 7.9 ,768

27 42.8 $ 7.9 738..

28. 12.4 687

'13.7. 8.1 665

. 38.3 5.7 648

AVerage
14:.3;

age grbup
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TABLE A-7

EDUCATIONAL ATT'AII4MENT, ONTARIO 1971, AGE GROUP 18-30

Age

18

19

20

22

23

24

.6

i

1Completed Some . lalhiversity
IBigh School University' Degree
l

Pex*ehtages

,

59.7

?.63.4

6:6

o 15,1

67.9 22.1
ol.

l 64.9 .21.3

67.1,1 23.4
tP

63,6 21.5
.

61.2 20.4 '

0.0

0.2

0.9.

4.4

8.2

11.3

11.1

25 ''.52.2e 10.5
.

26 F.

27:

2.3'''

29'c.

30

Average o
kracketed
age 00145.

56.I .19.0
:'

51.-3 `- 15.2 .

,

48.3 15.6

48.1 15.8.

43.7 & 14.5
o

2ga3

G

10.4

8.6

-11.0

12?7

1263

1164

1140

1108

1127

11'55
qi

885

866

859

865

729

687
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4

,
TABLE A-8 *.

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT, MANITOBA 1971,. AGE GROUP 18-30

Age

4

'20

:2t

23

24

25

26

.27

28.

29

30,
Average of:.
bracketed
age group .t

Percentages

Completed Some University

High School University Degree

53.0 ',.:* 7.6., 0.0

63-.0 20,.1- 0.6
...., .-
..57.1 20.91 2 4

.

6.015 ;A-. oi
lt;.

,8.6

ii v

57.7 22.44 11.5.

.,

46.6 ):9.5

51.3 .21.3 21.3'

43.8 23.5 , 13.7

39.9 -17.5 9:1. ;

40.0 17.8 7,4

311 18.0 11.7

33.8 7- 12:8 8.3
.4. e.

28.7 *) 15.7 "" 9.2

60.2 22..47 , 14.7

198

154*

168

,-

156

-

15.0

153

143

- 135.

122 - .

133
,

108



- ft.4

4 .:4$27k3 LE A-8

fDE5CATIONA5+ ,tATTAINNIESTi SAS/cATOHEWAN 171, AGE GROUP 11730

77,
Percentages

Age
--

1.8

so
UniVersity

Degrse,4

e-

21
A

22 .

59,9 46.....

69:

-64

62-.7

64.0

57.8

54./.

4

55.7

48.2

17/

175

187

.9.5

26:1.



TABLE A-10

EDUCATIONAL APPAINMENT, ALBERTA. 197111 AGE. GROUP 18-30

427

v.

PercentageS
1

Completed :. 6Ome University, N

i

, Bigh School University, Degree ., !

I

18

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

.30

Average of
biacketed.:
age group.

67.7

67.5

7.7.9

69.6

72.0

71.6

61.2

6'1.7

53.1

57.4

48,7,

47.3'

.47.3

9..0

20.4

25.6

23.8

24.6

25.8

22.4

19.2

18.8

20.3

12.7

14.5

14.4

24'.7

0.0

0.0

2.7

9.3

11.7

12.-5

12.0

10.9 193

9.6 207

11.7 197 ,

5.8 189
,,.

6.0 , 165

8.9 146

310

265

2S8

227

232

225

.268

12.1

,c1
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TABLE A-111

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT, BRITISH.COLUMBIA 1971'.', AGE GROUP 18-30.,

Age
Percentages

Completed
High School

Some University
University Degree

18 65.3 14.2 0.0 360

19 72.51 22.2 0.0 334

20 74.0, 26.6, 1.8 339

21°' 73.6' 27.7 _ 4.7 296

22 68.5 21.7 5.6 267

23 71.0 21.1 7.8 ' 310

24 71.2 24.9 9.
\

5 285
0,

25
. ,

26

63.4

t7.6

27.2

20.4

11.0

10.8

191

250
v

27 60..9 17:6 9.3 215
'.

28 ' 614 20.3 11.4 202

29 58.8 4 20.1 8.8 194

30 54.0 23.0 10.9 174

Average of
bracketed '

age group
73.4 25.3 10.4
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APPENDIX B

.RESOLUTIONS, POLICY OPTIONS FOR PROVINCIAL
fA,

GOVERNMENTS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

RESOLUTIONS: These tare proposals for action by the, uni-

versities of Canada.

# 1 --- That the universities of Canada sponsor an enquiiy
into the use of regression techniques of costing.

university programs, both as .a rationale for assign-
ing program weights within an enrolment -based formtild,

,anckas a partial contribution to solving the problem
of -university accomntability for the use of public

fuhdi without having external supervision of, and

control over university administration.

(page 332)

# 2 -- That the universities of Canada affirm the following
Canadian purposes in hilper'education, distinct from
but complementary to the purposes of each province;

and that they t-lcourage the Government'of Canada to
do likewise, while recognizing that any action it

takes to achieve these purposes must be consistent..

with provincial government concerns and "res-
ponsibilities inpost-secondary education, and with
the constitutional division of power's.'

(X) To ,equalize so far.cas dpoSsible educational
opportunity at_the Ofiversity level in all parts

- , of Canada.

(2 < }- To meet Canadian needs for the training 'of

highly qualified manpower, to the extent that

these .kneeds. are not being met by provincial

p'olicies in relation to post-secondary educa-
- tion.

'(3) To sponsor and to promote 'excellence in research
an& scholarship,

and
bit -to support Cultural,

scientific, ildfeCh' tgical developtent in a
general way, andto meet specific research needs
of an applied or Mission-oriented character. One
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, .facet of this 5-responbibility is the training and

'retention within Canada of scholars and scien-

4
(4) To support the use of both official languages of

Canada for instructional purposes at the post-

secadary level (as at other levels). This is
the purpose of bilingualism grants Which.sub-

sidize the proViaion of 'instruction in Whichever
of the two languages in minority position
locally.

-
To meet Canadian Obligationalbo,the international
community;:kci,r*camplehr9ughi

--suppOrk, of foreigrenstndents studying
Canada;',:`

--financing., progrOmsof Wha4otical assistance
or -assistanCe...Apani'yersiti4%4n foreign
countries, and' int.41.**iOnaxChangev.:of
scholars and scientists; and ,'

"-SupPorting. a Canadian contributiontoAnter-
,national scholarship and research. on a scale
Consistent with Canada's size and wealth.

(page Y14-375)

#3.-- That the universities of Canada,. through the AUCC,

4plore .with" the relevant professioaal associations .

the adequacy of federal information services, ..and

make recommendations . for their improvement.- .

POLICY OPTIONS FOR PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTS:
Note: Most of these olitions are not mutually

exclusive.

_.(page 462),

ti

#:1 Introduce.or:reintrOducethe practice of allocating

general provinCial-'.0erating7grants to universities
according to a formula based on current,enTolments,
weighted by program-aud level.

(page 324) .



.# 2 7- Introduce averaging provisions- Into the formula
that :grants are allocated among institut -ions accotd±--!

ing to weighted- enrolments over a period of . year

(say, -.three or five) preceding the .financial year :10

question.

(page 3

# 3 Amend the forMula .by' assigning each. institUtiO'rij:

.
floor figure for enrolment units.

(1),S,':7328)

# 4 -- AMend.the formula by assigning each frisritUribr

ceiling figure for enrolment .units.:

# 5' -- In the formula, treat graduate' enrolniebtele'Se:.

generously than has beeh xuatoMary-
,

Canada.

# 6 -,-.prqide 'Prov incial ',grant tO: siippcitt

costs' of approved: acadenac,,.
those costs incurred in iniiUnninx
programs for a single studebt ; .abdt, prove an add
tional grant to cover marginal costs, boo* 4,§413u7:.;,
lated minimum enrolment, the :additional.' -1040
determined .by 'enrolment-Weil'

g j3.0

# 7 -- Fund "academic :exPendii.Ureng . ibstrU6t-Ohabd:
sponsored research by: on enrohnenr4haaed:' ormu

and other expenditsires.' by!other:lorm40,':pr:.;*.:
discretionary basis

. ,

# 8 -- EMploy a formula' not' laVaitabte*7., , . deterfunds among a .ritimber of 'ins-tittitionS;:..:1)4:::f0i'''.7..:
mining the level,'Of. .provincial; spending, ,nn : universa
ties (operating.vatits);::::

Page3



# 9 " Employ a fully discretionary budget7revieAw system for
f ' .determining the e-grant that each. university within the

province requires, taking into account the financial
'-teeds of the institution and the funds it obtains
from other sources.

4
(page. 338)

#10 ,--'Control the fees levied by universities, and; -7

( Reduce, pOesibly to' zero, the proportion of
university incomes deriving from fees; or

(b) Peg fees assigned proportion of :esti--
mated program costs' (.1,., fees vary. sub-!.

,stantially by program); or-

(c) Raise fee level!, so -theiStild,e4led.bear a higheN.
proportion Of university operating.costs than
they do no*; offer
repayment loans.' to

,adverse impact on
rates;:and/or .

conventional or°c6ntingent
counteract the presumably
access. and participation

..::(.d-041ty-fee-1e:yeis,:,...,pcOnttbalaace the in-
fees,'Wit1COSnor:-fee--vouchers tcyf

ttUdents, either unil,r6Oe1ly'ar-:aathehljasis of
a.:means test (thus shifting 4,..portiOn:of. the

public'sub'sidy-from institutions id studerits):
. .

..(pages 339 -34O)

Let universities use their own:discretton in setting
fees; counteract any a&iierse impact on access and
partiCipatiOn rates' by 'appropriate student 'aid
schemes,:, as in Options 10 -c and 10-d. .

#11

(page .340)

Support research by . contract and Toteibl...y also by,
grants,, in areasof special:provincial conCern,'e.g.;
education, social serylcW and, health-'care, and
technological development.-

(pages 355 -356).



#13 -- Create provincial granting councils with functions.

analogous to, and perhaps duplicating, those of the

. Jederargranting councils, particularly in'the sup-.

port of specific ptojectS propoSed by individual:

faCulty members.
..-

.;p, ,(page 356)

,

--
. .

#14 Support, whether through quasi-independent granting
;:councils- through government departments, the

:,development -of a specialized ''research capability in

'selected .areas of scie?tific, technological, ,,And-

scholarly activity, conceivably with . interims to

strengthethe',position of provincial researchers in

competing:lorifedetal funds.

(page 356)

#15 -- EnSure, through a program of grants to univetiiiies:

or to,institutes affiliated Witkuniversities, that.

tundingof university research supports the

..iimplemientatiOnof a general plarrIpr-'the development

of .a prqyIncial university. systiMi.: each university.-
having s'elected.areas of specialization.

(page 356)'.

#16 -- Work twowards the development of .a comprehenSiVe.

',ieSearch capability within the provindeby (a) "de-
... .

fining the .proyince's researchneedef;and priorities,
j'aOptopriate instrumelts. for , the im

plemeritatl*:;9f AtesearchStrategy W'gOernment
]aborator es,,. in 'induStryi in :research inOtitutes,.

and in 'Imikret4ities, and (c) 41tomoting. university_

research, 'in'. those areas identified as being ap-

propriate for the.universities; Ibtough a combination

of the techniques or mechanieMS mentioned in Options -

12 throUgh.15.

(page 356).
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

P 1 7-That the Government of Canada redesighits policies
and'activitiesin relation(, to universitiesi. in ac-
COrdanCe-with readily tdehtifia4e purposes; and that
it do so through the implementatiOlt. of distinctly
federal programs which dovetail with and supplement
provincial .action in post"secondary education.

These are'proposalS,WhiChtelate to poll.-
.cfes of the Government-of Canada.

(page 393)

That the GOvernMent of Canada..recognie.the'imPor-
tance of stability in the. funding OfresearCh by,
committing itself to 'iminimum -constantdollar.
piopriations for the granttng.councils on ,a
year .basis e.g., by guaranteeing'OUdgetary:alloca-.
tion pegea.to the rate of growth iii "the GNP.

(page 390

4 That the Govern4enlof Canada endorse the objectives'
identified by each' of the granting' councils in the

plans they have formulated, and .fund the councils at
a level sufficient to: plans.

(page 394)

# 4 -- That'the Government of. Canada open discUssiOns with
thejirovinces-with, View',:to augmenting thefidancial
resources of the granting councils on the under-
standing that they will:

.(a) cover IndireCt costa,. ani

. (b) compensate universities and other institutions
foT.release-..tline. for staff whose,researth they
support.':_'

. (page '.395)
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.

5 . That , in the case of research grants, allowances for
release time be made on the basis of' a ,teasonahie

estimate of the time a competent researcher'should
spend_on the project,. ,subject tolater sUbmission of

a new grant application;' and that in the case ,of.
contracts, such allm'fanceS either be made on the'same

basis, or by ex post reckoning.

(page 395)

# That alloWances for indirect costs' 'either be negoti-
..-- ated with each institution at a standard tate fckr

that.iatitution, or, be fixed atia level representing
an average4of indirect cost ratios among representa-
tive institutions,,4resumabry about 50 per pent of
direct 8costs' including release time (a figure 'drawn

from the CAI430 Pilot Sxudy' on-the Costs of lIniversity

Research).

:(page :395)

4 7 ---That:thoge proportions of grants- and. conP ttacits

to'-releasetime'',and, :to: indirect. costs 'he.

awarded to the-institution'emplOying. the'ftesearcher,
and.,betiteated by ;it as general revenue..

(page 395)

.

That,,if the. Federal.-ProvinCial Task Force on Student
Assistance expresses interest in an: incbme-Contingent

loans- scheme, or orotherwige recomMends the- extension

of'the load' reinission:, plans 'operating is' some pro-

vinces,' the Government of Canada .explore "with the

provinces' hoW,it might. appropriately contribute to
the implementation of: such recommendations.

4WirP

(page 399)



# 9 -- That, the Government of Canada institute a program of
financial compensation to the governments of those.
provinces which have a det influx "of. university
students, and that the funds transferred by fixed at ,

a level equal to the provincial per-student grant. to '7

the universities, times the number by Which,;-non7
reSident students .exceed ,;the number'of provincial
residents studying.. at universities elsewhere in

Canada.,

,#10 That the Government of Canada institute.a progr mof
travelSubsidies.to finance interPrOvincial s udent
exchange programs.

.(page 400)

(page 401)

#11 -.That. the Government of Canada .recognize its moral

commitment notto amend the established Programs.'

financing arrangements' in 'a way' prejudicial to the
interests of the proVincew, without giving three
3rearsinotice of its intention of doing 'so.
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